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ZERO DEFECT
GUARANTEED

Fuji Film's achievements in Floppy
Disk technology are defining new stand-

ards for data protection, durability, capacity
and convenience.

The anatomy of our floppy disk displays Fuji's meticulous
attention to detail and their professional approach to end user
requirements. The culmination of extensive research and de-
velopment combined with advanced manufacturing facilities
have produced the widest range of advanced media to com-
plement todays sophisticated PC's.

For further information about this tough new breed of
floppies, simply call Mike Brunt on 01-586 5900.
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Will mainframes survive?
In the beginning was the micro. Then came the
personal computer, whereupon IBM hijacked the
name. Now PC means, primarily, the IBM

PC. After that it means any other kind of personal
computer - if you're lucky. However, even the PC is
going out of fashion. The coming thing is the "work
station" .

Today the real computer user no longer has a
micro. Instead he or she has a desk -top PC linked to
the corporate mainframe - that is, a work station.
This marketing ploy helps the big computer
manufacturers to sell micros to the data-processing
departments of big companies, some of which hate
micros on principle.

It also skirts round the problem described in last
month's editorial, which is that the PC or IBM PC
standard is rapidly going out of date. Why should
anyone buy a PC when there are new micros coming
that offer the same power, or twice the power, for
about half or a quarter of the cost? Well, it's OK
because you are not buying a micro at all, but some-
thing much grander: a work station.

There is no argument that some IBM compatibles
currently offer good value in personal business
computing. This is not just a matter of the price/
performance ratio. Such factors as the availability of
software and hardware adds-ons, ergonomics, hot-
line support, durability, maintenance and repair
costs must also be taken into account. Then the
purchase of a PC - even an IBM PC - may be the
right choice for many users. The problem with
the work station concept is that mainframe -
compatibility is being used as a substitute for that
kind of analysis.

As a result, users are ending up with computers
that are quite inappropriate to their needs. And
companies are spending three or four times as much
as they should be, for installations that perform less
effectively than much cheaper options.

Managers who could do all their work on an
Apricot Fl, RML Nimbus, Philips Yes or whatever,
get lumbered with 3270 PCs or XTs with micro -to -
mainframe links. Executives who could really motor
with an Apple Macintosh end up with ICL DRS -20s,
and so on. For a while this strategy will satisfy
companies and their data-processing departments.
The problem is that corporate mainframes will soon
be unable to cope.

A recent article in our sister paper Computer
Weekly, 5 September, projects current mainframe
developments into the near future. This shows that
"current mainframe computer technology cannot
continue to meet predicted user requirements for
any significant length of time".

Mainframe sites find they need to expand their
mass storage facilities by 40 percent a year. The

reduction in the relative size of storage units over the
last five years has been 15 percent compound per
year. So even under the status quo, unless there is a
dramatic breakthrough in packing density, every
floor of every office is going to be filled with main-
frame disc drives within the forseeable future.

But the status quo is not going to be maintained.
As we have seen, the trend in personal computing is
to connect PC -based work stations to mainframes.
Perhaps the idea is distributed processing, but the
result is simply that individual users increase the
strain on the processing and storage capabilities of
already overburdened mainframes. This will lead to
catastrophe and collapse, and then to ire, envy and
despair.

Practical Computing does not believe that the
mainframe industry, while it may decline, will
actually wither away and die. Nor do we subscribe
to the popular view expressed by Will Zachmann,
vice-president of corporate research for analyst
International Data Corporation, that "over the next
few years even the largest [mainframe] manufacturer
will be understood as peripheral to the PC desk -top
work station, and not as now the other way around".

We think the mainframe suppliers will eventually
survive by modernising the creaking dinosaurs they
sell today. And we think the microcomputer market
will continue to go from strength to strength.
Whether the PC or PC work station will still be part
of the micro market, or whether it will atrophy in the
deathly grip of corporate data processing, remains a
matter of curiosity, but little real importance. The
real micro market can live without it.

EIYEARS AGO...
Nowadays, the arrival of a new 64K micro on the
market is almost a daily event. However, when that
product bears the name IBM, one must look at it in a
different light to the run-of-the-mill offerings.

The first IBM machine to attack the micro market
was the 5110, it had very little built-in software and
made little impact on the scene. The new machine,
the 5120, is a much re -designed version of the 5110,
and will run most of the software from the earlier
machine. It is designed to sell both to existing IBM
mainframe users and to the first-time buyers.

Apart from the two printers the computer has 16K,
32K or 64K. The two integral discs are 1.2MByte
each and a further 2.4MByte may be attached
externally. The user can either select a version with
APL and Basic in ROM, or if preferred, a system with
Basic only.

As far as the price is concerned, for a 2Mbyte
system with 64K and a 120cps printer, the
approximate price would be £8,500. Application
packages work out at about £1,000 a piece, and
delivery is immediate. PC Volume 3 Issue II
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Most
distributors
can supply
a printer

Nobody can say "printers" in as many ways as
Dataproducts. They are the World's largest
independent printer manufacturers, supplying all
the major computer companies.
The Dataproducts' range includes printers
designed for Data Processing, Office Automation,
Business Graphics and Personal Computing:
 Band printers from 300 LPM to 2000 LPM
 Dot matrix printers from 35 CPS to 400 CPS

(including letter, text and data processing
quality)

 Daisy wheel printers from 20 CPS to 55 CPS
(including ultra -low noise models rated at
less than 55 decibels)

Dataproducts also excel at versatile paper
handling with tractor, friction and single sheet
feeds, including single bin, dual bin and
envelopes.
You may wonder what else is required?

It takes
SINTROM
to supply
a business

To compliment Dataproducts' superb range of
printers, Sintrom Electronics can give your
business even more.
 We give you competitive pricing across the

widest range of Dataproducts' printers and
we have most products in stock now!

 We offer pre -sales advice, complete in-
stallation, aftersales support and services,
together with our own on -site and depot
repair capability.

 Interfacing ability on Dataproducts' prin-
ters to virtually any computer system or
P.C., including IBM, Wang, Data General,
ICL and DEC.

Sintrom Electronics have even more to offer with
our unrivalled range of other peripherals to com-
pliment these printers and can give you all the
advantages of dealing with a single supplier.
Call, or write to us, today for full information on
the Dataproducts' range and the advantages we
can supply to your business.

Sintrom Electronics Ltd.__ - -7, For the best lines in peripherals
Terminals and Printers Division

Arkwright Road, Reading, Berks RG2 OLS Telephone: Reading (0734) 875464 Telex: 847395

 Circle No. 143



Software
licences...
I AM writing concerning John
Hannavy's problem with running
Datastar on an Apricot. What
surprised me most was his
dissatisfaction with the Sanyo
555. I have not had a problem
with mine that was not self-
induced. At the price it is
unbeatable, and more usable
than the fl. There is a great deal
of public -domain software
available, as well as a good user
group, though of course there
may be the same for the Apricot.

The question of signing
software licences is interesting.
You do not discover the need to
sign the licence until you have
paid your money, made the
contract and taken the machine
home. This alone in law should
make the licence unenforceable.
If you do not wish to sign the
contract, I doubt if this would be
taken as sufficient reason to claim
a refund.

None of this of course detracts
from the fact that it is obviously
wrong to forge copies of software
for any nefarious purpose. But if
I buy a book, I am not restricted
to reading it in one place, nor
forbidden to let anyone else read
it. Purchase of a program should
give unlimited use of that
program to the purchaser or
anyone that he or she permits,
the same as would apply to the
purchase of a car or any other
article.

Perhaps the true value of
software is shown with machines
like the Sanyo. It just is not
possible for the software given
with the machine to be worth
£1,000 when the machine and
software together can be had for
some £800. If software were sold
for its true value, perhaps piracy
would not take place. It will be
interesting to see if Adam
Osborne's Paperback Software
achieves this aim.

B TOWNLEY-FREEMAN,
Wallingford,
Oxfordshire.

 are they
legally
enforceable?
I WAS intrigued by your
correspondence on the
problem of transferring Datastar
from a Sanyo to an Apricot. I
operate a Wren Executive which
came bundled with the Perfect
suite, CP/M Plus, Z-80 BBC
Basic, Executive Desktop and
software to drive the 1,200/75

FEEDB
Our Feedback columns offer readers the opportunity of

bringing their computing experience and problems to the
attention of others, as well as to seek our advice or to make
suggestions, which we are always happy to receive. Make

sure you use Feedback - it is your chance to keep in touch.
Write to

Feedback, Practical Computing,
Quadrant House, The Quadrant,

Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS

BENCHMARKS
WHEN reviewing products, the better hi -ft, car and camera magazines
provide a large number of test results which enable the reader to
form some kind of objective assessment of the product. You would
think that computers, having both electronic and mechanical
dimensions, would lend themselves even more readily to such
measurement. However, none of the computer magazines -
including yours - provides similar figures. Why not?

The idea that the performance of a f3,000 computer can be
adequately estimated from the time taken to count the empty loop
400 FOR K=1 TO 1000
500 NEXT K
is dangerously simplistic. Indeed, you have pointed this out in several
previous issues. However, you continue to publish the results of such
antique Basic routines, and presumably people take notice of them.

The Basic Benchmark results will vary according to a number of
factors, including the numerical accuracy involved - though this is
never mentioned. The Disc Benchmark results will vary according to
the placing of the files on the disc, the number of buffers used and
so on, which means the decimal -point accuracy of the results is
spurious. Many other features, from the amount of keyboard travel
to the speed at which the hardware writes to the screen, remain
unmeasured. Perhaps you would increase your sales, and your service
to readers, by tackling these problems.

JAMES ALEXANDER,
Bradford 17.

THE EDITOR REPLIES: We are not particularly happy with the
Benchmarks we publish, but they are the best we have, and they aim
to provide comparability across a wide range of machines in their
default configurations. Our reviews are not intended to completely
specify particular machines, or provide full backing if you are buying
a micro. But they do put new models in context in the market and
provide a starting point for further investigation.

We have previously tried to secure the co-operation of such bodies
as the NCC to produce some better benchmarks, and we are open to
suggestions if readers have other ideas.

modem for use with Prestel. At
no time during my discussions
prior to the purchase with the
company who sold me the
machine was I ever told that I was
merely being granted a licence to
use this software.

On getting the machine back
home I found a licence
agreement inside for the use of
the software I thought I had
bought. I naturally simply tore
up the agreement, which could in
no sense be binding on me as it
was never included in the terms
of my contract with the vendors.
When I purchased a copy of a
well-known database program

from another supplier well
respected in my area, it was
simply given to me. Imagine my
surprise, therefore, when I read a
notice contained inside saying
that this too was only being
rented to me on rather poor
terms. I had of course no contract
with the author of the program
or the notice, and so on; it
received the same treatment as
before. -It is simply not open to
software authors or subsequent
vendors to attempt to impose
terms ex post facto in this
manner.

I appreciate that authors of
programs should and do receive

the benefit of copyright, but to
attempt to smuggle in conditions
in this way is immoral but sadly
not dishonest. Are you really
suggesting that it is morally
wrong that I should want now to
be able to run my software on
another machine? I am not
speaking of selling or giving away
copies, but simply utilising
valuable software to its best
advantage. Why should software
houses cash in on the anarchy of
standards in disc formats? Is it
fair that I should have to buy two
copies of the same program when
I can only use one version at a
time anyway?

N CRAPPER,
Dartmouth,

Devon.

THE EDITOR REPLIES: I have to
say I agree with you. Also I do
not know of any software house
managing to impose these terms
and conditions - that is, get the
backing of a British court.

My view is that if you buy a
piece of software you should be
able to use it however you like,
though always respecting the
original author's copyright.

Microtext
ALTHOUGH Microtext can indeed
be called a "well -established
authoring system" - authoring
language is a much more accurate
term - which is "now available
on the BBC Micro" - see PC
September, pages 64-65 - it is
actually the BBC implementation
which has established the
launguage. In this form it is used
by a number of our clients and
most of the software houses
specialising in the authoring of
training material.

Transdata has been selling
CP/M-80 versions for a number
of micros for about a year and
ported this implementation across
to CP/M-86. A PC -DOS/
MS-DOS version is also available.
The versions for Apple and
Commodore machines have been
waiting for some considerable
time for companies willing to
market the software.

Transportability in this context
refers to the authored application
software; the various versions of
Microtext contain compatible
interpreters for these program
modules. Given that different
machines/operating systems will
support different screen displays,
filing systems and OS commands,
applications can only be
transported directly to the extent
that they are machine=
independent.

Usability is a matter of taste.
(continued on next page)
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FEEDBACK

(continued from previous page)

Experience shows that the in-
built editor is sufficient for most
applications and quick and easy
to learn. As Microtext uses plain
text files, authors can use their
favourite word processor for the
preparation of modules -
perhaps using the Microtext
editor later for screen formatting
and colouring.

BBC Mode 7 is definitely the
most economical screen format,
but I would take the reviewer to
task for dismissing Teletext
graphics. Browse through Ceefax
for inspiration, then try creating a
screen of your own, both in BBC
Basic and in Microtext.

Although BBC Microtext offers
authors the same graphics
commands as BBC Basic, the
reviewer seems discontented with
the graphics support. Microtext
invites the use of separate
graphics packages for creating
pictures, which can subsequently
be loaded into screen memory as
picture files. However, animation
is no trivial task for the average
programmer in any language and
Microtext is intended for use by
trainers and educationalists, not
by skilled programmers.

As far as the use of Microtext
in computer assisted learning and
computer based training goes,
the reviewer criticises the danger
of "lack of imagination".
Microtext offers a natural
structure for such material and
includes the powerful tools that
one would expect from an
authoring rather than a
programming language - that
is, response matching and
validation, help facilities, data
logging and extensive screen -
display control. These facilities
are significantly more powerful
than those found in many other
comparable languages and allow
greater creativity and flexibility
with less effort to authors than
either menu -driven authoring
systems or conventional
programming languages.
Professional trainers should only
approach the machine once the

instructional design has been
completed and certainly the part
that requires imagination and
creativity. This is even more true
of interactive video.

As far as cost goes, in our view
the power of the product, its
efficiency in use, the potential for
standardisation across a range of
equipment and the support
available from suppliers, users'
groups and specialist authoring
houses make the product very
attractive. The IBM version, at
around £250, compares
favourably with many business
packages for that machine.

The review identifies the
advantage of the ROM for the
BBC Micro, but failed to mention
that £250 buys a complete
authoring system for a very
inexpensive and much -used
computer. Comparable systems
may cost from £3,000 to £30,000
while one authoring system for
interactive video requires the
services of a Vax.

Once material has been
authored, it may run on any
machine with an authoring ROM
or on the Microtext interpreter
with no authoring facilities and
costing £50.

NEIL SANDFORD,
The Soft Option,

Kingston,
Surrey.

Word
Counter
I SHOULD like to suggest a
correction and a minor
improvement to the Word
Counter program published in
the July issue of PC.

Lines 01C9 and 01CB seem to
be in the wrong place and
prevent the subsequent tests
being carried out. Luckily the
tests are rarely needed, so the
difference in the functioning of
the program is trivial.

I suggest that a test for square
opening and closing brackets be
included. The opening bracket is
the important one, since some

YOU MUST THINK THE
WORLD'S LEFT YOU BEHIND,
ETHE L .. ALL THIS H I -TECH
STUFF... F'RINSTANCE...

WORD COUNTER. LISTING 1
CPI
JZ
CPI
JZ
IF
CPI
JZ
ENDIF
IF
CPI
JZ
ENDIF

IF
CPI
JZ

ENDIF

IF
CPI
JZ

ENDIF

IF
CPI
JZ

;Check for a space
INTER ;that separate words
LF ;check for LineFeed
INTER

FCOMMA

INTER

FDOT

INTER

FQUERY
.?,
INTER

FEXCLM

INTER

FSEMIC.;.
INTER
ENDIF
IF
CPI
JZ

ENDIF
IF
CPI
JZ

ENDIF
IF
CPI
JZ

ENDIF
CPI CR

JNZ TEST

FCOLON

INTER

FTAB

TAB

INTER

FHYPHN

INTER

INTER: MVI B,1

;possibly check for comma

;possibly check for dot

;possibly check for query

;possibly check for
;exclamation mark

;possibly check for semicolon

;possibly check for colon

;possibly check for TAB

;possibly check for hyphen

;check for Carriage Return

WORD COUNTER. LISTING 2

CPI
JZ

CPI
JZ

CPI
JZ

CPI
JZ

CPI
JZ
CPI
JZ

10
INTER
up
INTER
e[I'
INTER
13

INTER
I{U

INTER

!Y1
INTER

;possibly test for left parenthesis

;possibly test for right parenthesis

;possibly test for left bracket

;possibly test for right bracket

;possibly test for left brace

;possibly test for right brace

people leave a space after an
opening bracket. The program as
originally written would count
brackets both preceded and
followed by spaces as words.

GEOFFREY W GARDINER,
Knutsford,

Cheshire.

. WITH A MULTI-
FUNCTION PACKAGE
LIKE THIS, I CAN DO
ALMOST ANYTHING..
SPREAD SHEETS,

WORD-PROCESSING,
FILING,
GRAPHICS..

... AND THEMACRO
COMMANDS MAKE
DATA MANIPULATION

CHILD'S PLAY!

JOHN AND TIMOTHY LEE
REPLY: We agree with your
comments about moving two
lines in the program. The lines
that have assembled at addresses
01C9 and O1CB should be just
before the line that has

(continued on page 13)

... BUT I STILL RECKON
HAND-CRAFTED
ASSEMBLER TAKES

SOME BEATING...
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The
Right

Software
WHAT IS RIGHT FOR ...
dAccounting

/Catering
/Employment agency

gEstate agency

/Farming

/Insurance

dStock control

/Job costing
/Legal profession

/Mailing
/Marketing
/manufacturing

dMedical profession

/Personnel

/Printing
/Retailing

Time recording

/Travel agency

THE ANSWER'S
MULTI-USER DATAFLEX
DataFlex. A data management system so versatile
it can be adapted to most business needs. Plan the
future around DataFlex and you're never tied
down to a single unalterable way of doing things.
Its powerful set of software building bricks lend
themselves to just about all applications where
fast efficient data retrieval and manipulation are
of paramount importance. Add comprehensive
calculating facilities and you've really got a system
for all facets of business. And, of course, DataFlex
is portable. So you can move your data from PC to
PC, from PC network to multi user system, from 8
bit to 16 bit, without ever having to re -key.
It really is the software for business on the move.

CALL US NOW

(INFORMATION MANAGEMENT) SERVICES LTD
16 Anning Street, New Inn Yard, London EC2A 3HB

Telephone: 01-729 4460 Telex: 27341

All trademarks are acknowledged

(EasyLink)
Modem £ 140

Software £ 185

Registration fee £ 40
2 -year subscription @ £12.95 per month £31 1

Total running costs for 2 years £676
Daily running cost (1 yr = 260 days) f 1.30

EasyLink
-a breakdown.

telex costs

(Telex)
2 -year rental of Cheetah (87c 32k)
telex equipment @ £322 per quarter £2576
Line fees @ £88 per quarter £ 704
Connection fee £ 88

Total running costs for 2 years £3368
Daily running cost (1 yr = 260 days) £6.48

-a
EasyLink

because
already
microcomputer
typewriter)

You
messages
of the

What's
advantages

Send
about
EASYLINK

To: Cable
FREEPOST
Please

Name

Ordinary
nervous

it
have

can

overall

us
them

and

tell me

telex

is so much cheaper
allows you to use

in your office
(or word -processor,

-to key into the
send messages
from, any telex

cost of conventional
more, there are a

to the EasyLink
the coupon today
or phone 01-928

(Dial 100) for a

Wireless EasyLink
LONDON SE1

more about EasyLink.

breakdown.
to set

equipment
-a telephone

world telex
to, and receive

subscriber
telex.

whole host
system.

and we'll
9001

brochure.

Ltd,
OYU.

costs

up

electronic

at

tell
or FREEFONE

and
you
and

network.

a fraction

of other

you

run,

a

all
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Address

Telephone
P1
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on't let the low cost of
ourcomputers

give you the wrong idea.



Rest assured there is nothing clockwork
or Mickey Mouse about Apricot's 'Gateway'
computers.

Take the Apricot Fl as an example.
To begin with it's a businesslike 16 -bit micro.
Given its low price, most of our competitors'

offerings only give you 8 -bits to play with.
Play being the operative word. You can't run

serious business software on their machines.
As an aside, that shortcoming also extends

to schools and colleges. The 8 -bit micro's can
leave students ill-equipped for the outside world,
whereas the Apricot Fle is top of its class in
all respects.

Every Apricot uses the advanced 3.5" disk
pioneered by us and now rapidly becoming the

industry standard.
Our rivals can only

offer childish, cassette -
based systems which are
slow and with limited
capacity.

The Apricot system
opens the door (or gate-

way) to the very best in business software such
as the best-selling Lotus 1-2-3.

In Europe alone, Apricot has 3,000 packages
to choose from including the Apricot Accountant
and Communiqué, our business information
service.

Every computer in our 'Gateway' range has
a free package of software.

This includes a screen-based tutorial, an
electronic diary, a sketch program, GW-Basic
(GW stands for Gee Whiz which gives you
some idea of its talents) and with the Apricot Fl
and Fle, the addition of Activity.

Activity's icon or picture -based commands
enable you to get started easily and handle all
the basic functions.

An optional extra is a remote control Mouse.
This enables you to call up information without
touching the keyboard.

The keyboard is also remote control so there
are no wires cluttering your desk. What's more it
has 92 keys (our competitors short-change you
with as few as 58) including a numeric keypad for
rapid calculations.

Your chosen Apricot can run the very best in
colour on either your RGB monitor or ordinary
TV set.

OUR SOFTWARE IS TOP OF
THE BUSINESS POPS.

Unlike our competitors' offerings, Apricots
can grow with your business. With the simple
addition of expansion boards you can double
your memory.

And as your needs increase, so you can add on
more computers. Either from our`Gateway'range,
the juicier Apricot 'Collection' or the mighty
micro's from our 'Professional' selection.

All work together in perfect harmony (we
actually make the world's largest compatible
range). Furthermore, all are fully networkable on
a local basis. This means that up to 60 computers
can work together.

It just goes to prove that our 20 years of
successful trading is not based entirely upon
competitive pricing.

If you'd like more information about our
`Gateway' micro's call us on Freefone Apricot (via
the operator) or send the coupon.

We'll send you a brochure as well as a factual
comparison between us and our competitors.

It certainly puts the toys in
their place, the games room.

 resenotenneemeinen

£595.
APRICOT Fle,

256K RAM,
SINGLE

315K DISK.

£895:*
APRICOT Fl, 256K RAM, SINGLE 720K DISK.

Please send me your free information package on the
Apricot 'Gateway.' To: Apricot UK Limited, FREEPOST,
Halesowen, West Midlands B63 1BR.

Name

Position

Company

Address

Telephone apricot_l
*PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE MONITOR OR VAT AND IS CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS.  Circle No. 147



MULTI -PROCESSOR BASE

SIXTEEN USER
CONCURRENT

DOS 4.1
HYPER MICRO
MORE POWERFUL THAN SIXTEEN PC'S PUT TOGETHER

Each user has its own 16 -bit CPU iAPX186 & up to 1Mbyte of RAM and a
dedicated copy of Concurrent DOS 4.1

 Full MS-DOS 2.11 & CP/M-86 compatibility a Each user running up to 4 tasks and 4 virtual
and record/file locking and printer spooling for screens; i.e. a total of 64 tasks simultaneously
genuine multi-user applications. executed.

Up to 16 Users each with its own:
 16 -bit Processor iAPX186 @ 8 Mhz
 Up to 1Mbyte RAM
 Up to 3 Private Serial Ports; optional

8087 co -processor

Sharing 16 -bit Master Processor with
1Mb RAM &:

3 Serial and 1 parallel ports
 Up to 512Mbyte Fast Winchesters
 40Mbyte Tape Cartridge

PIONEERS IN MULTI -PROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY

Each user Running:
 Private copy of Concurrent DOS 4.1
 4 virtual screens/multi-tasking
 Full Concurrent DOS 4.1, CP/M86 and

MS-DOS 2.11 compatibility

Vital importance to:
 Microfocus Cobol Level II Developers
 Omicron Dealers to run 16 -bit multi-user
 RM Cobol and CP/M & MS-DOS Systems

Houses

Sales and Marketing
Bromcom Ltd
Southbank Technopark
90 London Road, London SE1 6LN
Tel: 01-928 2900 Telex: 926012

Head Office
417/421 Bromley Road
Downham, Bromley
Kent BR1 4PJ
Tel: 01-461 3993
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ADVERTISEMENT FEEDBACK

IS YOUR
COMPUTER
AS CLEVER
AS THE
HYPER -
MICRO?
Introducing the Hyper -
micro - the first system to
offer multi -processor based
Concurrent DOS 4.1 with
DR -Net. The power of more
than sixteen 16 -bit PCs in
one with Concurrency for
each user.

The limitations of the
stand-alone PC are now
widely known and no net-
working can disguise the
shortcomings of such
systems to meet multi-user
computing requirements.

Today's successful busi-
ness requires a fully inte-
grated multi-user computer
with easy expansibility as
the needs grow.

The Hyper -micro offers
multi -processor based Con-
current DOS 4.1, operating
through DR -Net, to up to 16
simultaneous users from
one central system. Multi-
processing means allocating
the equivalent power of one
PC to each user so that no
CPU degradation is ex-
perienced as more users add-
ed onto the system. This is a
contrast to the "shared pro-
cessor" principle most com-
monly used. Not only can all
16 users share the same data
and communicate with each
other but at the same time
each user has, at his or her
command, four virtual
screens allowing up to four
tasks to be conducted con-
currently at each work-
station.

Thus with such function-
ality and with more than the
power of 16 PCs we think
you will agree that the
Hyper -micro adds a new
dimension to multi-user
computing.

How clever is your com-
puter?

(continued from page 8)

assembled at 01F1.
Thus the lines

CPI CR
and

JNZ TEST
should be moved from their
present position to appear just
before the line

INTER: MVI B,1
as shown in listing 1.

If you wish to include tests for
round or square brackets or braces
then you should add lines of the
form shown in listing 2 into the
code with the other tests. This
can be extended for any other
character/s that you consider
important. After these additions,
the word "character/s" will now
be counted as two words.

Smart
trackball
WE WOULD like to point out a
mistake in the information given
concerning our trackball in the
September issue of Practical
Computing. It uses the keyboard
socket connection on the IBM via
a T connector supplied with the
trackball cable. The keyboard
then connects via the other end
of the T. This means that no
serial ports are taken up and also
no power supply is required, but
both the trackball and keyboard
are active.

CLIVE ROWE,
Comtec Data Systems,

Harlington,
Middlesex.

Long live the
worlchorses
MAY I endorse the good word of
Deborah Loth - see Feedback,
September - in praise of your
continued support of us old
fogeys out in the sticks who are
still using 6502s and Z -80s. My
own word processing is done on a
Pet 3032, and the Wordpro III
program is much friendlier than
many newer offerings running on
MS-DOS,. etc.

I do spreadsheet calculations
on Supercalc on my three -year -
old Osborne 1. Only rarely do I
feel the need of something with
more power or speed. Then I
think back five years to doing it
all with typewriters, calculators,
Snopake and Sellotape, and the
feeling soon passes.

Thank you for looking
backwards as well as forwards. I
for one will be waiting a while
before scrapping my workhorses.

ALAN VINCENT,
Sherborne,

Dorset.

More CAD of
PCBs
IN RESPONSE to "CAD of PCBs"
in September's Ask PC, I would
like to add the following British
packages, all of which work on
the IBM PC/XT/ AT and
compatibles, to the list of CAD
PCB -design software products
published: PCB Designer by
Ward Partners, Vutrax by
Computamation Ltd, and
Redlog/Redboard by Racal. The
cheapest of the three products
includes auto-routeing and can
be purchased for as little as £900.

If any of your readers would
like further information or
demonstrations we would be
happy to oblige. Our CAD
specialist is Bill Phillips and he
can be contacted at the .
Northwood branch of Mass
Micros on (09274) 20738/9

J V COWDERY,
Mass Micros,

Welwyn Garden City,
Hertfordshire.

Advance 86B
buffers
I WAS interested to read the Last
Word disc Benchmark article in
the August issue of Practical
Computing. I believe that I can
throw some light on the problem
experienced by Boris Allan when
trying to use 70 buffers on the
Advance 86B.

This problem is not limited to
the Advance 86B, and has been
noticed on a real IBM PC. It is
not caused directly by buffer -
space allocation, but by the much
more general subject of memory
space. If enough memory is
allocated by MS-DOS so that
Format is made to cross a 64K
memory boundary, then the
described behaviour will always
be seen. This can be proved by
generating a program of around
38K - 540 bytes for each buffer
and its associated red tape -
then loading this program
permanently into memory by
using a suitable system call.

The implementors of MS-DOS
on each machine are the real
culprits; it is they who write the
machine -dependent parts of the
Format program and its interface
to the machine BIOS. In the case
of the Advance, the problem is
not with the actual Format call to
the BIOS but in the Verify call
that comes afterwards. The BIOS
specification for its software disc
interface says that no buffer
address need be given for a Verify
call. However, the address -
checking code is still executed
and by chance checks the address

of the Format program itself for
validity, including the crossing of
the 64K boundary. Normally this
works fine, but if lots of memory
has been used up so that Format
is loaded in a different place....

If anyone is interested, I have
produced a patch that fixes the
problem in the Advance 86B.

BOB EAGER,
5, Bognor Drive,

Herne Bay,
Kent CT6 8QP.

Delta Card
HAVING read the review of the
CMS expansion system by Roger
Cullis in the August issue of
Practical Computing, and noticed
the set of Benchmark timings
that you printed, I though that
you might be interested to hear
about the Watford Electronics
Delta Card for the BBC Micro.

The Delta Card is a means of
doubling the processing speed of
a BBC Micro by the addition of
an extra card. Fitted internally via
a flexible ribbon cable, the Delta
Card gives full compatibility with
all standard software, whereas a
6502 second processor offering
only a 50 percent increase of
speed is incompatible with a large
amount of existing software.

The Acorn 6502 second
processor costs £175 plus VAT,
with an average Benchmark time
of 10.27 seconds. The Watford
Electronics Delta Card costs £99
plus VAT, with an average
Benchmark time of 7.80 seconds.

DAVID FELL,
Watford Electronics,

Watford.

Sharp
keywords
IN Feedback, September, Bill
Jarvis asks about a number of
unpublished keywords for the
Sharp PC -1500.

Much of what he wants to
know can be found in the
PC -1500 Technical Reference
Manual which should be available
from Sharp U.K. Some of what
he's after is in Getting started on
the Sharp 1500 and Radio Shack
PC -2, by H C Pennington, Gary
Camp and Ralph Burris. I
strongly recommend the latter to
those who have trouble with the
rather odd Japanese/American of
the 1500's instruction manual.
It explains a lot of what the
manual either treats too briefly or
ignores altogether.

JOHN HOOPER,
Colchester,

Essex.

For more details see the opposite page.
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NCR's TOWER RANGE OF *UNIX BASED

COMPUTERS TAKES THE NEXT

PERFORMANCE STEP UP

AND A COST PERUSER

STEP DOWN.

NCR's expanding family of Tower comput-
ers utilise the latest technology to achieve

successively higher price/performance levels

- so enabling every user to afford more

computing power.

The entry-level Mini Tower for example

gives you the performance of a mini for the

cost of a micro - providing access for up to

8 users.

You can progress from there all the way

through the Tower XP to the latest true 32 -

bit, 32 -user Tower 32.

At each stage you will have the broadest

possible choice of hardware, software and
peripherals - thanks to the Tower's Unix

operating system - the standard for multi-
user systems.

All Tower computers are backed by a

nationwide team of over 1000 field engin-

eers and support staff. Plus a network of
authorised distributors who can handle all
your bespoke software needs. So you will

get the maximum possible support in setting

up, maintaining and expanding your Tower
computing system.

Contact us today, and watch your

business grow with the Tower family of

computers tomorrow.

N C R
INNOVATIVE COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

YOU CAN EXPECT IT FROM NCR

NCR Limited, 206 Marylebone Road, London NW1 6LY.

*Unix is a trademark of AT & T Bell Laboratories.

Fro: NCR Information Centre, NCR Ltd, -I
206 Marylebone Road, London, NW1 6LY.

Telephone: 01-724 4050.

NCR Tower computers range from the
Mini Tower catering for up to 8 users, through
the 16 -user Tower XP, to the 32 -user Tower 32.

Please send me full details on

 Mini Tower I: Tower XP O Tower 32

Name

Title

Type of business

Company

Address

Telephone

14
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HARDWARE NEWS

HARDWARE
SHORTS
The Sinclair QL has been
cut in price from £399 to
£199.95.
 Victor has cut the price of
its VI and VPC ranges. The
entry-level price is now
£1,399. More on (0494)
450661.
The Digithurst Microscale
IIR image -processing system
allows data to be fed into
packages such as Lotus 1-2-3
and dBase II. Details on
(0223) 208926.
The Wren Executive
business micro has been
relaunched by Opus at £995.
Details on (0737) 65080.

A private viewdata system
for the Altos range of micros
has been released by DTA
Computer Systems, starting at
about £11,500. More from
Altos dealers.
The Fortune 32:16 XP -45
has been reduced in price
from over £14,000 to under
£9,500. Details on (0344)
486555.
Tonto, BT's version of One
Per Desk, now has upgrades
allowing it to communicate
with mainframes. More from
Freefone Merlin.
The Juki 5510 dot-matrix
printer can emulate an Epson
FX 80 and IBM Graphics
Printer. Cost is £349. More
on (0256) 473232.
The Torch TX -20 now
comes with 1Mbyte main
memory. The cost is £6,425.
Details on (0223) 841000.
The Matmos PC is a new
incarnation of the Triumph
Adler Alphatronic PC.
Complete CP/M systems cost
from £325. More on (0444)
414484.
A family of digitisers has
been introduced by Kontron.
The Digicad range starts at
£2,260, and has a 12in.
square tablet. Details on
(0371) 821188.
 Dhobi is an EPROM eraser
from Cambridge
Microelectronics. The cost is
£18.95, or £22.95 with a
built-in timer. More
information on (0223)
314814.

ICL Quattro with CCPIM
AS ITS NAME suggests, the ICL PC
Quattro supports up to four users.
But running under Concurrent
CP / M, the system can theoretically
handle four simultaneous tasks per
person as well. A total of 16 con-
current tasks is probably a little
optimistic, though, since the chip
is the humble 8086. The rest of the
specification is also rather ho -hum:

RAM expandable up to 1Mbyte,
780K floppies, with hard -disc
options of 20Mbyte, 40Mbyte and
60Mbyte. The display offers reso-
lution of 640 by 400 pixels in
colour or black and white.

Prices start at £2,868 for one
screen, Basic, two floppies and
eight serial ports. For £5,100 you
get 512K RAM, a 10Mbyte

Winchester and one screen. Extra
terminals cost £643 for mono,
£899 for mono with graphics and
mouse, and £1,399 for colour.

It is a tragedy that ICL seems
unable to break out of the cycle of
producing any given machine two
years after everyone else. More
details can be obtained on 01-788
7272.

Macintosh Hyperdrive
THE GRANDLY -NAMED Hyperdrive is
an internal 10Mbyte hard disc for
the 512K Macintosh which Apple
is graciously allowing to be fitted
without voiding warranties. Big
speed advantages are claimed in
loading and running programs.
Unfortunately the price is also

rather big: £1,995 plus VAT.
The distributor in the U.K. is P

& P which carries out the modifica-
tion; authorised Apple dealers are
also empowered to do so. Turn -
round time is about five days.
More information on (0706)
217744.

Microscribe 600
THE British -designed and built
Microscribe 600 is a portable CP/ M
machine. It is designed specifically
for unfriendly environments and
has been made dust- and splash -
proof. It comes with 128K RAM
and a 64K ROM containing CP / M
and Basic.

There is a 40 -character by eight -

line LCD, and QWERTY key-
board and serial ports. There is also
an autodial modem with a Wake
facility which allows automatic dial
up and two-way flow of data at off-
peak telephone charge times. The
unit weighs about 31b. and will
cost around £800. Details on
(06333) 73246.

Apple Ilc
CP/M Plus
CIRTECH has launched a Z-80 board
for the Apple Ile which allows
CP/ M Plus to be run from disc.
Bundled with the card is the full
WordStar / Mailmerge software.
The price is £280, and details can
be obtained on (0896) 57790.

Bus -based
Gemini
Challenger
THE BRITISH micro manufacturer
Gemini has launched the Chal-
lenger, a 68000 -based machine
costing around £5,000, including a
Wyse terminal. The appearance of
this machine also signals the intro-
duction of a new bus, the 68K -
bus, devised by Gemini.

The operating system is
currently CP/M-68K; imple-
mentations of the p -System and
BOS are under development.
Under BOS, up to 16 users can be
handled. The basic system comes
with 512K RAM, a 1.2Mbyte
floppy, a 20Mbyte Winchester,
and one parallel and two serial
ports.

Since it is bus -based, the Chal-
lenger is specifically designed to
take expansion cards in its four bus
slots. Gemini is on (0494) 791010.

(More news on next page)
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HARDWARE NEWS

Micro Force 1
THE MICRO FORCE 1 is a 68010 Unix
V machine with 1Mbyte RAM, a
1Mbyte floppy and a 25Mbyte
Winchester, all for £4,900. Fortran
77 is also included, though
terminals are extra and cost £657

each. The system will support two
users. Micro Force 1 is manu-
factured by the German company
Force, and handled in the U.K. by
Microsystem Services. Details on
(0494) 41661.

HP Laserjet Plus
HEWLETT-PACKARD has announced
an upgraded version of its Laserjet
printer. The new model has 512K
of RAM against 128K, which effec-
tively increases sixfold the user -
accessible memory. This allows a
full -page resolution of 150 dots per
inch, or a resolution of 300 dots
per inch over one-third of the

page. Other features include the
possibility of downloading up to
32 founts; in the past cartridges
were necessary.

The price of the Laserjet Plus is
£3,518. The Laserjet itself has been
reduced by £286 to £2,664. For
Practical Computing's Laserjet
competition, see page 112.

Amstrad
teletext
TELETEXT and telesoftware is avail-
able for the Amstrad 464, 664 and
6128 computers via an add-on
from Volex. The TTX-2000A costs
£145, and allows you to decode the
signals broadcast by the BBC and
ITV. More information is available
on 061-736 5822.

Mac 10
IF you've ever wanted a Mac hard
disc which looks like Doctor
Who's K-9, Accent Computers
have the Mac 10. It uses the Mac
serial bus to achieve data -transfer
rates of 0.6Mbit per second. An
extra serial port is provided. The
Mac 10 disc can be partitioned into
volumes which may be as small as
400K. The price is £1,495. Further
information on 01-373 7714.

Opus
Challenger
THE CHALLENGER provides a 5.25in.
40/80 -track disc -drive unit for the
BBC, with 400K or 720K storage
capacity. The unit includes 256K
RAM, which is used as a RAM disc.
The cost is £249.95, including
VAT; a separate RAM disc upgrade
from 256K to 512K costs £49.95.
More on (0737) 65080.

Rair Minimicro
RAIR has extended its range of
micros with the Supermicro 50 and
the Minimicro, both based on the
80286. The Minimicro costs just
under £7,000 and offers 512K
RAM, a 25Mbyte Winchester and a
1Mbyte floppy. The Supermicro
25 has an 80287 co -processor. It
costs £8,000. Details on 01-836
6921.

Serial and
parallel
booster
INSTALLING the Truedata Booster
mid -way along your cable run
allows signals to be transmitted
over twice the normal distance
before degradation sets in. The
serial booster costs £98, and the
parallel version for use with Cen-
tronics interfaces costs £89. More
information from DN Computer
Services on (0706) 67567.

It's available from your local Softsel dealer.
ALLOA

Thom Micro Systems
Drysdale Street Alloa Scotland EK10 1JL

Tel: 0259-217599
BEERSTURZ

Corporate Software Ltd
Pangbourne Lodge Tidmarsh Road Reading Berks RG8 7AZ

Tel: 07357-2864
Leradean

54-70 Moorbridge Road Maidenhead Berks SL6 8BN
Tel: 0628-20202

CAMBRIDGE
GCC Cambridge Ltd

66 High Street Sawston Cambridge CB2 4BG
Tel 0223 835330

DERBYSHIRE
Remage Software Systems Ltd

1 Field Close Barrowash Derby DE7 3HS
Tel: 0332 675938

Trisoft Ltd
Crown Square Matlock Derby DE4 3AT

Tel: 0629-3021
DUBLIN

Cops Computers Ltd
Franklin House Pembroke Road Dublin 4 Eire

Tel: 0001-606196
EAST SUSSES

Daystar Computers Ltd
Unit 3 Diplocks Buildings Diplocks Way Flailsham East Sussex BN27 3JF

Tel 0323-845130
EDINBURGH

Word (WP Services/ Ltd
29 Queen Street Edinburgh EH2 LIX

Tel: 031.2256295
HAMPSHIIE
Phase Zero Ltd

75 Oakley Lane Oakley Basingstoke Hants RG23 7JT
Tel: 0256-780733

HERTFORDSHIRE
Aim Computing Ltd

Foster House Maxwell Road Borebarnwood HertsWD6 1JH
Tel: 01-207 4648
HUNTINGDON
Coinputa plant

Cromwell Mews 5 Station Road St Ives Huntingdon
Tel 0480-300169

LONDON
Citron Educational (Consultancy)
67 Rathcoole Avenue London N8

Tel 01-587 3939
Hamilton Rentals

Hamilton House North Circular Road London NWIO 7UB
Tel 01.961 6777

Softsupport
6 St Agnes Well London EC!

Tel, 01-253 1251
Tasha Business Systems

19 I Kensington High Street London W8
Tel 01937 7896

United Business Systems Ltd
263-269 City Road London EC IV IJX

Tel: 0/-2500505
Worldwide Computers Ltd

2nd Floor Spar House I I - 17 Worple Road London SW194JS
Tel: 01-9478562
MANCHESTER

United Business Systems Ltd
Queens Court Queen Street Manchester M2 5HX

TeL 06 1-83 2 7473

NEWCASTLE-UPON.7VA
Computerland

37-41 Grainger Street Newcastle Upon Tyne NE1 5J E
Tel: 0632-612626

NORWICH
OUL Communications

52 Colegate Norwich NR3 1DD
Tel: 0603-630326
PETERBOROUGH

The Computer Centre
Trinity Court Trinity Street Peterborough PEI 1EE

Tel 0733-48087
SURREY

Chameleon Business Systems Ltd
72 Richmond Road Kingston Upon Thames Surrey liT2 5EL

Tel. 01-541 1541
Encotel Systems Ltd

7 Imperial Way Croydon Airport Industrial Estate East Croydon Surrey
Tel: 01 680 6040
TYNE & WEAR

Microcomputing Ltd
Armstrong House

Washington
Tyne &Wear NE37 1LH

Tel 09 1-4 17 6018

wAnnacsente
AC Interactive Ltd

17 Dale Street Leamington Spa Warwickshire CV32 5HH
Tel. 092-631 3345

WEST SUSSEX
Edentrade Computers Ltd

47 Holtye Avenue East Grinstead West Sussex RH 19 3EG
Tel: 0342 28528

Smart
16
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Smart System: Individual skills
plus teamwork.

When discussing great footballing sides, one name crops
up with monotonous regularity.
Athletico East Grinstead.
A team whose enviable record can be credited to one man.
Ralph "I'm over the Moon Brian" Clegg.
A shrewd manager who has developed a system using
players with outstanding individual flair. But with the ability
to produce blistering performances as a team.
An idea that, surprisingly, has inspired a superb software
package from Innovative.
SMART SYSTEM - RACING UP THE SOFTWARE
LEAGUE
Most "all -in -one" packages don't score because all their
application functions are limited by one format.
But Smart's "modular integration" concept allows each
module (Smart Spreadsheet with Graphics, Smart Word

Processor, Smart
Data Manager, Smart
Communications and
Smart Time Manager)
to achieve its full
potential.
Smart System modules
can be used separately
as single applications
or called upon in any
combination. So you
can kick off with
financial figures and
then chip -in written

text, selected data or graphics. Which makes tackling the
most complex reports easy.
Yet all modules can work together as a "team". And are
capable of transferring data, passing commands, linking
two or more functions and sharing information.
Automatically.
EASY TO BOOT UP
Smart System is simplicity itself to use. And runs on the
Apricot, IBM PC, XT, AT and compatibles.
Most commands are the same from one module to
another. But for users with advanced skills Smart offers
special quick keys that speed you to specific commands
without going through the menu selections.
Smart System is available from Softsel. Along with over
2,600 other titles from over 250 publishers.
Athletico however, have kicked off the new season on a
particularly sour note. In their first match Captain Mickey
"Crusher" Rawlings was sent off for a foul on the
opponents' keeper.
But Mickey still maintains he went for the ball.

Smart System Software - Work smarter, not harder.

The number one distributor of software.
In the world.

Softsel Computer Products Ltd, Softsel House, Syon Gate
Way, Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex, TW8 9DD.

SMART SYSTEM IS A TRADEMARK OF INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE, INC,
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f. Heinz Wolff gives Epson's new Taxi
its toughest test yet: his mum.



"A 16 -bit micro that anyone can
start work on in ten minutes?" said
Professor Heinz Wolff. "I must show my
mother!'

We asked why.
"Because she knows nothing about

computers!"
Ask a silly question. And that is

how Heinz Wolff's mum came to put our
money where our mouth is.

We reckon the new Epson QX-16
with Taxi is arguably the simplest
business computer in the world to use.

Better still, it runs most off -the -shelf
IBM software. So that becomes easy to
use as well.

All of which meant nothing to
Mrs. Ilse Wolff as she sat nervously in
front of the QX-16 for the first time.

"All you have to do is move the
mouse around the desk top," we said.
Did someone suppress a squeal?

"Press a button and that's all there
is to it!"

Which it is. Because Taxi uses
pictures instead of jargon to guide you
step by step through a program.

Forget training your staff for weeks
to use it. Forget wading through
house -brick -thick manuals or trying to
remember crazy code words.

Open a file, read a memo, use
the calculator, write a business letter or
report, work on a spreadsheet, whatever.
Once you've handled one Taxi program,
you can use them all.

You can even buy a complete Taxi
business computing package, including

one of the world's most reliable printers
for just £2,750 (ex VAT).

Your local Epson dealer is the best
person to talk to about getting Taxi in
your office.

If you don't know who yours is write
to us at Epson (UK) Ltd., Dorland House,
388 High Road, Wembley, Middlesex
HA8 6UH. Or dial 100 and ask for
Freefone Epson.

"If people aren't impressed with the
new QX-16 and Taxi," said Professor
Heinz Wolff, "I'm tempted to say I'll eat
my bow tie!'

"But that's the one I bought for you,
Heinz': said his mother.

11)11111111,111*ttki
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FROM EPSON

HEINZ WOLFF IS PROFESSOR OF BIOENGINEERING AT BRUNEL UNIVERSITY, CHAIRMAN OF THE EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY MICROGRAVITY ADVISORY COMMITTEE, BROADCASTER AND CONFIRMED COMPUTER ADDICT.
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The adventure store for every Tom,
Dick & Harriet this Christmas.
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COLOUR COMPUTERS 26-3134 16K

E79-95Reg. Price £119.95

Save
£40

The perfect way to introduce the whole family to
home computing. From helping with important
mathematic and reading skills to leading you in to
whole new adventures and the excitement of
arcade style games -sound and vision! And the
capability of expansion means you can create
sophisticated' programs and graphics.
26-3136 16K Extended Colour Computer
£139.95 Save £40 £99.95

26-3127 64K Extended
Colour Computer

£199 95 Save £40 E159.95
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Way Of The Expoding Fist 90-7238 £8.95
Robin of Sherwood 90-7239 £9.95
Southern Belle 90-7240 £7.95
Dambusters 90-7241 £9.95
Desert of Burner 90-7242 £2.50
Sparklers Special 90-7243 £7.50
Quackshot 90-7244 £2.50

I26-77
CPC 464

Mono System
00/7710/7715

£199

16K Colour Computer Software
Phantom Slayer 26-7318 . £7.95
Invaders Revenge 26-7319 £7.95
King Cuthbert 26-7320 £7.95
Intergalactic Force 26-7321 . £7.95
Beam Rider 26-7322 £7.95

32K Colour Computer Software
Text Adventure Series
Tubeway Army 26-7330 £7.95
Rommel's Revenge 26-7332 £7.95
Cuthbert In The Cooler
26-7363 £7.95

Android Attack 26-7323 . . £7.95 Mud Pies 26-7364 £7.95
Racer Ball 26-7324 £7.95 Mystery of Java Star 26-7353 £7.95
Planet Invasion 26-7325 . . £7.95 Pettigrew's Diary 26-7354 . £7.95
Galax Attack 26-7326 £7.95 Operation Safras 26-7355 . £7.95
Electron 26-7327 £7.95 Empire 26-7356 £7.95
Bumpers 26-7333 £7.95

JOYSTICKS £9.95 Pair
Pair of joysticks for fast, realistic action and they offer the versatility of
360° movement and single -shot button. 26-3008 £9.95

CASSETTE RECORDER
Realistic CCR 82. Store all your
programs/data on cassette for easy
access. Sound monitor, volume control
with preset marker and pause.
Requires four 'AA' batteries or optional
AC adapter.

26-1209 £34.95

 SOFTWARE 
Spellwell 26-7340 £24.95 Guitar Tutor 26-7344 £14.95
Spellwell Reader Pk 1 26-7341 £9.95 Earthquake 26-7345 £14.95
Spellwell Reader Pk 2 26-7342 £9.95 Viking Voyage 26-7346 . . £14.95
Well of Knowledge 26-7348 £16.95 Halley's Comet 26-7347 £14.95
Professor Pressnote 26-2573 £19.95 Drive And Survive 26-7375.. £4.95
Solar Explorer 26-2546 . . £16.95 Mirror, Signal, Move 26-7376 £4.95
DIY. 26-7343 £8.95 Read The Road 26-7377 £4.95

Rescue On Fractalus 90-7245 £9.95
Beachead II 90-7246 £9.95
Chopper 90-7247 £2.50
Sparklers Special 90-7248 £7.50
Taskmaster 90-7249 £2.50

AA_Il
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Software Pack Worth £100
Free With CPC 464 Systems

CPC 464. Compare it against
other computers in its price
range! No other combines a
real typewriter style
keyboard, 64K of RAM,
32K or ROM, a built-in
cassette data recorder, a
colour or mono monitor
CPC 464 Colour System
26-7700/7711/7715

£299

CPC 6128 Mono System
26-7701/7710

£299
CPC 6128.

Combines a
built-in 3" disk

drive with 128K of
RAM and the CP/M Plus

software supplied gives
access to a vast range of
programs!
CPC 6128 Colour System
26-7701/7711

SOFTWARE
ANN=

Heathrow Int 90-7200 £7.95 Fantastic Voyage 90-7217
War Zone 90-7201 £6.95 Dun Daragh 90-7218
Technician Ted 90-7202 £7.95 Alex Higgins Pool 90-7219
Defund On Die 90-7204 £7.95 Fighter Pilot 90-7220
Machine Code Tutor 90-7206 £14.95 Red Arrows 90-7221
Superchess 90-7208 £9.95 Gremlins 90-7222
Ghostbusters 90-7209 £10.99 Way Of The Exploding Fist
Wild Bunch 90-7211 £2.50 90-7223 £9.95
Daley Thompson Decathlon Frank Bruno Boxing 90-7224 £8.95
90-7212 £8.95 Alien 90-7225 £9.95
Alex Higgins Snooker 90-7216 £8.95 Master File -Disk 90-7229 £29.95

£8.95 Mutant Monkey -Disk
£9.95 90-7230 £12.95
£8.95 Roland In Time -Disk
£8.95 90-7231 £12.95
£8.95 Beachead -Disk 90-7232 £13.95
£9.95 Cyrus Chess 90-7234 £13.95

Pitmans Typing Tutor -Disk
90-7235 £13.95
Grand Prix Rally II -Disk
90-7236 £9.95
Arnhem 90-7237 £9.95

TAKE A LOOK AT TANDY, TODAY!
Visit your local store or dealer and ask about

our expanding range of microcomputers and software.
See Yellow Pages for address of your nearest store.
Tandy Corporation (Branch UK), Tameway Tower,

Bridge Street, Walsall, West Midlands WS1 1LA.
Tel. No. 0922 648181
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SOFTWARE NEWS

Basic
compiler
from
Microsoft
MICROSOFT has launched a new
compiler for GWBasic and Basica,
probably the most widely used
version of Basic on MS-DOS and
IBM-compatible machines.

Quick -Basic costs £99, and
according to Microsoft allows
programs to be compiled without
modification, with full support
for sound and graphics. The
advantage of compiled Basic is that
it runs faster.

Quick -Basic requires MS-DOS
2.0 or higher, and at least 128K of
RAM. More details from Microsoft
Ltd, Excel House, 49 DeMontfort
Road, Reading, Berkshire RG1
8LP. Telephone: (0734) 500741.

3D CAD
A THREE-DIMENSIONAL upgrade of
Autocad, the best-selling com-
puter -aided design package, is

expected in the next few weeks.
Autocad 3D runs on the IBM PC
and other MS-DOS machines such
as the Apricot. The complete
package costs £2,500 plus VAT,
but existing Autocad users can get
the upgrade for £500.

Contact KGB Micros Ltd, 106
St. Leonards Road, Windsor,
Berkshire SL4 3DD. Telephone:
(07535) 50111.

Integrated
accounts
BUSINESS F1NAX is an integrated
book-keeping system which runs
on the IBM PC or Apricot. The
basic module covers nominal, sales
and purchase ledgers and costs
£800 plus VAT; modules can be
added for other tasks. Contact
Orchard Business Systems Ltd.
Telephone: (0403) 48461.

Expert shell
EXPERT EDGE is an expert -system
shell which you use to build
your own knowledge -based ap-
plications. Its main claim to fame
is that you can link it to pack-
ages such as Lotus 1-2-3 and dBase
III to extract data from them.

At £650 plus VAT Expert Edge
is quite cheap for programs of its
type. It runs on the IBM PC and
MS-DOS machines. More details
from Helix Expert Systems Ltd on
01-583 9391.

CHEAP
WORDSTAR SIB
MICROPRO has launched a word-
processing program priced below
its existing WordStar and
WordStar 2000 offerings. Called
Easy, the new program is aimed
primarily at first-time business
users and costs £165 plus VAT.

Easy has a completely different
user interface to WordStar, with
pull -down menus to replace
unfriendly control codes. Docu-

ments produced with Easy will
be readable by WordStar.

The program will initially be
available on the IBM PC and
compatibles, and versions for other
popular MS-DOS machines are
expected to follow.

Contact Micropro International
Ltd, Haygarth House, 28-31 High
Street, London SW19 5BY.
Telephone: 01-879 1122.

More software
supports lasers
CONTINUING FALLS in the price of
laser printers are fostering a

growing number of programs
designed to get the best from
them.

Starjet from Control -C Software
is a printer -driver program
designed to link WordStar and
HP's Laserjet more effectively.
You put additional dot commands
in your documents to do things
like draw shaded boxes or change
fount. Starjet costs £200 plus VAT,
and runs on the IBM PC and a wide
range of other 16 -bit machines.

Laser from Rapid Terminals
does similar things, this time with
WordStar and DEC's LN-03 Laser
printer. It lets you put mathe-
matical and scientific symbols in
your reports. Laser costs £65 and

runs on the IBM PC and DEC
Rainbow 100.

Doodle, Trilex's drawing
package, which again works in con-
junction with WordStar, has been
enhanced to support both the
Rank Xerox 4045CP laser printer
and the HP Laserjet. Doodle costs
£795 plus VAT.

Meanwhile Canon has decided
to offer its LBP-8 laser printer in a
specially priced bundle with Data -
view's Wordcraft software, with a
Canon A-200 IBM-compatible
computer also thrown in. It costs
just under £5,000.
Contact Canon on 01-773 3173;
Control -C Software Ltd on (0734)
780019; Rapid Terminals on
(0494) 450111; Trilex on 01-546
9670.

Sidekick now on Mac
BORLAND INTERNATIONAL has
brought out a Macintosh version of
Sidekick, the best-selling desk -top
utility program for the IBM PC. It
includes a calendar and notepad,
and a print spooler to release your
Mac for other uses while printing
a file. Sidekick also lets you

maintain address lists and merge
them with Macwrite. The U.K.
price is £69.95 plus VAT.

Contact Softsel Computer
Products Ltd, Softsel House, Syon
Gateway, Great West Road,
Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9DD.
Telephone: 01-568 8866.

Knowledgeman 2
KNOWLEDGEMAN 2 is aimed at the
database / application -generator
market dominated by dBase II and
III. It has a built-in report
generator and spreadsheet.

The end -user version costs
£487.90 plus VAT; a more
powerful version aimed at software
developers is also available. Know-
ledgeman 2 runs on the IBM PC
and other MS-DOS machines,
requiring at least 320K of RAM.

Contact Softsel on 01-568 8866,
or First Software on (0256)463344.

SOFTWARE
SHORTS

 With Acornsoft's
Termulator ROM you can
turn a BBC B into a terminal
emulator for £34.50 including
VAT. It offers VT -100, VT -52,
Tektronix 4010 and TTY
emulations. There is also a
BBC mode, which allows the
host computer's output to be
sent direct to the BBC's
screen driver. Telephone:
(0223) 210111.
TDI has released a multi-
user version of the p -System
which runs as a sub -task
under Unix V on Motorola
68000 -based micros. The
£1,495 price includes UCSD
Pascal and Fortran 77
compilers. Telephone: (0272)
742796.
 PCW-8256 support arrived
from Hi -Soft before
Amstrad's new word
processor hit the shops. First
offerings are Pascal 80, a
Z-80 assembler development
system called Devpac 80, and
The Knife, a disc track and
sector editor. The programs
also run on the CPC -6128.
Telephone: (0582) 696421.
 BOS 5.1, the latest release
of the Business Operating
System, includes a version
with networking through
BOS/LAN, allowing up to 64
micros to be linked.
Telephone: 01-831 8811.
Answers is a program for
analysing surveys and
questionnaires on most CP/M,
CP/M-86 and MS-DOS
micros. It can produce
reports and bar charts, and
costs £495 plus VAT from
Argent Computer Services.
Telephone: 01-207 1929.
 Elite's Format -PC word
processor now includes a
35,000 -word spelling checker
and mail -merge. It runs on
the IBM PC, Apricot, Apple
and RM Nimbus, and costs
£199. Telephone: (09328)
67839.
Actel says Squirt is a simple
program which transfers
binary files between CP/M
2.2 micros. It costs £60
including VAT and postage.
Telephone: (0604) 858011.
The Ultimate ROM is a 32K
ROM which adds the Idea
outline processor, T -base
filing system, and T -Writer
text fomatter to your lap -
held. The NEC -8201a version
costs £190 plus VAT, and the
Tandy 100/200 version £195
plus VAT. Telephone: (0234)
767758. PC
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The complete alternative to t e IBM PC- at virtually half the price
The ALTERNATIVE PC-the new 16 BIT from
Icarus.

A machine to take over from the IBM PC.
A complete alternative. With total IBM
compatibility. At virtually HALF THE PRICE of
a similarly configured IBM machine!

The Realistic Alternative
In time, an alternative to the IBM PC was

bound to appear. But not at this price; not with
this quality.

£1199.00 (+VAT and excluding monitor)
for everything the IBM has to offer . . . and
more. 256K RAM standard expandable to
640K. 8088 CPU running at 4.77 MHz.
2 x360K floppy disk drives. 8 expansion slots.
Keyboard with an IBM PC compatible layout
plus cap lock lights. A choice of colour

graphics or monochrome/printer adaptor.

The Alternative Options
Optional extras for the ALTERNATIVE

PC include 8087 numeric processor,

PALTERNATIVE

10MB or 20MB internal Winchester, or any of
the multitude of options available for the
IBM PC.

The Alternative Network
The ALTERNATIVE PC can also be offered as

part of the Icarus PLUSNET network system
providing 10 - 960MB of hard disk storage and
allowing up to 8 ALTERNATIVE PCs to share a
variety of
resources, eg
hard disk, tape
streamer, etc

The Alternative Commitment
The Icarus nationwide dealer network offers

advice, installation, training, support and full
on -site maintenance.

So act now. .fe Call us for full details.

US
Computer Systems Ltd.

Deane House, 27 Greenwood Place, London NW5 1NN. Tel: 01-267 6732. Telex: 264209.
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IBM NEWS

SOUPED -UP OLIVETTI M-24
THE PERFORMANCE of the
8086 -based M-24 was already so
close to that of the 80286 -based
PC/AT - 7.2 seconds average
Benchmark speed, against 6.8 -
that Olivetti could not resist
pushing it past the IBM model.

The M-24 SP is essentially an
M-24 with a 10MHz CPU, no wait
states in the RAM -access cycle, a
5MHz DMA channel instead of
4MHz, 3-1 interleaving on disc
sectors instead of 6-1, and a few
other esoteric bits of fine tuning.
Yes, it works. More serious advan-
tages of the SP model are the

higher specification: it has 640K of
RAM as standard and a 20Mbyte
hard disc, with 32Mbyte, 40Mbyte
and 60Mbyte options.

Olivetti has also launched the
EGC (Enhanced Graphics Con-
troller) as a rival to IBM's EGA
(Enhanced Graphics Adaptor).
This provides 16 colours and a reso-
lution of 640 by 400 pixels with all
models in the range, and without
requiring a special display screen.
It also seems much faster in
operation than the EGA. A special
version of Gem is also available to
take advantage of the extra reso-

lution. The EGC board comes
bundled with an enhanced
GWBasic for £583.

Finally, Jim Richardson has
started an Olivetti PC User group,
and is running a users' BBS on
Fidonet on an M-24. The phone
number is (0752) 364059. Jim
Richardson can also be contacted
via Telecom Gold 83:IC0093, or
using old-fashioned unhygienic
voice mode on (0752) 369914.

Contact Olivetti at PO Box 89,
86-88 Upper Richmond Road,
London SW15 2UR. Telephone:
01-785 6666.

The Olivetti M-24 SP -- set to
overtake the IBM PC/ AT?

Epson's
Taxi
THE ICON -ORIENTATED user-friendly
front end Taxi - reviewed on the
QX-16 in Practical. Computing,
July 1985, page 60 - has now
been released for the IBM PC and
compatibles.

It claims several advantages over
the similar Gem Desktop from
Digital Research. First, the icons
are much larger and clearer, and
you can easily design your own.
Second, each icon can stand for a
group of files, such as those used
when running WordStar.

Third, the Taxi utilities are still
available from inside the package
as it is being run. This is not the
case when running standard
packages under Gem where, once
you have booted the program, you
are on your own. Fourth, Taxi uses
an expansion card which carries its
own RAM, so this does not take up
any user RAM under DOS.

The Taxi desk top provides a
note pad, calculator, clock/
calendar, printer setup and a
game, Othello, all accessed via
pop-up menus. The complete Taxi
kit includes the interface card,
mouse and software for £199 plus
VAT.

Contact Epson (U.K.), Dorland
House, 388 High Road, Wembley,
Middlesex HA9 6UH. Telephone:
01-902 8892.

Sharp PC -7000
THE IDEA of IBM PC compatibility
eventually dawns on everyone, and
the latest company to see the light
is Sharp. It has just announced the
PC -7000, an 8086 -based mains -
powered transportable with built-
in back -lit LCD screen. The LCD is
available in blue and green.

The PC -7000 has an AT -
compatible keyboard, with the
function keys along the top, 320K
of RAM, two 5.25in. floppy -disc
drives plus RS -232C serial and
Centronics ports. The memory can
be expanded to 704K, and a colour
adaptor can also be fitted inside.
Further expansion requires an

expansion box, which provides
three slots and an optional
10Mbyte hard disc.

Remove the separate connecting
cables and the PC -7000 folds up as
a 16in. by 6in. by 8.5in. box
weighing 18.81b. A near letter
quality thermal transfer printer
can be clipped on to the side,
bringing the total weight up to
about 271b.

The PC -7000 should be on sale
in November and is expected to
cost about £2,000 plus VAT.
Contact Sharp, Thorp Road,
Newton Heath, Manchester M10
9BE. Telephone: 061-205 2333.

Sam 3001 AT
AN AT -COMPATIBLE from the Korean
giant Samsung is to be sold by
Coquin Software. It has an 80286
processor, 640K of RAM, Hercules
mono -graphics card, 1.2Mbyte
floppy disc, 20Mbyte hard disc,
keyboard, monitor, two serial
ports and one parallel port for
f4,599 plus VAT.

Contact Coquin Software, Free-
post, Lancaster LA1 1BR.
Telephone: (0524) 381423.

80186 -based Goupil
THE FRENCH micro manufacturer
SMT Goupil has founded a U.K.
subsidiary to sell the new
80186 -based Goupil G4. This PC -
compatible micro has a key layout
which follows the AT, except that
the function keys are along the top
of the keyboard.

The Goupil G4 has only three
expansion slots, but the
colour /monochrome graphics
circuitry and RS -232C and
Centronics parallel ports are on the

motherboard, which can be fitted
with up to 512K of RAM.

The entry-level G4 has 128K of
RAM, one floppy -disc drive, DOS
and Basic for £1,785. A twin -
floppy system with 256K of RAM,
and with Microsoft Windows
thrown in costs £2,350.

Contact SMT International,
Cambridge House, 180 Upper
Richmond Road, London SW15.
Telephone: 01-785 2411.

(More news on next page)

IBM
SHORTS

Intel's Above Board board,
which makes up to 8Mbyte of
memory available to programs
like Lotus 1-2-3, is being
distributed by First Software.
Telephone: (0256) 463344.
 Robocom's highly regarded
graphics package, which we
reviewed in its early Apple II
form in November 1982, is
now a full-blown CAD package
on the IBM PC. Robocad-PC
needs 512K of RAM, a
Hercules high -resolution
graphics card and a Microsoft
mouse. It costs £1,250. Phone
Robocom on 01-263 8585.

System Builder, the
applications generator, now
runs with both Pick and
Revelation on the IBM PC/XT.
Phone Aston Technology on
021-359 4861.
The Warp Speed Light Pen is
being imported by KPG
Hardware House. Telephone:
01-995 3573.
Miss Jones is a configurable
printer utility which can queue
and print up to 250 files, and
thus speed up printing
dramatically. It costs £49.95
plus VAT from Calibre.
Telephone: (088385) 2024.
Time Keeper is a diary and
desk -top calendar/appointment
scheduler with search and print
facilities. It costs £227.70
including VAT from Caxton
Software. Telephone: 01-379
6502.
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IBM NEWS

Framework II
FRAMEWORK II is a new, improved
version of Ashton-Tate's successful
multi -function integrated software
package. The comms and mail -
merge facilities are fully inte-
grated, an 80,000 -word anglicised
spelling checker has been added,
macros can be captured live, and
the spreadsheet runs twice as
quickly as before. Files can be

exchanged with dBase II and III,
Multimate, WordStar, Display -
write DCA, Lotus 1-2-3 and Visi-
Calc DIF.

The price is £550 plus VAT.
End -users who bought the
program after 1 September get
Framework II free; others can
upgrade for £85. Contact Ashton-
Tate on (0628) 33123.

Sperry
HTIIT
SPERRY has launched two new
industry -compatible micros, the
PC/IT and the PC/HT, along with
a new graphics tablet, voice -input
system, printers, network
enhancements, and a link -up
between MS-DOS and Sperry 1100
mainframes.

The PC/HT is a dual -speed PC
compatible with an Intel 8088-2
CPU, 256K of RAM, and a range
of disc and monitor options. It can
be fitted with a 20Mbyte hard disc
and 33Mbyte external hard disc.

The PC/IT is an 80286 -based
AT compatible with 512K of
RAM, which can be expanded to
1Mbyte on the motherboard and
5Mbyte in all. It has eight
expansion slots, of which six take
16 -bit cards. Two RS -232C ports, a
parallel port and MS-DOS 3.1
come as standard. The price of the
basic system unit is £2,850 plus
VAT.

PC/Online is a menu -driven
package that allows MS-DOS
micros to use the discs, transfer
data to and extract data from
Sperry mainframe and Mapper
systems, in a variety of formats.

Usernet is also available to link
up to 56 PCs in a local area
network, The PC Voice Kontroller
comprises a speaker/microphone
and an expansion card. It enables
users to define up to 10 sets of 64
voice commands for each applica-
tion program.

Contact Sperry, Information
Systems Group, Sperry Centre,
Stonebridge Park, London NW10
8LS. Telephone: 01-965 0511.

Inset
INSET is an American program
which allows graphics output to be
inserted into text. In fact, it is

claimed that output from any
graphics package can be inserted
into any well-known word pro-
cessor. Most popular printers are
also supported. The price, £195
plus VAT, is reasonable for what it
does.

Tashkl is also selling the Easylan
network for up to 16 PCs - a
starter kit for two costs £180 plus
VAT - and the E-Z-Doz-It con-
current processing utility for £195
plus VAT.

Contact Tashkl Computer
Systems, 24 Logan Road,
Wembley, Middlesex HA9 SPX.
Telephone: 01-904 4467.

Ericsson
PCITF
Two new versions of Ericsson's PC
include an internal bus adaptor.
This allows them to be connected
to an Alfaskop System 41 or 91
communications processor and act
as IBM 3178, 3278-2 or 3279-2A
terminals.

Software provides the choice of
IBM SNA or BSC operation. The
PC/TF 2 can run one PC applica-
tion and up to four host programs
concurrently, and provides for file
transfer and local printing.

Contact Ericsson Information
Systems, City House, 7 Gresham
Street, London EC2V 7BX. Tele-
phone: 01-606 0425. um

0 pi
Its available from your local Softsel dealer.

BRISTOL
COLSTON COMPUTER CENTRE

11 COLSTON AVENUE BRISTOL BSI 4UB
TEL: 0272 276619

BUCKS
DCE SYSTEMS LTD

DCE HOUSE BESSEMER CRESCENT RABANS
LANE AYLESBURY BUCKS

TEL: 0296 32971
DERBYSHIRE

TRISOFT
CROWN SQUARE MATLOCK

DERBYSHIRE DE4 3AT
TEL: 0629 3021

GLASGOW
COMPUTERLAND: GLASGOW

72 RENFIELD STREET GLASGOW SCOTLAND
TEL: 041 332 5525

HANTS
FAXON COMMUNICATIONS (UK) LTD
WHITNEY ROAD, DANESHILL EAST

BASINGSTOKE, HANTS
TEL: 0256 53661

LONDON
AK SYSTEMS LTD

91-93 GRAYS INN ROAD LONDON WC1X 8TX
TEL: 01 831 9977

MORSE COMPUTERS
78 HIGH HOLBORN LONDON WC1

TEL: 01 831 0644
BONSAI LTD

112-116 NEW OXFORD STREET
LONDON WC IA 1HJ
TEL: 01 580 0902

BOOT OUT
PO BOX 147 PUTNEY LONDON SW15 lAV

TEL: 01 788 1454
MICRO CONNECTION LTD

1 RICHMOND MEWS LONDON WIV 5AJ
TEL: 01 434 23078

LEEDS
LIEBSYSTEM LTD

2 LISBON SQUARE LEEDS LSI 4LY
TEL: 0532 455545

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE
COMPUTERLAND (NEWCASTLE)

37-41 GRAINGER STREET
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE NE 1 5JE

TEL: 0632 612626
OXFORD

DAILY INFORMATION
10 KINGSTON ROAD OXFORD OX2 6ES

TEL: 0865 53377
STOCKPORT

COMBRO
BAMFORD GRANGE, ADSWOOD ROAD

ADSWOOD STOCKPORT SK3 8LE
TEL: 061 477 4500

SURREY
RI VA TERMINALS LTD

9 WOKING BUSINESS PARK ALBERT DRIVE
WOKING SURREY GU21 5JY

TEL: 04862 7 100 1

WordPerfect
551Software

24
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Word Perfect -A new chapter
in word processing.

THE . END
Mr Disreali Sheldon Lexic. Known to most avid readers as
D. S. Lexic had just finished his latest novel.
"The Tales of Rogan Eavysaab." An evocative tale,
describing the life and loves of an Indian hod carrier.
This little masterpiece had taken him a staggering 23 years to
write.
Mainly due to a typewriter that resembled an exhibit in the
Natural History Museum.
But then a fellow scribe recommended Word Perfect. The
professional word processing package from Satellite Software
International.
WORD PERFECT - ONE OF THE BEST IN ANYBODY'S BOOK.

Word Perfect turns your.
computer into a word
processor with typing,
editing and printing features
found only on expensive,
specialized machines.
With just a few simple
keystrokes you can call
upon headers, footers,
underlining, file
management, automatic
page numbering, a spelling
dictionary and more.
Writers like Mr D.S. Lexic will
appreciate a screen that's
formatted and ready for text.

Margins, spacing, tabs and page length are pre-set for quick
start-up, but can be changed instantly where necessary.
Now he can display his carefully nurtured paragraphs on
screen, exactly as they will appear on the printed page,
without the clutter of control characters and format
information.
Word Perfect - Perfectly Compatible.
Word Perfect runs on a variety of machines. Including the IBM
PC, AT, XT, Apple He and lIc, Apricot, SiriusNictor and
Compatibles (as well as versions for local area networks).
Word Perfect is available from Sofisel, with over 2,600 other
titles from over 250 publishers.
Since investing in Word Perfect, Mr D.S. Lexic has become the
most prolific writer of the eighties. A few of his latest works are
listed below:
The Guns of Neasden High Street -An epic thriller. Neasden
pensioners steal an atomic device.
Biriani Nights. Action Packed Days - The red hot sequel to The
Tales or Rogan Eavysaab (Being made into a TV Mini Series)
The D.S. Lexic Guide To Novel Writing (Available soon. Law
suits permitting)
Money back if delighted .
Wordperfect - for perfect words.

MF1
The number one distributor of software.

In the world.
Sofisel Computer Products Ltd, Sofisel House, Syon Gate Way,

Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9DD.
Word Perfect is a registered trade mark of Satellite Software International
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GET EVEN MORE ATTAC

TV. Modulator for CPC 6128 £29.95

Disc Drive with Interface
and CPM for CPC 464 £159.95

Lighpf
complete with graphics software Y., -1 9.9 5

Joystick with
additional joystick adaptor £14.95

Speech Synthesiser
and stereo amplifier £29.95

RS 232C Interface _

Inc ROM Software

AVAILABLEAT BOOTS  CURRYS  DIXONS  RUMBELOWS  LASKYS  W.H.SMITH  TANDY 



HED TO YOUR AMSTRAD.

TV. Modulator for CPC 464 14.9 5

ditional 1 i vc

Amstrad owners start out happy, and
get even happier as time goes on.

The first delightful discovery is that
both the CPC 6128 and the CPC 464 are
complete and ready to use as soon as you
get them home.

The CPC 464 comes with built-in
datacorder, and the CPC 6128 with built-in
disc drive. And both have either a full colour
monitor or a green screen.

But Amstrad owners can become even
more attached to their computers with the
simple addition of the peripherals featured
here.

They'll make your Amstrad faster,
harder working and more entertaining.

And they're very easy to attach. Simply
plug in, and away you go, there's no need for
extra interfaces.

You may of course wish to get into some
even more serious computing, for which
you will need the Amstrad RS 232C
specialist interface. This opens the door to
modems, networks, and serial printing.

But whichever additions to your
Amstrad you care to make you'll find their
low prices an additional pleasure.

pc7,71

Tell me more about the Amstrad range of
peripherals.
Name

Address

Amstrad peripherals
Amstrad, P.O. Box 462, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4EEJ

SUPREME DISCOUNT STORES COMET AND GOOD INDEPENDENT COMPUTER STORES
 Circle No. 108
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BASF FlexyDA?

Lai?Xyl iLty
BASF

FlexyDisk 525

eCuRIty
It's the bank's job to take care of

your cash. But right now, who's looking
after the company's other priceless com-
modity, your management information?
Loss of data doesn't just mean loss of
face, it can mean loss of business as well.
Play safe and use only the best. BASF
FlexyDisks guarantee absolute data
security through the use of 'state of the
art' technology.

uAlitY
At BASF we've specialised

in data storage for over 50 years. In
fact we invented magnetic tape. So
we know a thing or two about quali-
ty. Every diskette we produce is

tested to levels 50% higher than
European industry requirements.
After all, we have our own reputation
to protect as well as yours. Which is
why every BASF FlexyDisk leaving
our factories is 100% error -free.

To find out about the special offers currently available through the
BASF 'Flexybility' promotion complete and clip this coupon.

Name

Job Title

Company Address and Tel. No

Please return to: Computer Media Sales, BASF United Kingdom Limited,
4 Fitzroy Square, London W1P 6ER. (Tel. 01-388-4200)

diA pity
BASF's diskette range comprises over

500 technically different types. These include
31/2", 51/4", and 8" diskettes in single, double
and high density versions. There's a FlexyDisk
to suit every possible requirement. And when it
comes to reliability, your computer data's as
good as in the bank.

BASF
Ordinary diskettes
are floppy
by comparison
 Circle No. 161
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SHORTS
ABUG is the newly formed
Acorn Business User Group,
which costs £6.50 to join for
six months. Contact Dave
Silverman at Park Computer
Services, 66 Amblecote Road,
Grove Park, London SE12
9TW. Phone: 01-851 6461.
 Atari is offering a special
educational discount on the
520ST to qualifying
establishments. Phone: (0753)
33344.
 Paltex is a system for
connecting DEC minis and
micros into the telex network.
Phone: 01-863 8622.
The Usr Group U.K. has
published a catalogue of
Unix hardware, software and
services. It is free to members
and costs £45 plus VAT from
8 Chequer Street, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire.

The Transporta Softpac
range of lightweight carrying
cases is available to fit most
popular micros and
peripherals. Prices start at
around £40. Phone: 01-878
8515.
 Unix training is now being
given using an interactive
video disc system developed
by Telemedia in the U.S.
Phone Computer Technology
Group on (0272) 290651 or
01-734 1843.

BOOKS
RECEIVED

The Econet Micro Guide
by Christopher Dawkins.
Published by Longman,
£7.95. ISBN 0 582 36215 6.
The author is a teacher who
has been operating an
Econet testbed for several
years, and the book should
be useful to anyone
networking BBC Micros.
The Hitch -Hiker's Guide
to Artificial Intelligence
by Richard Forsyth and Chris
Naylor. Published by
Chapman and Hall/Methuen
in BBC and Applesoft Basic
versions. ISBN 0 412 26970
8. Two entertaining writers
attack the main problems in
expert systems, natural
language, computer vision,
machine learning, etc.

COMPUTER OF THE YEAR
EVERY year Practical Computing
combines with six foreign
computer magazines and votes for
the Computer of the Y' .r Awards.
This year our votes are g.... ; to be
cast as listed below. Of course,
market conditions may vary on the
mainland, so these micros and
software packages may not be the
final winners.

In the hardware category our

Home Computer of the Year is the
Amstrad CPC -6128; runner-up
the Atari 130XE. Our vote for
Personal Computer goes to
Compaq Deskpro 286; runner-
up the Atari 520ST. For Portable
Computer we vote for the Tandy
200; runner-up the Data General
One. The Compaq 286 wins our
vote for the Transportable and
runner-up is the Olivetti M-21.

In the software section our
Game of the Year is Rescue
on Fractalus and runner-up is

Impossible Mission. We voted for
Ashton-Tate's Framework in the
Commercial Software category
with Microsoft Word 2 as runner-
up. Finally, we nominated Digital
Research's Gem as best Software
Tool and Borland's Turbo Pascal as
runner-up.

VDU health hazards
THE Advertising Standards
Authority reports that a safety
officer complained about a
promotional leaflet for the
Somashield. The advertisers
"failed, however, to provide any
evidence which established either
that 'harmful X-ray and ultraviolet
radiation' was emitted from
VDUs, and their rays would be
harmful to the operator or that the
product could reduce any health
risks which might be incurred."

The complaint was therefore
upheld.

The ruling is consistent with
recent Treasury and Civil Service
guidelines, reported in Practical
Computing, September 1985,
page 13.

Humane Technology is holding
a conference on the topic of
"Alleged Health Hazards of Work
at VDUs" at the London West
Hotel on 26-27 November. The fee
is £396.75. Phone (0509) 237428.

On-line directory
THE Directory of Online
has finally gone on-line. It can be
accessed in Europe on the systems
of Datastar in Zurich and Tele-
systemes-Questel in Paris.

The Directory of Online Data-
bases contains descriptions of
2,764 databases offered through

414 on-line services. Of the 1,316
database producers, 843 are in the
U.S. and 292 in Europe.

Contact Cuadra Associates,
2001 Wilshire Blvd, Suite 305,
Santa Monica Ca 90403, U.S.A.
Telephone: (U.S. area code 213)
829-9972.

Personal corn
THE UK Personal Computer
Market 1985 is published by
Wharton Information Systems, 12
Eton Street, Richmond -upon -
Thames, Surrey at £650. This
252 -page report is based on data
from 600 major companies, inter-
views with the leading vendors and
a review of product trends.
Coverage of hardware companies
ranges from Apricot to Wang, and
of software companies from Apple
and Ashton-Tate to Sorcim/IUS.
The report provides an excellent
overview of the market. To this it
adds user responses, survey data
and prognostications.

The report concludes, "In our
user survey we found people who
had not bought personal com-
puters because they are waiting for
costs to decline or for technology to
stabilise. It is doubtful if costs will
ever decrease to that extent and it
is almost certain that technology
will not stabilise". Instability -
you can call it progress - is

puter report
endemic, but Amstrad may have
dented the first idea with the
PCW-8256, and could do it again
with a "dedicated spreadsheeter".
The idea that "the next generation
operating system in the second half
of the 1980s will be Unix" is also
open to question. However, this is
still a useful and well -considered
report.

Comms for
viewdata
EPSON'S PCT -2 is now available
with a Prestel terminal emulator
which makes it possible for this
battery -powered portable to access
viewdata databases. Contact Epson
at Dorland House, 388 High Road,
Wembley, Middlesex. Telephone:
01-902 8892.

Xyllx can supply convenient
viewdata packages for most
popular micros, including Apple
II, Apricot, Atari, BBC Micro,
Commodore 64, IBM, Sirius and
Tandy model III. Each package
includes the software, modem and
cables. Prices range from £99 for
the BBC Micro to £179.95 for the
IBM PC.

Contact Xyllyx U.K. Ltd,
Whitechapel Technology Centre,
75 Whitechapel Road, London El.
Telephone: 01-377 1982.

Jail terms for
copyright
violators?
THE HIGH COURT in Taiwan has
given six local businessmen six-
month sentences for making
Apple -compatible micros which
infringe Apple's copyright. This
sounds fierce but Asian Sources
Computer Products, a magazine
based in Hong Kong, informs us
that each sentence is convertible
"into a fine equivalent to about
U.S. $40" or about £30.

Data
protection
THE HOME SECRETARY has set a fee of
£22 for data users registering under
the Data Protection Act. The fee
covers three years. Registration.
forms are available from main post
offices.

The NCC has produced a Data
Protection Act resource pack which
includes a guide to the Act,
training materials in the form of
presenter's notes and overhead
slides, VDU stickers, staff notices
and an action plan. It costs £55
including post and packing.

Contact the NCC, Oxford Road,
Manchester M1 7ED or any NCC
Regional Office. Telephone:
061-228 6333. lla
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PCW SHOW NEWS

The action at this year's
Personal Computer World
Show was not among the
toy micros, nor the
business clones, but in the
area between.

ATARI
ATARI dominated the show with
the 520ST, thanks to a huge stand
divided into dozens of tiny booths,
each occupied by a software house
demonstrating a program for the
machine. Participants included
Digital Research with the Gem
Desktop, Draw, Logo, Basic and
Toolkit suite; and BOS with its
business operating system and
Sales Ledger and Finder, etc.

Wasp had Time Recording.
Metacomco showed its screen
editor, Assembler and Pascal.
Talent had Flexfile on offer, along
with two adventure games: West
and The Lost Kingdom of Zkull.
Intelligent Software is adapting
Cyrus Chess in 3D. Infocom
showed Wishbringer and the
Hitch -Hiker's Guide to the
Galaxy. Softechnics had Time Link
and Rhythm. Execon showed an
integrated accounts program while
Quest offered Cash Trader. Wasp
had vertical -market packages for
insurance brokers, accountants,

solicitors and printers. Towngate
offered Cash Manger. DevpakST
was on show in the Hi -Soft booth,
BTM-Soft showed Bbas Basic,
which is based on BBC Basic.
Other exhibitors of note were:
Kuma with KSpread and others;
GST with a C compiler and a
macro assembler; TDI with
UCSD-p and Modula-2; Prospero
with Fortran -77; Software Punch
with Atarinet; Silicon Chip with
Staccounts; Minor Miracles with
the start of a comms program;
Microdeal with Lands of Havoc;
Paradox with a desk diary/data-
base and Mission Mouse; and
English Software with ST Hyper -
drive and others.

Also on the stand were a 260ST
with built-in 3.5in. disc drive, and
a working prototype of the
10Mbyte hard disc.

Above: the Atari 260ST with
built-in 3.5in. disc drive.
Below: Electric Dreams' softcard.

ROM cards
MITSUBISHI PLASTICS and Electric
Software both showed credit-card
sized plug-in ROM cards, in-
tended as a way of distributing
software. Each card contains a bare
ROM chip wired to an edge
connector.

Both cards plug into a special
cartridge, which is then plugged
into the ROM cartridge slot of
another computer. Both used MSX
hardware, but naturally the two
systems are mutually incom-
patible. The card should have the
advantage of being cheaper to
produce than a typical ROM
cartridge as used today.

The Electric Dreams softcard is
now being used to hold patients'
medical records in the Medlock
system, where the reader is a
Sinclair QL. This project has been
funded by the Pharmaceutical
Society and is being studied, it is
claimed, by the DHSS. The system
is undergoing trials with 50
patients at a pharmacy in Wales. It
is planned to expand this to 500
patients and to include doctors.

Amiga
THE TRUE STAR of the PCW Show
was not even officially there. But
Commodore's Amiga kept
popping up both inside and
outside the main hall. Metacomco
of Bristol was understandably
proud of its achievement in pro-
viding both the operating system
and the Basic for the new wonder
machine.

Unfortunately Commodore was
just as keen not to tell people
about it, largely because the U.K.

take the wraps off

HI THERE DIGITAL
RS 232C!

DIALOG
A compact BUS converter that lets
your Commodore 8032/8296 talk
to the new PC10 or any other IBM
compatible micro, and vice versa.

2K buffer. DTR, CTS and X-ON/X-OFF.
Programmable Baud rate 50-19200, data
format & Commodore code conversion.

3D Digital Design & Development Ltd
18/19 Warren Street London W1P 5DB

Tel. 01-387 7388 Telex 8953742

NICE TO
TALK TO YOU,

IEEE!
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PCW SHOW NEWS

version will not be available until
next year. To avoid ruffling too
many feathers. Metacomco was
giving private showings only to a
lucky few.

Sanyo 885
THE SANYO 885 is an IBM
compatible with 256K RAM
standard, two 360K floppies,

how it worked, but the application
to portable colour micros is clear.

The demo models are not
available in the U.K.; as yet only
NTSC versions have been pro -

Another select bunch were colour circuitry and eight torn- duced, but a Pal version may
being shown the machine, and the patible expansion slots. Along appear next year. The cost in the
same demos, officially by Comm- with MS-DOS is bundled the new U.S. is about $180 for the mono-
odore outside the show in a hotel
down the road. This was aimed

WordStar 2000 program, which
normally retails for over £400. The

chrome and $300 for colour.

mainly at dealers and third -party
suppliers.

price of the machine is £1,390,
which excludes monitors. A colour

WS -3000
One of the star turns was the monitor costs £399 and a green Miracle Modem

Datavue 25bouncing ball routine. This
showed a multi -faceted coloured

monochrome one £119. Sanyo is
on (0923) 46363.

MIRACLE TECHNOLOGY has launched

the WS -3000 a fully approved
ball bouncing against three walls,
and turning as it did so. At each

THE DATAVUE 25 from Inter-
quadram is a battery -powered Seiko

0
modem which can direct -dial to
America using the U.S. Bell

bounce there was a realistic bonk. transportable which the man- APART from the Amiga, one of the standards. Hitherto BT has refused
Apparently the bonk started life as ufacturer claims is 100 percent IBM other exciting products on show to approve modems which use Bellthe sound of someone hitting a compatible. It uses - an 80088 was not exactly a computer, but frequencies because they upsetgarage door, which was then
fed into the Amiga, using the
machine's sound sampling facility.

CMOS processor, and comes with could well have an impact on the
640K RAM as standard. There is field. Along with its wristwatch
one 5.25in. 360K floppy built-in terminal described in June's

some of the more delicate parts of
BT's network. Miracle Technology
has got round this by adding a

It was also possible to slide down as standard. The LCD has 80 char -Practical Computing, Seiko was further tone to cancel out the of -
this bouncing ball demo, and acters and 25 lines, and there is a demonstrating its new flat -screen fending noise.display another process running
concurrently in a second window,

keyboard with an infrared link.
Other features include a parallel

TVs.
Unlike Sinclair's efforts, these

The basic model runs from 75
baud through to 1,200 baud halfwith no slowing of the ball. An port and a serial port. The on- used an LCD technology, and to duplex, and costs £295. Top of theindication of the pricing level for board modem has yet to receive BT good effect. Most impressive was range gives full duplex up to 2,400some of the add-ons was given. approval. The unit weighs 141b. the colour LCD. Unfortunately no baud. More information on (0473)The PC -DOS emulator will cost

about $100, and a speed-up
module to enhance DOS perform-
ante about the same. An IBM

including the battery, which will
last from two to five hours, de -
pending on the amount of disc
accessing.

one on the stand seemed to know

kF

216141.
PC

5.25in. floppy disc will cost about
$400, and a 20Mbyte Winchester -

The Datavue 25 costs £1,998
plus VAT and is available from

MODEM 1N53

$1,000. Interquadram on (0753) 34421.

Its a
Sqtxtze

fitting all the latest products
in our catalogue.

Phone 01-541 1188
For your Free Copy

AWSAWS Computer Supplies, 57 Surbiton Road,
Kingston Upon Thames, Surrey KT12HG. TELEX 859205

alpha micro
The desk top mini computer which grows with you
through the years.
A true multi-user system.

EXPANDABLE FROM:
Disk storage:
RAM:
Users:
Prices From

20mb to 400mb
512k to over 3m b
1 to over 60
£6,117.00

EXTENSIVE RANGE OF SOFTWARE INCLUDING:
Production Control
Accounting Systems
Insurance Broker
Freight Forwarding
and many many more.

apricot USER

KEEP YOUR PORTABILITY WHEN EXPANDING
Add to, or upgrade your machine with an
internal Winchester disk.

RING NOW UNBELIEVABLE PRICES
RING NOW APRICOTS FROM £505.00!!!
RING NOW ERICSSONS FROM £1,251.00

RING NOW FOR DETAILS. TEL: 0273 726314

DOLPHIN
COMPUTER SERVICES (Brighton)

198 Portland Road Hove
East Susses BN3 50N

Tel: Sales Enquiry ONLY 0273-25831/4 (4 lines)
General Enquiries 0273-726314/7 (4 lines)
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You can build upto 30,000 volts*of static electricity in your body.
It takes as little as 2,000 to zap a computer.

Static kills computers! You
generate static electricity as
you walk across a carpet or just
by crossing your legs. This
charge can seriously damage
the chips in your computer.
*Thankfully it's at a very low
amperage so
you don't feel it,
except when
you spark off an
earth. But your
computer does!
O.K., it won't go
bang and stop,
but static causes a slow gnawing
away you will only notice when -
the data and memory become
fuzzy, printouts aren't as accurate
as they used to be, disc drives

Laminate construction showing carbon
dissipative layer.

start to malfunction. These all cost
you money, as they have to be
rectified by re -keying, or calling
an engineer.

Stop Static Kill
Developed by Formica
Corporation the Static -Master
dissipative pad is a simple,
cost effective, solution to this
problem. By using the pad harmful
static is earthed, without you
feeling it, and when you go on to
use the computer there is no
longer a danger of static kill.

The Permanent Solution
Because the Static -Master pad is
placed under the computer it
offers a permanent solution to
zapping that messy sprays
cannot. Its structure means that it
does not curl with age.
Static -Master pads are durable,
and made from Formicat
electrically conductive laminate.

t FORMICA is a registered trade mark
of Formica Corporation.

3mm thick. The edges are
rounded smooth and the pad
rests on rubber feet. An easily
connected earthing wire ensures
that the Static -Master pad can be
fitted in all home/office
environments. It is supplied in two
colours, grey or almond, and

26" x 26" or 18" x 20" to match
your computers' colour and
footprint. At only £49.95 and
£34.95 (plus Post and Packing) it
is a small price to pay to ensure
against degrading your computer,
which could cost you hundreds or
even thousands of pounds.

LIFE TIME GUARANTEE
Each Static -Master pad comes
with a lifetime guarantee, backed
by the Formica-) name. To
purchase your Static -Master,
simply fill in the coupon below
with your Access or Visa
details, or enclose a cheque, and
return it to Static -Master, P.O. Box
51, FREEPOST 279, (No stamp
required) Burnley, Lancashire.
BB1 1 1 BR. It's a small price to
pay to save your computer from a
slow death.

S1.1f.. 1 01010 VI-ItliP,t I, Itilt:, I.Irt 110

Please send me the Static -Master static dissipative pads I have indicated below. (Please tick). 12

I have enclosed payment for £ made out to Static -Master,
or charge my Access/Visa creditcard. I understand that if I am not
delighted on receipt, I can return it within 10 days for a full refund.

0 18" x 20" at £36.70 each Ideal for Apple and other PC's
(Inc. P & P and VAT)

0 26" x 26" at £52.00 each Ideal for PC's, Word Processors
(Inc. P & P and VAT) and large electronic equipment

0 Grey 0 Almond

Access/Visa Number _

Expiry Date Signature _

Name:

Company:

Address:

Postcode: Telephone Number:

Make/Type of Computer.

I do/do not require a VAT receipt

Send to Static -Master, P.O. Box 51, FREEPOST 279 (No Stamp required),
Burnley, Lancashire. BB11 1 BR. Allow up to 28 days for delivery. 3
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The JUNI 5510 gives you

100 CPS
and NW Standards
for Just g 299.00 Inc vo

And that's not all! The Juki 5510 also has full graphics mode, two -
position "dip -switch" (providing instant compatibility with both
the Epson* and the IBM* Graphic Printer), standard 2 k memory
(expandable to 14 k), built-in Parallel Centronics* interface, and
8 -switch variable international character sets.
If you need colour too, the optional Juki 5510 Colour Kit gives you
seven -colour printing for very little more. And if you use cut sheet,
the Juki 5510 Sheet Feeder will be available shortly.

ILI ILI IIC I
Technology true to type

Optional Colour Kit for
seven -colour printing

Optional Sheet Feeder
for cut sheet

Epson is a trade mark of Epson.
'IBM is a trade mark of IBM Corporation.
Print out was generated using Colorshop, DATA FANT.

JUKI (EUROPE) GMBH
Eiffestr. 74  2000 Hamburg 26 F. R. Germany
Tel.: (0 40) 2 51 20 71-73  Telex: 2 163 01 (JKID)
Fax.: (0 40) 2 51 27 24.

Sole distributor: Intec Unit 3, Hassocks Wood, Wade Road, Basingstoke, Hants, RG 24 ONE.

r71 Micro Tel.: (0256) 47 3232 (32 lines). Linkline: 0800 521 1111
LIM Peripherals lid Telex: 859669 MICRO PG, Facsimile: (0256) 46 1570  Circle No. 166 33



powMICRO -RENT

RENT ONE!
APRICOT

Renting a microcomputer from Micro -Rent, you save time, save
money - and save being overtaken by new developments.
It's a sad fact that most people who buy a micro become
dissatisfied with it within six months, and most micro's are
obsolete within a year. So renting is the obvious way to save your
money, and keep up-to-date.
Micro -Rent offers you the best terms, the fastest service, and the
best advice - plus printers, monitors, hard disks - even some
software - and training if you need it.
Rentals for any period from one day to two years, and leasing for
longer periods with complete flexibility and minimal commitment.
Ex -rental machines often available for purchase at reduced prices.

SIRIUS

f44
PER WEEK*

IBM PC

f42
PER WEEK*

Er1

11111111111111111 =El
'Prices quoted are based on 3 -month rental, excluding VAT

0C 8L 3L 3T 20 5D3A1 Y

127 Cloudesley Road, MICRO -RENTLondon N1 OEN.

NEW MIDLANDS OFFICE - 0908 642 614
APPLE  APRICOT IBM PC, AT XT SIRIUS
MACINTOSH  OLIVETTI -COMPAQ  OSBORNE

RENT FROM MICRO -RENT 0

COMPLETE ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

FOR SMALL BUSINESSES
40 Income Headings

40 Expenditure Headings
300 Customers/Suppliers

Nominal/Profit & Loss Reports
Monthly Reports

Debtors List 30, 60, 90 days etc.
Budget and Budget v Actual

Invoice/Purchase Order Generator
Statement/Remitt. Advice Notes

£195 or Demo System £19.50 + VAT

LOW COST DATABASE
Up to 600 record/file
Up to 50 fields/record

Sort on any field
Search on up to 10 fields at once

Built in Calculator
Ideal for Mailing List

Data may be merged with Superwriter.
All functions in one program,
ideal for simple disk systems.

£95 or Demo System £9 + VAT

OTHER SOFTWARE: Least Cost Agricultural Feed
Formulation/Sheep Breeding - Flock

Management/Milk Production Records/Commercial
Property Management System

All systems run under MSDOS on Apricot or IBM PC

For further details please contact:

Dean Software Ltd
The Mews, Mitcheldean, Glos. GL17 OSL. Tel: 0594 542643
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1 PC

2 Terminals

3 Multi -User Micros
UNIQUE ACCOUNTS

The only fully integrated accounting system which transforms
a single -user PC into a MULTI-USER accounting system
without the need for hardware modifications. It's UNIQUE!!
If you want extra terminals without extra costs, then UNIQUE
ACCOUNTS is the system for you!
if you want a comprehensive, flexible accounts system which
is easy to use and adaptable to your specific requirements,
then UNIQUE ACCOUNTS is the system for you!
UNIQUE ACCOUNTS software plus inexpensive terminals is all
you need to make your PC into a MULTI-USER ACCOUNTS
SYSTEM.
UNIQUE ACCOUNTS is available for IBM PC, and compatibles.

CARERRA COMPUTING
12, Lyons Avenue

Hetton-le-Hole
Tyne & Wear DH5 OHS

Tel: SUNDERLAND (0783) 267816
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Please send me more details of UNIQUE ACCOUNTS software
Name

Job Title

Company

Address

Post Code Tel No

 Circle No. 157
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JigFor Brighter Ideas...

L Lf
DOT MATRIX The JUKI 5520 gives you seven

separate colours (ideal for
spreadsheet) for the price of black -and -white!
What's more, a flick of its dip -switch" brings instant compatibility
with both the Epson JX-80 and the IBM Colour Graphic Printer.
The JUKI 5520 also features Near Leiter Quality print standard,
full graphics mode and built-in paper tractor. PLUS bi-directional
text printing at 180 cps. The JUKI 5520. One of our brighter ideas.

Epson is a trade mark of Epson.
* IBM is a trade mark of IBM Corporation.

...and ThinkingQuicker
Print out was generated using colourshop, DATA FANT

The JUKI 6200, on the other hand, is a low-cost, high-speed
daisywheel with full word processing support. Print standard is
significantly crisper and clearer than Full Letter Quality,
and its extra -wide 16" platen will cope with even the largest
documents. Best of all, it gives you a maximum print speed
of 32 cps with a standard DIABLO* 96 -character wheel.
The JUKI 6200. Quicker thinking.

*DIABLO is a trade mark of Diablo Systems Inc.

IKI
Technology true to type

JUKI (EUROPE) GMBH
Eiffestr. 74  2000 Hamburg 26 F. R. Germany Sole distributor: Intec Unit 3, Hassocks Wood, Wade Road, Basingstoke,
Tel.: (0 40) 2 51 20 71-73  Telex: 2163 061 (JKI D) rn mkto Hants, RG 24 ONE. Tel.: (0256) 47 3232 (32 lines)
Fax.: (0 40) 2 51 27 24 Will Peripheral/ ltd Telex: 859669 MICRO PG, Facsimile: (0256) 461570

CPS
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More than aNd
for less than

KEYBOARD. SCREEN AND PRINTER

Monitor

Pbril P

PCW8256

E ANTSTRAD PERSONAL

Don't look at the price of the Amstrad PCW 8256 or you won't believe refer to "pull down" menus as you work, so you don't
what is to follow. have to memorise complicated codes. This simply

Because the PCW 8256 is a complete wordprocessing system and a means it's easy to use.
complete personal computer at a completely unbelievable price.

It's a powerful wordprocessor.
And the PCW 8256 has an integrated printer, with

compatible software that gives you a choice of letter quality
and high speedThe PCW 8256 is totally equipped for wordprocessing. It has a high drafting capabilities.

resolution screen with 90 columns and 32 lines of text. That's 40% more Finally there's an automatic paper load system, as well as tractor feed for

usable display area than most PC's. continuous stationery. All for the price of an electric typewriter.

There's a high speed RAM disc that allows you to It's a powerful computer.
store and retrieve information instantaneously, as you're The PCW 8256 is more than a wordprocessor. It's also a purpose
creating a document. built computer with an enormous 256k memory.

The 82 key keyboard is specifically designed for By employing the CP/M' Plus computer operating system with 61k TPA,
wordprocessing. Its special function keys allow you to it opens the door to over 8,000 commercial software packages. If that's

FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION VISIT YOUR LOCAL DIXO



xdprocessor,
a typewriter.

lot enough, for the real computer buff, a combination of the powerful
Mallard basic, Dr Logo and GSX Graphics system extentions will mean you
an write your own programs. There's also an optional combined serial
nd parallel interface, that gives you access to modem, additional printers
nd other peripherals. And you can even add an extra 1 M byte drive.

So even if you started off just wanting a wordprocessor
it won't be long before you'll be hooked on the com-
pelling possibilities of micro -computing.

Now you can look at the price. The Amstrad PCW 8256
costs just £399 + VAT It's a lot less than you'd expect to pay

Dr a lot more than a wordprocessor.

DEMONSTRATION AT DIXONS

1-Please send me some more information about the PCW 8256

Name

Home user di
Office user CI

( Please tick )

Address

Company co

Amstrad PCW 8256
LAmstrad, P.O. Box 462, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4EE. Tel: (0277) 228888.1
cp/si is a trademark of Digital Research Inc.

RE OR GOOD COMPUTER OR OFFICE EQUIPMENT DEALER.
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MBC 885 £1,390 + VAT* MS-DOS 2.11.256K RAM expandable to
640K. 2 x 360K drives. RGB colour/mono outputs. Centronics
printer port. Seven IBM-compatible expansion slots. Provision

for hard disk. Twice as fast as IBM PC. Free Wordstar 2000 software.
Full IBM compatibility.

MBC 555-2 £1,190 + VAT.* MS-DOS 2.11.128K RAM expandable to
256K. 2 x 360K drives. RGB colour/mono outputs. Centronics

compatible printer port. Audio training tape. Free Wordstar, Calcstai
Mailmerge, Spellstar, Reportstar, Datastar, Formsort.

Extended basic software.

Our packages c
at an)

3A



Take a look at the Sanyo computers
featured here and you'll begin to see what
we mean.

As if this standard of specification isn't
impressive enough, our models also come
with up to £1,000 worth of free business
software.

Unlike IBM machines, they're all equip-
ped with colour capability and RGB output
as standard.

And they bring you the opportunity
to join the Sanyo Micro Users Association,
with use of its special hotline for product and
software support.

The machines on view here are just
three in a twelve -strong range that's the most
comprehensive available.

You could pay a high price unless you
see Sanyo, then decide. va sAnnrci

r.t;
. ,

, ast da 04 414 Wit 414 414 114 awl , 114 . 14115,

,m, 1m, 4w, "Am" fin ea,

Ir."11

MBC 775 £1,990 + VAT. MS-DOS 2.11.256K RAM expandable to
640K. 2 x 360K drives. Built-in colour screen with RGB colour/mono

auxiliary outputs. Centronics printer port. Two expansion slots.
Twice as fast as IBM PC. Free Wordstar, Calcstar and GW-basic.

Full IBM compatibility.

I'd like to know more about the Sanyo7
computer which is right for me.

Please send me full details of your range
today.

Name

Address

Company

17

SEND COUPON TO SANYO BUSINESS SYSTEMS, SANYO HOUSE, OTTERSPOOL WAY
WATFORD, HERTS. OR PHONE (0923) 57231/57245.

PC11185

-excluding monitor
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nit be equalled
price.
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WE'RE NOT JUST SAYING THEY'RE 100% RELIABLE.

Not everything that claims to be totally
reliable lives up to its promise. But when you're
choosing floppy disks, you have to be sure of
100% reliability. Anything less than perfection
can be expensive and damaging.

That's why every SKC disk goes through the

most rigorous quality control and is guarantee(
and certified to be 100% error free.

SKC is one of the world's leading chemica
companies and all our disks are always mad,
to the very highest standards.

SKC disks are designed to withstand up t(

MAIN DISTRIBUTORS: COMPUTAMATE DATA PRODUCT, SCOTIA RD,. BURSLEM, STOKE ON TRENT ST6 4DX. TEL: 0782 811711.  CPU PERIPHERALS I

40



WE GUARANTEE IT.
5 million passes of continuous operations on
the same track.

SKC disks meet ANSI, DIN, ECMA, IBM, JIS
and SHUGART specifications and are available,
unformatted, in 51/4" Single Sided Single Density,
Single Sided Double Density and Double Sided

 Circle No. 107

Double Density variants. A 31/2" disk is also
available and they all have a full 5 year guarantee.

For more information and supplies contact
your main distributor.

SKC FLOPPY DISKS
SK (SUNKYONG) EUROPE CORPORATION LIMITED,

SUNKYONG HSE., SPRINGFIELD RD., HAYES, MIDDLESEX. TELEPHONE 01-561 1200/8686

:OPSE RD., ST JOHNS, WOKING, SURREY. TEL: 04862 73883.  ABC SOFTWARE LTD., MANOR WORKS, DUNDRUM, DUBLIN 16 EIRE. TEL: DUBLIN 984411.



No wonder people are racing out to buy Amstrad's
new CPC 6128 computer.

Not only does it answer all your business needs,
it's also compatible with nearly 200
arcade and adventure games. So it
can either speed you through your
income tax returns or whizz you
round a simulated Silverstone.

On the business side we start
you off with
a free disc

which introduces you to the Amstrad CPC
6128's impressive range of capabilities,
and the best ways to exploit them.

You'll discover how its massive
128k memory can open the door
to over 8,000 CP/M* applications.

42..

Programs like 'Wordprocessing' and 'Database' will
file and index records, produce standard letters, mailing

lists and even compile reports.
There's a series of business control

programs which form a complete invoice,
stock control and statement system.

In other words it's easy to choose
the software you need
to take the big problems

out of your small business.
But even if you don't own a business

there are plenty of good reasons for
owning an Amstrad CPC 6128.

It makes short work of the problems
we all face. Like keeping track of rates, mortgage and
H.P. payments.

However even software packages as comprehensive

AVAILABLE AT BOOTS  BRIDGERS  CLYDESDALE  COMET  CURRYS  DIXONS  GRANADA  GREENS  LASKYS  JOHN LEWIS  RUMBELOWS 



as Amstrad's are only as good as the hardware
they're loaded into.

You need a complete system.
That's why the Amstrad comes complete

with a built-in disc drive as well as a monitor
(green screen or full colour). So it's ready to go to
work as soon as you get it home.

And if you want to go further additional disc
drives, printers and joysticks are all available to ensure
that your computer can grow with your growing needs.

Finally there's one feature of the Amstrad CPC 6128
that's both good business and a pleasure: the price.

nWith Green Screen around £299
With Colour Monitor around £399

PCI612812

Tell me more about the Amstrad CPC 6128

Name

Address

Amstrad CPC 6128
with 128k memory

I Who says business and pleasure don't mix?
Amstrad P.O. Box 462, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4EE

_J
"CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Inc.
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The Canon A-200 has already made its mark as one of
the best value IBM compatible PC's of 1985. Because so
many extras are standard. Like an 8086 processor and a
16 -bit data bus to make it quicker thinking. Like built-in
Centronics and RS232C interfaces, leaving more free

expansion slots for peripherals and local area networking.
Like a basic memory of 256K, expandable to 640K,
to make it harder working.Twin 360K floppy disk drives are
standard too. And, if that's not enough, you now have the
option of the extra -memory A-200 HD model with a built in

IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. Centronics is a trademark of Centronics Data Computer Corporation.



Post Code Telephone

+D1PRC1  Circle No. 109

10 MB Winchester disk. E.T. MEMORY we call it. But we don't
mean from another planet, we mean more memory for
earthly beings. Yet another extra that's standard. As are the
extra benefits of the Canon Computer Club. Newly launched
to give you still more value.

Canon LAI=E00 HD
PERSONAL COMPUTER

So many extras are standard

/
To:/ Canon (UK) Ltd,/, Computer Systems

Division, Canon House,
/ 2 Manor Road, Wallington,

/ Surrey SM6 OAJ.
/ Telephone: 01-773 3173.

/ Facsimile: 01-773 2156.

I'm spaced out about Canon personal
/computers and would like to know
more about:

A-200 El A-200 HD El
Canon ip/ CANON COMPUTER CLUB TICK BOXES

( membership details and benefits)

/ Name
/ Company

Position

Address

Canon

County 41.60.
OfficialBusinessiVlachines

of The FootbeilLeague

#5
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Let's be honest. Our competitors make very good
computers too.

And when it comes to it, we're all in the same boat:
a good computer won't give you good results with a

bad printer.
1 Which is why the aim of Olivetti Peripherals is

simple - to make the best printers for the widest
range of computers.

4(9
® APRICOT IS THE REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF APRICOT COMPUTERS PLC. IBM IS THE REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF INTERNATIOI



;EMENT

E AN IMPROVEMENT

24, THE APRICOT® PC,

ALE MACINTOSKTHE

E COMPAQ; ETC ETC...

pctro85

Our new machines are fast, compact and reliable Name Position

(they should be, we test them for six months non-stop).
They're also quiet and so thoughtfully designed /

that you can change a ribbon cartridge without an / t
inky finger in sight. o I -I, -1, o i \

And, with our startling new packaging, (0) DWAR__csn 1 \ )the boxes will stand out from the competition oas much as the printers do. p
 Circle No. 110 NI

mpherals'

I- Please send me more information on your new range of printers.
To: Valerie Belfer, Olivetti Peripherals, 86-88 Upper Richmond Road,
London SW15 2UR. Tel: 01-785 6666.

Company

\ Address

_JTel

3INESS MACHINES. APPLE MACINTOSH IS THE REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF APPLE COMPUTER (UK) LTD. COMMODORE IS THE REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES (UK) LTD. COMPAQ IS THE REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF COMPAQ COMPUTER LTD.
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Networking NOW
IBM/PC and Apricot

HM SYSTEMS90S -7744C 1 P4

APRICOT ARCNET CARD
M311 -

HM SYSTEMS

IBM/PC ARCNET CARD

WITH MINSTREL 2 AND TURBODOS/PC
Have you noticed how the mention of the word "network"

makes some PC owners (and dealers) reach for the medicine
cabinet?

We did. So we looked at the problem and, quite frankly.
can't see what all the fuss is about. Then again, we are multi
user systems specialists. Networking is our business, and has
been for five years.

All you need is a fast file server, network processors and a
magnificent networking operating system, we decided.

(The last item is the most important, and the most difficult
to achieve.)

Fortunately, we had a head start. HM Systems use
TurboDOS 1.41 in a close coupled multi processor network in
Minstrel 2, our multi user
system. TurboDOS is arguably
the world's most widely used
networking software, with
over 50,000 installations
worldwide, since its intro-
duction in 1981.

TurboDOS/PC allows any PC
running MS DOS versions 1.x,
2.x, 3.x, to share resources of a
TurboDOS network. File
locking is integral to TurboDOS.

Network interface is through Arcnet. You use co -ax cable to
make the physical links, and Minstrel Arcnet cards for your

t"Pal= T M
Registered trademark of Software 2000 Inc.

IBMs, Apricots or IBM lookalikes.
This gives your PCs cheap, quick access to large amounts of

disk storage and shared resources - which is what
networking is all about. Your PCs can access lots of printers
and other peripherals along the way. TurboDOS has
sophisticated automatic print spooling, which cuts down
queuing time.

As a guide to pricing -A four user Minstrel 21BM/PC file
server with 20MByte Winchester will cost around £7,000.00.
A twelve user version with 64MBytes hard disk costs
£14,355.00. Plus cables and excluding PCs of course. Extra
users cost £595.00.

A twelve user Apricot file server with 64MByte Winchester
disk will cost around

fflINSTREL

MINSTREL 2. DESIGNED AND BUILT IN BRITAIN

£11,775.00. Extra users cost
£410.00 each.

Proven software, sturdy
hardware, file locking,
automatic spooling and a fast
transfer rate add up to a
network that works. Head-
aches aren't part of the
package.

Write or call us for a chat. At
the same time, ask about the Minstrel 2 multi user system -
you can link your PCs into that as well. We'll be glad to show
you how.

IBM/PC is a trademark of International Business Machines Inc
Apricot is a trademark of ACT plc.
MS DOS is a trademark of Microsoft.
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HM SystemsHM Systems Limited, 220 The Vale, London NW11 8HZ
Telephone: (01) 209-0911 Telex: 266828 -HMS G Easylink: 19001060
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Designed and built in Britain

It's not easy to build an effective multi-user system.
It takes experience, confidence and, above all, a

superior operating system.
HM Systems possess all three qualities in large

supply, and we've put them into Minstrel 2, our
latest model.

Experience has shown that multiple workstations
and resource -sharing call for multi processor
architecture. That way, every user gets their own
computer and performance doesn't suffer.

Confidence comes from using proven 5100
technology. We've seen too many systems fail by being
based on "next year's industry standard". We'd rather
settle with this year's working solution. Wouldn't you?

Which is not to say that we're behind the times.
Our state of the art HTS 86 dual processor card

was developed to provide two 16 bit computers on a
single board.

This means 16 bit computing power at 8 bit prices
for you.

z

HM Systt'

We simply prefer evolutionary to revolutionary
development.

Make no mistake, any multi user system is only
as good as its operating system. Minstrel 2 uses
TurboDOS8 We've not come across a more flexible
and powerful tool.

TurboDOS reads programs written for CP/M II,t
CP/M 86, MP/M II, MP/M 86, has PC DOS emulation,
and allows IBM PCs or lookalikes to share the
resources of a Minstrel 2 system.

Networking is integral.
Minstrel 2 can communicate with all leading

mainframes. And we can prove it.
Entry cost for a two -user system with 20Mb hard

disk capacity is £6250.00. Additional workstations
cost £1110.00 inclusive.

Write or call for a full colour brochure. You won't
get a hard sell. With experience, confidence and the
best operating system, we find the facts speak
for themselves.

A. Performance comparison - number of users increasing

os

100

75

50

25

MINSTREL 2  TYPICAL TIME SHARING SYSTEM

Costs rise and performance suffers when a number of terminals share a
common processor. Graph B shows a network of leading stand-alone

computers when compared with Minstrel 2. Graph A shows the effect on
performance of timesharing compared with Minstrel 2.
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urbamaw- TurboDos is the registered trademark
of Software 2000 inc.

tCP/M and MP/M are registered trademarks of Digital Research Inc.

HM Systems Limited,
220 The Vale,
London NW11 8HZ
Telephone: 01-209 0911
Telex: 266828 -HMS G
Easylink: 19001060

B. Cost comparison - number of users increasing

20,

15.

10.

5.
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 TYPICAL LEADING
STAND-ALONENETWORK
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iT MINSTREL 2

HM Systems
4.9
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Just purchase two Ten -Packs of Verbatim Datalife or Verex disks
from DISKING at the prices below, and packed with them will be

this superb MEMORY CREDIT CARD CALCULATOR* absolutely FREE.
You are entitled to as many CALCULATORS as you wish, i.e.

purchase four Ten -Packs and you will receive two CALCULATORS
and so on. See across the page for ordering information.

DataLife
Verbatim.

W.1111$1,3

25/2D

rthg, Potela7b.

M. 8 Mat

514" DISKS Prices & Qtys relate to ten -packs

PRICES EXC VAT 1 2-4 5-9 10-19 20+
525-01 S/S 48 tpi 20.90 18.90 17.90 16.90 15.90
550-01 D/S 48 tpi 23.90 21.90 20.90 19.90 18.90

577-01 S/S 96 tpi 23.90 21.90 20.90 19.90 18.90

577-01 D/S 96 tpi 28.90 26.90 25.90 24.90 23.90
IBM PC AT (HIGH DENSITY)

MDHD D/S 1.6 MByte 44.90 42.90 41.90 40.90 39.90

3'2" DISICS Prices & Qtys relate to ten -packs

PRICES EXC VAT 1 2-4 5-9 10-19

MF350 S/Sided 0.5Mb 34.90 33.90 32.90 31.90
MF360 D/Sided 1.0Mb 44.90 43.90 42.90 41.90

20+

30.90 PRICES EXC VAT

40.90 FD34-1500 S/S S/Dens

,1\

5'4" DISKS

We/Avila Pegalsx
Mow

Prices & Qtys relate to ten -packs

PRICES EXC VAT 1 2-4 5-9
150-01 S/S S/D 48 tpi 14.90 12.90 12.40
200-01 S/S D/D 48 tpi 15.90 13.90 13.40
250-01 D/S D/D 48 tpi 20.90 18.90 17.90
All 48 tpi suitable for 35 or 40 track operation

8 DISKS Prices & Qtys relate to ten -packs

10-19 20+
11.90 11.40
12.90 12.40
17.40 16.90

1 2-4 5-9 10-19 20+
19.90 17.90 16.90 15.90 14.90

*Calculator specification may change without notice. Offer expires January 31st 1986, or earlier.

DISKING International, Liphook, Hants. GU30 7EJ. tel: (0428) 722563



BEST DISKS

BEST DEALS

BEST SERVICE

5V DISKS
PRICES EXC VAT

10 SIS 48 tpi
2D DIS 48 tpi
10D SIS 96 tpi
2DD DIS 96 tpi
To order, precede number with the letter tilled, (0)range
Mellow, (Skeen, (Bllue or White, e.g. for Red DIsided 48 tpi disks,

order R2D. Or "RAINBOW" for multicoloured pack.

1
BEST DISKS

BEST DEALS

BEST SERVICE

DISKING FREEPOST, LIPHOOK, HAMPSHIRE GU30 7BR, UNITED KINGDOM
How to contact us:
General Enquiries & Sales (0428) 722563; Trade/Government (0428) 722840; Telex -68623 Telbur

Coloured
Diskettes

514- DISKS
PRICES EXC VAT

010 SIS 48 tpi
02D DIS 48 tpi
0111 SIS 96 tpi
D20 DIS 96 tpi

3'2" DISICS
PRICES EXC VAT
DM10 &Sided 0.5Mb
DM2D DISided 1.0Mh

Prices & Qtys relate to ten -packs
1 24 5.9 1019 20+

20.90 18.90 17.90 16.90 15.90

23.90 21.90 20.90 19.90 18.90

23.90 21.90 20.90 19.90 18.90

28.90 26.90 25.90 24.90 23.90

DISICING
Professiona/Minidisks
Lifeline Warranty

Prices & Qtys relate to ten -packs

1

15.90

17.90

17.90

22.90

24 5-9 1019
13.90 13.40 12.90

15.90 15.40 14.90

15.90 15.40 14.90

20.90 19.90 ' 3.40

20 +

12.40

14.40

14.40

18.90

Prices & Qtys relate to ten -packs

1 24 59 10-19 20+

24.90 22.90 21.90 20.90 19.90

34.90 32.90 31.90 30.90 29.90

DISKING Bulk Silver Diskettes
514" DISICS Prices & Qtys relate to ten -packs

PRICES EXC VAT

S10 SIS 48 tpi
S2D DIS 48 tpi
SI DD SIS 96 tpi

5200 WS 96 tpi

14 5+

12.00 10.00
14.00 12.00
14.00 12.00

16.00 14.00

DISI<INS Bulk Black Diskettes
514- DISKS Prices & Qtys relate to ten packs

PRICES EXC VAT
B10 SIS 48 tpi
82D DIS 48 tpi
B1 DO SIS 96 tpi
B2DD DIS 96 tpi

1-4

10.00

12.00

12.00

14.00

5+
8.58

10.58
10.58
12.58

DISI<ING Bulk Microdisks
312- DISKS Prices & Qtys relate to ten packs

I PRICES EXC VAT 1 2.4 5-9 1019 20+

t M1D &Sided 0.5Mb 24.90 23.90 23.40 22.90 22.40

M2D D/Sided 1.0Mb 34.90 33.90 33.40 32.90 32.40

maxell.

MD1-s

Adirr4he Gold Standard

514" DISKS Prices & Qtys relate to ten -packs

PRICES EXC VAT

MD1-13 SIS 48 tpi

MD2-D DIS 48 tpi
MD1-DD SIS 96 tpi
M02 -0D DIS 96 tpi

1 24 5-9

22.90 20.90 19.90

29.90 27.90 26.90

29.90 27.90 26.90

34.90 32.90 31.90

10-19

18.90

25.90

25.90

30.90

20

17.90

24.90

24.90

29.90

3' DISKS Prices & Qtys relate to ten -packs

PRICES EXC VAT 1 24 5-9 1019 20+

CF2 Compact DIS Floppy 49.90 47.90 46.90 45.90 44.90

"'FREE Memorex VDU Cleaning Kit with every pack

L

MEMOREX

MEMOREX
PLEGRORY EATEddENCE/

514 DISI<S Prices & Qtys relate to ten -packs
PRICES EXC VAT

5210 SIS 48 tpi
5220 DIS 48 tpi
5410 SIS 96 tpi
5420 DIS 96 tpi

1 2-4

20.90 18.90

23.90 21.90
24.90 22.90
28.90 26.90

IBM PC AT (HIGH DENSITY)
Prices and quantities relate to Ten -Packs
PRICES EXC VAT 1 2-4

5660 WS 1.6MByte 41.90 39.90

5-9 10-19

17.90 16.90

20.90 19.90

21.90 20.90

25.90 24.90

20*
15.90

18.90

19.90

23.90

5-9 10-19 20.
38.90 37.90 36.90

3'i DISI<S Prices & Qtys relate to ten -packs
PRICES EXC VAT

6100 SISided 0.5Mb
3460 DISided 1.0Mb

1 2-4 5-9 10-19 20+

29.90 27.90 26.90 25.90 24.90

39.90 37.90 36.90 35.90 34.90

Dysart

514- DISKS
PRICES EXC VAT

10411 0 SIS 48 tpi

10412D DIS 48 tpi

204110 SIS 96 tpi
20412D DIS 96 tpi

Dysan
For the Discerning

Prices & Otys relate to ten -packs

1 2-4 5-9 10-19 20+

22.90 20.90 19.90 18.90 17.90

29.90 27.90 26.90 25.90 24.90

29.90 27.90 26.90 25.90 24.90

34.90 32.90 31.90 30.90 29.90

HOW TO ORDER

UK Shipping Rates exc VAT
Gi" Disks or microdisks
1-2 packs each pack @ 95p
3-5 packs each pack @ 75p
6-9 packs each pack @ 60p
10+ packs POST FREE

All Cleaning Kits
1 off 60p each
2-7 off 40p each
8+ off POST FREE

Disking Diskwriters
50 -pack f 1.00
Disking Supermailers
100 pack £3.00

Diskette Storage
MIO, FF10, FF15, SEE 10,
SEE 10-3, SEE 1110
1.4 off @ 40p each
5-9 off @ 30p each
10+ off @ 20p each
M25, MINI 50, BUDGET 50

1 off (1.00
2.7 off 70p each
8+ off POST FREE
M50, M40, MINI 100, KM25
FFSIO, KM50, JUMBO

1 off (2.00 each
2-7 off f 1.30 each
8+ off POST FREE

Credit Card Orders (0428) 722563 (24 hours)
ACCESS & VISA welcome, call anytime but please don't
whisper. Just leave the following details:
1 Day -time 'phone number;
2 Cardholder name and address;
3 Your Credit Card Number;
4 What you want and how many;
5 Normal or first class post.
Leave the REST to US!

Urgent Orders
If you are posting your order, leave out the word FREEPOST from
our address, and use our normal post code GU30 7EJ and do not
forget to stamp it First Class. If you are telephoning your order,
please make it clear that you wish to pay for your goods to be
sent to you by First Class Post.

First Class Rates
Minidisks & Microdisks:-
First Ten -Pack 2.00
Second and subsequent Ten -Pack 1.50

Very Urgent Orders
If ordering by telephone, and by 3.00pm yau may request
Datapost which delivers the next morning at 9.00am. Minimum
cost is 010 for the first 5kg - please call.

Official Government Orders Welcome
We supply all Government bodies including schools, Universities,
Colleges, Hospitals, the Utilities, Research Establishments,

Armed Forces, the Ministries and Local Auth rities world-wide. If
in quantities of fifty diskettes or more, please ask for our

wholesale price list.
_AAI

Buy 2 & get 1 FREE
On ALL Storage
0o r to

Flip 'n' File Range PRICES exc VAT

32" Storage
M10 MICROBO X 10" For 10 Microdisks 4.90

M25 STANDARD MICRO 25 For 25 Microdisks 10.90

M50 STANDARD MICRO 50 For 50 Microdisks 19.90

M40 LATCHING MICRO 40" For 40 Microdisks 31.90

51" Storage
FF10 Flip 'n' File 10" For 10 Diskettes
FFS10 5 FF1 O's" RedlOrangelYellow1Green1Blue

FF15

MINI 50
MINI 100
KM25

Flip 'n' File 15" For 15 Diskettes
STANDARD MINI 50 For 50 Diskettes
STANDARD MINI 100 For 100 Diskettes

KEYBOX MINI 25** For 25 Diskettes

KM50 KEYBOX MINI 50"" For 50 Diskettes
'With flip 'n' file action, displays vertically stores horizontally
"'These have locking or latching mechanism +flip 'n' file action

Disking's Storage
SEE 10 For 10 Diskettes

SEE 10-3 For 10 Microdisks

SEE 10-8 For 10.8" Disks
B50 Budget 50 For 50 Diskettes

JUMBO Lockable storage for 100 Diskettes

EM50 Lockable storage for 50.3.5" or 15.3"

Computer Care
SDD Sapona Single Sided 3.5" drive head cleaning kit

MDD Memorex 5.25" disk drive head cleaning kit

MKEY Memorex case & keyboard cleaning kit

MTV Memorex VDU/TV screen cleaning kit

Diskette Mailing
DSM 5.25" disk mailer for up to 4 disks (per 1001

3.90
19.50

5.90
16.90
32.90
25.90
36.90

cc
co

0
0
CD

H

<
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00
I

cr)
0
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cc

CD
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2.50
2.50
3.50

8.90
18.90
19.90

8.90
8.90
4.90
4.90
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Top row KX1203, K12SV3, KX1201. Bottom row K12R3, K12R2. Optional lilt and swivel' stand shown with certain mocha.

Aim straight for a Taxan
When you're aiming for the best monitor around, set
VI' your sights on a Taxan.

Because Taxan are quite simply the biggest selling
range of monochrome and colour monitors in Britain
today.

And that's hardly surprising since every Taxan Monitor
is designed and engineered for superb style and
maximum performance.

Take a look at the KX1201 and KX1202 for example.

High quality, high resolution 12 inch monitors offering
a choice of Green or Amber display with a long
persistence option on the Green phosphor model.

With the latest non -glare flat tube for easier viewing
and more than 20MHz video bandwidth, you can't do
better than a Taxan monochrome monitor.

Taxan also produce a range of 12 inch RGB colour
monitors that give you unbeatable price performance.

Like the medium resolution K12R2 (Vision II) and the
high resolution K12R3 (Vision III).

Compact professional monitors, suitable for all
popular micros. Built-in switchable RGB interface for

added versatility and both suitable for 80 -column text
display.

Finally, the K12SV3 (Super Vision III). A 12 inch, RGB,
super -high resolution, colour monitor with three
different monochrome modes. Fully compatible with IBM
PC, Apple, BBC and most other personal computers it is
simply the most versatile monitor on the market today.

Taxan Monitors retail at around:
10(1201G
KX1202G (P39 Phosphor)
10(1203A
K12R2
K12R3
K12SV3

£109 (plus VAT)
£119 (plus VAT)
£119 (plus VAT)
£285 (plus VAT)
£399 (plus VAT)
£429 (plus VAT)

Ring us on Ascot (0990) 28921 for the name of your
nearest dealer. And find out why you should aim straight
for the best-selling range of monitors around.

5 King's Ride Pork,
Ascot, Berks. SL5 BBP
Tel- 0990 29921
Telex: 846303 DD LTD G.

THE NEW FORCE IN DISTRIBUTION
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CHIP -CHAT

alast month I used up a lot of
space bemoaning the fate of
the British semiconductor

industry and its generally lack-
lustre showing in developing and
successfully marketing high-
performance microcircuits.

People in other countries
obviously find this strange. Seeing
a rich vein of scientific, tech-
nological, and engineering talent
left unmined in these islands, they
are more than happy to stump up
the cash to make use of it for their
own purposes.

One of the latest overseas cor-
porations to announce plans for a
semiconductor fabrication facility
in the U.K. is the Digital Equip-
ment Corporation, maker of the
ubiquitous PDP-11 and Vax range
of minicomputers.

DEC can rightly claim to be
one of the trailblazers for the
microprocessor revolution. Not,
paradoxically, because of its semi-
conductor chip technology, but
because of its computer archi-
tecture and its whole approach to
computing.

STARTING SMALL
DEC began back in 1957,

making prefabricated transistor
building blocks for other computer
manufacturers to use in their
mainframe computers. But by
1959 it had introduced a low-cost
computer of its own, the PDP-1,
costing only $120,000. Other
models followed, and in 1965 DEC
changed the face of computing by
launching the first true mini-
computer, the PDP-8, which lived
in a fairly small cabinet and
included 4K words of memory, for
just $20,000.

From then on it became possible
for the computer to go to the job,
rather than the job go to the
computer, and DEC produced its
budget -priced machines by the
thousand. You could have any
word length, so long as it was 12
bits, and you did not have to have
an air-conditioned temple to put it
in. PDP-8s started to appear in
factories, offices, and schools: a
new philosophy of computing had
been born.

The follow-up to the PDP-8, the
16 -hit PDP-11, was even more suc-
cessful. It is still very widely used
today thanks to a respected CPU
architecture and instruction set
which many early microprocessor
designers did their best to
emulate.

When 16 -bit microprocessors
became possible, DEC knew
exactly how to react to this
potential competitor. It joined in
the semiconductor business and
built a PDP-11 based on LSI chips,
the LSI-11 of the mid -seventies.
The first LSI-11 needed three

40 -pin chips for the CPU and was
much less powerful than its bigger
siblings, which then ranged from
the basic PDP-11-34 to the very
powerful PDP-11-70, all of which
were based on discrete TTL logic
circuit boards.

MINI ON A CHIP
Although the first LSI-11 chips

relied heavily on the manu-
facturing skills of other semi-
conductor companies, notably
Western Digital, DEC was deter-
mined to do the whole job itself.
So by the early eighties it was
manufacturing the CMOS T-11
microprocessor, a single chip with
roughly the power of a PDP-11-34,
closely followed by the J-11 with
the power of an 11-70.

DEC used these chips in its own
systems and later sold them
separately as components for other
manufacturers to use. Con-
sequently it beat the major chip
manufacturers at their own game
and ensured that the PDP-11

The Microvax II is built around
DEC's own 78032 chip and
approaches the power of the Vax
II / 780 mini.

architecture and instruction set
would become an industry
standard for all time.

Meanwhile, back in 1978 DEC
had launched another more
powerful computer family: the
Vax 32 -bit machines. They were
initially billed as midicomputers
but are now accepted into the
general classification of minis. The
Vax brought virtual -memory tech-
nology within reach of the small
computer user, and by keeping to
the successful formula of in-
expensive, reliable systems with
complete family compatibility,
DEC produced another winner.

32 INTO ONE
In 1985 it has now become

possible to put even a 32 -bit
virtual -memory processor on to a
single chip of silicon. The leading
semiconductor manufacturers,
notably National Semiconductor
with its 32032 and Motorola with
its 68020, now have their devices
ready. Unfortunately for them

perhaps, so has DEC with its 78032
chip providing a complete emu-
lation of the formidable Vax
11-780 processor.

As a result, Motorola and
National have had to spend a lot of
money wooing potential users and
software vendors to support their
chips. Meanwhile DEC managed
to hit the ground running, with a
captive and very eager market
already lusting after their "new
cheap Vax" which could run all
the old software.

In traditional style, DEC is
selling the chips in ready -to -go
systems initially, leaving the
marketing of bare chips until later.
This is the exact opposite of the
approach taken by the semi-
conductor houses. No wonder
DEC is so successful.

BY RAY COLES

PACKING
IT IN
DEC's independent
approach to systems
design has kept it a
step ahead in the
microprocessor market.

DEC now needs a new semi-
conductor design and fabrication
plant, and has decided to build it
at a place called Butlaw, near
South Queensferry, Edinburgh.
The new site will cover 86 acres and
will include a chip -manufacturing
building covering 200,000 square
feet and supporting 400 new jobs
in 1988 when the plant is on -
stream. DEC already has a major
investment in Scotland at its
650 -strong Ayr facility, where the
volume production of LSI-based
micros is undertaken.

START TO FINISH
Together with the recent com-

missioning of a new VLSI chip test
and packaging facility at Ayr, the
Butlaw plant will provide DEC
with the ability to build computers
from raw silicon to the finished
product entirely in Scotland. The
plant will be capable of designing
and building the most advanced
chips, like the 78032 processor now
used in the Micro Vax II. This
remarkable device provides the
computing power of a Vax 11-780
CPU from a single package about
lin. square.

It features 16 32 -bit registers, 31
interrupt levels, and a memory -
management unit capable of
mapping up to 1Gbyte of physical
memory into a 4Gbyte virtual -
memory space. When linked with
the 78132 floating-point chip it
will directly execute 245 out of
a possible total of 304 Vax
instructions, the others being
emulated in software.

The plant will be able to
fabricate 6in. wafers and will
feature state-of-the-art double -
metal CMOS technology which
will be used to implement pro-
prietary DEC chip designs. Lia
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You can
team.
yourself
computing...

\\\k ti

...or you can understand computing
There are essentially two ways to learn how

to use a computer or a new software package.
One way is by D.I.Y. Wading your lonely way

through manuals. Burning the midnight oil.
Snatching a quick half-hour here and there.

You may get there eventually- if you
persevere long enough. But can you really affbrd
the effort, the ruined leisure hours, the lost
productive time ? And will you be certain
that you know what you're doing when you
finally reach the Index?

Happily there's an alternative.
The professional, challenging but carefully

structured approach of an MCL course.
Where experienced, sympathetic training pro-

fessionals will guide you step-by-step, using
well -designed and comprehensive course notes,
to confident competence.

Where there are no telephones to distract nor
meetings to overload the mind.

And from where you will emerge after a brief
one, two or three days with a good overall command of your
chosen package.

COURSES AVAILABLE
The Management Centre has six years experience in

microcomputer training. Apart from providing a superb
range of public courses, we are also specialists in producing
tailor-made training programmes for in-house requirements.

Courses cover Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony, dBase II and dBase Ill,
Smart, SuperCalc, Datamaster, Multimate, Displaywrite II,

Wordstar, the IBM PC and MS DOS and many others.

For hill details of our course programme, with prices, at our
training centre in the City of London or at
nationwide locations, contact us now:

The Management
Centre Limited
25/20 Worship Street, London, EC2A 2DX.
Telephone: 01-588 2780

MICROCOMPUTER TRAINING
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MSOFTWARE

af there is one commodity
that programmers have in
abundance, it's good sorting

algorithms. Entire books have
been written on how to put data
into sequence, and some of the
better-known techniques have
even found their way into Software
Workshop. These include Shell's
sort in July 1984, Quicksort in
December 1984, and radix sorting
in February 1985.

These methods all have one
thing in common: they are
intended for sorting tables. But
what do you do if you need to sort,
not a table, but a large file?

"Large" in this iontext means too
big to fit into RAM.

It is tempting to assume that an
algorithm which efficiently sorts
1,000 members of an array can be
adapted to sort 50,000 records on
disc, just by changing table
accessing to file accessing. But disc
I/O is not only a great deal slower
than table handling, it also
presents problems of its own -
like the need to minimise head
movement - which in -memory
sorts are just not designed to
handle. A sort which takes a
minute in RAM might take hours
when applied to a disc file.

AN EXTERNAL SORTIMERGE
The multi -way sort/merge needs a RAM table and a number of
work files. If the table holds N records, up to 2N files are used. In
this example, we will sort 38 records, these being the characters
(ignoring spaces) that make up the following phrase

EXTERNAL SORT EXAMPLE FOR SOFTWARE WORKSHOP

The table size is 4, and the sentinel value is a caret, A, which has a
higher value in the ASCII collating sequence than any of the capital
letters.

First, the records are read into the table four at a time, then
sorted and written to files 1 to 4. The sentinel is added to each run
of four. At the end of this phase, the files contain the following:

File 1: EETXA EFLPA HKRSA
File 2: ALNRA OORSA OP^
File 3: ORSTA AFTWA
File 4: AEMXA EORWA

The first records from each of these files are now read back into
the table, and the lowest one is written to file 5. Its place in the
table is taken by the next record from the file from which it came.
The new lowest one is then found and this is also written to file 5.
The process is repeated until the lowest record is a sentinel.

From file To file
1 2 3 4 5

E

E

E

E

T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
X
X
A

A

A

L

L

L

L

N
N
R

R

L

A

A

A

A

A

A

O
O
O
O
0
0
0
0
0

R

S

T
T

R

A

A

A
A

E

E
M

M

E

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
A

A
A

E

E
L

M
N

E

R
S

T
T

R

X
A

The first 16 input records are now on file 5, in the correct order.
The next 16 are similarly merged to file 6, and the final six to file
7:

File 6: AEEF FLOC) OPRR STWWA
File 7: HKOP RSA

Finally, files 5, 6 and 7 are merged to file 1, which now becomes
the final output file:

Output: AAAE EEEE EFHK LLMN 0000 OPPR RRRR SSST
FTWW XX A

Instead, most file -sorting
methods - or "external sorts" as
they are often called - use a
divide and conquer approach.
They work by splitting the file into
smaller RAM -sized chunks, sorting
these separately, then merging
them together. Any of the familiar
algorithms can be used for the
sorting phase. The clever part is to
choose the most effective method
of merging.

One way of doing this is the
traditional four -tape sort/merge.
This technique grew in popularity
in the early 1960s, when the
typical data-processing computer
had four magnetic -tape units, very
little internal memory and almost
certainly no discs or other direct -
access backing store.

The method starts by reading
two records from the input tape,
then outputting them in sequence
to work tape 1. Repeat with the
next two records, but this time
write them to work tape 2. The
third pair go to tape 1 again, the
next to tape 2, and so on for the
rest of the input file.

Now rewind all the tapes and
remove the input file. Next, read
tapes 1 and 2, merging the first
two records from each to produce a
run of four records which are
written, in sequence, to work tape
3. Now produce another run of
four on tape 4. Continue in this
way, alternating between the two
output work tapes, until both the
work files have been completely
merged.

The next step is to merge the
four -record groups on tapes 3 and
4 to produce runs of eight, these
being written alternately to tapes 1
and 2. And so it goes on, flip-
flopping between the two pairs of
work tapes, doubling the size of

There is more to sorting
a really large file than
just scaling up the
standard techniques.

the sorted runs each time. On the
final pass, two of the tapes each
contain half the entire file, which
are finally merged to the eventual
output tape.

This technique requires a lot of
I/O, but it has the important
advantages of using virtually
no internal memory, and of
perfoming all its reading and
writing on sequential files. These
factors were important in the
algorithm's heyday. On today's
micros, RAM is plentiful and disc
drives are a far more familiar sight
than tape units. Nevertheless, the
classic four -tape sort/merge can be
used as the basis of an algorithm
which is more in tune with modern
hardware.

The routine just described
started, in effect, by sorting a table
of just two elements, which were

(continued on next page)

SMARTKEY
Of the many new software packages that have arrived on my desk
over the past few months, one of the most useful is Smartkey, a
keyboard -configuration program for IBM, MS-DOS and CP/M-80
systems. It allows you to assign character strings to around 400
different one- and two -key combinations, the strings being of
virtually any length. Unlike most other programs of this type,
Smartkey holds the specified characters in a buffer, to be released
as and when the program needs them. This means that you could
use a single keystroke, for example, to load dBase II, enter the
date, alter the default drive, change several other parameters, and
run a command file. As well as the usual Shift, Control and Alt
combinations, Smartkey allows you to assign a further key as a
Supershift.

All interaction with Smartkey is by means of a pop-up window
which does not destroy what was on the screen before. You can
therefore change the key assignments from within a program
without spoiling the screen. You can also store the key definitions
in a text file, or you can go into Record mode to capture on disc
any sequence of keystrokes.

Smartkey was written in Australia by FBN Software, and
distributed in the U.K. by Caxton Software, 10-14 Bedford Street,
London WC2. Telephone: 01-379 6502. The price is £99 for the
IBM version and £79 for the rest.
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(continued from previous page) the table into sequence at the same only, not the entire table - to the benefit of accessing the files
output to the same number of time that it is being loaded from current output, ready for the next sequentially. Data is generally
work files. But there is nothing to
stop you from increasing the table
to a larger size, N, with N output

the file. As each new record is read,
its position in the table is found,
the record is inserted, and all

time round the loop.
Another problem is to decide

the best value for the table size, N.

transferred to and from disc in
physical chunks, the size of which
rarely corresponds to a logical

work files on the first pass and 2N subsequent records are moved You might at first be tempted to record. When reading records that
work files in all. down one place. An advantage of choose the largest table that can fit are close to one another, the

So how do you merge a large this approach is that it makes use into the computer's internal operating system fetches an entire
number of files together? The first of any existing order in the data. memory. This would mean larger block from disc, then hands the
record of each file is fed into RAM,
where it is conveniently held in the

In the merge phase, a small
problem crops. up when searching

pre-sorted runs, fewer merge
passes, and therefore less I/O.

records to the program as they are
needed. But if you have to get

same array that was used for the
internal sort on the first pass. This

for the smallest entry in the table:
how does the program know when

True, it would also lead to more
time spent on the first phase of

records from all over the place,
each one has to come with the rest

array is then searched for the it has come to the end of a run of internal sorts, but this is practically of its block, so you end up doing
smallest entry, written to the first records on a given input work file? guaranteed to be faster than the far more I/O than would otherwise
output file, and replaced with the It could, of course, keep a set of input and output of the later be the case.
second record from the input file decrementing counters, one for stages.
from which it came. It then looks each file, but these would need Unfortunately, a large table also BEST TABLE SIZE
for the smallest entry again, and another N -sized table, occupying means a large number of work By now it should be clear that
writes this to the same output. The space that could be better files. Each file involves an over- tuning an external sort algorithm
process is repeated until the first employed for the main sorting head for directory access, file depends as much on the mechanics
run of N from each work file has
been merged and we have a run of

area. opening and closing, buffering,
and similar factors. In some

of the operating system as on the
nature and volume of the data

N2 on file N + 1. SEARCHING PROBLEM environments, this might even being sorted. The best table size
As the sort proceeds it produces The answer is to append an extra mean exceeding the maximum for a system running under CP /M

further runs of N' sorted records on record to each run, with a key that number of files that the operating with 128 -byte blocks might be
files N + 2 to 2N, then runs of N3 is higher than the highest possible system can support. quite unsuitable for MS-DOS
on files 1 to N, and so on until the key in the actual data. This One way round this problem environment with 512 -byte
sort is complete. To understand
the details better, try working
through the example in the box,
which is based on a manageable

sentinel record is written to the file
as a kind of End of Run marker,
then read back on the next pass.

As the input runs become

would be to hold the work files,
not as separate entities, but as sub-
sections of a smaller number of
physical files. Since you will always

blocks. Other factors, such as file
fragmentation and disc caches,
complicate matters even more.

In these circumstances, pre -

table size of N equal to 4. exhausted, the table will fill up know the lengths of these sub- dieting the performance of an
Although any suitable method with these high values. Each merge files, it is an easy matter to external sort is virt ually

may be chosen for the inititial sort can be considered complete when a calculate their offsets within the impossible. Nevertheless, with a
phase, the technique known as search for the lowest table entry actual files. little trial and error, you should get
binary insertion is particularly returns the sentinel value. This The disadvantage of this reasonable results from the
attractive. This involves putting record is then written - one copy approach is that you lose the method outlined here. P(

COMPUTAPLANT (UK) LTD
APRICOT F10 £1895
APRICOT F2 £1295
APRICOT PC TWIN 315K £1220
APRICOT PC TWIN 720K £1360
APRICOT XI 10mb £2060
APRICOT 9" MONITOR £170
APRICOT 12" MONITOR £210
EPSON FX 80 £320
EPSON LX 80 £200
EPSON FX100 £410
EPSON RX100 £340
EPSON DX100 £350
CANON PW1156A £379
WORDSTAR 2000 £320
PEGASUS from £165
LOTUS 123 £330
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BRINGS TO YOU THE MOST
COMPETITIVE PRICES YET

CONTACT ONE OF OUR
BRANCHES FOR FURTHER

DETAILS ON:

MULTIUSER SYSTEMS,
SOFTWARE, BESPOKE
SOFTWARE SYSTEMS,

INSTALLATION, TRAINING,
MAINTENANCE AND FINANCING

ALTERNATIVELY:
VISIT ONE OF OUR BRANCHES
FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
AND DELIVERY

BRANCHES AT
CROMWELL MEWS
5 STATION ROAD

ST IVES
CAMBS PE17 4BH
Tel: 0480 300169

PENWOOD HOUSE
ST BREWARD

BODMIN
CORNWALL

Tel: 0208 850918
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HOW DO YOU MAKE A COMPUTER SHARPER?

PLUG IT INTO A PHILIPS PERSONAL MONITOR.
A Philips personal monitor gets the very best out of your

computer. It makes using your computer more rewarding as the
definition and resolution gives the clear display you need.

Philips offers you a complete range of both colour and
monochrome monitors. One of them is exactly right for your
computer. With over 50 years in screen technology, Philips know
how to give you the right image.

Philips personal monitors are suitable for virtually all personal
and home computers. Just complete the coupon and we'll send
you full information.

Rost this to: Stephen Paul, Marketing Manager, Computer Monitors, Philips Electronics,
City House, 420/430 London Road, Croydon, Surrey CR9 3QR

NAME Tick if trade enquiryO

ADDRESS

PHILIPS. TAKE A LOOKPOSTCODE

AT OUR IMAGE.
 Circle No. 117

PHILIPS PHILIPS



MODEM WS3000

MIRACLE

Smart,
good-looking
& understands
plain English...

...the unique WS3000 Professional
range from Miracle Technology.
Fully intelligent, Hayes compatible
modems designed to expand with
your needs.

Model V2123 Professional offers
300, 600, 1200, 1200/75 and 75/1200
baud rates; V22 Professional allows
these plus 1200 baud full duplex;
V22bis Professional adds 2400 baud
full duplex to the rates of the slower
models. V22 and V22bis speeds come
built-in, or as later factory upgrades.

Supporting both CCITT and Bell
standards, all models feature
autoanswer, autodial, I/O port, speed
buffered RS232 port and 60 number
internal phone directory. The
PROTECT3000 optional security
system will give any model major data
protection.

The plain English Hayes command
structure makes the range as friendly as
it is flexible. To find out which model
is the perfect data
comms manager for
your business, talk to
us today. Prices start
from £295 exc.

connection to
ecommunication

systems specified
in the instructions
for use subject to

the conditions set
out in them.

MIRACLE TECHNOLOGY (UK) LTD ST PETERS STREET IPSWICH IP1 1XB ENGLAND
t (0473) 216141 6 LINES TELECOM GOLD 79: KEY 001 (Dealerlink 79: DTB 10135)

se irci 946240 CWEASY G 19002985 PRESTEL MAILBOX 919992265  Circle No. 118



THe
sunames
DIFFerece
This is the Synamics ULTRAFRAMETM - every
option you'll ever need!
A powerful 8/16 bit microprocessor which will allow
you to design a system right for today and - by plugging
in a new board - right for tomorrow. Network
IBM PCsTM, compatibles or other popular PCs, tying into a
fast, efficient S-100 bus using inexpensive boards and a coaxial
cable. Each one can feel the power of 5" and 8" Winchester
disk drives, from 10 to 300MB (formatted), with a choice of
security back up systems.

Each one will benefit from the proven network capabilities of
Turbo DOSTM, with access to MS-DOSTM and CPM 86T"

software, plus true multiuser accounting and data base applications.

Expand the system up to 36 users - or tasks - and it will perform
as efficiently and as fast as it did with one.

The multiuser
multiprocessor system

that also networks
IBM PCs.

The Power ofa
Mini for the

Price ofa
Micro

 Mainframe -like chassis and
power supply engineering

$ Fast, high capacity hard disks

IP Choice of backup systems

Up to 36 users - in parallel

Low cost per user

Fast, multiprocessor operating systems

The ULTRAFRAMETM has been built to last - the main
processor chassis is made of solid castings and heavy
pressed steel - so we've backed it with the industry's
longest warranty - one full year. Plus, we give a level of old
fashioned factory support you won't get from anybody else, with
on -site maintenance available nationwide.

SYNAMICS ULTRAFRAME is a registered trademark of Synamics Business Systems Ltd.
TurboDOS is a registered trademark of Software 2000.
MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation Inc.
CP/M and CP/M86 are registered trademarks of Digital Research.
IBM PC is a registered trademark of IBM.

mid
Business SgareMS LMITeD

78 Buckingham Gate,
London SW1 6PD

Telephone: 01-222 4701
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The Seikosha SP Series,
advanced business printers

for the growing business
Ai

the advanced technology and
-craftsmanship of the 'House of Seiko'

have now been applied to the needs of the
small volume business user.

The result is the Seikosha SP Series.

A unique combination of high
performance and low cost that puts the very
best of business printers within easy reach
of the smallest business.

Top of the range is the SP 1000.

Fast, quiet and reliable, it offers an
impressive list of advanced features.

High speed quality Standard Pica Printing
at 100cps (25cps NLQ), low noise levels, a
variety of character fonts, 7 kinds of graphic
printing and automatic paper loading are all
just part of what you can expect from this
superb printer.

Next in the range is the brilliant little
Seikosha SP 800.

It combines most of the features of the
SP 1000 with a print speed of 80cps (draft)
and 20cps (NLQ). And, like the SP 1000, is
the perfect companion to your micro.

At a cost of just £259.00 plus VAT for the
SP 1000 and £249.00 plus VAT for the
SP 800, these printers represent the best
value for money on the market today.

The ideal printers for the growing
business in fact.

Distributed exclusively by DDL, the
Seikosha SP range is available from all
leading computer dealers. For details of
your nearest stockist contact:

5 King's Ride Pork,
Ascot, Berks. SL5 8BP
Tel. 0990 28921
Telex: 846303 DD LTD G.

THE FORCE IN DISTRIBUTION
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If you know of any BBSs or other systems which you think would interest other readers, send me details

either electronically to Prestel Mailbox 919993567 or Telecom Gold ID 84:TCC051.

w ith the vast number of
databases which are
currently available for

accessing information on virtually
any imaginable subject, it is not
surprising that people are often
very confused as to which services
they should link in to and how
they should be using them.

The Online Information Centre
was set up in 1979 to act as a source
of information about on-line
services. The Centre was originally
funded by the Department of
Industry and The British Library
Research and Development
Department. In March of this year,
Aslib, the Association of Infor-
mation Management, took over
responsibility.

The Centre produces a news-
letter, offers an enquiry service and
publishes a number of books and
guides. The newsletter is called
Online Notes and is published
monthly. All the news which is
relevant to users of on-line systems
is covered under a number of
headings.

New and Planned Databases
covers comprehensive details of
any new databases. Hosts and

Producers gives information and
news about the companies which
provide the computer equipment
on which databases reside, and the
suppliers of information. Host
Review is where one particular
information service is looked at
each month. The review includes a
rundown of the files available on
the system, the charges, details of
the commands which can be used,
and generally how easy it is to get
to the information which you
require. Telecoms gives details of
additions of new nodes to data
networks and other changes.
Equipment gives details of new
hardware and software available to
people going on-line. Other News
covers anything which does not fit
in elsewhere. Forthcoming Events
covers shows, meetings, con-
ferences and seminars. Training
Courses gives details of the courses
held by many of the companies
which provide on-line services.
Books covers recommended books
and newsletters for the on-line
user.

In addition to the newsletter,
the Online Centre publishes a
number of booklets. Some look at

the various database services avail-
able for people who are interested
in particular subjects: for example,
Medical, Patents and Law.

The 1982 Survey of U.K. Online
Users gives interesting details
about people's on-line habits and
the services they use.

For example, only 26.1 percent
of the survey respondents accessed
Prestel at all, whereas 87.1 percent
had access to a large U.S. database
system called Dialog.

One of the centre's publications
I can highly recommend for every-
one with an interest in getting
information from databases is

Going Online. The book gives full
details of how to decide which
databases you require, working out
the costs, how to keep searches
economical, and step-by-step
instructions for linking up.

Finally, the Centre provides an
enquiry service which can offer
help on any aspect of on-line
information retrieval, from the
equipment you require, to advice
on efficient searching techniques.

Altogether, the Online Infor-
mation Centre is an invaluable
source of advice and information

r-
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BY BEN KNOX

ON-LINE
ADVICE
News of the Online
Information Centre.

to the on-line community, and
with an annual subscription
costing only £30 - £40 for
overseas - it is cheap too.

Further information on these
services can be obtained from The
Online Information Centre, Aslib,
The Association for Information
Management, Information House,
26-27 Boswell Street, London
WC1N 3JZ. Telephone: 01-430
2502.

THE GNOME AT HOME
Number: 01-888 8894
Sysop: Micrognome
Times: 24 hours
Speed: 1,200/75 baud
Format: viewdata
The Gnome at Home is the first multi-user bulletin board running
in Britain. At the moment, up to two users can be on-line
simultaneously. The board is run by the group of people who make
up the company Softmachinery.

Once on-line to The Gnome at Home you are presented with a
Welcome page and asked to type in your name and something else
about yourself. This task completed, you are directed toward the
main menu which offers nine options.

Latest News covers news about the system, and the computer
world. Communicado covers communications -related information
and news. Beebomania offers news related to the BBC Micro.
Gnome Diary offers random jottings about the system. Underware
gives system information. Goblin Party offers selections of the best
message to appear on the system over the past months. Write to
Gnomey for users' comments. Goblination gives miscellaneous
information, news and gobbledegook. Babble Board is where users
may leave and read messages. There are four sub -topics: Babble,
Trivia, Politics, Dwarf's. Messages are put on the system about a
minute after they are sent.

As well as keying page routes - as on Prestel - on The Gnome
at Home you can also enter commands. These are in the format
*< COMMAND > # . This is not really a command as such, you
just go to the page which has the name <COMMAND > and the
information you requested is displayed.

Two such commands are Who and When. Who displays who else
is on the system. Although there only two lines into The Gnome at
Home, Who displays more than two users. In the Who directory
these extra users will often all have the name Autognome.
Autognome is not really another user, but a monitoring program
which keeps an eye on how long you are spending on the system,
updates the Babble area and generally keeps the system running
smoothly.

Autognome will usually make its presence known before that.

On logging on to The Gnome at Home you will receive messages at
the bottom of your screen welcoming you, and telling you how
long you should stay.

When is a page which tells you about the usage of the system. A
graph is displayed showing how much the system was in demand
for the previous week. With the graph you can work out when you
will have the best chance of getting on the system. The amount of
time you are allowed on the system is connected to the demand on
the system when you call. If the second line is free, then you will
be allowed to stay on virtually as long as you like. If both lines are
in use, you will be given less and less time as you go into a busy
period of the day.

The Gnome at Home is based on a heavily modified version of
Communitel software running on BBC Micros which are on a
Econet local area network. The network file server is from SJ
Research and has 3.2Mbyte of floppy -disc storage - 1.6Mbyte of
which is used for The Gnome at Home.

Each BBC Micro is connected to a Dacom auto -answer modem
which is in turn connected to a phone line. The Autognome
monitor program is run on two more BBC Micros which are also
connected to the net. Using the net to run the Gnome at Home
makes it very easy to add more users since you just add more BBC
Micros/modems to the network.

The Gnome at Home team hope to get a 30Mbyte hard disc later
this year. This will enable them to add features such as passwords
for all users, mailboxing, multi-user chatting and perhaps a multi-
user game.

The number of users which can access the system at the same
time will increase as soon as British Telecom fits extra telephone
lines, and when the Gnomes at Home can get hold of more BBC
Micros. At the moment everything is paid for by Softmachinery. To
finance the expansion schemes, a charge may be introduced to
certain areas of the system, such as the multi-user game when it is
introduced.

The Gnome at Home is probably the most advanced BBS
operating in Britain today. The system is well maintained and it is

obvious that a great deal of work has been put into it by the people
who run it.
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PICK UP THE PHONE
FOR THE BEST

PORTABLE PACKAGE.
(0280) 816087

Mama

I= $7,warr-\* Pt-0--

SANYO

-WW1' -Who'

FREE SOFTWARE & TRAINING
WITH EVERY SYSTEM.

Phone(0280)816087 for more information.
Impartial advice from trained consultants.
On site training.
 On site servicing & fully equipped workshops.
 Complete After Sales telephone support.

Associates Limited Bristle Hill, Buckingham MK18 1EZ Telephone (0280) 816087

SANYO

EPSON

Authorised
Sales & Service

Centre
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B
rag is a very much simpler
version of poker, and is

enormously popular in
Britain. It probably derived from a
game called primero, which was
popular in Tudor times, and is
more about knowing and under-
standing your opponents' play
than about odds and calculation.
Anyone who wishes to become a
good poker player would do well to
learn Brag first. I studied the
subject during my first year at
university and found the ex-
perience immensely rewarding.

The game is played with an
ordinary deck of 52 cards, and is
most fun if there are four players or
more. The dealer puts in the
smallest stake as an ante, and then
deals three cards face down to each
of the players. The players then
bet, and the betting continues
until there are only two players left
in the pot.

From this point onwards either
player may do three things. First,
he may simply bet an amount
equal to or greater than the
previous player's, bet. In this case it
is now the turn of the other player.
Second, he may bet the amount of
the previous player's bet and say:
"I see you" - this is known as
calling the bet. In this case the
player with the best hand wins all
the money in the pot, but if both
players have exactly the same value
hand, the player who said: "I see
you" loses the pot. Third, he may
fold, in which case the player
throws in his cards and the
remaining player wins the hand.

BETTING RULES
The exact rules about the

betting vary slightly from one Brag
school to another. As taught at St.
Andrews University the size of a
bet had no upper limit - it was a
friendly game and one assumed
that it was unsporting to try to win
more than a term's grant money in
one night. The disadvantage of
playing in no -limit games is that if
you do not have more money than
everyone else at the table, you
might be forced to quit a hand that
you want to play or to write out a
cheque that you cannot afford to
meet. For this reason we used to
play table stakes, which means that
you can never lose more money on
a hand than you have on the table.

For a computerised Brag game
each bet should have an upper
limit. This might be the amount of
money already in the pot for that
hand - this is called pot limit -
or it might be half of the money
already in the pot. The former
makes the game exciting without it
being able to get out of hand.
However, the size of a pot can rise
amazingly quickly: the dealer puts
in £1, the next player can bet £2,

the next £4, and if everyone puts in
the maximum bet the size of the
pot doubles each time.

The rankings of the hands can
also vary slightly from one school
to another. A prial - three cards
of the same denomination - is the
best type of hand to be dealt. We
used to rule that three 3s was the
top hand of all, then three Aces,
three Kings, and so on, down to
three 2s. Next in ranking is a
running flush which, as in poker,
is three successive cards of the same
suit. The top running flush when I
played was Ace, 2, 3, then Ace,
King, Queen, then King, Queen,
Jack, etc. You need not dif-
ferentiate between the same
running flush in different suits,
but if you wish to you can use the
same priority as in bridge: spades is
top, then hearts, diamonds and
clubs. Examining the probabilities
of being dealt each type of hand, it
is clear that a prial is actually dealt
more often than a running flush,
since there are 52 possible prials
as against 48 possible running
flushes.

After a running flush the next
best type of hand is a run, which is
three successive cards but not all in
the same suit. Once again Ace, 2,
3, was the top run, then Ace,
King, Queen. Next comes a flush,
which is three cards of the same
suit. If the two players at the show-
down both have a flush, the tie is
broken by the one with the highest
card - Ace counts high. If there is
still a tie the second highest card

MIKE GORNELL

decides, or if necessary, the third
highest. After a flush the next best
type of hand is a pair, with two
Aces counting above Kings,
Queens, etc. If no one has even a
pair, the hand is won by the player
holding the highest card, with ties
broken by the rank of the second
highest or, if necessary, the lowest
card.

The only information a player
can extract about his opponents'
hands is the amount of money that
the others are willing to bet. In
draw poker at least you know how
many cards the other players draw:
for example, someone who takes
four cards is unlikely to have been
dealt two pairs or three of a kind,
and is just as unlikely to end up
with a straight or a flush. In stud
poker you get an opportunity to
see some of your opponent's cards,
so you are able to determine what
his best possible hand can be.

WATCH AND WAIT
But in Brag there is no

information at all. You must try to
watch carefully how your oppon-
ent bets, and on those occasions
when he stays in to the end of the
pot you can see his cards and
remember how he bet during the
hand. After a while, if you are a
good player, you will learn
something about the psychological
makeup of your opponents, and
you will then be better able to
judge the strength of their hands
from the way they are betting.

There are 22,100 possible

IMINTELLIGENT
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BY DAVID LEVY

JUST
BLUFFING
How to program three-
card Brag.
different hands that can be dealt at
three-card Brag; 52 prials, 48
running flushes, 720 runs, 1,096
flushes, and 3,744 pairs. The
probability for each type of hand is
as follows: prial 0.24 percent,
running flush 0.22 percent, run
3.26 percent, flush 4.96 percent,
pair 16.9 percent, and high card
74.39 percent. The probability
that a player is dealt a running
flush or better is 0.46 percent, that
he is dealt a run or better is 3.72
percent, a flush or better is 8.68
percent, and a pair or better is
25.62 percent.

You must devise some way for.
your program to estimate where on
this scale the hand of each of your
opponents is most likely to be.
This can be estimated partly from
the raw probabilities presented
here, partly from the amount of
money they arc betting on the
hand, and partly on the known
history of the players' betting
styles.

Suppose the program is playing
in a game with four other players,
and is dealt a top flush of Ace,
King, Jack. This hand wins unless
one of the opponents has a run or
better, and the probability that
none of the other four players will
have a run or better is given by:

(1-0.0372)x ( 1 -0.0372) x
(1 - 0.0372) x (1 -0.0372) = 0.86

so in the absence of any other
information there is an 86 percent
chance that the program holds the
best hand.

The next stage is to modify the
probability estimates according to
how a player bets. If a player has
bet a total of 100 times the dealer's
ante since the start of the hand,
you will take him far more
seriously than if he has bet only
three times the dealer's ante.

The maximum amount that a
player may bet at any stage is the
amount of money currently in the
pot, P. The minimum amount

(continued on next page)
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that he may bet is the same
does bet, his range score is set to 3
for that bet only.

hand -assessment value which did
not correspond to the player's true

random amount between the
minimum and maximum legal

amount as the previous player's Now that he has a hand assess- holding. stakes, just to keep the opposition
bet, B. The program can compute ment of 25, the player is assumed For example, if a player made a confused.
how far along the range from B to to have one of the best 25 percent bet which resulted in a hand assess- When the number of players in
P a player's bet lies. If a player bets of hands, which means that he is ment of 25, indicating at least a the pot is reduced to two, the
B then his range score for that bet assumed to have at least a pair. If pair, and he held only an Ace strategy becomes slightly more
is set to the minimum, which is 2. he bets the minimum on his next high, the program would count complicated. If the program
If he bets P then his range score for bet the player's hand assessment is that as one bluff. The program believes that it holds the stronger
that bet is set to the maximum, 4,
and if his bet lies between B and P

reduced to 12.5, that is 25/2, and
he is still assumed to have at least a

then computes the number of
bluffs per bet for that hand, and

hand it should continue to bet a
random amount generated on the

his range score for that bet will be pair. But if he bets the maximum adjusts the bluff factor for the range between the minimum legal
linearly interpolated between 2 again then his new hand assess- player in question by using the and maximum legal bets.
and 4. So if his bet is ment becomes 6.25 percent. formula: However, if the remaining

B + (P - B)/4 If the program were to assume new bluff factor= (0.8 x old bluff player's hand -assessment value
his range score for that bet will be
set to 2.5.

that nobody bluffed, it would stay
in the hand until one or more of

factor) + (0.2 x (1 - number of
bluffs/number of bets) )

suggests that the program is losing,
it should make its betting decision

To use the range score another the players had a low enough A bluff factor of 0 indicates that a by computing what percentage of
variable is introduced for each hand -assessment value, indicating player bluffs all the time. A value hands are better than the pro -
player's hand, called the hand that the program did not hold the of 1 indicates that he never bluffs. gram's holding and dividing this
assessment. It starts life at the strongest hand, and then it would The bluff factor is used in percentage by the remaining
beginning of the hand with a value fold. But bluff is an essential conjunction with the range score. player's hand -assessment value. If
of 100. This indicates that the ingredient of Brag, and so the The two are multiplied together the result is less than the value of
program assumes the player's cards program must monitor the way and the resulting product is used money already in the pot divided
to he in the top 100 percent of that its opponents bluff. To do - unless it is less than 1, in which by the amount the program needs
possible hands, which is true. this, use another variable - the case it is assumed to be 1 - in to put in to call the last bet, then
When a player makes a bet the bluff factor - for each player. place of the range score, to deter- the program should call.
program immediately computes At the start of a session everyone mine the new value of the hand If the program does not call the
the player's range score for that has a bluff factor of I, a value assessment. last bet it must then decide
bet, and divides the current value which indicates that the program The program now knows whether or not it is going to bluff.
of his hand assessment by the new assumes the player never to bluff. enough about the other players to It does this by randomly gen-
value of his range score. If a player At the end of a hand, if a player is make its decisions when there are crating a number of the range 0 to
makes the maximum bet at his first involved in the showdown his cards at least two opponents remaining 1, and this number is less than half
opportunity, his range score is set are seen by everyone, including the in the pot. If any of the other the other player's current bluff
at 4 and his new hand assessment is program. It is then possible for the players has a hand assessment factor, the program should bet an
25, that is 100/4. A player who is program to determine how many indicating that the program does amount randomly generated
first to bet after the deal may only of his bets during that hand were not hold the best hand, it should between the minimum and
bet the amount of the ante, so if he bluffs - that is bets giving rise to a fold. Otherwise it should bet a maximum legal bets. PC

MICRO TO MICRO "IN
rcLio FILE TRANSFER cn,4

SYSTEM

"Get your microcomputers
talking to each other!"

SWAP allows you to transfer any programs and data between 2
computers of different manufacture. SWAP consists of 2 floppy
disks and a cable configured for your 2 chosen computers. Here
are some of the formats available:

IBM PC
Apricot
Televideo
Sanyo 555

IBM Compatibles
Apple (CP/M)
Superbrain
DEC Rainbow

Sirius
HP150
BBC
Kaypro

If your format is not in our extensive range we can usually produce it at little
or no extra cost.

The price of SWAP is £158 (£135 plus VAT and postage and packing). Please
specify your computers when ordering.

MERCATOR COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD
3 Whiteladies Road, Clifton, Bristol BSS 1NU.

Telephone: (0272) 731079
Telex 44220 Comte] Ref 247

AlEIRCAIINDIR
COMPUTERSYSTEMS

SWAP-SWAP-SWAP-SWAP-SWA

Offlexible
getrIotth

FORTH programs are instantly
portable across the most popular
microprocessors.

FORTH is interactive and very fast.

FORTH programs are structured,
modular, and easy to maintain.

FORTH gives control of all
interrupts, memory locations, and
i/o ports.

FORTH gives full access to DOS
files and functions.

FORTH application programs can
be converted to turnkey programs.

FORTH Cross Compilers can
generate ROM mable code for:
6502, 6809, 68000, 0808, Z80,
8086, 6800, 6801/3, 1802, Z8,
8070, Z8000, 991ocx, LSI-11

Application Development
Systems include FORTH with
virtual memory, multi -tasking,
assembler, full -screen editor,
decompiler, utilities, and full
documentation.

MPE 6809 FORTH
- Flex, 0S9 £1 75
MPE POP 11 FORTH
RSX 11 £1500

VAX by FORTH-SYSTEME
- VMS £1500
MPE/NAUTILUS CROSS
COMPILER
CPM MS005 From £225

LMI PC/FORTH £110
LMI 8086 FORTH £110
LMI Z80 FORTH £95
MM APPLE FORTH £145

Extension Packages include
floating point, cross compilers,
8087 support, colour graphics.
interactive debuggers

We are the Forth specialists, we
also stock a large range of books,
listings, and implementations for
machines ranging from Spectrums
to Macintosh to VAX.

Microprocessor
Engineering Ltd
21 Hanley Road. Shirley
Southampton S01 5AP
Tel: 0703 780084
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The new Brother1509 wid-
e column printer solves th-
e problem of getting a lot o-
f information onto a single
line.
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The future at your fingertips.
DEPARTMENT P, BROTHER OFFICE NI I PNIENT DIVISION.JONES + BROTHER, SHEPLEY STREET. GUIDE BRIDGE, AUDENSHAW MANCHESTER M34 5)D.
TELEX (419092. TELECOM GOLD: 83. IBC 003 BROTHER SHOWROOM: 83 ELSTON ROAD, LONDON NWI. BROTHER INDUSTRIES LED.. NAGOYA. JAPAN.
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The one time I

the computer
industry

stands still for you.
Catch up with all the latest in

computer technology by visiting the
most important computer show of
them all.

All the leading computer
manufacturers gather at this annual
event to show you what's new or
important or relevant to your
business. Over 500 exhibitors and
literally thousands of products and
ideas will be on show to help you
make your business more efficient
more profitable and easier to
manage.

If you want your business to go
places, come to where the computer
industry stands still for you.

November 12-15, Olympia, London
Open 10am to 6pm daily

M CS
Credit Card Holders Ring our Hotline number 0272 217111 for your half price tickets NOW

or fill out the coupon below.

Compec 85 Ticket Office A cheque/postal order is enclosed for £
29-35 Gladstone Road, Croydon, Surrey CR9 3RR payable to Reed Exhibitions.
I would like to attend Compec. Please send me half
price tickets at the discount price of 0.50 each.

Name Signed

Company Position

Address

The Computer Show where the professionals meet.
Organised by Reed Exhibitions, Surrey House, 1 Throwiey Way, Sutton, Surrey SM I 4QQ.  Circle No. 125 PC
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ATARI 520ST SPECIFICATION MACINTOSH Fle if 520ST
5I25 RAM (524,288 bytes)
16K ROM expandable to 3205
Port for addni 1285 plug-in ROM cartridges
200K TOS operating system

VIDEO PORTS
Display - Low Resolution -10 columns

Med/High Res  40/80 aim cols
Medium res FIGI3 (Red/Green/Blue) output
High resolution monochrome (Black Li Witte)

GRAPHICS COMMUNICATIONS
Individually addressable 32K bit -mapped Bidirectional centronics parallel interlace for
screen with 3 screen graphics modes printers. or moderns capable of input/output

3200200 pixels in 16 colours (low resolution) RS232C aerial modem/pnoter interface
640.200 pixels in 4 colours Imed resolution) VT52 Terminal Emulation Software
840x400 pixels in monochrome (nigh real Maximum Baud Rate up to 19.200
s a so greyin owresm

512 colours available in low/medium flee
8 levels of each 111 red, green and blue

ARCHITECTURE
4 custom designed chips.

GLUE Chip - MMU Memory IvInprnnt Unit
DMA Controller  Graphics Processing Unit

16/32 Rd Motorola 68000 processor at 8MHz
eight 32 bit data registers
ergot 32 bit address registers
18 bit date 005124 bit address bus
7 emis of mtenupts/56 instructions
re addressing modes, data types

DATA STORAGE
High speed hard disk interface
Direct memory access 1.33 Mbytes per second
CO (Compact Disc) interface
Built in cartridge access
Dedicated floppy disk convoke

DISK DRIVE
5000 (unformatted) voided soppy
3490 (formatted) storage capacity

SOUND AND MUSIC
Sound Generator
Frequency control from 30Hz to above audible
3 voices (channels) in wave shaping sound in
addition toe noise generator
separate frequency and volume controls
Dynamic envelope controls
ADSR (Attack. Decay. Sustain. Release)
Norse generator
tai Di interlace for Warnel music synthesizers

KEYBOARD
Separate keyboard microprocessor
Standard °WERT,' typewriter styling
Ergonomic angle and height
95 keys including 10 function keys
Numeric keypad - 18 keys including ENTER
One touch cursor control keypad

MONITOR
12- screen - hegh res monochrome monitor
6404400 monochrome resotution

elan speed hand
Floppy disk controller (Western Digital)
2 mystick ports (one for 2 button muse)
MIDI interface for external music aynthearzers

GEM WIMP ENVIRONMENT
WIMP - Window icon Mouse Pop-d0wn menus
Two button mouse controller
Icons/Pull clown menus/Windows
GEM VD!  Virtual Device Interface
GEM AES - Application Enwronment Services
GEM BBT Bit Block Transfer
Real time clock it calendar

SOFTWARE
GEM environment
with user friendly Macintosh style operation

OW..
Atari's own system based on CAM BM with
hierarch., &rectory 8 Me 'doctore plus..
host of PAS DOS A °NIA command structures
SOS.. Business Operating System

run any standard BOS business programs
GEM desktop
wah GEM PAINT prep.' mg., sYatem
end GEM WRITE word processor
Personal BASIC and DR Logo
oropinally written by Orgaal Research (DR)
Very much like those on other 'machines
except for the gramme use of pull down
menus, mouse control and windows

VARIOUS
Dimensions 4)3rnmx24Ornm060mm
Replecmble external power wool.
.mansion TO] floppy dish coves 5000 take,

(two doles can he conned.
3,2" 15Mb hard bilk
CD (compact laser disc)
Dot metro 8 &wheel emus (Neck)
Thermal dot matrx (colour]
RGB 8 monochrome monitors

LANGUAGES
BASIC 8 LOGO emoted
Many omen mu soon be evade.. inc .:find
Assembier. BCPL. C, Coco. Compiled Basic
Lots. Modular -2 and Peace

imagine a Fat Mac - the 512K Apple Macintosh - but with a bigger screen. a tar
bigger keyboard with numeric keypad, cursor and function keys, and colour. Thal
gives you e idea of what the Atari 520ST is like, except for two important things.
First the Atarisom seems faster. Second the Atari system is SOW one third of the price."

June 1985 - Jack SchOfield - PRACTICAL COMPUTING

APPLE APRICOT ATARI
BIM Of ZINC SYSTEM MINTON Fts MP
Price Includes BON Monitor YES NO - extra £200 YES

Keyboard size mm (I_ x DaH) 330,04700 450x187x28 470,24000
Keyboard size Ins (Lx DOA) 13 x53/4x 2 171/2x 61/2x 1 101/2 ItV/sa2t/t
333' D/Drive (Unformatted) 500K 5000 50065

31/2' D/Drive (Formatted( 399K 315K 349K

WIMP (WIndOw, Icon. Mouse I Apple ACT - Activity GEM

Real-time Clock YES YES YES

Polyphonic Sound Generator YES NO YES

RS232 Serial Port YES YES YES

Centronics Parallel Printer Port NO YES YES

Dedicated Floppy Disk Controller NO YES YES

Hard Disk DMA Interface NO YES YES

Full stroke keyboard YES YES YES

Number of keys on keyboard 59 92 95

Numeric Keypad NO YES (16 Keys) YES (IS keys)
CursOr Control Keypad NO YES YES

Function keys NO r0 10

16 -bit processor 68000 Intel 8086 MOOD

Processor running speed 8MHz 4 77MHz 8MHz

RAM size 512K 256K Slain
Number of graphics modes 1 4 3

Number of colours Monochrome 16 512

Max Screen Resolution (pixels) 512 x 342 640 x 256 640 x 400

Mouse included Single Button NO - extra £95 Two Button
Replaceable External Power Peck NO NO YES

Cartridge Socket NO NO YES

Joystick Ports NO NO YES (two)
MIDI Synthesiser Interface NO NO YES

Monitor Size 9 9"- extra £200 12"

ROB Video Output NO YES YES

System Coal with: Mouse - Monochrome Monitor - 512K RAM - SOOK Dlsk Drlys

Price of basic system (eke VAT) E2595,VAT £595VAT EMENAT
 Mouse Included L95VAT Included
 Monochrome Monitor Included E200. -VAT Included
- Expansion to 512K RAM Included 1.295. -VAT Included
Price of complete system Moo VAT) C25950VAT £1185.VAT E652 -VAT

ligote Some of the above specifications we pre-release and may therefore be subleCt to change Ann.

Atari, new corporate image as an aggressive low cost
computer maker is likely to minor that of Commodore where
Mr. Tramiel established the mason that 'Business is war"

August 21st FINANCIAL TIMES

This is the only personal computer I know of that comes with
a Midi interface as standard"
Peter Bright March 1985 PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD

The (GEM) version running on the Alan 88000 Machines will
have the addittonal advantage Of leaving the PC version
standing." April 6th 1985 PERSONAL COMPUTER NEWS

"It would seem that GEM offers the ideal operating system"
March 7th 1985 POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY

'I found it (GEM) extremely easy to use end was very
impressed with the way in which it disowns the unfriendly
hardware and operating systems lurking under the surface"

Peter Bright Feb 1985 PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD

PRICE =nut°9°;,zn

RESS COMMENT
O..The electronics in the machine are a work of art . The heart
of the 520ST is a Motorola 88000, one of the most power,'
16 -bit proceseors around and in many respects It is close to
being a chip when the machine appears in the shops.
l'It be at the front end of the queue to buy one.'

Peter Bright June 1565 PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD

"This machine is significantly more powerful than an IBM PC
It ire possible to design a sure-fire winning machine, this Is

May filth INS PERSONAL COMPUTER NEWS

the use or GEM makes the new range of Atari computers
so similar to the Macintosh (with the edded attraction of
colour), that they are already being called 3ackintoshey.-

may 2nd NM COMPUTING

£2,984 £1,382 £749

-The new Atari ST computers truly representto the consumer
what Jack Tramiel is saying - easy -to -use computing power
without the once" March 1985 ANALOG COMPUTING

-It the ST) uses the most modern technolOgy that is
afford... in a package that gloss  0.,.."rnr.".""

May 23rd 1985 POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY

KT. Atari ST is one of the most elegant designs I have seen
Atari has used an original and elegant method of memory
management which should make the ST tester than any Other
PC on the market - In any price bracket... The ME dollar
questIon Is would I go out and spend money for one, To
which the only answer Is 'Try and stop me"

John Lambert July 1985 ELECTRONICS A COMPUTING

"The 520ST is technically excellent .. The 520ST hardware is
the new standard by which others will be lodged"

July 1985 YOUR COMPUTER
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WE ARE THE UK'S NO1 ATARI SPECIALISTS

AL
ATARI

At Silica we have been successfully dedicated to Atari ever since their products first appeared on the UK
market. We can attribute our success largely to the Atari specialisation which we practice and to the user
beck -up we provide, Rest assured that when you buy a piece of Atari hardware at Silica you will be fully
supported. Our mailings giving news of software releases and developments will keep you up to date with
the Atari market and our technical support team and sales staff are at the end of the telephone line to
deal with your problems and supply your every need. With our specialist bias, we aim to keep stocks of
all the available Atari hardware, software, peripherals and accessories. We also stock a wide range of
Atari dedicated books and through us. the owners on our list can subscribe to several American Atari
dedicated magazines. We can provide a full service to all Atari owners and are now firmly established as
the UK's NUMBER ONE Atari specialists. Here are just some of the things we can offer to our customers.
* FREE POST & PACKING ON MAIL ORDERS if you would like to be registered on our mailing
* FREE NEXT DAY SECURICOR DELIVERY fist as an Afarl computer owner, or as a person
* INFORMATION MAILING SERVICE interested in buying an Atari machine, let us
* TECHNICAL SUPPORT TEAM know. We will be pleased to keep you up to date
* HIGHLY COMPETITIVE PRICES with new Atari developments free of charge. So,
* AFTER SALES SUPPORT SERVICE return the coupon today and begin experiencing
* REPAIR SERVICE ON ATARI PRODUCTS a specialist Atari service that Is second to none.

A1520 ST
POWER WITHOUT THE PRICE
THE NEW ATARI 520ST
Under the new leadership of Jack Tramiel (former boss and founder of Commodore
Business Machines), Atari Corporation hive marked their entry into the world 01
business/personal computers with a machine which leaves the competition standing.
Tramiel's slogan 'Power Without the Prim' has been implemented in the manufacture
of the new 512K Atari 520ST colour computer which offers the user amazingly high
performance at an incredibly low price. Launched as a work -station, this new system
incorporates seven software packages as well as the 520ST computer with 51216 RAM.
mouse controller, high resolution monochrome monitor (840x400). 95 key keyboard
(with 18 key numeric keypad), MIDI interface. GEM and a 5000 31/a inch disk drive, all
for the package price of only £851.30 (NAT = £749). Dubbed the 'Mac beater' and the
'Jackintosh' (after Atari's Chief, Jack Tramiel), Atari's new machine has been directly
compared with the Apple Macintosh RRP £2595 (.VAT = £2985) which offers similar
features and capabilities but at a much higher price. Favourably reviewed by the UK's
highly critical specialist computer press, the 520ST is likely to make a great impact in
this country as a sophisticated alternative to an IBM PC, APRICOT or APPLE
MACINTOSH. Unlike its overpriced competitors, the Atari 520ST can be linked up to a
colour monitor to unleash a choice of up to 512 colours. The addition of colour brings
out the full potential of graphics packages such as GEM.

USER FRIENDLY GEM OPERATING SYSTEM
The power of the ST /5 harnessed and made user friendly by the new operating
system 'GEM' from Digital Research. GEM stands for Graphics Environment Manager
and allows a user friendly colour or Ei/W graphics interface which closely resembles
that of the Macintosh. This similarity extends to the use of moveable resiyeable
windows, icons to represent objects such as disks and disk drives, and the use of pull
down menus and a mouse. The advantage of all this is that the computer becomes
extremely easy to use. GEM has now been implemented for the Acorn, ACT, Atari,
IBM, ICL, and Olivetti. Software written for GEM on one computer should also run
under GEM on another computer. This will enable the market to quickly produce a
large library of standard interchangeable software.

FREE SOFTWARE AND FUTURE EXPANSION
The Atari 5205T comes supplied with seven free software packages as listed below,
1) TOS -Tramiel Operating System based on CPM WK. 2) GEM Graphics Environment
Manager by Digital Research (DR) giving a WIMP (Window, Icon, Mouse, Pull down
menu) environment. 3) DR GEM Paint for creating graphics masterpieces. 4) DR GEM
Write for word processing. 5) Logo learning language to enable you to write your own
programs easily using turtle graphics. 8) DR Personal Basic a powerful user friendly
version of the Basic programming language. 7) SOS operating system giving you
access to dozens of business applications packages already available on the market.
Designed with future expansion in mind, the ST also features a host of different
interlaces to the outside world and an impressive list of accessories is planned. Atari
will soon be releasing a 1000K (1MB) 3t/ inch disk drive, and a 15MB hard disk
storage system as well as a masa storage compact disk (CD) player capable of storing
an entire 20 volume encyclopedia on one disk. A full range'of inexpensive printers are
planned including dot matrix, daisywheel and thermal colour printers. With its
unbeatable graphics. speed and software at a price which is far below that of any
comparable personal computer currently on the market, the ST is all set to do battle
wIth the competition. To receive further details of the ST from Silica Shop, just fill in
the coupon below with your name and address details and post it to us.

Silica Shop Price: £651.30 £97.70 VAT = £749.00 This price Includes:

*512K RAM *B/W MONITOR
*MOUSE *500K 3.5" DISK DRIVE
* GEM * KEYBOARD (95 KEYS)

9
SILICA SHOP LTD, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

S Fs.
1,11 ME MI - 11101 nip

itTo: Silica Shop Ltd, Dept PC 11 85, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

PLEASE SEND ME FREE LITERATURE

IMr/Mrs/Ms:

Address:

ON THE NEW ATARI 520ST COMPUTER

Ifll flit /, Fiarn,

SILICA
HOTLINE 01-309 1111

 Circle No. 126

IDo you already own a computer
11 so, which one do you own?

Postcode: 607

AN EN



The New
MT 85/86 printers
are as quiet as a...

ake a listen to the new MT85 and
MT86 serial matrix printers.

They're amazingly quiet. Which makes
their performance definitely something
to shout about.

The MT85 is a compact 80 column
printer, while the MT86 offers a full 136
column width. Both print high speed
draft output at 180 cps. And high quality

correspondence at 45 cps in various
typestyles. Then there's compressed,
expanded and bold print for even more
variety. And of course graphics.

Flexibility doesn't stop there either.
Both printers take continuous fan fold
and single sheet stationery in their
stride. And they're totally compatible via
plug-in interface modules- IBM PC

and Apple Macintosh included.
The new MT85 and MT86 from

Mannesmann Tally. Europe's leading
matrix printer manufacturer.

The quiet revolution in print.
Contact us now for our literature pack.

Ver/
MANNESMANN
TALLY

MANNESMANN TALLY LIMITED. MOLLY MILLARS LANE, WOKINGHAM, BERKSHIRE, RG11 20T TELEPHONE (0734) 788711

IBM PC and Apple Macintosh are registered trademarks

 Circle No. 127



Iann Barron was born in
1936. He attended
Cambridge University,
where he gained a double
first in mathematics and
philosophy. After a spell
in the Army Operational
Group and Fighter
Command, he joined
Elliott Automation as a
computer designer. In
1965 he set up Computer
Technology Ltd, Britain's
first minicomputer
manufacturer. In 1978.
together with Richard
Petritz and Paul
Schroeder, Barron
founded the chip -maker
Inmos, with substantial
public funding provided
by the Labour
administration. This
interest was sold off by
the government to Thorn
EMI in 1984. As well as
producing a variety of
RAM chips, Inmos has
been working towards the
launch of its revolutionary
Transputer -- a name
derived from
"transistor/computer"
Shipment of production
quantities of the
Transputer is imminent.

10.100 t

NTERVIEW
IANN BARRON - Founder and Director of Inmos

INTERVIEWED BY GLYN MOODY

Whose idea was the Transputer?
I ORIGINALLY proposed the idea of a
computing component which could be put
into arrays, with broadly the properties the
Transputer now has, before Inmos was
actually started.

Did you have a clear idea of what
you wanted to do?
I HAD a clear idea of what I wanted to do -
but nobody else did.

What is the most revolutionary
aspect of the Transputer?
THE MOST revolutionary aspect is
concurrency. The idea that rather than
expressing programs purely sequentially, it
would be nice to have systems in which one'
can write a program which allowed various
parts of the calculation to go on at the same
time. A single Transputer is a von Neumann
architecture machine. So we do it by
cheating, as it were - by taking the
concurrent parts of the program and time-
sharing them. And then we have the
capability to put together many Transputers
to get real concurrency, in which the various
parts of the program are executing on
different Transputers. Putting all of the detail
in to make it work correctly induces enormous
overheads in current architectures, whereas a
Transputer has got all that kind of thing right
and so is very efficient.

What applications is the Transputer
particularly well suited to?
WE'VE DESIGNED it so that it can be used as
a component; we've also designed it so that it
can be used as a conventional
microprocessor. Broadly speaking, a
Transputer will address all the other
applications of any other microprocessor.
Where it will be competitive is in those
applications which require o lot of
performance, because it is faster than the
competing microprocessors.

When production begins, will it be
just a dribble or more substantial?
WE'RE A BIT better off than your average
microprocessor when it starts, because quite
a lot of people want to build an array.
Where with a new microprotessor you might
expect to sell one to a customer and he
engineers it into a prototype, we can be
selling a hundred or more.

Have you fixed a price?
WE'RE QUOTING $500. The paftern of
microprocessors at the momeht is that they
tend to drop from the introductory price,
which is up in the few hundred dollars, down
to $50, $30 and then stay stable. The
processor part is Only a corner of the chip, so
our processor is actually. very small in

PRACTICAL COMPUTING N uer,L,or 1985

comparison with the 68020 or the 386. What
hhat says is that we can make versions which
are just processors, which could be very much
lower -cost. This is something we would clearly
like to do - introduce commodity
Transputers. I think you'll find them turning
up in cars.

Do you see the Transputer as the
first of the next generation of
processors?
I'M NOT SURE of the extent to which it will
be used in conventional computer
applications. A lot of those have got locked -in
software, and I think that that is quite a
difficult market for us to tackle. But as an
example, we are producing a board -level
product for evaluation purposes which is an
IBM PC plug-in board. It plugs in and gives
you a megabyte of memory and a
Transputer. And the Transputer is going 10
times as fast as a 286 so it really gives you a
turbo IBM PC.

Are other people working on rivals
to the Transputer?
INTEL in the U.S. has got this thing called the
Cosmic Cube built out of 8086s. That came
from Caltech, and Caltech does have designs
which are somewhat similar. Fairchild says it
is actually making a transputer, but we know
nothing about it.

What future developments are
planned?
WE CAN carry out a number of variations on
the theme we have at the moment. We can
slot in different sizes of memory, different
numbers of communication channels,
different interfaces. We are developing the
next -generation technology, and will build
Transputers in that which will go faster, and
have significantly more memory capacity but
be the same sort of thing. We're developing
a floating-point Transputer - not a co-
processor. Then we have ideas about fifth -
generation Transputers, basically a
component which will support much more
dynamic languages.

In the light of Inmos's recent
troubles, how confident are you
about the future?
IT'S JUST a bad time in the market at the
moment. We've basically rather a nice
portfolio of products. We've got good
resources behind us: we don't have qualms
about the future in that sense. The real thing
is to look not at the present but at the future,
and ask which companies have products
which the market is really going to want.
Because those are the ones which are going
to be successful. The question is, is the market
going to want the Transputer? We think so;
we've got to convince the market.
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IBM PC/XT COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS
All MICRONIX PC's are fully IBM Compatible and ofer best value ever -
compare our specifications and prices before you buy elsewhere. Four layer
8 slot motherboard with switch selectable 7.5MHz turbo mode improves system
throughput by 40%! All systems have 640K RAM, Clock/Calendar with
battery back-up as standard! And system prices include green or colour Monitor!
Full 12 month ON -SITE -WARRANTY BY NATIONAL ADVANCED
SYSTEMS ON ALL MICRONIX PC SYSTEMS!

12 MONTH
ON -SITE WARRANTY

BY
NATIONAL

ADVANCED SYSTEMS

PC1: 8088 CPU 7.5/4.77 MHz (selectable), twin drive, 8 slots, 640K
RAM, Clock/Calendar with battery, serial and parallel ports,
Mono/Colour Card, 83 key Keyboard with green/colour Monitor

£1,199/£1,599

PC2: Same as PC1 but with single floppy and 20MB Hard Disk, Green/
Colour Monitor £1,999/f2,399

PC3: Same as PC2 but additionally with internal 20MB Streamer with
Green/Colour Monitor £2,799/£3,199

IBM "AT" COMPATIBLE SYSTEM
Incredible prices! 12 month ON -SITE WARRANTY by NATIONAL
ADVANCED SYSTEMS
AT1: System with 80286 6MHz CPU, IMB RAM, 6 x 16 bit slots, 2 x 8
bit slots, 1 x 1.2MB floppy, 1 x 360K floppy, 2 serial, 1 parallel port,
Keyboard, Mono/Colour Card without Monitor £1,999
AT2: Same as above but with 20MB Hard Disk £2,799

MOTHERBOARDS
PC/XT COMPATIBLE: 8088 7.5/4.77 MHz, up to 640K RAM, 8 slots,
4 layer PCB with 128K/640K RAM £299/£399
AT COMPATIBLE: 80286 6MHz, 6 x 16 bit slots, 2 x 8 bit
slots, built-in floppy Controller, built-in 2 serial, 1 parallel
port and clock/calendar, 1MB RAM £999

RAM UPGRADES

64K RAM 15ONS:Set of 9 chips (64K)/set of 36 chips 1256K1/set of 54 chips
(384K)

f15/f50/f80
128K RAM 15ONS:Piggyback for "AT": Set of 9 chips £63
256K RAM 15ONS:Set of 9 chips (256K)/Set of 18 chips (512K) f50/f90
512K RAM Board with Clock/Calendar and battery

with 384K/512K RAM £230/f260

MONO/COLOUR GRAPHICS
Colour graphics adaptor 320 x 200 Colour, 640 x 200 mono £140
Hercules Compatible (100%) mono Card (720 x 3481
with printer port £160

MULTIFUNCTION BOARDS
For PC/XT and Compatibles:

MF-640: Up to 640K RAM, 2 Serial (2nd port optional), 1 Parallel,
Clock/Calendar with battery, games port, light pen - with
256K/384K/512K RAM £230/£260/£290

For "AT" and Compatibles:
MF-3000 up to 3MB RAM! Serial Et parallel ports with 256K RAM

£299

FLOPPY/HARD DISK CONTROLLERS
Floppy Controller for PC -2 internal, 2 external £80
Twin drive Cable for above £15
DTC Hard Disk Controller for 10MB/20MB Hard Disk
(same as Olivetti) £180
WESTERN DIGITAL WD1002S.WX2, half size hard disk Controller for

NEB
INTRODUCING MICRONIX "SUPERSTORE"

UNIQUE 4 -IN -1 external storage for PC Et Com-
patibles

20MB HARD DISK!
20MB CASSETTE STREAMER
1MB RAM DISK (up to 20 times faster than
floppy)!
PSU WITH 2 HOUR BATTERY BACK-UP!
£2,499 + VAT

THE ERICSSON PC - INCREDIBLE VALUE
ALL ERICSSON PC's have built-in serial, parallel ports and
graphics

6401
RAM,
MONO
TWO

DRIVE
SYSTEM

ONLY
11599
+ VAT

FULL
24

MONTH
ON -SITE

WARRANTY
BY

ERICSSON

hi-res

Hi-res Amber Hi-res Colour
Screen Screen

1. 640K RAM, Clock/Calendar with battery, 2 x
360K floppy, KB, DOS, GWBASIC

1,599 1,899

2. Above but with 1 x 360K floppy, 20MB hard
disk

2,299 2,599

3. As in 2 above but additionally with external
20MB Streamer

2,999 3,299

ERICSSON PORTABLE with plasma screen, 512K RAM, ERGODISK, SINGLE
FLOPPY and built-in PRINTER - Our price £3,999 (Normal price £4,600!)

ASK ABOUT SUPER DISCOUNT FOR EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT
ORGANIZATION!

HARD DISK/STREAMERS
MICRONIX will upgrade your PC/XT, AT, OLIVETTI, ERICSSON to
20MB HD/STREAMER at our premises at no extra charge
20MB Hard Disk + Controller + Cables (internal) £750
20MB Streamer + Cables + Software (internal or external) £750
40MB Hard Disk + Controller + Cables (internal) £999
155W replacement PSU, DC fan (required for PC) £140
Special Offer for PC/XT: 20MB HD + 20MB Streamer internal upgrade
+ 155W PSU £1,450
20MB half height hard disk for "AT" £550
SUPERSTORE - External Subsystem with 20MB HD, 20MB Cassette
Streamer, 1MB RAM disk, PSU with 2 hour battery back-up £2,499

KEYBOARDS
83 key for PC/XT £120

108 key UK KB - PC/XT £160
Keyboard for "AT" £190

POWER SUPPLY
155W replacement PSU for PC/XT, DC Fan
200W replacement PSU for "AT", DC Fan

£140
£190

SYSTEM BOX
Metal Case, flip -top -cover, 8 slots suitable for MICRONIX PC/XT Com-
patible Motherboard, PSU and Floppy/HD/Streamers £100

Metal Case for "AT" Compatible Motherboard, PSU, Floppy/HD £175

PRINTERS
FUJITSU DC1200 136 column, 180 CPS/36 CPS NLQ IBM Compatible

£450
FUJITSU SP320 48 CPS daisy wheel £799

VISA, ACCESS WELCOME
Ordering Information:

Prices are exclusive of Carriage Er VAT. Please add 15% to Total
Cost. Carriage: Systems 8- Subsystems £20, Drives Et
Keyboards £8, Boards £5, RAM Chips £1.

Visit our brand new Showroom - off-street parking, nearest tube Kilburn
(Jubilee Line) OPEN MON-FRI: 9.30am - 5.30pm

10MB/20MB hard disks £180
NCL NDC5004 hard disk Controller for 10/20MB hard disk £180
ADAPTEC 2002A hard disk Controller for 10/20MB hard disk (same as
ERICSSON) £199

micronix
computers Ltd

1 Grangeway,
FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
360K half height drive (TEAC 55B) for PC or ERICSSON
360K drive for "AT" - exactly same drive and colour as IBM "AT"

£130
£199

Kilburn,
London NW6 2BW

1.2MB drive for "AT" - exactly same drive and colour Tel: 01-625 0295/9 (5 lines)
as IBM "AT" £299 Telex: 2951 73 MICROX G
Half height drive for APPLE 11/1Ic £99/£129
MAC -400: External drive for MACINTOSH £249  Circle No. 128
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ASK PC

Q I am trying to obtain a
program called Modem
7, some information

about it, and how to use it. I
would like to use this
communications package on an
Osborne and an Epson. Also, do
you know of a source of the
program for an IBM PC?

M R STANNARD

A
Modem 7 is a
communications program
for CP/M-80. It was

originally written in 1977 by
Ward Christiansen for the
American PMNI modem. Several
people have since altered the
original program. First it was
extended by Mark Zeiger and
James Mills in 1980, who
unfortunately removed the
original comments while adding
the terminal file, batch mode,
and probably some more bugs. In
1981 Paul Hansknecht added
CRC check sums. In 1983 David
R Back produced an improved
and debugged version for the
U.K. and renamed it UKM 7.

The source code for
UKM7.ASM and the
documentation UKM7.Doc are
available from the CP/M Users
Group Library; contact Diane
Fordred, Secretary to
CPMSDOSUGUK, 72 Mill Road,
Hawley, Dartford, Kent DA2
7RZ. An IBM version of
Modem7.Com running under
PC -DOS or MS-DOS, along with
the documentation
Modem7.Doc, is available on disc
4 of the IBM PC Users Group,
PO Box 593, London SW1V
2PG. Since the UKM 7 files run
to four line -printer pages of
documentation and 49 pages of
code you would be well advised
to join the users group and buy
the disc, rather than trying to
type it all in for yourself.

I know someone who
accidentally formatted
his hard disc, thus

destroying the data and programs
stored there. I too run a hard -disc
system with floppies for backup,
so I have to run a formatting
program to format new discs. Is
there any way of ensuring that
this program does not wipe the
hard disc?

A

L MARTIN

Your letter provides a
timely reminder that
careless use of the

Format program can erase the
entire contents of a hard disc. It
is essential to keep a program to
format floppy discs, though when
you have a hard disc you will
probably not use it very

WINCHESTER
SECURITY
Q

I have been considering the problems of using an IBM PC
with a hard disc. A floppy -disc model holds less data, but
would seem to be much more secure since system and data

discs can be taken out and locked away safely. With a hard disc anyone
can start up the machine and read confidential information stored on
the discs. Even worse, someone might alter or destroy the data. Is it
possible to get security and a large amount of disc storage at the same
time?

A

S MILNER

The ability to remove and lock away sensitive or confidential
information is important in many sorts of work. Nowadays
most floppy discs store about 360K, and the trend is towards

storing even more - 1.2Mbyte, for example, on the IBM PC/AT, and
a massive 2Mbyte on the Commodore 8296. For many purposes this
sufficient.

You can obtain a higher level of security by encoding sensitive
information, to make it more difficult to read unless you have the'
appropriate decoding program. There are numerous cryptography
programs around, and we will mention just two. The IBM PC Users
Group has a data -encryption package called PC Code, which is
available to members at the nominal price of £5 from PO Box 593,
London SW1V 2PG. An inexpensive commercial product called Off
the Record costs £34.95 from P&P Software; telephone (0706) 217744.
It will work with hard discs or floppies.

Though hard discs are usually fixed inside the casing of a computer,
demountable types are also available which have cartridges containing
the magnetic surfaces that can be removed and locked away. Bernoulli
drives are another possibility, though a rather costly one at present -
see Practical Computing, October 1985, page 106.

Neither encryption nor locking discs away offers complete protection
against a disgruntled employee who just wants to erase the file or
otherwise do damage. We have heard of a program called Lockit,
which offers some security for data on a hard disc by preventing
anyone booting the machine without the necessary password. Lockit
costs $130 from Security Microsystems Consultants, 16 Flagg Place
Suite, Staten Island, NY 10304, U.S.A. Remember that, given time
and opportunity, passwords can be broken, and it is best to change
your password regularly. It is also a good idea to avoid expletives and
girls' names, as these are usually the first things tried by most hackers.

It would be quite easy to write your own Autoexec.Bat file that
handles a sequence of operations at boot -up. For example, you could
make it read a password typed from the keyboard, then read a file
containing the password you have stored and perhaps quit or disable
the keyboard or make an awful noise if the two do not match. But in
practice this approach is useless. Anyone who knows a little computing
will just press Control -C after the system has booted and before you
have to type the password, thus stopping the Autoexec sequence. The
message

Terminate batch job (YIN)?
is displayed by MS-DOS or PC -DOS, and if your villain answers Yes he
or she is into the system, bypassing the password routine.

This is an important subject, and this magazine would be pleased to
hear from readers who have brilliant or working ideas.

? ! ? ! ? !  ? ! ? !  ? !  ? !

frequently. The problem with the
Format program is that you either
specify which drive you want to
format by typing a letter after the
Format command, or if the letter
is omitted it asks which drive
contains the disc to be formatted.
If you type the wrong letter, your
hard disc will be formatted and
there is no way of stopping it.

A hard disc may be installed as
drive A, drive B or drive C,
depending on the particular

machine. Similarly, you may have
one or more floppy drives, so the
letters for the drives vary from
machine to machine. Assuming
that you have a floppy drive as
drive A and the hard disc as drive
C, it is likely that you will want
to format discs in drive A, and
unlikely that you will want to
format drive C. You do not say
whether you are using a machine
running PC -DOS or MS-DOS, or
one running under CP/M; the

procedure is slightly different for
the two operating systems.

We would not keep the
program Format.Com on a hard
disc. Instead we would rename
Format.Com with a different
name that carries a warning about
its function - for example
Killdisc.Com or Destroy.Com -
and save this on the hard disc.

To allow floppy discs to be
fomatted in drive A, but not
drive C, use the editor or your
word processor to set up a batch
file called Format.Bat to do this.
The file called Format.Bat
contains two lines:
ECHO OFF
KILLDISC A:/S
Now when the Format command
is typed, Format.Bat will be
executed. It runs the Killdisc
program, but the drive is
specified as A, so it does not
allow you to choose which drive
you want to format. Thus it is
impossible for anyone to make a
mistake and ruin the hard disc on
drive C. The /S option in the
second line of Format.Bat is used
to copy the operating system on
to the new disc, and may be
omitted.

Under CP/M the Submit
command will run a batch file,
but it is not very easy to use and
the simplest solution is to rename
Format.Com as before and to run
Killdisc when required.

Q
I shall require a new
typewriter soon, and in
about a year I shall

almost certainly need to invest in
a small computer and printer.
Possible uses are freelance
journalism, producing magazines,
translations and possibly mail
order. I don't want to spend a lot
of money on a typewriter now,
only to discover next year that I
could have bought a machine
that would integrate into my
computer setup. Could you point
me in the right direction?

J WITTY

Some of the Brother
range of typewriters have
an RS -232 plug which

may be connected to a computer.
You can use the typewriter to
input information to the
computer, and the computer can
print information on the
typewriter. It can also be used as
a free-standing typewriter. You
can get information on Brother
machines from Jones + Brother,
Shipley Street, Audenshaw,
Manchester M34 5JD. Telephone:
061-330 6531.

There are two points you
should bear in mind. First,
typewriters are much less robust

(continued on next page)
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ASK PC

continued from previous page)

than computer printers, and so
we would prefer a proper printer.
Some of the near letter quality
(NLQ) dot-matrix printers give
acceptable -quality printing.
Daisywheel printers give the best
printout, and you can choose the
typeface from hundreds of
different daisywheels, but they
are slow. The second point to
watch is that not all computers
have an RS -232 plug. Many have
a parallel port, and if this is the
case you must choose a printer
with a parallel plug.

I need a computer for
serious mathematical
work. I have read with

great interest the information on
the HP 75 computer with the
maths PROM, and it appears to
be excellent. However, its cost,
plus that of the essential
peripherals and software, put it
outside the range that I was
contemplating. Is it possible to
get decent numerical accuracy
without going to so high a class
of machine?

P G REDGEMENT

A
The Hewlett-Packard HP
75 is interesting, has a
powerful range of maths

functions including matrix
handling, but it is rather
expensive.

It looks as if you are not going
to get your matrix functions in
Basic, and you may have
problems over getting sufficient
figures accuracy too. If you use
Microsoft MBasic, you only get six
decimal figures accuracy in your
calculations, unless you use
double precision - in which case
you get 16 figures accuracy. Six
figures is not really enough, while
16 seems to be overkill which uses
a lot of memory and runs slowly.
Remember too that the trig
functions only work to six -figure
accuracy regardless of whether
you use double precision or not.

I solved the problem of getting
sufficient accuracy from Basic
several years ago, by using Micro
Mikes Bazic, which runs under
CP/M-80. This is syntactically the
same as North Star Basic, but has
been written in Z-80 machine
code, which runs faster than
programs written in 8080
machine code. The main
differences in syntax between this
and Microsoft's MBasic are in the
use of substrings. The file
handling is also different - and
better, if you want to use
random-access files.

Apart from the increased speed
of operation, four different
versions of Bazic are supplied to
give eight, 10, 12 and 14
significant figures accuracy
respectively. You get all four,
and can choose which one you
need for a particular program.
While testing you may use the
eight -figure version as it runs
fastest, and then use the 12- or
14 -figure versions for serious
calculations.

MBasic stores numbers in true
binary, which inevitably causes
rounding errors when storing
some numbers. By contrast, Bazic
stores and manipulates numbers
in binary coded decimal (BCD).
Using BCD, numbers are stored
exactly, so there is no internal
rounding of numbers. We got
Bazic from Interam Computers at
a cost of about k100.

Q
I would like to comment
on the accuracy of
powers of 10 obtained

using Basic on a Sanyo MBC-555
and an IBM PC/XT. Both leave
something to be desired when
evaluating:

A = 10- N
if N exceeds 9 in single precision
or 6 in double precision I know
that I can enter 1D'N', but if
10"N is derived from within
Basic I haven't found any
reasonably simple way of doing so
accurately. The best solution I
have found is to split N in half,
so that K + L = N. Then the
expression

Ati=10-K * 10-L
gives answers accurate to 16
figures. Is there a better way?

P A DUVAL

Presumably you are using
Basica on both machines,
so we would expect both

to behave the same. We
confirmed your results on an
Advance 86 and on an IBM PC
running Basica, and obtained
slightly different results using
MBasic on a CP/M-80 machine.

Consider the simple program:
10 FOR 1=1 TO 15
20 A = 10-1
30 B#=10"I
40 C#=10#"I
50 D# =10-CDBL(I)
60 PRINT A, B#, C#, D#
70 NEXT I
Using Basica we obtained the
exact answers in every case for the
single -precision calculation; the
double -precision calculations give
the expected answers up to
10^10, but 10^11 is given as
99999997952 and all higher
powers are slightly wrong.

It may initially seem to be the
wrong way round that single
precision gives the correct answer
while double precision does not,
but you should consider how the
computer deals with raising
numbers to a given power. In fact
it uses the Log function to do
this, and all intrinsic functions,
including ^, in Microsoft Basic
work in single precision,
regardless of whether the
argument used is single or double
precision. Thus, regardless of
your line of code, the actual
calculation is only carried out in
single precision.

The printed single -precision
results are correct because Basic
has printed the nearest single -
precision decimal value to the
number it has just evaluated. For
example, the number evaluated
by 10^7 is very slightly less than
10,000,000 and this is printed as
a single -precision number at 1E7.
If the same number is printed in
double precision then the
inaccuracy shows, and
9999999.999999995 is the result
which is displayed.

Your method of getting
accurate results by splitting N in
half is a clever way of getting
answers accurate to 16 figures.
There is a better way if you are
dealing with whole -number

obtained by multiplication in
double precision, and so you can
avoid the single -precision step of
Log. If you are using the
numbers often, set them up in an
array:
10 DEFDBL X
20 DIM X(30)
30 X(1)=10
40 FOR 1=2 TO 30
50 X(I)=X(I-1) * 10
60 NEXT I
70 REM PRINT VALUES
80 FOR 1=1 TO 30
90 PRINT I, X(I)

100 NEXT I
Where you want to use these
values in your program, instead
of evaluating 10^N simply use
the array element X(N).

I run a small consultancy
business in the food
industry, and often have

to supply substantial amounts of
data to my clients. Telex is slow
and expensive, so I am thinking
of equipping my regular clients
with a cheap micro/modem/
printer setup. It would not be
economic for them to subscribe
independently to PSS, so I am
thinking of sending data in real
time, in a form which they can
edit if necessary or dump as a
permanent record. I use a Pet

Q

and an Osborne, both with
RS -232 interfaces to a printer. If I
could draw data from either or
both of these and send it direct it
would be fine, otherwise I will
get another machine. Cost is
important, and most of my dient
do not use computers at all so
friendliness is paramount. It
would be ideal if all they had to
do was to turn on and put the
phone into an acoustic coupler.
Have you any suggestions or
observations?

A
ALAN VINCENT

The simplest setup is for
you and each of your
clients to buy a computer

and either a modem or an
acoustic coupler. Using this
equipment you could then phone
the number of your client's
modem, and use either a dumb
terminal or your computer to
control their computer. You
could type information into their
computer, or use terminal -
emulation software to transfer
files between your computer and
theirs.

This solution is expensive to
run because you use a BT voice
phone line for all the time you
are connected. You will, of
course, have much smaller phone
bills if you prepare your data on
your computer then transfer the
file to your client's machine,
rather than typing directly into
your client's computer, since the
computer can transmit a file more
quickly than you can type it.

Another possibility within the
U.K. and in certain countries
overseas is to buy space on
Telecom Gold, the licensed
version of ITT Dialcom. There is
a £10 monthly minimum charge,
but several or all of your clients
could use the same mailbox as it
is only necessary to give the
password to gain access. You
could then leave your data on the
Telecom computer in this
mailbox ready for your clients to
collect.

But beware! Someone using a
Telecom Gold box carelessly or
maliciously can run up a very
large bill. We strongly
recommend that you keep one
box for yourself, and get the
others to agree to share the cost
of a second box. Your clients
would either need a computer or
a terminal, plus a modem to
receive or download text. A
printing terminal would be better
than a VDU, and some electronic
typewriters are now capable of
transmitting and receiving data
through an RS -232 port. PC

In "Ask PC" John and Timothy Lee answer questions on any area of microcomputing. If you have a nagging problem, write to us, marking ASKPC clearly on

the top left-hand corner of the envelope. Letters should contain one question only. We cannot guarantee a personal reply, bUt to be considered your lettermust include

your name and address, together with a stamped addressed envelope. The most representative questions of general interest will be answered and published.
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RM NIMBUS
SUCCESS BREEDS SUCCESS
When we launched Nimbus earlier this

year, we expected it to sell well in both
the professional and educational worlds.

In the event, the response to Nimbus has
exceeded our most optimistic expectations.

Why?
Because its combination of power,

networking capability and graphics makes
Nimbus simply unbeatable at its price. a firm
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more people will buy it. A measure of our chew

application areas, as well as the vast range of
generic MS-DOS software.

So whether you want a microcomputer for
word processing, database, accounts... or
have a specialist need such as CAD, statistics
or laboratory work, Nimbus is the natural
choice.

For further information, contact Research
Machines Ltd., Mill Street, Oxford OX2 OBW.
Telephone: (0865) 249866

success is that Nimbus now supports leading Puting

TK software packages in virtually all specialist
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It takes dedication to
get to the top.

'rukiBLE 0EN,,

SH

At Dysan, we're never satisfied.'
We know there's always a way to make things better. Even when they're
already the best.

Our diskettes, for example, are the most reliable in the world.
Being dedicated to progress, we pioneered more advanced
manufacturing techniques to make the most advanced diskettes.

Not content with usual test procedures, we devised harder
ones. We test for top performance under particularly strict conditions.
So we can guarantee that all our diskettes are 100% error free.

The result is a range of diskettes that will record and retain all
your data...all the time. Without fail. They're the best you can buy today.

Next time you go to buy Dysan diskettes,
you'll notice we've also advanced our
packaging. Now our range of 31 ", 51/4", and 8"
diskettes comes to you in elegant new
colour -coded boxes. Designed to reflect exactly
what Dysan diskettes are - simply the best. Somebody has to be better

than everybody else.

'ysan®

For more information on precision magnetic media that leads the world, call us now on FREEFONE DYSAN.
Or write to Dysan, 169 Basingstoke Road, Reading, Berks. RG2 ODY

A division of Xidex Corporation.
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First...
The Canon LBP-8 Laser Printer

and foremost
The expertise of

Canon has produced a
printer which is not
only cost efficient,
compatible and
compact, but as fast as
todays business world.
It's speed and quiet
performance are only
ec ualled by it's
efficiency as it whispers
it's way through any workload. The end result, in a
choice of type faces, is a clarity of presentation
which will enhance any business.

Letter qualitylorinting at 8 pages per minute, full
Diablo 630 emulation, line drawing and forms

Please complete and return to: Mekom Computer Products Limited,
Enfield Hall. Enfield Road, Edgbaston. Birmingham B15 1QA.

01=110 01
111114MED 00 IMPMP
0411,0111 004MPO4111=110 4M 000000 00441,1101. 011=1,

Computer Products Limited
Enfield Hall, Enfield Road, Edgbaston,

Birmingham B15 1QA Telephone: 021-454 2288
London Office Telephone: 01-837 7765

are offering a five day "No strings" trial. Clip the
coupon to sample the support and expertise you
would expect from a professional distributor.

Like we say- "First and Foremost"

overlay facility are only
a few of the features
which make the Canon
Laser the most
compatible, flexible
printer ever.

Quality compliments
quality, and that's why

the foremost distributors
MEKOM are so confident of
the Canon Laser that they

Name Position

Company

Address

Telephone

Please contact me immediately to arrange my Five
Day Free Trial of the Canon LBP-8. My computer
system is:

Please contact me immediately to arrange a
demonstration of complete Laser Printing System
comprising Canon A200 Micro Computer Canon
Laser LBP-8 and "Wordcraft Laser" software.

I'd also like to know more about other Mekom Products.
Olivetti Daisywheel Canon A200 P.C. 75Sr Dot Matrix Printers.
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CLIP FAST
NEW- CLIP 3.0 backs up your hard disk over
twice as fast.
Use half the discs and save time compared with
other copy or backup software.
CLIP 3.0 retains the features of series 2 and
introduces some new ones. You will most
appreciate the huge increase in backup speed.

CLIP THE BACKUP PROGRAM

CLIP comes standard with Winchester systems supplied by
Olympia, Cifer Systems, Research Machines, Philips and British Telecom

And is highly recommended by other major manufacturers

CO KEELE CODES LTD
University of Keele, Keele, Staffordshire, U.K. Tel: (0782) 629221 Telex: 36113

All prices excl. VAT, post free in U.K.
Most popular disc formats from stock.

M4000
Multi -Mode Modems

The M4000 series of transmit and receive modems are BABT
approved and conform to CCITT. They are microprocessor driven,
switchable between V21/V23 and are capable of working to Bell
standards, answer or originate. Features include auto -answer, self
diagnostics and many front -panel switches and indicators.
M4000 Dual Standard V21/V23
M4021 V21-300 baud full duplex
M4023 V23 -1200/75 full duplex;
75/1200 full duplex; 1200 half duplex
Factory -fitted auto -dial option available for all models.

APP
.1th
run I, Elnl
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Please send me further details of the M4000 series

NAME

ADDRESS

PC 11

TEL
Modular Technology Ltd., Zygal House,
Telford Road, Bicester, Oxfordshire OX6 OXB.
Tel Bicester (0869)253361. Telex: 837907.

modular
Technology
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Tit

Single Sided,
Single Density,
soft -sectored
With Hub Ring.

NID1
Cc -9601.3w

The only choice
for computer, connoisseurs, all Nashua spinning diskettes are
actually guaranteed for LIFE.

The reason? We're confident our quality control is
unbeatable. Compatability, performance, and lifetime reliability.

Ask your Nashua dealer or call Nashua direct on
0344 426555 for full details.

NASHUA nnPvnia7
NASHUA - the make that runs circles around the others.
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CAMEL PRODUCTS
NEW POLYPRINT for Spectrum

... The interface which likes to say . Ja
and Oui and Si and of course YES! A
Spectrum Centronics interface with
multilingual chars in EPROM, as in
EPSON FX80 printer. Printer driver also
in EPROM. User notes show how to use
EPROM for UTILS or down loadable
chars.

POLYPRINT from Silicon City

PRINT -SP
Low cost Centr. I /F. with CABLE. S'ware on tape.

£44.95

for Spectrum
£31.25

EPROM PROGRAMMERS
BB -PROM for the BBC. With fast gpm'g, ZIF skt, Vpp generator &
s'ware in S.W.R. for 2764/128 EPROMS £29.95

9 -PROM for the-QL. A powerful programmer with Fast and Smart pgm'g
s ware in firmware. For 2764/128 & 'A' types, usable in ROM cartridge for
your own utilities, etc. CHECK, READ, CRC, BLOW & VERIFY part or all
EPROM. £69.95

Q -CART ROM reader for QL. Takes 2764 or 27128. £5.95

Q -CENT Centronics interface for the QL. £26.04

PROM -64 for Commodore C-64. Fast pgm'g, ZIF skt. Vpp generator,
s'ware on tape for 2764/128 EPROMS. Full functions incl. C.R.C. £24.75

64 -CART for 2 X 64K EPROMS for the Commodore 6415.95

MULTEPROM a most economical sophisticated 8 gang copier based on
BLOPROM and using the ZX81. No Rampack or PSU needed. £199.95

BLOPROM-SP
A uniquely
sophisticate

EPROM
PROGRAMMER

for the 2716/32/32A/64/64A/128/128A.
CHECK, READ, PROGRAM &
VERIFY all or part of EPROM.
So immensely user friendly you'll hardly
need the manual. Designed for the
beginner but includes a single key entry

firmware, the in/c driver routine alone is
worth more than the price of
BLOPROM-SP. No Personality Cards,
or other additions, just a Spectrum.
Several inbuilt safety features. On -board
Vpp generation. 28pin ZIF socket.
Cabled connector and extender plug.
ABS case. £89.95

1610,1811111,

STATUS NO OF SYSTEM -HEX
EPROM TYPE -27128

RAM SlART ADDS -4058
EPROM ST. ODDS - HBO

JOB LENGTH - 4000
TASK - CHECK

WHICH TASK DO YOU WISH TO DO
WI CHECK THAT EPROM IS CLEAN
0) READ THE CONTENTS OF EPROM INTO

RAM

7) BLOW AN EPROM WITH DATA FROM
RAM

II VERIFY THAT EPROM DATA IS THE SAME
AS IN RAM

0 TO OW R TO RESTART'

FAST CODES AVAILABLE.
D H POR WXY2

ROM -SP for Spectrum
Ingenious unit for Spectrum with
2 X28 pin sockets and a Reset Button
allows up to 16K of Basic or M/C
program to RUN or LOAD instantly
from EPROMs. Cabled connector
and full extender card. NOTE: Does
not disable Sinclair ROM. £29.95

PROMER-SP for Spectrum
An economical Spectrum programmer for 2764/128. Zero insertion force socket &
software on tape. £29.95

PROMER 81-S
The very popular ZX81 programmer for 2761/32 EPROMs has been adapted to
the Spectrum and the price is kept low. £24.95

DHOBI 1 UV ERASER
Compact. Mains powered. Safe. Fully cased. Up to 3 EPROMs. £18.95

DHOBI 2 With automatic timer. £22.95
Only with a Camel Programmer & while stocks last.

*YOU BETTER BELIEVE IT!.
NEW 2764 or 27128. £2.99ea.

CRAMIC-SP NEW for Spectrum
Ingenious software paged 16K non-volatile CMOS RAM to co -exist in the same
area as Spectrum ROM. Easy storage and retrieval of BASIC, M/C or DATA on a
48K Spectrum. £89.95

NIKE POWER BUFFERS
NiCd battery back-up for Spectrum ZX81/ATMOS. £17.35

MEMIC-81 for XZ81
4K CMOS RAM with lithium battery. Easy SAVEing, 10yr storage and instant
retrieval of programs. £29.95

UK. VAT extra. No VAT on exports
P -FP UK Free Europe+.5% Overseas+10%
TEL: (0223) 314814 TLX81574 CML
CAMBRIDGE MICROELECTRONICS LTD
One Milton Road Cambridge CB4 1UY

Lft
CAMEL PRODUCTS

SPECIAL SECTION

COMMS
The power of the stand-alone micro is enhanced

enormously once you connect it to other computers.
We look at how you can hook up your micro to

other micros, and investigate some of the services,
such as viewdata and electronic mail, available

from mainframes.

HARDWARE
We test an upmarket battery -powered lap portable

which claims total IBM PC compatibility, look at
IBM's Quietwriter, possibly the ultimate in thermal -

transfer printing, and investigate a host of BBC
goodies.

TOP 10 SURVEY

PRINTERS
Printers are indispensable for serious computing.
We help you choose the right model from among

the competing technologies of dot-matrix,
daisywheel, ink jet, thermal transfer and laser.

COMPETITION

WIN A LASER
PRINTER

A second chance to enter our £3,000 competition.

Don't miss the December issue of

"PRACTICAL
COMPUTING

On sale at W H Smith and all good newsagents after 13 November.

Contents may vary due to circumstances beyond our control
and are subject to change without nonce

PRACTICAL COMPUTING November 1985
* Circle No. 135
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Epson's new
'near- as

-

typewriter- quality'
printer

Epson's new
'widest - ever- spreadsheet '

printer

The new Epson LQ1500 does everything
for you in the office.

If it's not in
your office yet, you'll have to fill in the

coupon yourself.

Epson's new
adhesive label

printer

Epson's new
adhesive label

Printer

Epson's new
'15- seconds -to- draft -
an - A4 - page'
printer at 200 cps



. If you haven't guessed by now
Epson's new printer is the
EQ 1500. It's everything in one.
And this is the coupon to
send off for details.
Or tel: EPSON FREEPHONE

Name

Position
Company

Address

To: Epson (UK.) Ltd.,
Dorland House 388 High Road, Wembley Middlesex. HA9 6UH.

24 pin impact dot matrix, 200 cps, 67 cps NLQ mode, 101-406 mm paper width, up to 272 characters per line.
Options: single or double sheet feeder, tractor, parallel and serial 2K or 32K, IEEE 2K.
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BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD
37 Store Street, off Tottenham Court Road, London W1

Telephone: 01-636 714214102

PLEASE
NOTE

ADDRESSOUR NEW ADDR.'-
10 MB
HARD
DISC

1.4MB
FLOPPY

apricot xno WITH

10MB WINCHESTER
ONLY £2195+VAT!
PLUS

FREE Monitor

INTEGRATED ACCOUNTS
PACKAGE

FREE Invoicing
FREE Stock Control
FREE Sales Ledger
FREE Purchase Ledger
FREE Nominal Ledger
FREE Payroll

SANYO 550
WITH 2 x 800KB
FLOPPY DISC
ONLY £795+ VAT!

\ PLUS
Includes 256K Ram and MSDOS 2.11
* FREE Monitor (Philips V7002)
* FREE Wordprocessor (Wordstar)
* FREE Spreadsheet (Calcstar)

TRAINING
CAN BE

PROVIDED ON
ALL SYSTEMS

SUPPLIED
go

Special Offer
while stocks

last

SPECIAL OFFERS
Apricot PC 256K RAM dual 720K Disc
(1440K) including 9" Monitor £1495 +VAT

Apricot Fl 256K RAM single 720K Disc
excluding monitor £725 + VAT

Apricot Fle 256K RAM single 315K Disc
excluding monitor £495 + VAT

Inclusive Software, Activity ACT sketch, ACT
Diary, MSDOS 2.11 (Run-time version)
including GSX graphic System extension),
GW Basic interpreter, Async Comans, IBM-
PC emmulator.

Sanyo 550 with 20MB Winchester 360K
floppy, 256K RAM, MSDOS 2.11, Wordstar
and Calc Star Monochrome Monitor
C1595 + VAT

Sanyo 550 10MB Version VI 495 + VAT

THE NEW APRICOT
COLLECTION
Apricot F2 512 RAM dual 720K discs
+ cordless Mouse

Apricot F10 512K RAM 10MB
Winchester + cordless Mouse

The above inc free Monochrome Monitor.
Inclusive Software.

GEM Collection GEM Desk Top, GEM

Write, GEM Paint, Utilities MS-DOS
2.11, (Run-time version Inc.,
GSX graphic system extension)
GW Basic interpreter ASYNC
COMMS, IBM-PC Emulator.

PHONE NOW FOR
OUR GREAT PRICES!

We also stock a wide range of Printers, Monitors, Disc
Drives and Software Packages, plus many other

 Circle No. 137
Computer Systems at bargain prices.

OPENING HOURS MON-SAT 9AM-6PM
MAIL ORDERS TO West One Galaxy Business Systems Ltd,

230 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1
Cheques payable to West One Gala;:y Business Systems Ltd.

1 YEAR
WARRANTY &
MAINTENANCE
CONTRACTS
AVAILABLE



111 MicroSight 111

NIMBUS VISION
A complete image capture system including an

80186 based microcomputer with high resolution
graphics, mouse, a high quality vidicon camera and
a video digitiser with up to 512 x 512 pixel resolution.
Applications include video displays, image analysis,
object counting etc. Complete systems from

£2950 + VAT
MICROSIGHT
For connection to a range of microcomputers,
MicroSight systems can provide a low cost image
capture facility up to 512 x 512 resolution either
by scanning or frame grabbing. Packages including
camera, interface, software for disk storage, hard

copy and display are available for IBM PC, Apricot,
Hewlett Packard, BBC Model B etc from

£900 + VAT
MICROEYE
Video interface with 512 x 512 x 8 resolution

£495 + VAT

MicroScale image analysis software to
MicroSight Systems

* Particle sizing and Orientation
* User definable scaling
* Hard copy and disk file dumping of results
* Dimensioning
* User definable windows

Available for IBM PC, AT, XT, RML Nimbus,
Hewlett Packard 9816, Apricot, BBC Model B etc
from £950 + VAT

For further details contact: -

DC 1,RS

run with

The image analysis people

Digithurst Ltd.
Leaden Hill, Orwell, Royston,
Herts. SG8 5QH Telephone (0223) 208926

POUNDS
BETTER
OFF...

The strengthening pound against the dollar enables Dacom
Systems to reduce the price of the CDS range of medium speed
dial up modems. This range of modems offer superior features
and performance, in fact nothing has changed except the price!

1200bps (V22) full duplex
2400bps (V22bis) full duplex with auto V22
fallback
Asynchronous or synchronous modes
Dial up or leased line
User friendly controls
Adaptive equaliser (for superior performances)
Advanced diagnostics
Simply plug in and use

In addition to the tried and tested CDSV22bis, the new
CDSV22bis-AD offers a built-in intelligent autodialler with
both user friendly manual and computer control modes.
IN-BUILT L.RRORCO TOP

For applications where the data must be 100% error free
and immune from effects of 'phone line interference the
CDSV22bis-ARQ with inbuilt error corrector and autodialler is
the ideal choice.
DACOM SYSTEMS Dacom Systems Limited,

_ Sunrise Park Way, Linford Wood,
Milton Keynes MK14 6LU,
Telephone: 0908 675511.
Telex: 82477.

For details on our complete range of moderns phone Dacom Systems now and
we will be pleased to discuss your individual requirements.
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The Mallard Basic supplied with the 8256 was written by the
same company that wrote Locomotive Basic for the Amstrad
CPC -464. In fact Mallard Basic was devised first as an enhanced
Basic for use with the BBC Z-80 second processor. For the
CPC -464 home computer, commands to handle sound, colour
and graphics were added. In Mallard Basic, the original product
was developed further, but without the additional irrelevant
commands. It is possible to run programs for the 464 on the
8256 provided these commands are not used.

As well as all the normal commands, Mallard Basic has arrays
and a Def FN which allows home-grown functions. There are
also a range of CP/ M commands which can be called up from
Basic, including Dir, Era, Ren and Type. Perhaps the most
interesting aspect of the product is something called Jetsam.
This allows keyed random access, a feature which is rare in
micro Basics. Essentially it provides a crude kind of database
structure with provision for up to eight keys, which are rather
like fields in a database, and which are used to index files. It is
possible to carry out searches on one or more of these keys.
Eventually multi-user versions will be supported with file and
record -locking. Jetsam is a significant addition to the other
Basic facilities, and one which makes the language both more
powerful and also intrinsically well suited to serious
applications. The manual which accompanies Mallard Basic is
excellent.

A complete word- processing system,
printer and all, with CP / M Plus, Basic and
Logo too - for well under £500 all -in.

The Amstrad PCW-8256
has no separate sstems
box. The motherboard
consists of a single,
sparsely populated PCB
contained within the
VDU unit.



CPU: Z -80A running at 4MHz
Memory: 256K RAM
Display:90 characters by 32 lines;
each character eight by eight pixels: total
resolution 720 by 256
Keyboard: full QWERTY, with numeric
keypad; five function keys doubling up to
10 with Shift; Alt, Extra and numerous
other dedicated keys
Disc: 3in. formatted capacity or 180K
per side
Printer: Seikosha mechanism offering
90cps in draft mode and 20cps in NLQ
Interfaces: expansion port edge
connector; Amstrad printer edge
connector and power supply
Software in price: CP/M Plus,
Mallard Basic, DR GSX graphics
extension, DR Logo, Locoscript
Hardware expansion: 1Mbyte
second 3in. disc, 720K formatted capacity
£159 plus VAT, serial interface £65
U.K. price: £399 plus VAT
Manufacturer: built in Korea for
U.K.-based Amstrad
U.K. distribution: Amstrad Consumer
Electronics plc, Brentwood House, 169
King's Road, Brentwood, Essex CM14
4EF. Telephone: (0277) 228888.
Availability: now

With its Epson -style ribbon cartridge, the
primer is professional both in looks and
performance.

0 ur previous review of an Amstrad
machine in October 1984 turned
into rather a rave, and this is going

to be no different. The name is the worst
thing about Amstrad's Personal Computer
Word Processor 8256: in practically every
other respect, it is the best -value machine I
have ever come across.

Consider the facts. You get a Z -80A,
256K RAM, 180K 3in. disc drive, 12in.
green monitor, keyboard, dot-matrix
printer, CP/ M Plus, Mallard Basic and DR
Logo, together with a powerful word
processor; the cost is £399 plus VAT.

One of the joys of the system is the.
simplicity of setting it up. Only one mains
plug and lead is required, and then all you
have to do is connect the keyboard and
printer to the main unit, which houses the
VDU and disc drive.

The keyboard is slightly raked and
embarrassingly full of keys. In addition to
standard QWERTY, there are a number of
keys dedicated to word-processing func-
tions. Partly as a result of this, the distance
to the right-hand Shift key and the
Backspace Delete is slightly longer than
usual: touch typists with small hands may
well find it a strain. This seems to be one of
the few places where Amstrad has put a foot
wrong. The keyboard is slightly clattery, but
has a good feel and is more than adequate
for serious word processing.

The printer is built around a mechanism
from Seikosha, and has an Epson -like ribbon
mechanism. When operating under CP/ M,
it works with standard Epson codes.
Amstrad says that it offers speeds of up to
90cps in draft mode and 20cps in NLQ.
Effective matrix sizes are 9 by 12 in draft
mode and 19 by 24 in NLQ. The printer can
handle continuous stationery or single
sheets, and offers a very wide range of type
styles. For single sheets there is a neat feed
and alignment device. All the electronics for

MIREVIEW

printer are on the main motherboard inside
the main unit.

The bulk of this unit is taken up by the
12in. green phosphor monitor. It has a large
90 -character by 32 -line display, with a
resolution of eight by eight for each
character. The green is slightly garish, even
with the brightness control at minimum.
The overall effect is not unlike that of an
Apricot or even an IBM PC display.

However, the character set is such that
ascenders and descenders sometimes touch,
which reduces legibility. As you move your
eyes across the screen there is a very slight
wavering of the image; otherwise it appears
very steady, and scrolling is smooth.
Unfortunately, there is no tilt or swivel on
the unit. There is also no physical Reset
button; instead the machine is reset by
holding down the Shift, Extra and Exit keys
simultaneously.

To the right of the screen is a 3in. disc
drive using double -sided discs which have to
be flipped over manually. The formatted
capacity is 180K each side. It is regrettable,
though perfectly understandable, that
Amstrad went for this size rather than the
industry standard 3.5in. Clearly, Amstrad
was offered a deal it could not refuse for
using what are increasingly becoming the
pariahs of the storage world.

It is a sad fact that apart from people like
Tatung, practically no one is using this size.
However, if the Amstrad 8256 takes off in
the way it is likely to, it could keep the
demand above the critical point where it is
viable to produce them. There still remains
the problem of lack of third -party software,
though for a semi -dedicated machine like
the 8256 this is not so pressing. Amstrad has
also indicated that a number of leading
CP / M products like Supercalc II and
possibly dBase II and Ashton-Tate's Friday
will be coming through shortly.

To get inside the machine you simply

'111c ()puling menu of Locoscript.
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The block and phrase facility.

(continued on page 85)
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SAGE ACCOUNTANT
SALES, PURCHASE,
NOMINAL LEDGERS

TRIA, BALANCE
BALANCE E

S,HEET
PROFIT &

LOSS

FULL AUDIT TRAIL

REPORT GENERATOR
DATA ANALYSIS

DEPARTMENTAL/SALES/
PURCHASE ANALYSIS

AGED DEBTORS/
CREDITORS ANALYSIS

STATEMENTS & DEBT

CHASING LETTERS
AUTOMATIC & MANUAL

PAYMENTS ALLOCATION

PRINT SPOOLING

UPGRADEABILITY

COLOUR DISPLAYS
FOR

EASE OF USE

BUDGET
GET COMPARISON

REP

CASH SALES/PURCHASES

ONLY ONE
PROGRAM DISK

'LIVE' NOMINAL LEDGER

AUDITOR'S UTILITY

DIRECT END-USER

FULL COLOUR
MANUAL WITH

TUTORIAL AND BOOK-

KEEPING PROCEDURES

PRICE (excl. VAT)*

FULL FEATUREWEEKLY/

MI, ANONTD ALL REPHLY

PAYROORTSLL WITH
SSP, 0

N

PRICE WITH
PAYROLL (excl. VAT)*

SUPPORT

APRICOT ACCOUNTANT
SALES, PURCHASE,

LrJ NOMINAL LEDGERS

0 TRIAL BALANCE,
PROFIT &

LOSS, BALANCE SHEET

E3
FULL AUDIT TRAIL

0 REPORT GENERATOR
DATA ANALYSIS

0 DEPARTMENTAL/SALES/
PURCHASE ANALYSIS

AGED DEBTORS/
CREDITORS ANALYSIS

0 STATEMENTS & DEBT

CHASING LETTERS

0 AUTOMATIC & MANUAL

PAYMENTS ALLOCATION

0 PRINT SPOOLING

0 UPGRADEABILITY

0 COLOUR
DISPLAYS FOR

EASE OF USE

0 BUDGET COMPARISON

REPORT

0 CASH SALES/PURCHASES

0 ONLY ONE
PROGRAM DISK

0 'LIVE' NOMINAL
LEDGER

0 AUDITOR'S UTILITY

[iD DIRECT END -USER

SUPPORT
UR MANUAL WITH

£495

£595

FULL COLO

KEEPING PROCEDURES

PRICE (excl. VAT)*

TUTORIAL AND
BOOK -

aa

PEGASUS
SALES, PURCHASE,
NOMINAL LEDGERS

TRIAL BALANCE
PROFIT &

LOSS, BAL SHEET

FULL AUDIT TRAIL

REPORT GENERATOR
DATA ANALYSIS

DEPARTMENTAL/SALES/
PURCHASE ANALYSIS

AGED DEBTORS/
CREDITORS ANALYSIS

STATEMENTS & DEBT

CHASING LETTERS
AUTOMATIC & MANUAL

PAYMENTS ALLOCATION

PRINT SPOOLING

UPGRADEABILITY

COLOUR DISPLAYS
FOR

EASE OF USE

£1380

BUDGET COMPARISON
REPORT

CASH SALES/PURCHASES

ONLY ONE
PROGRAM DISK

'LIVE' NOMINAL LEDGER

AUDITOR'S UTILITY

DIRECT END -USER

FULL FEATURE
WEEKLY/

MONTHLY
PAYROLL WITH SSP, 0

NI, AND ALL REPORTS

PRICE WITH * 475
PAYROLL (excl. VA

SUPPORT
FULL COLOUR

MANUAL WITH

TUTORIAL ANBOOK-
KEEPING PROCEDURES

PRICE (excl. VAT)* £975
FULL FEATURE WEEKLY/

MONTHLY PAYOLL
WITH SSP,

NI, AND ALL RREPORTS

PRICE WITH

0

PAYROLL (excl. VAT)*E19300
*Kt

AS YOU CAN SEE
ITALL COMES DOWN TO

THE BOTTOM LINE
Some naive individuals still believe that a higher

price automatically guarantees higher performance.
These misguided souls are happily shelling out for
accounting programs that give them little or no change from
21, 000, when Sage Accountant would leave them change
from £500. Their mistaken belief is that, at that
price, Sage can't possibly be as good.

Actually, Sage isn't that
good. It's better. Out of the
19 important functions listed
above, Apricot provides a mere
12, while Pegasus does only
slightly better with 13. Sage
Accountant has got the lot.
For roughly half the price.

Whatever your needs, opt
for Sage. The most competitively
priced accounting package on the
market also happens to be the best.
*Comparisons relate to versions for Apricot PC, IBM PC
and compatibles. Sage programs are available for a wide
range of MS-DOS .

Sage Accountant is just one member of the Sage family of
compatible and upgradeable accounting programs.
Choose the one to suit your needs from:
SAGE FINANCIAL CONTROLLER 2995+ VAT (401 Qtr. '85)

SAGE ACCOUNTANT PLUS 2695+ VAT
SAGE ACCOUNTANT 2495 +VAT
SAGE BOOKKEEPER 2295+ VAT

SAGE
Please send me more details of Sage Accounting
Programs and my nearest dealer.
Name:

Position:

Company:

Address:

Tel:
Sagesoft plc., NEI House, Regent Centre,
Newcastle upon Tyne NE3 3DS.
Tel: 091 284 7077. Telex: 53623 SAGESL G.

BM -TER SAGE TI IAN SORRIII
PC11,85
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III REVIEW

(confined from page 83)

release a few screws. What is revealed is an
almost anorexic interior. Apart from the
power -supply unit, there is only one board
- and even that looks half empty. In fact
there are only about 18 chips altogether,
including eight 256Kbit RAM chips. Next to
the RAM there is space for another 256K.

The board has been simplified to this
extent by using three main chips apart from
the Z -80A. One handles the disc, another
the printer, and a third custom chip from
NEC everything else. One benefit of this
approach is the high degree of reliability it
should entail.

The 8256 has no separate ROM chips, and
so all software is loaded from disc. The
machine is designed principally as a semi -
dedicated word processor, and comes with
Locoscript software bundled in. This has
been written by the same company which
has produced the Mallard Basic - see the
box on page 82 for details. Many of the team
who produced it had previously worked on a
high -quality and high -price dedicated
word-processing system called Diamond.
Locoscript shows its heritage in its
comprehensive facilities and the wide use of
dedicated keys.

PARTITION CLASSES
The basic approach is to use menus along

the top of the screen with further pull -down
options. The opening screen handles all disc
operations. In addition to disc A and an
optional second disc, use is also made of the
generous quantity of RAM to set up a RAM
disc, called M. Typically this has a capacity
of about 100K. Each drive can be divided
into a maximum of eight partitions, shown
on the screen as separate columns of files.
Partition classes are shown above the
columns. Files can be transferred between
the various partition classes on all of the discs
from the main menu of commands, called
up using the functions keys which lie along-
side the numeric keypad. Deleted files, also
handled from here, remain as so-called
limbo files which can be recovered until the
space is needed for fresh files.

From this menu you can also print out
files. To do this, you simply position the
cursor over the relevant file and press P.
There is also the option of direct printing,
using the 8256 like a standard electronic
typewriter. After text has been entered,
pressing Return sends it straight to the
printer. This facility is useful for filling in
forms and such like.

Creating a file is a special case of editing,
since each partition contains a template

Ig':'

-Layout
f1:Shou

t '0 X ,I Mg ex., Tin er ik e, ISITM '1

-P112 -LS1 -LP6 Page 1 line 1 of 54

f2=La out f3=Em hasis f4=St le f5=Lines f8=Pa.es f7=Modes f8=Blocks EXI
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This shows the wide range of styles available on the Amstrad 8256.
Some, like underlining, show up in the text on the screen. Others, like
bold, will onl show up on printing, Changes of pitch cause the number
of words on a line to change, but the actual arrangement of letters
remains unchanged.V
P

All style changes can be indicated within the body of the text by
showing the various control codes which are normally hidden. 0
P

e

V

For example (dold)this is bold(-Iold), (gtalic)this is italic( -.Italic), (:+.UL)_

Its underline illag(HUL). 0

Other options include (SupeR)supercript (-SupeR) and (nuB)subscript(-SuB). v

0

Pitch can also be altered. Normally the pitch is set to 12,_ as here.
(iTitch10)But this is in N pitch, (+litchi?) and this is 17 pitch. (41itch12)v
V

V

cgitchlaD)It is also possible to include
double width characters very simply. (flitch12)V
P
(eitchPS)Other refinements include the ability to print out text using proporti
spacing, which lends copy a particularly professional air, and is an
advanced feature for a micro like the Amstrad to have. (.+.Pitch10)V

this is bold, this is italic _,;._._

aa only,

inrpo.., s.--4,.e :,,nr-1 QubiT.cript

this is bold, this is italic, ualaso be altered
.11e._ only.

is include %,-,p.... v. c , 1 1,t and Sult,%cript
.L7.:4. 1 -- '-' ' - -..' -= so be altered. Normally the pitch

.s in 10 pitch, and this is 17 pitch,
Top: Printer -control
codes can be shown
on -screen.
Above: Draft -quality 1 c:0 possible -t o ioutput.
Right: NLQ output.

which is loaded when you create a file within
that particular class. For example, you could
set up a letters partition which automatically
enters your address in the top right-hand
corner on every document. To edit a named
file, you simply place the cursor over the
name and press E. To confirm, you then
press the Enter key, positioned in the
bottom right-hand corner. This key is used
throughout the word processor to enter
commands, and is quite distinct from
Return, which inserts Carriage Returns only.

The editing screen also has a small menu
of commands labelled by function keys
along the top as with the disc -management
menu. In addition to the file name and

BASIC BENCHMARKS
Running the standard Benchmarks gave figures very close to those of the Amstrad
CPC -464. This places the 8256 well up the league table, and ahead of both the BBC
B and the IBM PC.

BM I BM2 BM3 BM4 BM5 BM6 BM7 BM8 Av.
Amstrad PCW-8256 -Z -80A 1.0 3.4 9.5 9.7 10.2 18.9 29.9 33.5 14.5
Amstrad CPC -464 -Z -80A 1.2 3.4 9.3 9.7 10.3 19.2 30.4 34.3 14.7
BBC B - 6502 1.0 3.1 8.3 8.7 9.2 13.9 21.9 52.0 14.8
IBM PC - 8088 1.2 4.8 11.7 12.2 13.4 23.3 37.4 30.0 16.8

printer condition, a status line indicates the
settings for line spacing and line pitch, and
there is also an indication of page and line
number.

Cursor movement is effected via a huge
battery of keys and commands. You can use
the cursor keys alone, or in combination
with the Shift key if you need to move more
quickly. Some of the numeric keys are
configured to move to the end of the line,
end of the page or to the next paragraph.
Using Shift with them gives further
variations, and using any of them with the
Alt key reverses the direction in which they
act. Also on the keypad is a Find and
Exchange facility.

Similarly, copy and paste keys allow you
to excise sections and move them around. A
particular powerful feature in this context is
Locoscript's handling of blocks and phrases.
When you cut or copy, you can save the text
to one of 10 blocks or 26 phrases, depending
on the length. These can be kept and used
throughout the document. They can also be
saved permanently to disc.

As characters are entered in the body of
existing text, the line splits to make room.
After you have inserted or deleted text, it is

(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

necessary to press Relay for a reformatting to
take place. This normally ripples through to
the end of the paragraph affected.

To save a file you press Exit. A menu
drops down offering options to Save and
Continue, Save and Print or just Exit. Saving
to disc is reasonably fast; the main problem
is in returning to editing. After saving, the
cursor is placed at the head of the text, and
you then have to scroll through the file to
reach the end. There does not seem to be a
Jump option to take you straight there.

The menu called down by pressing fl
gives you control over aspects of on -screen
appearance. For example, you can turn on or
off on -screen signalling of Carriage Returns
and tabs, and blanks and spaces can be
indicated throughout a document. All such
features are turned on or off using yet more
specialised keys, marked + and - , and
situated to the left and right of the space
bar. To enter a command you press Enter; to
cancel a menu you use the Can key.

The f2 key lets you set up and use various
layouts, such as a document's tab settings,
decimal tab settings, paragraph indents and
margins. Several different layouts can be
used within the 'same document.

From the fl menu you can also hide or
show the various control codes used to mark
changes to boldface, superscript and so on.
The commands for this are handled from the
f3 and f4 pull -down menus. As well as
standard options like italic, full underline
and word underline, of particular note is the
range of pitches available - from 10 to 17
-- as well as proportional spacing. Coupled
with the NLQ printing, this last feature
makes for extremely professional -looking
output.

SOFT HYPHENS
Other standard features include centring

and right justification of text. There is a
range of provision of hard spaces - that is,
those which cannot be split - and soft
hyphens which 'can. These are controlled
from f5, along with line spacing and line
pitch. Altering the line spacing does not
produce any change on -screen, only at
printout. Similarly, from f6 you can bind
together groups of lines to ensure that they
are not split at the end of a page. Generally,
Locoscript is very intelligent about the
handling of page breaks.

The f7 key deals with various peripheral
tasks. For example, you can enter the disc -
management menu, and print out other
files while you are editing. You can also
insert entire files in the body of your present
text, which is very useful. A small text can be
set up as an aide -me -moire, identifying the
contents of the whole file. This can be read
from the disc -management menu, and saves
loading an entire file.

From here you also handle headers and
footers, though this seems to entail scrolling
through a document back to the beginning,
which is time-consuming. As befits a word
processor of some sophistication, the
facilities are quite extensive. For example,
you can set up different headers and footers

on odd and even pages, and for the first and
last pages of the document. Unfortunately,
the price you pay for this is a slightly obscure
structure which involves much to-ing and
fro-ing. Despite prolonged efforts I was
unable to set up automatic pagination.

As an alternative to using the function
keys' pull -down menus, most commands
can be accessed using the + and - keys.
Pressing + brings down a condensed menu.
Options are selected from it using one- or
two -letter codes. Similarly, the - key is
used to terminate some commands. There is
a slight delay after pressing the + or - key,
and if you enter the codes immediately, you
can bypass even these compressed menus.

Yet another dedicated key, marked Ptr,
calls up the special printer commands, also
displayed along the top of the screen. The
most important of these shows the current

PCW-8256

PC VERDICT ,
k,0 k /
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Performance i
Ease of use 1111

Documentation III III . 
Value for money

EUnbeatable value as a word
processor. It remains to be seen how
useful it will be as a straight CP/M
machine.

defaults for single -sheet or continuous
stationery, and draft or NLQ mode. In draft
mode, printing is bi-directional; NLQ
requires two sweeps in the same direction.
The NLQ in particular is of very high
quality, quite good enough for business
correspondence.

All in all, Locoscript is a very powerful
professional word processor. There is little
that cannot be accomplished on it, but this
versatility is achieved at the cost of some-
times rather complicated command
structures. However, those who are content
to use its main facilities will find it straight-
forward enough. If it has any faults, it is in
the way that you are occasionally obliged to
scroll through a long document, which can
be slow.

Locoscript is accompanied by an
impressively thick spiral -bound book, which
also contains details of CP/ M Plus. The
documentation is excellent: clearly written,
jargon -free and well illustrated. It also
appears complete, which is rare enough for a
new machine.

As far as CP /M Plus is concerned, the
implementation is fairly standard. There is a
transient program area of 61K, and a RAM
disc of 112K. Programs written to run under
CP/ M Plus on the Amstrad CPC -6128
should work provided there are no calls to
firmware. Of note is the Paper command
which allows different paper sizes to be
handled. Pressing the Ptr key adds a printer
command line along the bottom of the
screen, from which draft or NLQ can be set

along with other parameters. As with Loco -
script, pressing Extra and Prt produces a
handy screen dump. As well as standard
utilities, the GSX graphics extensions are
also provided.

Together with Mallard Basic, the 8256
comes bundled with DR Logo. Since the
8256 is best suited to serious rather than
educational use, this seems to have more to
do with the economics of bundling than any
kind of grand strategy.

THINKING BIG
Amstrad has said that it hopes to ramp up

production to 40,000 units per month by
the end of the year, so clearly it is thinking
big. Already it has announced that in
addition to the second 1Mbyte disc drive,
which will be internal and fitted by the
dealer as part of the £159 plus VAT cost,
there is a serial interface coming for £65 plus
VAT. These products are likely to further
enhance the appeal for serious users.

Already, the Amstrad 8256 looks a very
strong contender for the office. As a stand-
alone word processor, it is powerful enough
to handle all day-to-day taks, yet so cheap as
to undercut dedicated machines by a huge
factor. Similarly, because of its price, it will
be worth investing in one for any manager
wishing to use it for occasional word
processing, spreadsheets and possibly
electronic mail, or just to learn about
micros: even a simple computer course
would probably cost more.

Finally, it offers a very competitive
package for DP departments wishing to
provide intelligent terminals with printers,
hooked up to the company mini or main-
frame. Already HM Systems has produced a
networked system including the 8256 and
the Minstrel computer, running under
Turbodos, called the Amstrel. It seems the
Amstrad Personal Computer Word
Processor is all things to all people.

CONCLUSIONS
E The Amstrad 8256 is a complete, usable
word-processing system for £399 plus VAT.
This includes a dot-matrix printer with speeds
of 90cps draft quality and 20cps NLQ.
E The Locoscript word processor is very
powerful, and lets you do practically every-
thing you want. The price you pay for this is a
somewhat complex command structure.
E Bundled with the 8256 is CP/M Plus, Mallard
Basic and DR Logo, which is a generous
allowance by any standards. The provision of
keyed random access within the Basic is a
considerable achievement.
liThe general production quality of the
hardware, software and manuals is very high.
Particularly impressive is the low chip count.
E Those with small hands may find the design
of the keyboard frustrating.
E The VDU's phosphor is a particularly garish
green which some may find unacceptable.
E There is currently little software for the 8256
apart from the bundled packages. However,
its use of CP/M Plus holds out the hope that
packages available under that operating
system may trickle through.
III1Expansion is limited to an additional disc
drive, more RAM and one external edge
connector.
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`spectacular value for money'
Personal Computer World, October 1985

'The Amstrad PCW8256 . . . must represent a "best buy" for anyone
who wants to do word processing and run a computer at home. It is
also suitable for business use for people-from clerks to managing
directors. The low cost - £399 ex VAT - makes itcompetitive with
electronic typewriters, and the extra facilities of the micro are thrown
in virtually for free. From The Guardian,

5th September 1985

a very good
word processor'
Personal Computer World, October 1985
Included in this Amstrad package is a very
powerful dedicated Word Processor
suitable for the first time user. Features
include pagination, automatic paragraph
alignment, plus many editing facilities.

AMSTRAD
PCW 8256
FEATURE
CHECK

 256k RAM
Big memory to handle
today's software.

 BUILT-IN 3"
DISK DRIVE
Fast loading and storing
with 180k formatted
capacity per side of disk.

82 -KEY
KEYBOARD
8 function keys,
numeric keypad plus
dedicated word
processor keys
including Cancel, Cut,
Copy and Paste.

 GREEN SCREEN
MONITOR
Massive 90 columns
by 32 lines. Can
display 50% more on-
screen data than a
normal 80 x 24
monitor.

 DUAL MODE
PRINTER
Providing Near Letter
Quality text at 20
characters per second,
Draft Quality text at 90
cps. Automatic paper
feed system.

 SOFTWARE
LocoScript Word
Processor. CP/M Plus
Operating System, giving
access to thousands of
commercial software
programs. Plus DR
-Logo, Mallard Basic.

IrAIXOnS BRITAIN'S LEADING COMPUTER STORE

280 BRANCHES NATIONWIDE
For your nearest Dixons shop simply use Dixons 01-581 226824 HOUR PHONE SERVICE

SI EXPERT SERVICE Only Dixons has detailed knowledge and
experience of leisure technology products going back over 40 years. If you
have any questions of a technical nature. please don't hesitate to ask.

Offers subject to availability. APIR/pnces may vary locally. Instant Credit sublect to -status.- signed bankers order acceptable identity f recognised credit card. Chargecard by Club 24 Ltd. Written credit details from Dixons Ltd.,

1824 High Street. Edgware, Middx.
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III PREVIEW

PHILIPS YES
A MIXED BAG
By Jack Schofield

This 80186 -based machine
offers the speed of an AT at
the price of a PC.

Philips' oddly named new micro -
the company christened it " :Yes" ,
colon and all - packs an 8MHz

Intel 80186 -based system into a small, neat
box. This gives it the speed of an
80286 -based IBM PC/ AT, but at less than
half the price.

The price/performance ratio is attractive,
but not unique. In March this year we
reviewed a British micro that does the same
trick: the Research Machines Nimbus.
Indeed, the machines have many similar
features: the 80186 chip, 3.5in. disc drives,
ROM cartridge slot, etc. They even look the
same.

MULTI -NATIONAL
The major difference is that the RM

Nimbus is made by a small British company
that specialises in niche markets such as
education and networking. The Yes is made
by a multi -national with the power to put a
huge volume of machines on the inter-
national market. The preview sample was
transported from Vienna, where it was
designed and built by Philips Austria.

The Yes comes in two parts, a system box
and a detached keyboard. To that you have
to add a monitor; Philips supplies suitable
models. The system box features one or two
Teac 720K 3.5in. disc drives on the right,
and a ROM cartridge slot on the left, along
with a power -on LED and a Reset button.
The detached keyboard, which plugs in
underneath the machine, can be slid under
the system box when not in use.

On the back of the main unit there are
power in and out sockets, an on/off switch
and a number of ports. The standard ones
are monochrome composite video and audio
sockets, an RS -232 port terminating in a
DIN plug, and two edge connectors from
the motherboard. These provide interfaces
for a parallel printer and an external floppy -
disc drive. Further ports can be added on a
modular basis.

A panel on the left-hand side of the
machine lifts off to allow up to two
expansion boards to be slotted inside, under
the motherboard. The expansion card
supplied with the review machine carried
512K of RAM, a SASI-type hard -disc inter-
face, a mouse port, and a clock/calendar
with battery backup. The extra ports are
accessed by lifting panels on the back of the

system box. The SPI program Open Access is
also bundled with this board but was not
supplied for review.

Upgrading the basic 128K machine to a
total of 640K in this way took about 10
seconds. There were no screws to undo, no
DIP switches to set, and it was not even
necessary to move the monitor for access.

Another panel on the left of the machine
turned out not to be a panel at all, but a
removable plastic box containing the
monitor connection. A number of options
are available to cope with the video -display
systems used in the wide range of countries
Philips sells to. The one tested was an RGB
module with a DIN plug and an IBM -style
nine -pin D -connector.

All the pin -out identification was very
neatly moulded into the plastic surround -
a simple idea which could save hours of
hunting through impenetrable docu-
mentation or even circuit diagrams. The
facility to drive a standard television set is a
useful one, both for home users and for
executives who want to use the light and
portable system box at home.

Overall, the modular design of the Yes
will be an advantage to users and dealers,
who will be able to configure machines as
they want them without taking the lid off
the box. This is just as well considering the
vast number of screws used to bolt it all
together. It will also be to Philips's
advantage, in helping the company to
compete in an international marketplace.

KEYBOARD
When it came to the practical computing,

the Yes was something of a mixed bag.
The continental -style flat-topped keyboard
turned out to be awful, but Philips assures
us this version will not be supplied in the
U.K. A more conventional model with
sculptured key tops will be provided.

The keyboard layout was confusing, and
several of the keys were not implemented.
For example, there are two orange function

SPECIFICATION
CPU: Intel 80186 running at 8MHz
RAM: 128K standard, 640K enhanced
ROM: 64K announced - not supplied
in the review sample; cartridge slot for
32K, 64K or 128K module
Storage: one or two 720K 3.5in. discs
Keyboard: detached keyboard; U.K.
version to be announced
Display modes: 80 characters by 25
lines in text mode; graphics from 640 by
250 pixels in four colours to 160 by 250
in 16 colours
Ports: serial port, video and audio
sockets, floppy -disc and parallel printer
connectors; ROM cartridge slot
Video interface options: UHF
modulator, Scart connector, RGB TTL
monitor module
Software in price: DOS Plus, Basic
86, tutorial and utilities
Expansion card: 128K or 512K of
RAM, mouse port, hard -disc interface,
clock/calendar plus Open Access
software
Dimensions: 470mm. (18.5in.) x
372mm. (14.6in.) x 125mm. (4.9in.)
Weight: 6.6kg. (14.51b.) including
keyboard
Prices: 128K entry-level system with
one disc drive, £995; 256K enhanced
sysem with two drives, extra ports and
Open Access, £1,595; 640K enhanced
system, £1,795; prices do not include a
monitor or VAT
Manufacturer: Philips Austria,
Personal Computer Division, Breitenseer
Str 116, A-1141, Vienna
U.K. distributor: Systemstate, 01-391
5533; Kingsway Data, (09328) 68911
Available: November

keys - not alphanumeric keys - one of
which carries !, and the other a crossed -out !.
Also the keyboard did not follow the IBM
PC layout. This may lead to confusion when
different software houses transfer IBM
programs to the Yes and implement the keys
differently.

A Philips Monitor 80 was used for this
review, and its green screen produced a
sharp, stable image suitable for spreadsheet
work and word processing. However, flip-
ping the DIP switch inside the video
module, unplugging a Tandy colour
monitor from our IBM PC /XT and plugging
it into the Philips, produced only a scramble
of black and red lines, with no text in sight.

One particularly nice feature of the Yes
with the green screen is the speed at
which the video display is written. When

BENCHMARKS
BM1 BM2 BM3 BM4 BM5 BM6 BM7 BM8 Av.

Philips Yes - 80186 0.5 2.0 4.3 4.4 5.0 9.4 14.6 13.8 6.8
Compaq 286 Deskpro - 0.3 1.2 2.8 2.9 3.2 5.7 9.1 9.2 4.3
80286
RM Nimbus - 80186 0.5 1.8 3.9 4.0 4.6 8.5 13.2 13.0 6.2
IBM PCIAT - 80286 0.5 1.9 4.6 4.7 5.2 9.1 14.6 13.5 6.8
Olivetti M-24 - 8086 0.5 2.0 4.6 4.7 5.2 9.4 14.8 16.1 7.2

The standard Basic benchmark routines - see Practical Computing January 1984,
page 104 - were run on the Yes and comparable machines. All timings are in
seconds.
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The design is efficient as well as stylish.
Expansion cards can be fitted in seconds
(below) and changing the output module
is just as easy.

programming in Basic, that and the 80186
processor gave a sparkling performance. The
Basic Benchmarks were run on Basic 86
under both MS-DOS and DOS Plus - see
box - and produced the same average result
as an IBM PC/AT, 6.8 seconds. Unfor-
tunately, this performance was not carried
through to the version of WordStar
supplied, which ran at normal speed. I was
unable to improve it by reinstalling Word-
Star or reconfiguring the operating system.
The Yes would only deliver 8088 -type PC
performance, not an AT -like one.

A factor in the slowish speed of WordStar
was the slowness of the Teac 3.5in. discs.
Again, messing around with the operating
system and buffers brought no improve-

ment. Not being able to load a 5.25in. disc
containing our Bagshaw Disc Benchmarks
into the Yes, the slowness remains only on
impression. However, I hope this will be a
factor of the early machines only and that -
as happened with the Apricot - disc per-
formance will improve.

The Yes supplied for review had two
operating systems, Microsoft's MS-DOS
2.11 and Digital Research's DOS Plus, with
Philips claiming a certain amount of com-
patibility with both the IBM PC and the
Apricot. MS-DOS is a known quantity, and
performed to the usual high standard. DOS
Plus is a development of CP/ M and Con-
current DOS; it is claimed to run MS-DOS
programs, and to perform a certain amount
of concurrent processing. It can hold up to
four programs at once as virtual terminals,
assuming there is enough memory available.

CONCURRENCY
DOS Plus offers a hierarchical file

structure to match MS-DOS 2, batch files,
and an optional menu -driven front end
taken straight from Concurrent DOS. It
does useful things like label the function
keys and can run a digital clock in the
bottom right-hand corner of the screen.

After a tedious Ctrl -C back at the A>
prompt, DOS Plus was able to load and run
Basic 86 and WordStar from an MS-DOS
disc. A copy of Logistix also ran under both
operating systems. Lacking more 3.5in. soft-
ware, I was not able to test this further. Also,
I could find no way to use the concurrency
feature, which I assume was not imple-
mented. This, together with DOS Plus's

tendency to throw up strange characters
from the outer reaches of ASCII suggests
further work is needed on it.

Yes discs are said to be file compatible
with Apricot ones. However, I was unable to
load a WordStar file created on an Apricot
XI using either operating system on the Yes,
though it would read the disc directory.

Philips plans to supply DOS Plus on a
64K ROM as the standard operating system
for the Yes. At the time of writing, I would
take MS-DOS instead.

With both operating systems, Philips
claims IBM PC compatibility to the BIOS
level. That is to say, any IBM PC programs
that are well behaved and make their system
calls in an authorised manner should run on
the Yes once transferred to a 3.5in disc.
However, the real standard is the IBM PC
hardware, and any software that makes
direct calls to this, such as the Microsoft
Flight Simulator, clearly will not run.

SOFTWARE REQUIRED
Software houses will somehow have to be

persuaded to port IBM PC software across,
either by Philips or by large sales of the Yes.
So far Open Access runs fine, and indeed
this package is bundled with the upgrade
card and the more expensive Yes system.
Microsoft's GWBasic, Digital's DR Logo
and Gem are due from Philips, and Logistix
also runs. Lotus 1-2-3 and Ashton-Tate's
dBase III are said to be on the way. Clearly
the system is not as good a bet as a straight-
forward IBM compatible from the software
point of view, but it shows promise.

Philips is only just launching the Yes and
some things, such as the manuals, were not
available for this preview, or not supplied,
like Open Access. When the machine is
shipped the documentation should include
Getting Started, a User Guide, and a DOS
Plus manual. DOS Plus will be im-
plemented in ROM; unfortunately, it will
not include the virtual -consoles feature. MS-
DOS and a full Concurrent DOS should
follow in 1986.

Add-on boards scheduled for release
include a network board, which uses Cheap-
ernet with DR net software, an IEEE -488
board, and a wire -wrap board if you want to
add your own enhancements.

CONCLUSIONS
 The Philips Yes is a powerful micro which is
attractive for its modular design approach
and low price.
 Early samples of the software show some
rough edges, and need more work if the real
performance of the machine is to live up to its
specification.
 The inability to read standard IBM PC
5.25in. discs is a major drawback from the
software point of view. However, the
situation could change if or when IBM finally
moves to 3.5in discs.
 Philips believes the Yes will appeal to a
wide market, ranging from the home hobbyist
through education to full business use. There
is such a market, but Philips will have a tough
time getting its share, with competition like
Apricot, Research Machines and the forth-
coming Commodore Amiga.
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COMPATIBILITY PLUS STYLE
By Jack Schofield

IBM PC compatibility now comes in an elegant, well-built lap -portable package.

Intel 8088 running at 4.77MHz;
socket for 8087

256K, upgradable to 768K
79 -key detached with

cursor block and 10 function keys
liquid crystal display of 80

chracters by 25 lines, 640 by 200 pixels
720K 3.5in. disc drive;

optional 5.25in. and hard discs
RS -232C; expansion bus

carrying bag and battery
charger supplied

66mm. (12.6in.) x
290mm. (11.5in.) x 330mm. (13in.)

5kg. (111b.)
MS-DOS,

GWBasic, WordStar, Mailmerge,
Infostar, Calcstar, Mite, Polywindows,
Travelling Expense Manager

£1,711 plus VAT
Kaypro, U.K. Ltd, PO Box

59, Ilford, Essex IG4 5NG. Telephone:
(06286) 67547

now

aypro has become successful
through offering good -value
transportables with bundled soft-

ware, but its machines have always been
utilitarian in design. With the Kaypro 2000
IBM -alike, however, the company has
produced something different. It's small,
it's neat, and it has style.

The Kaypro 2000 is a briefcase -type port-
able micro with an Intel 8088 processor,
256K of RAM, 80 -character by 25 -line
screen, built-in 3.5in. 720K disc drive and
detached keyboard. The price also includes a
large bundle of software, a zip -up case and a
battery charger. The 2000 runs for about
four hours from its built-in lead -acid
batteries - the time depends mainly on the
amount of disc use - or can be used direct
from the mains.

Like previous Kaypro computers the 2000
is solidly made out of sheet metal. That, and
the batteries, mean it is not spectacularly
light at about 5kg. However, the system box
is small, flat and neat. It is quite easy to
carry, either in its shoulder bag or with the
carrying handle. In other words, this is a true
portable, like the Datavue 25 and Data
General One, not a transportable.

The case is made up of two metal
pressings, with a thick, ridged rubber
moulding around the join. This moulding
conceals a number of features, such as the
RS -232 port under a fold -out flap, the pull-
out carrying handle, and the catches to
release the lid. On the bottom of the case are
two sockets for American phone jacks, and a
100 -pin expansion bus hidden under a
plastic panel.

Lifting the Kaypro's lid reveals the LCD
screen, disc drive and keyboard. The disc is
on the right-hand side. The case pops up at
an angle for discs to be inserted. On the left-
hand side there is a hinged cover with space
to pack two 3.5in. discs. The keyboard
occupies the rest of the bottom of the case.
Being attached to the system only by a coiled

cable, it can be slid forward, or lifted out
altogether if desired.

This might seem a bit of a gimmick.
However, with many lap -tops it's a problem
getting both good screen illumination -
which is essential for LCDs - and a
comfortable typing position. Having a
detached keyboard helps.

The 77 -key keyboard does not follow the
IBM PC layout. The function keys have been
repositioned across the top. Cursor control is
by four separate dedicated keys, while the
numeric pad shares keys with the letters U, I,
0, J, K, L and M. However, the four cursor
keys still provide numbers too. An extra
Shift key, labelled with a blue box, has to be
used with the cursor keys for access to the Pg
Up, Pg Dn, Home and End functions. We
could not discover whether any of this affects
IBM compatability as - in the absence of a
5.25in. add-on drive - only the software
supplied by Kaypro on 3.5in. discs could be
used with the machine.

ALL YOU NEED
The software supplied includes the

familiar Micropro bundle of WordStar
with Mailmerge, Infostar and Calcstar,
Microsoft's MS-DOS 2.11 and GWBasic.
Extras are the communications package
Mite, Polywindows/ Kdesk and Travelling
Expense Manager.

Polywindows, a so-called desk -top
emulator, provides a calculator, memo pad,
index -card file, phone directory, calendar,
Grabber, Polykey and a puzzle. It consumes
90K of RAM. Kdesk is a cut -down version of
Polywindows with fewer utilities.

You switch on the Kaypro 2000 by
opening the lid. It counts its RAM, looks for
a disc to boot, then drops you into the
familiar PC-DOS/MS-DOS environment.
The ROM BIOS, from Phoenix Software, is
known to provide a high level of IBM
compatibility. The system is booted from an
MS-DOS disc. Kaypro provides some good

BM1 BM2 BM3 BM4 BM5 BM6 BM7 BM8 Av.
Kaypro 2000 - 8088 1.0 4.2 9.3 9.7 10.6 19.4 30.2 30.7 14.4
Olivetti M-24 - 8086 0.5 2.0 4.6 4.7 5.2 9.4 14.8 16.1 7.2
ACT Apricot - 8086 1.5 4.8 10.4 10.8 12.2 22.8 35.5 34.0 16.5
IBM PC - 8088 1.2 4.8 11.7 12.2 13.4 23.3 37.4 30.0 16.8

The standard Basic Benchmarks - see Practical Computing, January 1984 page 104
- were run on the Kaypro 2000. All times are in seconds.
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KAYPRO 2000
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I If you want an IBM -alike portable
and accept 3.5in. discs, the Kaypro's
solidity, style and bundled software
make it an attractive option.

,

copying and setup routines, and most users
should be able to adapt one of the batch files
to load, say, Polywindows on start-up.

On test, the disc drive made an odd
vibrating/chiming sound when first reading
a disc. Raising the cover to insert a disc also
revealed a regrettable shortage of shrouding
to keep out dust. The screen proved fairly
difficult to read, even after the contrast had
been increased by pressing Ctrl -Alt -f2.
Partly this was the usual limitation of all
80 -character LCD screens, but it was also
caused by the hinged lid being too vertical.
An extra couple of notches to let you tilt
the screen further back would increase
readability. However, the removable
keyboard helps here. The 79 -key keyboard is
of the full -travel type, and quite usable for
word processing.

All the bundled software performed

PRACTICAL COMPUTING November 1985

correctly from the three discs supplied.
WordStar and its chums are well-known
packages, and if you like them, you get
value for money from what is essentially free
software.

Travelling Expense Manager, from
Travelling Software Inc., is a disc -orientated
menu -driven package operated via the
function keys. It works using a category
code, an account code and a fund such as
cash, cheque or choice of a range of credit
cards, thus providing for full accountability
and a wide range of reports.

POLYW IN DOWS
Polywindows, from Polytron Corp., is a

RAM -resident program much like Borland's
Sidekick, but more powerful. It uses a pull -
down menu system, has overlapping
windows, and does lots of neat things. For
example, when you use the file of index
cards, it shows you the top of the next card
behind it. There's an extra calculator for
hex, octal, binary and decimal, as well as the
regular type. Polykey provides a macro
facility. Grabber enables you to grab things
from one document and move them to
another.

You also have access to seven DOS
functions from Polywindows, for file and
directory handling. And if you're won-
dering, the puzzle is one of those four-by-
four rectangles with numbers from 1 to 15
mixed up; you have to put them in order.
Not only is Polywindows/Kdesk useful, it is
impressively fast. Most operations seem
instantaneous.

The detached keyboard is unusual for a
lap portable, but it helps when placing
the LCD screen for the best viewing
positions.

The Kaypro 2000 performed up to the
standard of a typical 8088 -based IBM
look -alike. This is average, rather than
spectacular, by today's desk -top standards.
If it seems unfair to judge a portable by
these, bear in mind that the price precludes
most people from buying it as a second
machine.

Unfortunately, as with the Data General
One, the screen is just not legible enough for
it to serve as a desk -top computer. Kaypro
plans to solve this problem by offering an
expansion box which will sit underneath the
2000 to provide expansion slots and other
facilities. It should also be possible to add a
full monitor. The 2000 would then, with its
detached keyboard, be usable both as a
desk -top and a portable micro.

Another option Kaypro should consider is
offering a back -lit LCD screen like those
used in the Zenith Z-171 and Sharp
PC -7000 micros. Backlighting greatly
enhances the readability of even quite small
LCDs. Both of these developments might
open up a market for the Kaypro 2000. At
present, nice though the machine is, its
chances must be slim.

CONCLUSIONS
IIIThe Kaypro 2000 is one of the best battery -
powered full -spec portables yet released.
IIIThe bundled software makes the Kaypro
good value to people who need this type of
machine.
II1The screen is not legible enough for this to be
a first -choice microcomputer purchase. With a
back -lit LCD option it would earn a wider
following. Li121
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I MAC CHARLIE
IMITATING IBM
By Ian Stobie

Most top modern software
packages run on either the
IBM PC or the Macintosh,
but few run on both. Mac
Charlie brings the two rival
camps together.

Mac Charlie uses a direct physical
approach to bringing the Mac and
IBM PC worlds together. It is a

complete IBM-compatible computer, minus
the screen. You fit the hardware to the
Macintosh and then you can run either Mac
or IBM -software, displaying both on the Mac
screen. The idea is that there are lots of
people who really want Macintoshes, but are
compelled by company policy to get an IBM
compatible. With Mac Charlie you can have
both - for a price.

Mac Charlie is available in two versions, a
single -drive system with 256K RAM for
£1,650 plus VAT and a twin -drive 640K
system for £2,450. So the price of a
reasonably powerful Macintosh system with
Mac Charlie is around f4,500. At such prices
Mac Charlie is unlikely to appeal to many
individual purchasers. But if you really want
to run both Mac and IBM PC software the
only alternative is to have both machines.

When you get it out of its packing Mac
Charlie looks somewhat ridiculous. How-
ever, the system fits together in a straight-
forward fashion and it works when you turn
it on. The Mac main unit sits on a baseplate
which holds it next to Mac Charlie's disc -
drive unit. The same box also houses the
RAM and the 8088 processor.

Your existing Mac keyboard slides into a
keyboard expansion unit which comes with
Mac Charlie. The result is an IBM -style
keyboard with function keys and numeric
keypad. The keyboard unit is excellent; it
matches the Mac's existing keyboard exactly,
both in construction and feel. This is un-
surprising as Mac Charlie's manufacturer,
Dayna Communications of Utah, gets its

keyboard from Alps, the same supplier as
Apple.

Mac Charlie comes with two system discs,
one 3.5 in. disc for the Mac and a 5.25in. for
the IBM side of the operation. You boot up
from the Mac disc, and a menu comes up on
a Mac -style screen. From this you select
either Mac's Finder, and run a Mac appli-
cation in the normal way, or you boot MS-
DOS from the 5.25in. disc.

MS-DOS comes up inside a normal
Macintosh window on the Mac screen. The
MS-DOS supplied with Mac Charlie is the
latest version, MS-DOS 3.10. Inside the
window you can run IBM software and issue
MS-DOS commands; outside the window a
normal Macintosh environment remains,
with Mac pull -down menus along the top of
the screen.

You cannot run both Mac and IBM
programs at the same time, but you can use
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c.,

..k,

co o' 00 ,i,;(2

Performance II M

Ease of use IN

Documentation MI

Value for money

If you want a Mac but your company
has a "buy IBM" policy Mac Charlie is
probably the answer.

Mac desk accessories and most Mac editing
commands inside the MS-DOS window. For
example, you could bring up the Mac
calculator over WordStar and paste results
into your document. You can also use the
Mac notebook to store MS-DOS commands.
Anything pasted in from the Mac world
outside the MS-DOS window is interpreted
as input from the keyboard, so the pasted
commands are acted on immediately.

Communication between the environ-

BENCHMARKS
Mac Charlie runs the standard Basic Benchmarks slightly faster than the IBM PC. We
were using the GWBasic supplied with Mac Charlie running under MS-DOS 3.10.
Application packages appear to run more slowly on Mac Charlie than these figures
suggest because screen updating takes longer than on an IBM PC.

BM I BM2 BM3 BM4 BM5 BM6 BM7 BM8 Av.
Mac Charlie - 8088 1.1 4.4 9.8 10.2 11.1 21.2 31.5 33.2 15.3
IBM PC - 8088 1.2 4.8 11.7 12.2 13.4 23.3 37.4 30.0 16.8

- *- .....

SPECIFICATION
Description: IBM-compatible add-on
computer for the Macintosh; main box
with Intel 8088 processor, 256K or 640K
of RAM, one or two 320K 5.25in. floppy -
disc drives
Keyboard: add-on unit with 10 IBM -
style function keys and a numeric keypad,
fits around Mac's existing keyboard
Display: uses Mac's 9in. screen
Expansion: optional expansion chassis
which will not take graphics or colour
cards
Software in price: MS-DOS 3.1,
GWBasic, file -transfer utilities
Manufacturer: Dayna
Communications, Salt Lake City, Utah,
U.S.A.
Price: £1,650 plus VAT with one drive
and 256K; £2,450 with twin drives and
640K
U.K. supplier: Technology
Advancement (U.K.) Ltd, Unit 1, Ashfield
Road, Salisbury, Wiltshire SP2 7EW.
Telephone: (0722) 338484
Available: now

ments is text only, and you cannot paste Mac
graphics. We ran Supercalc 3 and various
IBM word processors without any trouble.
We were able to transfer IBM text files across
to Macwrite, where graphics can be added
and founts changed.

Mac Charlie does have one major
limitation: it only emulates the basic IBM
monochrome/text environment, not graph-
ics. Consequently you cannot run Windows,
Gem or other software which depends on
extended graphics or colour. Neither will
you be able to get the best from some
standard packages. We got only rudi-
mentary charts from Supercalc and no charts
at all from Lotus 1-2-3. However, for the
time being the majority of IBM software
works in the standard monochrome text
environment.

CONCLUSIONS
MI Although the concept is unusual Mac
Charlie is well made and it works. Apart from
the inability to handle graphics or colour, IBM
compatibility seems to be good.
 If you want Mac Charlie purely for copying
data between the Mac and on IBM PC there
are cheaper solutions.
 Mac Charlie is primarily intended for corp-
orate markets, where it will probably sell in
reasonable quantities - at the same time
adding to the Macintosh's credibility as a
serious business machine.
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ESOFTWARE REVIEW

Together with its accessory
packages, Borland's
implementation provides a
fast, comprehensive
program -development
environment.

Borland's Turbo Pascal is one of the
most comprehensive stand-alone
implementions of a Pascal dev-

elopment environment yet to appear. It
comprises a full-blown text editor, a Pascal
compiler and all necessary run-time
functions in only 39K of code. For around
f300 you can equip yourself with a fully
fledged integrated development system.

If you have 256K of RAM you can hold up
to 64K of text in memory, and edit, compile
and run it without exiting to DOS.
Obviously this is fast. One of my 2,300 -line
database programs compiles in about 40
seconds including reading in about 1,000
lines of Include files from a hard disc.
Pressing R then instantly runs the compiled
version; no linking procedure is required.

Turbo Pascal also deals with errors in a
particularly convenient way. If a compiler
error is detected, the compilation auto-
matically restarts in diagnostic mode. When
the error is found, the editor is activated and
the cursor is placed at the point of error,
along with a suitable message. If a run-time
error occurs, the compiler is automatically
activated - the source code being still in
memory - and again the cursor is placed
where the system thinks the error occurred.

When the program is ready you can save
the compiled version as a Com file, via an
easily selected menu option. It can then be
executed as a stand-alone program. If an
error occurs, you simply note the program
counter readout, load the original source
program and use the Find option to detect
where the error occurred.

The programs Turbo Pascal produces are
compact. The run-time library only adds a
12K overhead to whatever you produce,
compared to 35K for IBM Pascal. You are
restricted to a maximum of 64K code per
program Corn file, but you can circumvent
this very neatly by using CHN files to
chain to relevant parts of the package.
Alternatively you add an Overlay tag to a

TURBO PASCAL

PC VERDICT
ok'

<'
.J. c? 4,;° (' 0 4-'o 1

44,Q P 0
Performance

Ease of use   
Documentation . III .
Value for money  
El have never worked in a better
environment -a bargain at £60. Only
the Graphics Toolbox is less than
excellent.

TURBO
PASCAL 3.0
THE ACCEPTABLE
FACE OF PASCAL
By Barry C ar

SPECIFICATION
Description: full -feature Pascal
environment comprising editor, compiler
and run-time library
Runs on: IBM PC, MS-DOS, Apple II
Publisher: Borland International, Scotts
Valley, California, U.S.A.
U.K. suppliers: Softsel, telephone
01-568 8866; P & P Micro Distributors
Ltd, telephone (0706) 217744
Price: Turbo Pascal £60; Turbo Tutor
£30; Turbo Toolbox £47; Graphics
Toolbox £47
Availability: now

procedure declaration and Turbo will
handle the overlay structure for you. Version
3.01 will even let you activate overlays while
running in memory mode, and will also
trace any errors which occur in the overlay
files. Full support is provided for DOS 2.00
directories, and reading command -line
parameters.

Like most other implementations Turbo
Pascal adds string types to the traditional
Jensen and Wirth language, along with a set
of functions and procedures for string
manipulation. The STR() and VAL()
functions act like their Basic equivalents and
seem unique to Turbo.

Turbo provides excellent screen handling
and DOS access features. It is possible, for
example, to interactively insert or delete
complete lines, return the cursor position,

delineate screen windows, and set text fore-
ground and background colours. With
Microsoft and IBM Pascals you are
dependent on third -party packages for
screen handling.

There can be little doubt that Turbo is
fast, but Borland's reported benchmarks
should be interpreted with caution. To test
Borland's claims that "execution speed is a
real plus over other compiled programs" I
took a seven -point spline curve -fit with
100 back interpolations, transcendental
evaluations and sequentially writing/
reading 1,000 40 -character records to floppy
disc. I then used Turbo Pascal and IBM
version 2.00 Pascal with and without 8087
support, and compared these with inter-
preted and compiled Microsoft Basic.

The spline program occupies 200 lines.
Turbo gives a very fast compilation and the
program is then ready to run. With IBM
Pascal development is exceedingly tedious,
and Basic compilation is no hare either.
Turbo executes more slowly than both IBM
Pascal and compiled Basic, so where does
this leave Borland's claims? Turbo executes
the transcendental evaluations faster than
IBM Pascal. The program chosen by Borland
includes transcendental evaluation, and this
is why it runs on faster on Turbo. The spline
program, which uses only reals, does not
show an edge over IBM Pascal. Use of Turbo
87 has no effect on real -number processing,
so don't buy it unless you really need it.
Turbo really flies on disc accessing.

TURBO EXTENSIONS
Two very useful extensions of Turbo are supplied as Borland's Toolbox. The first is an
ISAM package which is simply Included in your applications package. I was recently
asked to write a full -feature orders management package at short notice. After eight
hours work with Turbo Pascal the first orders were being printed and booked in from
a relational database of four data files and six index files. File access is fast: a
sequential, multiple conditional search through 200 193 -character records took about
two seconds; keyed access is about 0.1 second per index per record retrieval.
Unfortunately, under certain conditions, there seems to be a problem with heap
management which causes strange side effects on the database files. This is presently
under investigation by Borland, and should certainly not deter you from trying the
routines. If databases are your area, you will not be disappointed. Ensure that you use
version 1.01 of the Toolbox and 3.00 or higher of Turbo.

Toolbox also contains a very smart application of the Quicksort procedure. It is very
easy to use and fast. Sorting priorities are determined by a user -written function Less,
which can be as simple or as complex as required.

Turbo Pascal caters for graphics with a UCSD-equivalent turtle graphics. This can
be augmented by Borland's Graphics Toolbox, a set of routines which offer true
windowing, the ability to move windows on the screen, and simple calls for pie charts,
histograms, curve -fitting and point plotting.
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MSOFTWARE REVIEW

program TurboTester;
Conat

MaxIterationa  10000; (conventional constant)

Var (variables !load by program must be explicitly )

1 integer; ( declared by name and by type )

Arg, Result : reel;
Start,Finieh real;

Function Time: Real;

Type (Note ALL DOS registers available to Turbo)
RegieterPack  record

case integer of
1: (AX.BX,CX,DX,BP,S1,DI,DS,ES,FLAGS: integer);
2: (AL,AH,BL,BH,CL,CH,01.,DH : byte );

end;
Her

RecPack Rag letarPack;
Hour,Min,Sec : String(2);

begin
RocPack.AX, 02C00; (Note AX is prefixed with record identifier)
MaDoe(RetcPack);
With RecPeck do (WITH neatly lets you omit RecPeck. prefix )

begin
(Borland's exotic way of getting the t1me)
str(CX shr 13,hour); (convert to string)
atr(CX mod 256,ein); (note time of 'bit')
etr(OX ahr i,eec); (operator 'shr' (also &hi) )

writeln('Time:

(Now my Pleblen (easter, more obvious??) way]
(hours) (mina) (secs) (hundreds)

Time:- CH360.0  CL  60.0  00.1.0  DL/100.0;
and; (with)

end; (Function Time)

begin (Main Program TurboTeet)

Arg:=5.40;
Start, Time; (Time is returned es real number )

( Do teat
for 1,1 to MaxIterations do

begin
if (1 mod 100)  0 then write('..); ( let weer know I'm alive )

Reimult:Exp(Arg); ( take natural exponent !

end;
(Test Done
Finish:=Time;
Writeln; Writeln;
Writeln('Time Taken a ',(Finiah-Stert):9:2,' secs. Result = ',Result:9:2);

end. (Main Program TurboTeet)

Access to DOS is through interrupts and MS-DOS procedures.
This routine illustrates the use of MSDOS() to recover the
system time in a benchmarking program.

Program SiepleWindow;

procedure HELP;
var

buffecrn array(0..39971 of char;
screen : array10..3999] of char absolute 116000:1118000;
i,j,indox:integer;

procedure savew1ndow(xl,y1,x2,y2:integer);
var 1,, :integer;
begin
for 1,1=1 to y2 do

for 7).1(1-1 to x2 do
begin

index:.(1-1)=160 1=2; (get offsets from IBM tech ref p 1-96)
buffacrnEindexl,screen(indexl; (save character)
buffscrn[index.1]:=screen(index.1]; (save attribute, is textcolor)

end; ( textbackground etc,
end;

(local to HELP)

procedure Reatorewindow(xl,y1,x2,y2:integer); (local to HELP)
vat. i,l :integer;
begin
for 1,y1 to y2 do

for 7:,41-1 to x2 do
begin
index,(1-1)=160 j=2;
acreenCindex),buffscrn(indexl; (restore character)
screen(index.111.buffscrn[index.11; (restore attribute)

end:
end;

begin
fillchar(buffscrn,Sixe0f(buffscrn),0);
SaveWindow(5,3,40,20); (save a selected screen area)
textbackground(red);
Box(5,3,40,20,yellow); (from my toolbox, draws a box )

Window(6,9,39,19); (create an active window inside the boil
textbackground(bleck);
textcolor(yellow);
C1rScr;
textcolor(White);
Writeln(Thia is a HELP screen');
delay(2000); (pause)
Reatorewindow(5,3,40,20); (restore screen to original contents)
TextBackGround(Blue);

end;

Begin
Textbeckground(Blue);
GraphBackground(Blue);
Clrecr:
Help) (show help text, then restore screen as it wee before)

end.

(clear out screen buffer)

A very neat feature is the ability to declare variables at
absolute memory locations. This routine shows how to
introduce help text without ruining your carefully designed
screen layout. An array of type Char is declared on top of the
colour -graphics screen area. It is then possible to save an area
of screen to another character array, display the text and then
restore the screen exactly as it was.

BENCHMARKS
Timings in seconds for Turbo Pascal and IBM Pascal with and without 8087 co-
processor support. Interpreted and compiled Microsoft Basic timings are given for
comparison.

Turbo Turbo 87 IBM Pas IBM 87 Basic Bascom
Spline compile 4.8 4.4 115.8 115.8 31.0
Spline link - - 48.1 48.1 8.0
Spline run 5.7 5.4 4.0 2.0 14.1 2.2
10,000 EXP() 124.4 8.2 250.0 8.2 94.2 44.7
1,000 seq. floppy RIW 33.2 - 51.0 56.5 38.3

The Graphics Toolbox has some disappointing features that may prevent my using
it as much as I would like. It runs only in high resolution, so the system is effectively
monochrome; changing the foreground colour updates the whole screen. Support for
low -resolution, full -colour graphics would have been invaluable. Window headers use
a diminutive four -by -six text fount, which is illegible on colour systems, though
acceptable on a printout. Finally, on the latest version Borland has inverted the World
Co-ordinate system so that it appears upside down,

For applications that require networking and other comms support Blaise
Computing supplies Turbo Asynch. This powerful set of routines provides an
interrupt -driven communications system where incoming data is automatically
buffered until required, with full support of XOn/XOff handshaking. The system
will easily support 9,600 baud, and the buffer can be set to any reasonably required
size. A full set of procedures read and write individual characters, strings and blocks
of characters. My only regret is that it does not appear possible to link a procedure to
the interrupts generated when data appears on the comms ports. This is Basic's last
stronghold: a simple On Comn Gosub statement forces a branch to a comms handler
whenever activity is detected. With Turbo Asynch, you must scatter statements
liberally among your code if you wish to provide rapid response. Nevertheless, the
package is well worth having and its documentation excellent.

Want to learn Pascal? Then start off with
Turbo Pascal and the Turbo Tutor. This is a
well -written Borland teaching manual with
accompanying sample programs on disc
which takes you through the many facets of
Pascal. There is an advanced section that
deals with MS-DOS calls, and also calling
assembler programs from within Pascal. You
would eventually need to supplement it
with more advanced books, but it provides a
perfectly adequate grounding.

Borland's excellent Turbo Pascal docu-
mentation is slanted towards the computer -
literate but non-professional programmer.
Its only shortcoming is that the manuals are
bound as paperbacks which makes life
difficult when you are trying to enter
examples with one hand while holding the
manual in the other. However, the absence
of jargon makes a welcome change from
Microsoft's Pascal documentation, which is
virtually inaccessible to anyone but a pro-
fessional programmer.

CONCLUSIONS
E Turbo Pascal is comprehensive and fast,
particularly on compilation, and an ideal
vehicle for fast program development.
IThe Toolbox provides powerful database
and sort utilities. An inability to support colour
detracts from the usefulness of the Graphics
Toolbox.
E For newcomers to the language, Turbo
Pascal plus Turbo Tutor is a combination to be
highly recommended.
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T L 0 PLUS
(c) Copyright D.J.'Al' Systems Ltd

LEDGERS FLOWCHART CREATION

LIST FLOWCHART «1»
MODIFY FLOWCHART «2»
CODE THE PROGRAM «3»
MERGE TWO FLOWCHARTS «4»
ABORT «5»
KEYBOARD INPUT «6»
DISPLAY DATA «7»
BRANCHES «8»
CALCULATIONS ' «9»
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS «10»

CLEAR «11»
SET FILE POINTERS «12»
READ FROM FILE «14»
WRITE TO FILE «15»
SEARCH OR SORT «16»
MERGE DATA OR FILES «17»
CHECK/AMEND RECORDS «18»
DELETE A FILE «19»
DATABASE FUNCTIONS «20»
MULTI -FUNCTIONS «21»

COMMAND REQUIRED

Program coding
is now as easy as

A,B,C...
or, more correctly, using the above menu from TLQ
PLUS... - 6,15,8...or for a database just 20.

It's not writing programs that takes the time, it's coding
and debugging them - every comma, bracket and reserved
word has to be exactly right, just one of those obscure
symbols adrift is enough to crash the biggest, tcughest
program in town!

By combining options from the above menu it is possible
to create simple or complex programs with no more than
a few keystrokes. TLQ PLUS- does the rest, only asking
questions from time to time to ensure that the program it
is writing does exactly what you want. And all this in
(more or less) plain English.

Imagine - perfect customised programs without ever
typing a line of code. A godsend for the business micro
user, a phenomenally powerful tool for the professional
programmer, a delight to all; TLO PLUS... allows anyone to
write computer programs.

Finished programs can handle up to 13 files
simultaneously, they can include any feature found in any
application program you've ever seen, and can be altered
in minutes to adapt to changing circumstances, and still
they run first time - every time.

1LQ PLUS... has grown from a simple, though advanced
program generator (THE L4STCNE , available since
1980) into one of the most powerful micro tools available.

It is in use in thousands of installations worldwide
including banks, airlines, scientific and educational
establishments and countless small businesses.

It's new features allow you to create databases with ultra
fast searching, browsing and all the normal data
maintenance options; Plus access most wordprocessors,
spreadsheets and databases; Plus much, much more.

Whatever you use your computer for, you owe it to
yourself to find out what TL9 PLUS,- can do for you - to
see it in action.

The cost ... TLQ PLUS- (8 bit versions)E250 (16 bit
versions) £375 *Exceptional educational discount*
THE LAST ONE (while stocks last)E 1 39. All prices
exclusive of V.A.T.

To order or to find out more, contact your dealer or:-
D.J.`Al' Systems Ltd, Summers Orchard, Speke Close,

Ilminster, Somerset, TA 19 9BJ
Telephone: Ilminster (04605)4117

THE !ASK :NE The Famous Original The Program that writes Programs

9b
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Computers, like people are sometimes
rather different in the flesh.

if'it MALI k31). high.

..acd, witty, accountant seeks ect

avale for unpressuriscd relationship

tioto please, Box P932.

VERY ATTRACTIVE LADY. stylk

-iv acious, slim.
seeks young graduati

ho knows 110%*:
to have a good time,

tax 937 - -
SN IA ESTER STALLONE

LOOKALIKE
tanned, flunky, Californian,s similai

Takebodybuilding sun worshipper, s chance I
ee

a

k

sports -loving beauty.
uld change your

life. Photo supplied

Box P934

RICH TEACHER
(25). tall, slim,

good-looking. witty, seeks

uncomplicated female
for artistic

pursuits. Please
send photo Box P935

GOOD LOOKING
GAY GUY

intic. intelligent, humorous, seek

'm 'nephew'
who likes sport. real ale

nusic (not
necessarily in that order

Box P936,

*HUNGARIAN
VEGETARIANi,e

lesbian, non-smoker.
seeks feml

boyish features. short halt Ileint}nkev

loots. Serious replies

)(ix P937

Ahundred and one ads from
computer suppliers claim

their products have the answer to
your business problems.

And trouble is, on paper
you're faced with a selection that's
vast and extremely difficult to
evaluate.

Unless you see them in the
flesh. Like at the Which Computer
Show in January. It's not just your
ideal opportunity to inspect and
compare the largest selection of
hardware, software, peripherals
and services in the UK. It's also
tailored to minimise the awesome
difficulty of choosing the right
system - whatever your business.

Free Buyer's Pack
Complete the coupon and

we'll send you free tickets in a
special Buyer's Pack. The Pack will
preview products on show
(including many never seen
before), help you locate specific
types of equipment you're
interested in, offer you a 33%

discount on Which Computer?
Magazine and much more.

The Show is a must for
anyone in business, the
professions or public services,
from a farmer to a financial
director - whether you're looking
for a portable or an integrated
system.

THE WHICH
COMPUTER.) SHOW

14-17 JANUARY 1986

NATIONAL EXHIBITION CENTRE

BIRMINGHAM

Maximum choice,
minimum headache

Just complete the coupon (or
ring 01 891 6471) for your free
Buyer's Pack including your
tickets worth £3.

Please send me
my Buyer's Pack.

To: The Which Computer? Show,
Cahners Exhibitions Ltd,
59 London Rd, Twickenham,
TWI 3SZ.

free tickets in -I

NAME

POSITION

COMPANY

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

0 I am interested in exhibiting.

No-one under 18 admitted PC11/85
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THE
MICROWAY

EXPRESS.
-CALLING AT
ALL PRINTER

The Microway Express range of printer
buffers and interface adaptors from Interface
Systems by-pass all the old printer problems.

Like red signals in front of your workload
when the printer's working. Or the fact that
your micro can only go to one type of printer
destination.

With one of our adaptors, though
Centronics, RS232 and IEEE can all be stops on
your line. If you need to make use of different
printers or upgrade your present one, you
don't have to spend a fortune in new
equipment or hardware modifications.

And Microway Express buffers make
better use of your time - taking text from your

micro when it's ready to print. From I 6K to a
massive 272K they're ideal for mailing lists or
long reports - you won't have to wait any
more for printing to finish before you carry on
working. And we even have buffered units
which allow more than one computer to talk
to the same printer - without any waiting!

Microway Express equipment is astonish -
ingly low in price.

Adaptors start from just £89, buffers from
as little as £140 (the basic I 6K version) - and
combined adaptor/buffers cost no more.

Naturally, we back up every buffer and
adaptor with a full warranty - and advice on
the best unit for your system.

Whatever your printer hold-up, Interface
Systems have a Microway solution for it. Call
us today.

Interface House, 17 Eversley Rd, Bexhill -on Sea, Sussex TN40 I HA. Tel: (0424) 225683.
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If you are a standard size and all your clothes fit
you perfectly, you're the rag trade's ideal customer.

But, for most of us, buying a new outfit is far
from simple: right size but wrong colour, right
colour but wrong size, sleeves too short, legs too
long...

CUSTOM
COMPU
at off-the-peg
prices
. . . With a Gemini all you have to do is decide what you want
your micro based system to do for you.

Each system can be tailored to individual needs. No wasted capacity
so no wasted money. Add to that a choice of hundreds of CP/M software
packages and your Gemini system really starts to show its versatility.
It's even flexible enough to allow a D.I.Y. system to be
manufactured to your own specification.

And when your needs grow or diversify, so too can your
Gemini's capabilities and memory. You can even
integrate your system to link up to 31 terminals -

to give a full local area network.
If you want to know more about the technical 'ins

and outs' of our remarkable and easily expandible
modular system, just write to us for our brochure.

If you're not that interested in RAMs, ROMs,
LANs and CPUs, then just pop into one of our
customer -friendly, hand-picked dealers who will tailor
a system to your needs.

Gemini produce a large range of compatible boards, ensuring the maximum
flexibility and ease of upgrade in the expansion of any Gemini based computer system.

Whilst the Gemini system uses CP/M, the addition of a 16 bit card will allow you to
run many popular programs now being generated.

IfGemini
Computer Systems Limited

Springfield Road, Chesham, Bucks HP5 1PU.
Telephone: (0494) 791010. Telex: 837788

....o

-(e
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QWhere can you find a floppy
that gives 100% read/write
accuracy guaranteed for life?

/11/1)1111
Watch your performance
hit the ceiling when
you buyBetter Value
Inmac products.

A Page 5 of the Inmac Ideas book.
The answer to all your computer supplies problems FREE

SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY. Name (Mr, Mrs, Miss)
OR PHONE FOR 24 HOUR SERVICE

Please send me my FREE copy of the Inmac
Computer Users Ideas Book - with details of
Inmac disks, cables, furniture and datacom
equipment - everything I need to make the
most of my computer system.T 01-740 9540 si 09285 67551

LONDON RUNCORN

M

Title (PLEASE PRINT)

Company

Address

Post Code Tel No

My Computer System is

i/MANG Inmac (UK) Ltd, 16 Silver Road, London W12 7SG
Inmac (UK) Ltd, Davy Road, Astmoor, Runcorn, Cheshire WA7 1PZ

977
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SOFTWARE REVIEW

THE PRIORITY SYSTEM
DECISIONS, DECISIONS
By Paul Myerscough

A family of three decision-

support packages which
help you to make rational
choices when faced with
conflicting restrictions and
priorities.

Adecision -support system brings
together information from a

company database, established and
subjective relationships between data,
factors external to the company and What -
If? scenarios. The resultant output is

designed to help you make reasonable deci-
sions when faced with several choices and a
number of conflicting priorities. Work
Science Associates has launched three
business packages that are based on this
approach: Priority Decision System, Budget
Priority System and Work Priority System -
collectively known as The Priority System.

Of course, a computer system is incapable
of deriving an inspired solution to a
problem, especially one in which a number
of individuals' views and priorities must be
resolved. What the programs do is impose a
structure on a problem to render it suitable
for analysis. The three packages apply
similar algorithms to the input they receive,
though they express the results in slightly
different ways.

There is no difficulty representing budget
data or most of the constraints of a
budgeting problem. There are, after all,
only so many hours in a day, the resources
available in a particular department are
fixed, certain items have a fixed cost, and so
on. But judgements are different, and it is
the handling of this type of data that is one
of the unique and central features of the

Priority System. Judgements are about com-
parisons: option A is better than option B; C
is most important of all; and so on. They can
be recorded by rating each option arbitrarily
on a scale of values: if option A has a value of
35 then B is worth 13 and C is worth 150, for
example.

More reliable results can be obtained by a
method known as judgement analysis. First
of all, two options are taken and compared.
The comparison can be verbal, such as
"option A is significantly more important
than option D". Options A and B are then
compared, followed by B and C, and C and
D, and so on until all combinations are
recorded. A quantitative value is obtained
for each comparison by applying a scale that
attributes numerical values for the words
used in the description, so "equal",
"weak", "significant", "strong" and
"absolute" are given values 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9.
By having a score for each comparison an
accurate relative rating table can be built up.

NEGOTIATIONS
Priority Decision System (PDS) received

some publicity during the 1984-85 coal
strike, when several members of the
National Coal Board and the National
Union of Mineworkers independently
agreed to try the system. PDS came up with
what it calculated to be the most mutually
acceptable plan, and to many outsiders the
options it suggested looked quite credible.
However, they were not adopted, and Work
Science Associates believes that the users
were treating the PDS more as a negotiating
aid than as a conflict solver.

PDS divides the decision -making process
into three separate exercises, known as Solve
a Problem, Make a Policy, and Policy into
Practice. These names reveal little: the soft-
ware is really concerned with the judgement

SPECIFICATION
Description: PDS is a business package
that consolidates the judgments of a
number of decision makers; WPS and BPS
bring similar techniques to bear on work
planning and budgeting
Hardware required: IBM PC,
Apricot, Sirius; PDS and WPS will also run
on Apple II and Ill machines
Price: PDS £394.40 plus VAT; WPS and
BPS £584.40 each
Supplier: Work Science Associates, 26
Southwood Lawn Road, London N6 5SF.
Telephone: 01-348 5822
Availability: now

of different options compared by several
criteria, so "option rating", "criteria
rating" and "apply criteria to options"
would be better descriptions.

Although the program is designed for
business use, a simple domestic problem can
be used to illustrate the way it works.
Suppose that a family is deciding where to
go on holiday. The first step in the Solve a
Problem phase is to register the options -
say England, Spain, France, United States,
as in figure 1. Then register the decision
makers - in this case they are Mr, Mrs and
Junior - and their relative influence, as in
figure 2. The simplest way of doing this is to
enter a percentage value. The values chosen
are 40 percent for Mr, 40 percent for Mrs and
20 percent for Junior.

The final step in Solve a Problem is to
record each of the family members' judge-
ments of the different options. Once again,
the simplest way of doing this is to enter a
percentage value directly, but two other
methods are available which arrive at a
percentage result by a more analytical route.

The method known as magnitude estima-

PROBLEM NAME: HOLID1 PROBLEM NAME: HOLID1
CRITERION USED: ALL THINGS CONSIDERED
METHOD USED: INTUITIVE

OPTIONS

A) ENGLAND
B) FRANCE RANK DECISION-MAKER INFLUENCE
C) SPAIN
D) UNITED STATES 1 A) MR. 0.400 ( 40.0% )

1 B) MRS. 0.400 ( 40.0% )

2 C) Junior 0.200 ( 20.0% )

Figure 1 (above): Registering the options.
Figure 2 (right): Registering the decision
makers.

ALL DECISION -MAKERS 1 .000 (1 00 .0% )
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(continued from previous page)

tion starts with a measure of agreement.
One option is held as having, say, slightly
below average priority, and this is given a
value of 35 by the system. On that basis,
each decision maker assesses other options
and assigns values to them accordingly.

In the method called judgement analysis,
each decision maker scores the relative
importance of all possible pairs of options,
as shown in figure 3. As well as being the
most comprehensive method in terms of the
number of choices each decision maker has
to specify, judgement analysis can also be
used to collate the information and test it for
inconsistencies, as shown in figure 4. The
user then has the opportunity of going back
to the decision makers and obtaining a more
consistent set of choices.

INFLUENCE FACTORS
However they are recorded, the judge-

ments result in a ranking table of
destinations for each decision maker - see
figure 5. The system can then use the pre-
viously entered influence factors to combine
these into an overall team priority table. At
this point a new statistic known as the agree-
ment measure is introduced to provide an
indication of whether the derived priorities
are likely to be acceptable to all members of
the team. An average of people's views
derived in this way, while not necessarily a
consensus, is a statistic in which each
decision maker has had an influence.

In real life, however, decision making is
approached more analytically - usually
with some discussion which considers the
pros and cons of each option. In other

FIGURE 3

PROBLEM: HOLID1 OPTION PRIORITY - JUDGEMENT ANALYSIS PAGE 1 OF 1

Decide which of the two OPTIONS has the greater PRIORITY
and then use the scale below to decide how much more PRIORITY
Then type the higher PRIORITY letter and relative PRIORITY eg 'A9'

IMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM;
: A) ENGLAND B) FRANCE 135 :

: B) FRANCE C) SPAIN C5 :

: C) SPAIN D) UNITED STATES C3 :

: A) ENGLAND C) SPAIN C7 :

: B) FRANCE D) UNITED STATES D2 :

: A) ENGLAND D) UNITED STATES D3 :

HMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM

A) MR.

EQUAL
1

WEAK
2 3

CRITERION: ALL THINGS CONSIDERED

SIGNIFICANT STRONG ABSOLUTE
4 5 6 7 8 9

FIGURE 4
PROBLEM NAME:
CRITERION USED:
METHOD USED:
DECISION -MAKER:

HOLID1
ALL THINGS CONSIDERED
JUDGEMENT ANALYSIS
A) MR.

MAIN INCONSISTENCY MEASURE IS 3.571 and this occurs in: -

B)

C)
BUT

C)

FRANCE has greater PRIORITY than A) ENGLAND by 5
SPAIN has greater PRIORITY than B) FRANCE by 5

SPAIN has greater PRIORITY than A) ENGLAND by 7

Do you want to change any comparisons (Yes/No) EEE

(1)

MAIN BUDGETTED SERVICES

(Services)

(2)

PLANNED
PRIORITIES

(T)

(3)

PAST
SPENDING
T000)

(4)

PLANNED
ALLOCATION
Tow)

(5)

CUTS

)E000)

(6)

REQUIRED
ALLOCATION
(tom

Community Development
Economic Development & Employment
Health & Consumer Rights
Housing Services
Leisure Services
Planning & Transport
Police
Policy & Resources
Public Services
Social Services
Womens Rights
Staffing & Equal Opportunities

1.2
4.7
5.1
25.9
4.9
4.0
1.3
13.0
9.8
26.4
0.8
2.9

2871
1285
2503

32220
10662
2312

82
4856
12918
31561

68
2615

2495
1461
3138
28480
8963
2527
80

5099.
10862
26570

150
2648

-376
+176
+635
-3740
-1699
+215

-2
+243
-2056
-4991

+82
+33

3263
1461
3138
37051
11277
2527
80

12270
13408
32682

150
2693

ALL SERVICES 100.0 103953 92473 -11480 120000

Consistent Total
Available

TOTAL AVAILABLE MONEY: E92473 EMPHASIS - Priority: 48.2%
(Central Government Limit) - Past: 25.97.

- Demand: 25.97.

* 5099 was given as a maximum
alloaction for this service

BPS has interested several local authorities under pressure from central government to
cut spending. The London Borough of Hackney spent just under £104 million in
1984-85, and planned to increase this to £120 million for 1985-86. Subsequently it was
rate -capped by central government and given a spending limit of £92.5 million. The
1984-85 budget figures are shown in column 3, while the original 1985-86 plan was
recorded as demand, as shown in column 6. Councillors involved in considering a
reduced budget used the priority determining exercise to consolidate their views into the
priority values shown in column 2. The total value of the new budget was set to the
imposed limit of £92.5 million and, after an initial run through, spending on Policy and
Resources was restricted to a maximum of £5,099,000. The relative influence of the three
factors - priority, last year's budget, and the original 1985-86 budget - were set to 48.2
percent, 25.9 percent and 25.9 percent. Based on all this information the budget
proposal shown in column 4 was derived by BPS.

words, several criteria of comparison may
be considered. The function of the Make a
Policy phase is to register these criteria.

For the holiday plan such criteria might
be cost, weather, excitement and potential
social life. The influence of these factors on
the final decision will vary, of course, as each
decision maker will have different views
about which criteria are more important.
The criteria are rated in much the same way
that Solve a Problem rates options. At the
end of the exercise, a team evaluation is
produced expressing each in percentage
terms, as in figure 6.

The third phase, Policy into Practice,
takes the basic data recorded in Solve a
Problem - but ignoring any judgements
that may have been recorded at that stage -
and combines it with the results of the Make
a Policy exercise. Each family member is
thus prompted to rate the destination count-
ries on cost, weather, excitement and
potential social life. Once again, this rating
may be achieved through intuition, mag-
nitude estimation or judgement analysis.
The individual ratings are finally combined
to derive an overall team priority table of the
options.

The basic ideas used by PDS are central to
the two remaining packages, Work Priority
System (WPS) and Budget Priority System
(BPS). But while PDS confines itself to the
manipulation of individual judgements,
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FIGURE 5
PROBLEM NAME:
CRITERION USED:
METHOD USED:
DECISION -MAKER:

HOLID1
ALL THINGS CONSIDERED
JUDGEMENT ANALYSIS
A) MR.

RANK OPTION PRIORITY

1 C) SPAIN 0.577 ( 57.7% )

2 D) UNITED STATES 0.215 ( 21.5% )

3 B) FRANCE 0.152 ( 15.2% )

4 A) ENGLAND 0.056 ( 5.6% )

ALL OPTIONS 1.000 (100.0% )

CONSISTENCY MEASURE: 0.168 (Perfect Consistency is 0.000)
DECISION STANDARD: No statistics available

Please press the 'enter' key to see your MAIN INCONSISTENCY

FIGURE 6

ISSUE NAME: HOLIDD
CRITERION USED: ALL THINGS CONSIDERED
METHOD USED: INTUITIVE

RANK CRITERIA WEIGHT

1 D) SOCIAL
2 A) WEATHER
3 C) EXCITEMENT
4 B) COST

0.288 ( 28.8% )

0.262 ( 26.2% )

0.253 ( 25.3% )

0.197 ( 19.7% )

ALL CRITERIA 1.000 (100.0% )

AGREEMENT MEASURE: 55
DECISION STANDARD: High degree of agreement between the team members

THE PRIORITY SYSTEM"

IT VERDICT A.

0 k,
,- %N- 0 "

0 ,t, ° &'0 -.\ . 0
Q T (3 4:().

Performance

Ease of use 0 0  p
Documentation . . . .
Value for money MI

fl Interesting decision -support tools that
could prove very useful in the right
hands.

WPS produces results in terms of units of
production and time, and BPS is designed
to handle financial calculations. Both
programs take account of external con-
straints like maximum and minimum
allocations.

BPS is designed to plan a budget, starting
from a list of budget items and a total
amount to be spent. The system distributes
the money across the list according to the
relative rating of each item. This rating is
based on three factors: past spending,
priority and demand level. It will also take
account of overriding maximum and mini-
mum limits on individual items.

Most of the program is devoted to

deriving these ratings. Those based on past
spending are the most straightforward to
arrive at: provided the amounts are known,
they are simply entered against each item.
Priorities are concerned with judgemental
information, which may come from several
decision makers. Data is collected and
collated just as for PDS, and the end result
in a table that expresses each item's priority
as a percentage of the whole set.

ESTIMATES DEMAND
The demand level, at its simplest, might

be the current or forecast sales figures for
each product. If no figures are available,
BPS can be used to estimate demand by
combining the views of several users in much
the same way that priorities are decided.

Another requirement is the relative
weight to be assigned to past spending,
priority and demand. By default the system
assumes that the weightings are equal, but
you can also express each as a percentage of
the whole. This provides the possibility of
recalculating a budget with different
emphases. For instance, a budget based on
priority alone, with the weighting of
demand and past spending set to zero per-
cent, might usefully be compared with one
based on past spending.

A useful feature of BPS routines is the
ability to work backwards. The Monitor
process allows actual figures to be recorded

Figure 3. The relative importance of all
possible pairs of options.
Figure 4. Judgement analysis.
Figure 5. Ranking table of destinations for
each decision maker.
Figure 6. A team evaluation expresses the
criteria in percentage terms.

at the end of a budget period, and by com-
paring them against the original plan it can
calculate implied values for priority and
demand.

The Priority System series stems from
several years' research work at Brunel
University. During that time several
customised versions have been produced, so
the programs that are being released for
general use have, in effect, been thoroughly
field tested.

In practice the programs are easy to use. In
part this stems from a conscious effort by the
authors, but they have been helped by the
simple nature of the data on which they
operate.

AVOIDS CONFLICTS
Once options and criteria for comparison

have been determined, judgements by
individual decision makers can be collected
on pre-printed forms. The operation of the
computer then becomes little more than a
data -entry exercise. As well as saving on
meeting time, this approach avoids the un-
productive conflicts which can occur when
collective decisions are reached by face-to-
face discussion.

Full documentation is supplied with all
three of the programs. Only provisional
versions were provided for review, but we
understand the final version will be in
broadly the same form. While the programs
themselves are easy to use, the wordy des-
criptions to be found in the manuals give the
opposite impression. They come across as
patronising to the reader, while appearing to
do a hard sell on the product. Good, simple
documentation should encourage people to
use a package often and to the full; it is a
shame that the material supplied with this
software does not do so.

Existing users of these systems include
the Department of Health and Social
Security, ICI and some borough councils. A
key feature of the programs is the way they
consolidate input from different sources,
and any organisation where management is
by committee is potential user. The Priority
System programs could go a long way in
helping such bodies in their decision -
making process.

CONCLUSIONS
II PDS will be a boon as a decision -making aid
for committees and political organisation. For
the rest it will be little more than an interesting
diversion.
IIIBPS and WPS are useful management tools
for consolidating judgments and opinions, and
translating them into the numbers of a budget
or work plan.
Operating these packages involves little
more than a simple data -entry exercise.
II1Documentation is poor, but users will
probably manage well enough without it. rj
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WINDOWS
BRIGHTENING -UP MS-DOS
By Ian Stobie

Windows does more for
IBM and MS-DOS
machines than just add
graphics and mouse control
to the front end.

windows is an extension to Micro-
soft's MS-DOS and PC -DOS
that you load on top of your

existing operating system. There it provides
powerful new functions: an improved user
interface, easier data transfer, and the ability
to multi -task.

Microsoft is initially selling Windows to
end -users directly, in a four -disc pack called
Windows Premier Edition costing £95 plus
VAT. Apart from the operating -system
extension itself, you also get a set of desk
accessories - notepad, calculator and so on
- and two full-scale applications: Windows
Write is a word processor, while Windows
Paint is a Macpaint-style graphics program.

MAINSTREAM OS
In the longer term, hardware manu-

facturers will probably start bundling
Windows in with their machines. It is likely
to be Microsoft's mainstream business
operating -system offering for some time,
and whatever version of MS-DOS you have
supporting it, Windows itself is likely to be
stable.

Windows was originally announced
nearly two years ago, and in the intervening
time the product seems to have become
more ambitious. It is now a good deal more
than a graphic front end to take care of
window management and interaction with
mice, and is designed to do more than either
of its direct rivals, IBM's Topview and
Digital Research's Gem.

Particularly important is its ability to load
several applications into memory at the same
time, letting you switch quickly between
them and transfer data. In this, Windows is
very similar to Switcher, Apple's new
operating -system extension for the Mac-
intosh. But Windows goes further and has
its own virtual -memory management system
which allows you to run large single
programs which break the 640K limit
imposed by MS-DOS.

Windows Premier Edition comes on four
discs and takes some time m install.
Although the software itself is cheap, you
need a lot of hardware to run it. The manual
says Windows will work on a twin -floppy
system, but you really need a hard disc for

reasonable speed. What's more, if you are
running Windows on the IBM PC you will
need a graphics adaptor card, and if you
want colour you need the more expensive
enhanced graphics adaptor. Although you
could conceivably use Windows without a
mouse, we found it difficult; the system is
clearly designed for one.

When you have assembled all the kit and
finally got Windows running, it displays a
fairly conventional disc directory which
shows files as file names rather than as
Macintosh -style icons. However, across the
top of the screen there are icons for the
different disc drives on your system, and
above them a menu bar showing the name
of various pull -down menus. You use the
mouse to get different disc directories or to
select items from the menus. To run an
application you double-click on its name in
the file directory. Windows opens a window
for it and sets it running. When you have
finished with it you can either exit
completely, or just close the window.

Along the bottom of the screen is a blank
area, known as the "icon area" in Windows
parlance. Windows is by no means an exact
copy of Apple's Macintosh, and the way you
use the icon area icon has no Mac equivalent.
If you choose to close the window rather
than exit, the system will put an icon in the
icon area at the bottom of the screen, and
leave the application in memory. Windows
lets you have several icons in the icon area in
addition to any applications you have open
on the screen. When you want to use the
application again you simply drag the icon
towards the centre of the screen and release
the button; this reopens a window for it.

Depending on exactly where you place the
icon, Windows decides where to open the
new window. It automatically makes room
for it, pushing other windows out of the
way. The system does not allow you to
overlap windows - unlike the Mac and
Gem - but you can expand any particular
window up to take over the whole screen
whenever you like.

PIF FILES
One of Windows' great strengths is that

it works well with existing MS-DOS
applications, not just new ones written
specially for it. Most old programs will run in
a window, providing Windows has enough
information about them. Along with
Windows, Microsoft has provided program
information files (PIF files) on disc for
existing applications such as Lotus 1-2-3.
You can also set up PIF files yourself.

SPECIFICATION
Description: extension to MS-DOS and
PC -DOS operating systems; provides fast
switching between applications, easier
data transfer, graphics/mouse interface;
comes with word processor and paint
programs, and set of desk accessories
Hardware required: IBM PC or
clone, RM Nimbus, Apricot; needs at
least 256K of RAM, twin floppies or hard
disc, MS-DOS 2 or later, graphics
adaptor card on IBM
Price: £95 plus VAT
Publisher: Microsoft Corporation of
Bellevue, Washington, U.S.A.
U.K. supplier: Microsoft Ltd, Excel
House, 49 De Montfort Road, Reading,
Berkshire RG1 8LP. Telephone: (0734)
500741. Available now

Old programs which directly modify
screen memory will still run, as will those
without a PIF file. Windows just gives them
the whole screen area and the maximum
available memory, and the application looks
exactly as it always has. The clever bit is that
when you quit you return to the Windows
desk -top environment, not MS-DOS.

With most new programs Windows allows
you to multi -task. You could, for example,
have an electronic -mail program running in
the background'while you use a spreadsheet
or word processor. If you have several
windows open you can see all of - them
running, though you can only interact with
one at a time.

TIME SAVING
One big advantage of Windows is that it

lets you switch rapidly between almost all
application programs. You don't have to
exit the application you are in, and most of
the time you will not have to load the new
application into memory; Windows will
already have done this when it set up the
icon. The time saving can be considerable. It
takes about 30 seconds to load Microsoft
Word on an IBM PC / XT, but only four
seconds to switch to it from most other
applications under Windows. Switching
back is just as fast, and you continue your
first application exactly where you left off.

Windows has another important ad-
vantage over its principal rival, Gem. It
provides a convenient method of transfer-
ring data between applications, using the
Macintosh idea of a clipboard. You open
one application and use the commands Cut
or Copy to transfer information from the
screen to the clipboard; if you wish you can
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Above: Exchanging graphics data via the clipboard.
Left: The opening screen: file names and icons.
Below: Window Write supports multiple founts.

open another window to display the clip-
board as you do this. You then open the
other application, and use Paste to move the
data across. The clipboard works with most
applications if you are transferring text.
Between some applications you can also
transfer graphics.

The bundled word processor, Windows
Write, is a presentation -orientated program
like Macwrite. It does not compete directly
with Microsoft Word as it lacks a spell-
ing checker, mail -merge and form -letters
facilities. However, it is a good tool for
producing memos and short documents,
and it lets you incorporate graphics from
Windows Paint and use multiple type

founts. Paint itself seems to be a standard
paint program. If you have the hardware it
will work in colour, and you can dump
graphics on most common matrix printers.

Windows also comes with a set of seven
small applications: calculator, calendar,
clock, card file, notepad, terminal emulator
and a game, Reversi. These are similar to the
Mac desk accessories or the facilities pro-
vided by IBM packages like Spotlight and
Sidekick. When you want them they pop up
quickly into a new screen window, and you
can use them alongside your other
applications. These applications all multi-
task: the clock ticks while you continue to
word process.

CONCLUSIONS
 Windows extends MS-DOS to take ad-
vantage of the resources offered by more
powerful, modern hardware.
 The Windows on -screen graphic environ-
ment is clearly superior to Topview's. It also
scores in its ability to switch rapidly between
different applications and to multi -task.
 Windows allows you to exchange data
more easily between many existing programs.
It also provides the software industry with
standards for both graphics and text data
interchange.
 Windows' needs a lot of hardware to run
properly but it will come into its own when
machines with hard discs, plenty of memory
and fast processors fall in price.
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WordPerfect 4.0.
Our highest marks yet.

Aperfect report card. It
wasn't necessarily our goal when
we added the most recent enhance-
ments to WordPerfect. We were
more interested in responding to
the suggestions of our users and
dealers.

But a perfect report card is
like icing on the cake. And it
makes us more confident than ever
that WordPerfect 4.0 is the most
perfect WordPerfect, yet.

Easier.

Most WordPerfect 4.0 functions
require only one keystroke, a
simple press of a finger. And new
comprehensive documentation
makes learning a
breeze.

Faster.

Document ori-
entation means
WordPerfect 4.0 never makes you

o
cec'esents

REPORT CARD

WORD PERFECT

BUBO
Performance

Documentation
Ease of Use

Error Handling

Support

wait between
pages. No
matter how
fast you type,
WordPerfect
won't slow you
down.

Better.

0
0-

0 D
0 0 r3'

0 0 ?

0 0 El.

0 0 0

new ,rsion
Perfect lin "Ve

Info World

WordPerfect 4.0 includes several
features not found on many word
processors Like a 100,000 -word
phonetic dictionary; multi -page
footnoting capability; table of
contents and index generation;
automatic outlining and para-

graph numbering;
and a 4.0 net-

work version
Get the word
processor that
lives up to

its name (and
its report card):

WordPerfect 4.0. For more

information, see your dealer.
Or call or write:

Is
U

SENTI NELSOFTWARE
Wellington House
New Zealand Avenue,
Walton -on -Thames,
Surrey KT12 1PY.
Telephone: (0932) 231164.
Telex: 916005.
Fergus G.

Reaching for perfection.

 Circle No. 199
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PCW not only agreed that the TDI
Pinnacle is blindingly fast but they
went on... "it's still faster than an IBM
PC even when all 7 users are running
the benchmark at the same time."

Here are some other quotes from
the Computer Press. "The TDI
Pinnacle is incredibly fast...
running atl2Mhz with NO wait
states . . . users will undoubtedly
notice the instant response to
commands" (What Micro).

"The TDI Pinnacle is a sleek
thoroughbred 68000 machine
. it produces the fastest
benchmarks we have seen"
(Practical Computing).

 Circle No. 214

"An extremely cost-effective method
whereby many users share the same
resources" (Which Computer).

"Although many new micros reach the
market long before there is adequate software
available, this is not the case with the TDI
Pinnacle" (Which Computer 'First Impressions' Nov. '84).

"It's like having a mainframe on your desk"
(Byte Magazine)

Confirm the views of the computer press
for yourself. Fill in the coupon for details of
the world's fastest micro.

UP TO 7 USERS

I I

Send me your free colour brochure on the world's
fastest micro. END USER DEALER 0

NAME

POSITION

The accessible peak of performance
TDI Pinnacle Limited 29 Alma Vale Road, Clifton

Bristol BS8 2HL. Tel. (0272) 742796

COMPANY 167
ADDRESS

PC 11/85 TEL.



ACCRON

THE HIGH SPEED NETWORK
"The fastest, most versatile, multi-user, multi -processor,

micro computer system presently available!"

*Powerful 32 -Bit Master Processor  Up to 16 8 -Bit and
16 -Bit User Processors  Multiple spooled and local printers

 Shared Hard Disks from 10-1200 MB  9 Track Magnetic Tape
 IBM & ICL Mainframe Communications  Compatible with

Mmm OST, DPC/OS and MP/M File and Record Locking

ADDRESS BUS

23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 9 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

-

VECTOR INT

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

DATA BUS

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

STATUS

ui .1.11 1114, pn NM1.) elLIA 1.0/i AT.,

ADTISr.

London SW18 4JB.
111/113 Wandsworth High -Street,

 Circle No. 184
COMPANY

NAME

POSITION

ADDRESS

nteIrwesotu:ddilnike to see thenew, ns IAwcocuRl dol iNk sNewtons et tat iov e tIoacontact El.

LABORATORIES

Telephone: 01-874 6511. TEL

log °All trademarks are recognised o Newtons reserve the right to change specifications without notice.
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BONNIE BLUE
CUT-PRICE WP
By Susan Curran

Do you need to pay
hundreds of pounds for an
IBM word processor, or can
you get by with this low-
cost package?

Although there are many word proces-
sors for the IBM and compatibles,
not many of them cost under £100

including VAT. This is one good reason for
taking Bonnie Blue seriously, since for that
money you get a full -featured word pro-
cessor, including a small database facility.
The only major omission is a spelling
checker.

Bonnie Blue has a reasonably uncluttered
editing screen, with a three -line system
window at the top, which can be reduced to
one line if you prefer, and a line -numbering
system down the side that can also be
removed. The screen can be divided hori-
zontally into two editing windows of fixed
half -screen size, and it is possible to handle
up to 24 different buffers full of text. The
program works in memory only, and does
not handle swap files which are too long to
fit into available RAM. However, with the
average PC, this should not be a noticeable
problem.

Editing commands are handled by the
function keys plus Shift, Control and Alt,
sometimes followed by word commands.
There is no keyboard overlay provided,
though it is possible to reproduce a map of
key assignments in the lower text window.
The program is not primarily menu -based,
but a main menu and subsidiary menus
handle printing and other special tasks.

Justification is echoed on -screen, and so
are underlining and boldface. More un-
usually, reverse video and blinking can be
employed to designate other special print
effects. All four features can be redefined to
make full use of printer capabilities. The
program is orientated towards the Epson and
other dot-matrix printers, and makes it easy

SPECIFICATION
Description: low-cost word processor
with built-in database for mail merging
Publisher: Bonnie Blue of U.S.
Price: £99.95 plus VAT
U.K. supplier: Paperlogic Ltd, 12
Nottingham Place, London W1M 3FA.
Telephone: 01-935 0148
Available: now

sample shows some of the ngs
Bonnie Blue's. justi+ication. I typed

the passage straight out with M

editing, and the spacing is exactly
the program selects by detault. You car
see irregularities - like the tendency
to cluster ex tra spaces at one end o.,c

lino, the use 0+ three spaces at some
poi ntis and si no 1 e spaces at others on
the same ii i no - even in this short

Note that there is no automatic
hyphen-tion in Don le Blue.

Reformatting is fast but
sometimes results in
uneven word spacing.
This is often improved
by a second reformat.

to use just about every feature of a printer
like the FX-80.

The program overtypes text by default,
but can switch to an insert mode, which
initially pushes forward and then switches to
a blank line. After insertions and other
editing changes, it is necessary to order a
reformat. The reformatting works fast but I
found that the justification often produced
very odd spacing which was generally
changed, usually for the better, by yet
another reformat.

I had great difficulty indenting the start
of a paragraph which I had originally set
flush left. The Backspace Delete does not
work back from line to line, and I found it
hard to dispose of some unwanted gaps in
mid -paragraph. Reformatting has to be
ordered with the cursor at the start of the
paragraph if it is to work on the entire para-
graph, and unless care is taken it has the ex-
asperating tendency to dispose of initial
indents.

The program is not at all page -orientated,
and commands work on line basis in prefer-
ence to a sentence /paragraph basis. Page
breaks are not normally shown on -screen,
but can be displayed in a print -preview
mode, together with headers, footers, etc.
These are all controlled by dot commands in
WordStar fashion.

Many features of the program make it
well -suited to program preparation, in-
cluding the facility to turn off wordwrap
and the structured indent command. There
is also an undent command but I found it
impossible to make this produce indented
numbered paragraphs, which is its usual
application.

Block Move, Copy and Delete commands
work on whole lines only. There are also
word and phrase cut/paste commands, but
these work only within a line, so it is tricky to
relocate a sentence that crosses a line
boundary.

Headers and footers are well supported,

though the program lacks full support for
alternate odd/ even headers. There is no
footnote facility, and the indexing facility is
so primitive as to be of little use. Printing is
handled in foreground mode only.

There is a handy macro facility which
makes it possible to define any key to
produce a macro. However, defining a

macro in mid -edit tended to destroy the last
line of the document being edited.

The database is intended primarily for
mail -merge operations and is neat and
handy. It is not possible to select individual
records for a merge operation, and I found
that including records within the text played
havoc with the layout.

Bonnie Blue's manual is adequate for
reference but not ideal as a learning docu-
ment. There are minimal learning facilities
on disc.

BONNIE BLUE

EZIVERDICT
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Performance II
Ease of use II  
Documentation

Value for money 

EA cheap word processor with some
failings but some useful features too.

CONCLUSIONS
III1Though there are a few rough edges,
Bonnie Blue is a reasonably competent word
processor.
E The database is well executed, and a good
addition to the program.
 It is particularly well suited to programmers
wanting to output moderate -quality text on a
dot-matrix printer.
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Recent
amendments to
copyright law
may bring
about a
reduction in
software piracy,
but there are
still some
loopholes.

COPYRIGHT

ARE THE
PIRATES
SUNK?
By David Bainbridge

The Copyright (Computer Software)
Amendment Act 1985 came into force
on the 16 September 1985. The

purpose of the Act is to amend the Copy-
right Act 1956 as it applies to computer
programs and computer storage in the hope
that piracy of computer software will be sub-
stantially reduced.

Although it is not possible to determine
accurately the size of the piracy problem, the
Federation Against Software Theft (Fast)
which was instrumental in promoting the
new Act, reckons that the cost of software
theft to the industry is at least £150 million.
The new Act is admirably brief, containing
only four sections, but in spite of its
simplicity there are likely to be problems in
interpreting the Act and determining its
scope.

Copyright law protects certain types of
works, such as literary works, artistic works,
sound recordings, etc., by making certain
acts done to or with these works restricted
acts. Doing a restricted act, such as
reproducing the work in a material form or
making an adaptation of the work without
the permission of the copyright owner, is an
infringement of copyright and gives rise to
civil and criminal liabilities. The extent of
the protection given to the copyright owner
depends to some degree on the nature of the

/i
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work; that is, whether it is a literary work or a
sound recording, etc.

The new Act places computer programs in
the literary work category as far as copyright
protection is concerned. Section 1(1) of the
new Act states: "The Copyright Act 1956
shall apply in relation to a computer pro-
gram . . . as it applies in relation to a literary
work and shall so apply whether or not copy-
right would subsist in that program apart
from this Act."

This may not add anything to the position
before the passing of the Act; it may simply
confirm that copyright can subsist in
computer programs. Although never fully
tested in the courts, informed opinion was
of the view that in principle copyright could
protect computer programs as literary works.
The Whitford Committee was set up to
review copyright law, and in its report in
1977 the Committee felt that computer
programs were probably already protected
by copyright but noted a lack of clarity in the
law.

NOT VIABLE
The greatest doubts concerning the copy-

right protection of computer programs arose
from the fact that they can be stored and
copied in a non -viable form. A computer
program stored on a magnetic disc or tape
cannot be seen, directly at least, by the
naked eye. This created problems both in
the U.S. and Australia, and was highlighted
in the Australian case of Apple Computer
Inc. v. Computer Edge Pty Ltd (1984), in
which it was held that literary copyright did
not subsist in the programs in question.
Although this case was overruled on appeal
by a majority of two to one, the Australian
government quickly passed amending
legislation in the form of the Copyright
Amendment Act 1984. It confirmed that
computer programs are protected by copy-
right regardless of the manner in which they
are stored.

The new U.K. Act deals with this
problem in two ways. First, by broadening
the meaning of the restricted act of
adaptation with respect to computer
programs. Secondly, by widening the scope
of the term "material form" to include
storage, in a computer. The meaning of
adaptation in the context of computer
programs is declared by the new Act in
Section 1(2) as being a version of the
program in which it is converted into or out
of a computer language or code, or into a
different computer language or code. While
this covers many operations such as
compiling a program into object code or
running a source -code program with the aid
of an interpreter, what of a direct copy made
from disc to disc or from tape to tape ? The
word "conversion" connotes that some
alteration has to be made, but much pirated
software involves a direct copy of the
original.

A copy made using a computer, either by
using dual disc drives or by loading a
program into the computer and then storing
it on a disc or tape, will require storage of the
program, perhaps only a small part at a time

and perhaps only briefly, in the computer.
Section 2 of the new Act makes it clear that
storage of a computer program, or any other
work for that matter, is a restricted act.
Section 2 states: "References in the Copy-
right Act 1956 to the reduction of any work
to a material form, or to the reproduction of
any work in a material form, shall include
references to the storage of that work in a
computer."

So if a program is copied disc to disc
using, for example, the CP / M command
Pip, this will involve temporary storage of
the program in a computer. If the copy is un-
authorised then copyright will be infringed.
Section 2 also means that if a computer
programmer enters a new program directly
into the computer, off the top of his or her
head, that program will immediately have
copyright protection, as long as it is not
simply trivial.

But if a computer program is stored on a
cassette tape and is copied on to another
tape using a dual -tape cassette recorder,
there is no storage in a computer involved
and there is no conversion, since the copy is a
duplicate of the original. Therefore, a copy
of a computer program made tape to tape
may not be caught by the new Act.

However, in this instance other areas of
law may be applicable. If the copy is dressed
up to look like the original with, say,
packaging mimicking the genuine article,
then an offence under the Trade Des-
criptions Act 1968 may be committed.
Alternatively, it might be possible to make
out a charge under the Forgery and Counter-
feiting Act 1981. According to Section
8(1)(d) of the Act the term "instrument"
includes a disc, tape soundtrack or other
device on or in which information is

recorded or stored by mechanical, electronic
or other means.

Where an infringing copy of a computer
program consists of a disc, tape or chip or
other device, Section 3 of the new Act makes
available the stronger criminal penalties first
introduced for audio and video piracy by the
Copyright (Amendment) Act 1983. There-
fore, making a pirate copy of a computer
program or importing such a program into
the U.K. carries a maximum penalty of two
years imprisonment and/or a fine. Whereas
selling or hiring or advertising or possessing
by way of trade an infringing copy of a
computer program can be punished with a
fine up to £1,000 and/or a maximum of two
months imprisonment. Copyright law
provides for civil remedies; the owner of
copyright can sue for an injunction,
damages or an account of profits, in
addition to damages for conversion.

BACKUP COPIES
A legitimate user of a computer program

has a natural desire to take backup copies of
the program in case the original becomes
faulty or is damaged. This is a genuine need;
discs do occasionally refuse to load or the
data on them becomes corrupted, and if this
happens another copy of the program will be
required at once, especially in a business
environment.

As the new Act stands, a person having
properly bought or leased a computer
program is in breach of copyright if he or she
takes a copy of the program, unless per-
mission to do so is given in the contract. It is
a pity that the new Act did not follow the
Australian legislation which specifically
makes a presumption that a purchaser or
licensee of a computer program can take
copies of the program to be used as backup
copies in the event of the original becoming
damaged or otherwise unusable. The owner
of the copyright in the program may rebut
this presumption by way of an express term
in the contract, but runs the risk of making
the product less viable by doing so.

DOUBLE CASSETTES
One of the problems facing the computer

software industry is the relative ease with
which many programs can be copied. Tech-
nological anti -copying devices and tech-
niques can be expensive, make software
more clumsy and inconvenient to use, and
can deter potential buyers. At the lower end
of the market, most home -computer
programs on cassette tape can be simply
copied using a home stereo system with twin
tape decks. However, in a recent ruling in
the High Court, it was held that advertise-
ments by Amstrad of home stereo
equipment capable of copying pre-recorded
cassettes at twice normal speed, without
adequate warnings against infringement of
copyright, and the sale of such appara-
tus, were authorisations for infringement
of copyright by purchasers using the
equipment for home taping.

This does not mean that dual tape -deck
stereo systems are illegal; the ruling hinged
on the way the advertising for the
equipment seemingly encouraged copying.
For example, by using phrases such as
"make copies of your favourite cassettes".
However, the case could have implications
for those companies who sell utility
programs designed to get round protection
techniques. These utility programs are
ostensibly sold as being for the purpose of
copying your own programs but their true
use is fairly obvious. It could be argued that
the sale of such programs is either an incite-
ment, authorisation, or even perhaps a
conspiracy to infringe copyright.

All in all, the new Act is a welcome step in
the recognition of property rights in
computer software, but it is only an interim
measure pending a full review of copyright
law that will take place next year. Most of the
possible weaknesses in the Act may be
clarified by judicial interpretation, and in
any case, other areas of law such as Trade
Descriptions may be applicable. If the Act
does prove effective, the pirates may become
more sophisticated and take to making
alterations to the programs they copy in an
attempt to conceal the true origin of the
program. If this happens, then there will be
a shift in emphasis from questions
pertaining to the subsistence of copyright in
computer programs to evidential questions,
such as determining whether an alleged copy
was pirated from the original program. uzi
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COMPETITION

Win an HP
laser printer

Faster and quieter than daisywheels, laser
printers look set to take over the top end

of the PC printer market. Now you can win one
in the Practical Computing

Hewlett-Packard Laserjet competition!

Laser printers give high -quality
results on a par with daisywheel
printers, but they have several big
advantages. Based around similar
technology to modern office
photocopiers, they are far quieter than
a daisywheel in operation. Laser
printers are also quicker, printing a
whole page at a time. The HP Laserjet
produces eight pages a minute, which is
about the equivalent of 300cps - three
times the speed of the very fastest
daisywheel and around 10 times as fast
as an average one.

At a price of £2,664 plus VAT, the
Hewlett-Packard Laserjet is probably
the best -value laser printer available on
the U.K. market. It offers great print -
time flexibility, allowing you to mix a
variety of type styles and graphics on
the same page. It will work with any
machine with an RS -232 port. You can
use the Laserjet to emulate an ordinary
daisywheel printer, and this allows you
to run most of your existing software.
But increasingly, the more important
business packages such as Lotus 1-2-3,
Framework and Microsoft Word will
support the full range of features
offered by the printer.

The running costs of the Laserjet
compare favourably with a daisywheel
printer. The Laserjet prints on to
ordinary photocopier paper, and can
also be used to produce overhead
transparency slides. HP's machine uses
the popular Canon printing
mechanism, which has a throwaway
print drum you discard after 3,000 or
so printed pages. The cost per page
works out around 4p, taking both
paper and replacement of the drum
into account.

Here is how you enter the
competition. First match the six output
samples reproduced on this page to the
type of printer which produced them.
For example, if you think sample A was
produced by an ink -jet printer, put an A
in the box next to "Ink -jet printer".
Then complete the tie -breaker, and
finally fill in the rest of the form and
send it to us to arrive not later than 31
December 1985.

The winning entry will be the one
which in the judge's opinion provides
the correct answers and the most
original and witty suggestion for the tie-
breaker. Thanks to Hewlett-Packard Ltd
for putting up the excellent prize.

ghijkl ghij kl
ghijkl ghijkl
Qha J1 ghijkl
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COMPETITION

The £3,000 prize: HP's Laserjet printer
Speed: eight pages per minute e quoiify: 300 dots per inch resolution t oise'.. less than

55db(A) Printer facilities: built-in Courier fount, optional plug-in fount_cartridges, landscape and
portrait -orientated printing, 59K buffer, whole -page graphics at 75 dots per inch, part -page graphics up

to 300 dots per inch Paper type: ordinary A4 photocopier paper or pre-printed letterheads; also
envelopes and overhead transparency film via manual feed interface; RS -232C, connects to most

micros Usual price: £2,664 plus VAT
Rules
1. The competition is open to all readers of
Practical Computing normally resident in the
U.K., except for employees of Business Press
International Ltd or Hewlett-Packard Ltd or
their families.
2. Each entry must be written in ink on the
official entry form printed here, or a

photocopy. Only one entry per person is

permitted.
3. Completed entry forms should be posted
to the address shown on the entry form, to
arrive not later than 31 December 1985.
Envelopes should be clearly marked "Laser
Competition- in the top left-hand corner.
4. The editor of Practical Computing is the
sole judge of the competition. No corres-
pondence can be entered into regarding the
results, and it is a condition of entry that the
decision of the judge is final.
5. The winner will be notified by post and the
result of the competition announced in the
first available issue of Practical Computing.
All entries become the property of Business
Press International Ltd, and may be
reproduced without payment.
6. The prize is a Hewlett-Packard Laserjet
printer. No cash substitute will be offered.
The prize will be awarded to the individual
named on the winning entry form.

Entry Form for Practical Computing HP Laserjet Competition
Tie -breaker
The word "laser" is actually an
acronym for Light Amplification
by Stimulated Emission of
Radiation. This is frankly a bit
dull. Imagine you have been
commissioned to think up a
catchy new acronym for the
word "laser" to be used in
promoting the Laserjet. Write
your suggestion below. Don't
worry about absolute, literal
accuracy.

L

A

S

E

R

I think the output samples were produced on the different sorts
of printers as follows (place one letter A -F in each box)

Laser

Ink -jet

Thermal transfer

Standard -mode impact dot-matrix

NLQ-mode impact dot-matrix

Daisywheel

NAME

ADDRESS

Return this entry form to Practical Computing, Room L307, Quadrant House, The Quadrant,
Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS. Write "Laser Competition" on the top left-hand corner of the envelope.
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LOGISTIX (n) a powerful
spreadsheet with an extensive
database and containing truly
superior presentation -quality
graphics. Logistix also includes: the
fourth dimension - (1) time
management; (2) resource
allocation; (3) task scheduling;
(4) project planning. Commonly
referred to as the best idea in
business software since the

spreadsheet'.

THE INDISPENSABLE PLANNING AND DECISION AID

No business remains static. You
need to know not only what is going
on today, but what should be
happening next week, next month or
next year. So you need the right kind
of information in a form you can use
and understand, you need to be able
to analyse it in various ways and you
need to be able to present it to
others. Most important of all, you
need to make decisions about the
future. In short, you need to plan.

II DATABASE

 TIMESHEET

I SPREADSHEET

GRAPHICS

Logistix adds the all-important
feature of time management to
classic spreadsheet features, an
extensive database capability and
presentation quality graphics, to
provide a versatile, powerful and
easy to use planning and decision
aid for managers and professionals.

LOGISTIX - The best idea in
business software since the
spreadsheet.

tiMIFOX
Grafox Limited

65 Banbury Road

Oxford 0X2 6PE
Tel. 10865) 516281

Ilk
 Circle No. 185



MULTI-USER MICROS TOP 10

As the power of the micro increases,
so multi-user processing becomes
increasingly attractive. After all,

nobody is likely to need all of the chip's
attention all the time; it would clearly be
sensible to share it out to several users as and
when they need it.

Such an approach has been made almost
official by the potential multi-user capa-
bilities of the IBM PC/ AT. It is clear that
future versions will offer some kind of
limited multi-user function. Although IBM
is holding back, a recent AT clone from
Northern Telecom, the Vienna AOC,
already offers Xenix running up to five
users. Others seem likely to follow.

But long before this most recent gener-
ation of machines, there had been a very
healthy trade in multi-user micros. Some,
like the LSI Octopus, used an ordinary 8088
to handle all the users. With the appearance
of the 68000 processor came a clutch of
machines designed to capitalise on its new
levels of price performance. Many used
Unix: for example, machines from Altos,
Armstrong, NCR, Stride and Wicat. Some,
like the Aston Crystal, used the more exotic
Pick operating system. But by far the largest
proportion of machines in this sector both
then and now have been based around the
S-100 bus.

The reasons are not hard to find. The
S-100 works on the principle that starting
from a card cage and a backplane with the
physical implementation of the S-100
circuitry, you simply plug in features as and
when you need them. So, for example, you
might begin with a processor, I/O ports,
and floppy -disc controller, and then
upgrade at a later stage to hard disc, a co-
processor and so on. Clearly this lends itself
to the gradual addition of further users as
and when they are required.

One advantage of this approach is that
you are not tied to any particular processor or
operating system. So it may well be possible
to upgrade a machine through different
chips and operating systems. Perhaps even
more attractive is the facility for mixing
processors.

This forms the basis of multi -processor,
multi-user systems. Progressively loading a
single chip with additional users inevitably
leads to a degradation of response for every-
one on the system. With multi -processor
micros, each extra user board comes
equipped with its own dedicated processor.
The system chip then acts as a co-ordinating
master processor handling I/O functions
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who are often looking for a total solution of
their computing needs. Post -sale backup is
particularly important, and local or at least
indigenous firms are often better placed to
meet this need. The same goes for software
provision, which is more problematic than
with stand-alone micros.

The big rival to multi-user systems is, of
course, networking. It has the same
flexibility together with a number of
particular advantages. For example, you can
often hook up machines which are already
in the company, and which may even be
different and otherwise incompatible.
Installation is usually a simpler affair. A
basic local area network based on a ring or
bus topology has to be set up only once.
Multi-user systems will normally involve
more complex wiring which may have to be
changed if locations change.

There is also the problem of placing all
your micro eggs in one basket. If a multi-
user system goes down, it takes everyone
with it. At least with the network approach
the stand-alone capability remains even if
the net malfunctions.

Set against this, there are the advantages
of cost and centralisation. For some multi-
user systems, adding a user can cost as little
as adding a terminal. Multi-user solutions
are also neater in terms of organisation.
Once you have decided on the system, you
can go out and buy it; networks require
more work in bringing everyone together.

The systems on the next page give some
idea of the range of options available. Prices
quoted are rough guides to the cost of mini-
mum workable configurations. Since many
of the systems work using broadly the same
setups it is difficult to discriminate between
them. For this reason anyone thinking of
investing in a multi-user system would be
well advised to check out some of the
alternatives. Ela

Glyn Moody introduces our selection of multi-user micros
and questions whether they are always the neat solution
they seem.

MANY HANDS
MAKE LIGHT
WORK

SUPPLIERS
Accron Fast/Net: Newtons
Laboratories, 111-113 Wandsworth High
Street, London SW18 4JB. Telephone:
01-874 6511. Circle no. 361.
Alpha Micro 1000: Alpha Micro
Great Britain Ltd, Berkshire House, 56
Herschel Street, Slough, Berkshire SL1
1PY. Tel: (0753) 821922. Circle no. 362.
IMP -68: IMP Ltd, Number One
Industrial Estate, Medomsley Road,
Consett, County Durham DH8 6SY. Tel:
(0207) 503481. Circle no. 363.
Midas: Sirton Computer Systems, 7
Greenlea Park, Prince George's Road,
London SW19 2PT. Telephone: 01-640
6931. Circle no. 364.
Minstrel: HM Systems Ltd, Minstrel
House, 220 The Vale, London NW11
8HZ. Telephone: 01-209 0911. Circle no.
365.
Pinnacle: TDI Pinnacle Ltd, 29 Alma
Vale Road, Bristol BS8 2HL. Tel: (0272)
742796. Circle no. 366.
Sprite: Jarogate Ltd, 197-213 Lyham
Road, London SW2 5PY. Telephone:
01-671 6321. Circle no. 367.
Superstar: Bromley Computer
Consultancy, 417-421 Bromley Road,
Bromley, Kent BR1 4PJ. Telephone:
01-461 3993. Circle no. 368.
Ultraframe: Synamics Business Systems
Ltd, 78 Buckingham Gate, London SW1
6PD. Tel: 01-222 4701. Circle no. 369.
Vienna AOC: Northern Telecom Data
Systems Ltd, Maylands Avenue, Hemel
Hempstead, Hertfordshire HP2 7LD.
Telephone: (0442) 41141. Circle no. 370.

and other general housekeeping duties.
As the following pages indicate, this

approach has been widely used, particularly
by British firms. The attractions of the S-100
bus are its standard formats and the ready
availability of components. Generally
speaking, it is also easier to develop bus -
based systems rather than starting com-
pletely from scratch.

There are other reasons why British manu-
facturers figure so largely in this sector when
they are almost extinct elsewhere. Multi-user
systems tend to be used in small businesses,
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ACCRON FASTIN ET £6,000
The Accron Fast/Net from Newtons Laboratories is something of a hybrid. It uses the
S-100 bus, together with a 68000 running under the Mirage operating system, a DEC -

derived product. Users can either hook directly into this processor, or up to 16 additional
slave boards can be added in the standard way. The boards can be used independently of
the main chip and run their own operating system, or they can link up with it to form I/O
processors connected to the master processor. Under Mirage, languages such as Basic,
Fortran, Pascal and APL can all access the full 16Mbyte address range of the 68000. Slave
processors can be Z-80As, Z-80Bs or 8MHz 8088s, with 64K and 1Mbyte RAM
respectively. Storage begins at 10Mbyte and goes up to 70Mbyte.

FOR Wide range of multi-user options. Large storage capacity.

AGAINST Non-standard main operating system.

ALPHA MICRO AM -1000 £6,500
The AM -1000 is the entry system for an extensive range of multi-user micros all based on
the 68000, costing from £6,500 up to over £70,000. The AM -1000 comes with 128K RAM
upgradable to 896K. Storage consists of one or two 800K floppies, and Winchesters from
10Mbyte to 55Mbyte. Three serial ports come as standard, with an optional Centronics
port. Up to 11 users can be hooked up at once. There is a Z-80 co -processor option,
allowing one of the users to run CP /M. For the rest, the main operating system is Amos, a
home-grown concoction from Alpha Micro, based on DEC's RT-11. Some of the models
with larger Winchesters can also run Unix V.

FOR Upgrade path.

AGAINST Entry price. Non-standard main operating system.

HM MINSTREL £6,000
Both the well -established Minstrel 2 and the new Minstrel 4 are S -100 -based machines
running TurboDOS. The latest model uses an 80186 with 1Mbyte RAM as the master
processor; the slaves are usually 70116s, Hitachi's close variant of the 80186. Up to 16
users can be accommodated. Storage options start with a 40Mbyte Winchester and move
up to the gigabyte range. An Arcnet controller is included as standard on the Winchester
board. In addition to two serial and one parallel port on the main board, each user adds
an extra serial port. The Minstrel 2 is similar, except that it uses a Z -80B as master
processor. The maximum number of users is 12, and Winchester options are currently 20,
40 and 64Mbyte.

FOR Storage expansion.

AGAINST Not much.

IMP £7,000
The IMP -68 is both an S-100 and a Unix machine. It runs an 8MHz 68000 processor under
either Xenix or Idris. BOS is also available. Unlike the Z-80 based S-100 multi -processor
machines, the IMP -68 draws all its processing power from the one main chip. This has the
advantage of cost, since all you need to add users is a terminal for the first eight, and then
an extra board for a further eight users. The danger is that running several processor -
intensive tasks concurrently will result in degradation of response. RAM starts at 256K,
and can go up to 4Mbyte. There is a 1Mbyte floppy disc, and a Winchester with 10Mbyte
capacity upgradable to 2,400Mbyte. In addition to the IMP -68, there is now a version
running the full 68020 processor.

FOR Cheap upgradability.

AGAINST Danger of degradation. No CP/M or MS-DOS facilities.

MIDAS £6,000
Sirton produces a range of multi-user systems, all based on the S-100 bus. The flagship is
the Midas 286, which uses an 80286 running under Concurrent CP/ M and Xenix. There
is also a Z-80 which acts as a controller for the disc drive and handles a 256K RAM cache.
Main RAM starts at 512K and can be increased to 6Mbyte. There is a 360K floppy disc,
and Winchesters from 20Mbyte to 150Mbyte. The standard system can handle two users,
and the maximum is 18. The Midas 68XE uses a 68000 running under Xenix; Idris is also
available. The basic system starts with two users, and goes up to about six. Unusually, it
has an 8in. floppy together with a 10Mbyte Winchester. Both systems have built-in
Ethernet controller chips.

FOR RAM cache on Midas 286. Ethernet controller.

AGAINST Inelegant looks.
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MULTI-USER MICROS TOP 10

SPRITE £6,000 -1
Jarogate's Sprite is one of the new generation of machines running an 80286, the chip
found in the IBM PC/ AT. But it is based around the S-100 bus, rather than aping the
IBM's internal structure too. However, running under Concurrent CP/ M, the Jarogate
does offer a PC -DOS emulation mode. The basic machine can handle two users; adding
two serial boards increases this to 16. RAM begins at 512K and can be increased to 6Mbyte
with additional boards. A 790K floppy and 21Mbyte Winchester are standard, as is an
Ethernet chip; maximum Winchester capacity is 150Mbyte. Xenix is available as an
alternative operating system, and there is a maths co -processor to speed up this already
impressively fast machine.

FOR Price. IBM PC compatibility.

AGAINST Concurrent CP/M is wobbly.

SUPERSTAR £2,450
The Bromcom Superstar is one of the legion of S-100 based multi-user micros. It exploits
this to offer a system with almost no degradation as more users are added. Each additional
user up to a. maximum of 16 is accommodated via a board with its own processor, which
may be either a Z -80A or an 80186. The memory per user can be up to 128K RAM for
eight -bit systems, and up to 1Mbyte for the 16 -bit user. Options include 400K floppies,
Winchesters from 10Mbyte to 160Mbyte, and a 40Mbyte tape streamer. The standard
operating systems are Turbodos and Impos. Others available include CP/ M, MP/ M, MS-
DOS and Xenix. The entry-level system comes with an eight -bit slave processor, one
400K floppy, 10Mbyte Winchester, VDU and keyboard.

FOR Price. No degradation.

AGAINST Not much.

TDI PINNACLE £6,700
The TDI Pinnacle has a 68000, like several other machines in this survey, but it runs
under the UCSD p -System and is designed specifically as a p -System engine. The great
benefit of programs written to run under the p -System is their portability. Hence the
Pinnacle is in principle less afflicted by the dearth of multi-user software than other
machines. Apart from this, the Pinnacle's main recommendation is its tremendous
power. Running its 68000 at 12MHz, it produced the fastest Benchmarks we have seen.
Winchester options start at 10Mbyte and go up to 32Mbyte. Up to seven users can be
accommodated. TDI has recently launched the Pinnacle XL with two 68000s, and able to
handle even more concurrent users.

FOR Speed. Portability of software.

AGAINST Obscurenature of p -System.

ULTRAFRAME £9,235
The Ultraframe from Synamics uses multi-processor.architecture based around the S-100
bus. It offers a choice of master processor: either the Z -80B or 80186. Slaves can be either
Z-80Bs or 8086s. though the latter is only supported by the 80186. Maximum RAM for
each slave is respectively 128K and 1Mbyte. There is also a choice of operating systems. As
well as the popular Turbodos, which allows up to 18 users, there is p -Net, which can deal
with 36 users - two per slave card. It also supports programs running under the p -
System. Hard -disc options start at 30Mbyte, and go up to 126Mbyte. There is also a video-
tape backup system with a capacity of about 100Mbyte. Each slave board has two serial
ports and one parallel port.

FOR Range of processor and operating system options.

AGAINST High entry-level price.

VIENNA AOC £4,000
Like the Jarogate Sprite, Northern Telecom's Vienna AOC uses the 80286 as its main
processor. But in addition to offering a multi-user capability under Xenix for up to five
users, it claims a full operational compatibility with the IBM PC/ AT. In many respects it
offers now what the PC/ AT will presumably offer in due course: access to the range of
IBM software and multi-user capabilities. The Vienna comes with 512K RAM which can
be upgraded to 7Mbyte. There is a 1.2Mbyte floppy and an optional 20Mbyte
Winchester. The quoted price is for the hard -disc system. Not available at the moment,
but due to appear shortly is a very high -quality, high -resolution, white phosphor screen.

FOR IBM compatibility. Excellent screen.

AGAINST Limited multi-user expansion.
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PC PRICE BONANZA

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

PC SOFTWARE

CAXTON CARDBOX
DBASE II
DBASE III
DMS DELTA 4
DMS +
DR FORTRAN 77
DR PASCAL
DR ASSEMBLER Plus Tools
FRAMEWORK
FRIDAY
KNOWLEDGEMAN
LOTUS 1 2 3
MICROSOFT WORD
MICROSTUF X TALK
MULTIMATE
MULTIPLAN
MULTIUSER ACCOUNTS per Module
OPEN ACCESS
PEACHPAK
PEGASUS LEDGER MODULE
PSION EXCHANGE
R. BASE 4000
SAGE ACCOUNTS
SAGE ACCOUNTS PLUS
SAGE CHIT CHAT
SAPPHIRE DATAMASTER
SMART SOFTWARE SYSTEM
SYMPHONY
TK SOLVER
TX FILE TRANSFER
VOLKSWRITER DELUXE
WORDSTAR
WORDSTAR MAILMERGE
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL
WORDSTAR 2000

Ex Vat.
£165
£240
£325
£350
£155
£199
£235
£120
£325
£125
£325
£299
£240
£120
£295
£125
£295
£325
£150
£200
£395
£295
£250
£475
£110
£395
£495
£425
£245
£165
£215
£190
£95

£245
£290

EXPERT ADVICE

PC PRINTERS

ANADEX DP -6500 500cps
BROTHER 2024L 190cps (NLO)
CANON PW 1080A 160cps (NLO)

Ex Vat.
£2295
£895
£279

PROMPT DELIVERY

PC's & COMPATIBLES

APRICOT PORTABLE 256K 1 x 720K Drive
APRICOT 256K 2 x 315K Drives & Monitor
APRICOT 256K 2 x 720K Drives & Monitor

Ex Vat.
£845

£1295
£1525

EPSON FX 100 £420 APRICOT Xi 256K 10MB & Monitor £2175
EPSON LO 1500 200cps (NLQ) £895 APRICOT Xi 512K 20MB & Monitor £2995
HEWLETT PACKARD LASER PRINTER £2750 COMMODORE PC10 £1395
JUKI 6300 40cps £749 COMPAQ 2 256K 2 x 360K £1695
MANNESMANN MT180 160cps (NLO) £529 COMPAQ DESKPRO 4 640K 10MB + 10MB Tape £3895
MANNESMANN MT400 400cps (NLO) £1595 COMPAQ PORTABLE 286 640K 20MB £4295
NEC 2050 20cps £625 COMPAQ DESKPRO 286 512K 30MB 1.2MB £4295
NEC 3550 35cps £955 ERICSSON 256K 2 x 360K £1595
NEC PINWRITER P2(P) 180cps £345 ERICSSON 256K 10MB £2495
NEC PINWRITER P3(P) 180cps £485 KAYPRO 286 £3650
OKI 8.4A 200cps £629 OLIVETT M21 128K 2 x 360KB drives £1450
OKI 2350 (P) £1435 OLIVETT M21 128K 10MB £2195
OLIVETTI DM 5300E (P) 220cps £815 OLIVETT M21 640K 10MB £2345
OLIVETTI DY450 45cps (P) £755 OLIVETT M24 128K 2 x 360KB Drive £1475
PANASONIC KX-P1091 120 cps + NLQ £250 OLIVETT M24 640K 10MB £2500
QUME 11/40 Ro + I/Face £1345 OLIVETT 3B UNIX Range P.O.A.
RICOH FLOWRITER 1600 46k £1349 VICTOR 28K 1.2MB f1645
TEC STARWRITER F10-40 40cps £830 VICTOR 256K 10MB £2475
TOSHIBA TH2100H 192cps (P) £1280 VICTOR 256K 2.4MB £1875
TREND 930 200cps NLQ 80cps £1350 VICTOR VPc 256K 15MB £2395

STORAGE AND BOARDS

Pc NET STARTER KIT
PLUS 5 HARD DISK DRIVES FROM
512K MEMORY UPGRADES FROM
20MB TAPE STREAMER
AST, OUADRAM, HERCULES ALL AT HUGE SAVINGS

COMPLETE SYSTEMS SUPPORT AND
TRAINING AVAILABLE.
FULL MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY.
MOST ITEM EX STOCK.
Next day Insured delivery available.

Ex Vat.
£795

£1045
£150
£895

MAYFAIR
MICROS
BLENHEIM HOUSE. PODMORE ROAD.
LONDON SW18 1AJ

TEL: 01-871 2555 / 870 3255
We accept official orders from UK Government and
Educational Establishments. Mail Order and Export
Enquiries welcome. Callers by appointment.

Ref: 1.02

MOVE WITH I

THE
ONALS

is

Once you have used a digitizer - the
electronic Input board with stylus or cursor -
you will never want to go back to mouse, trackball
or joystick. Digitizing Is so easy and direct, setting you
free from the limitations of the keyboard. Choose from the TDS LC range
with sizes for all types of graphic design, CAD/CAM or 'menu picking'
applications. Standard Interface and cable sets link to the vast majority of
computers,with customized versions I rom stock for IBM PC and BBC models.
As the UK's largest manufacturer of digitizers, It makes sense to get all the
facts from us. Remember advice and service are only a telephone call away.

Send now for our free Bp ecIffcation sheets by completing the coupon.
POST TO TERMINAL DISPLAY SYSTEMS LIMITED, - FREEPOST - PHILIPS ROAD,

WHITEBIRK INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BLACKBURN, LANCS BB1 5BR

Freepost - No stamp required OR TELEPHONE (0254) 676921r111.MIMMI=IIMMI=1=1=imommr, MI

PLEASE SEND ME DETAILS OF YOUR DIGITIZER RANGE I
NAME: 11

liADDRESS:

POST CODE- !M. -

 Circle No. 191

PRINTER REPAIRS &
SERVICING

DOT MATRIX & DAISYWHEEL
COLLECTION/DELIVERY SERVICE

RING NOW!
EXTENSIVE RANGE OF RIBBONS IN STOCK

64K -512K RAM CARDS
FOR IBM & COMPATIBLES
USER EXPANDABLE (512K max)

64K RAM CARD £149+ VAT

FULL RANGE OF APPLE & IBM
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

INCLUDING ELECTRONIC DESIGN
UTILITIES FOR THE PROFESSIONAL

Tel: 061 428 2014
A+G COMPUTERWARE
PO BOX 34, CHEADLE,

CHESHIRE SK8 4PT

 Circle No. 192
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Oasis Instruments

PRECISE ANALOGUE DATA ACQUISITION

Now available
for the
Sinclair QL

Precision MADC12 module interfaces featuring:
- 12 bit readings in 30 uS to 0.02% accuracy.
-6 precision ranges, +/ -10V down to 1V unipolar.
- 16 high impedance inputs with S.E. or differential modes.
- All functions software controlled, 1 Mbyte per sec data
transfer.
Price - systems for: QL - £499/IBMs - £749/Apple II -
£449/BBC - £399 (+ VAT).
Includes calibrated MADC12, interface H/W, manuals and software.
Modules from stock - reliably solve your digitising or logging
problem NOW.
Enhanced versions for maximum flexibility provide:
- High speed for 12 bit readings in 15uS, 8bit in 10uS (option S15 - £95).
- Full accuracy and speed with input isolation to 500V RMS (option 105 - £240).
- 32 channel systems (option C32 - £250) and versatile, wide range, multiplexers.

Also available: low cost Apple II analogue interfaces, supporting boards and
industrial computers. Order directly or contact us for further information.

I lit:Slruct. Old ( 4oqesst . Non% k it \ 1,t8 51)I I c1:11603 747887

Samarkand CGINLITER Services
Telephone:101) 657 0713 Telex: 8951182

COMPUTERS APRICOT £P.O.A. IBM £P.O.A. SANYO f P.O.A.

when ordering the following

RRP SPECIAL OFFER

SOFTWARE Please state computers
software

Dbase II 395 295
Dbase III 550 425
Framework 550 425
Wordstar/Mailmerge 440 330
Superwriter 295 220
Cardbox Plus 300 250
Supercalc 3 360 288
Sage Accountant 495 395
Sage Accountant Plus 695 550
Sagesoft Option 145 115
Cashlink 695

SPECIAL PACKS
Dbase II/Dbase II (disk tutorial) 460 375
W'star Mailmerge/W'star M'ge (disk tutorial) 555 425

EXECUTIVE GAMES
Flight Simulator 65
Chess 29.95
Golf 19.95
Empire 19.95

DISKS
3}" S/S 45.00 39.00
3}" D/S 60.00 49.00
5(" SS/DD 23.00 18.80
51" DS/DD 28.00 20.80
51" SS/96TPI 28.00 22.80
51" DS/96TPI 35.00 24.80
51" DS/96TPI HD 50.00 39.80

Special offer on unlabelled disks with free library case, packs of 10.

COMPUTER BOOKS Phone for comprehensive list on Apple, IBM, ACT
and leading software.

Please add 1 5% VAT to all prices (incl. carriage)

Export enquiries welcome, official Govt .I

educationallLocal Authority orders welcomed
221 Upper Selsdon Road,

Sanderstead, Surrey CR2 ODZ

Hardware and ftwre
systems for
microcomputers:
QI, BBC IBM Apple

*MAW
Home, laboratory and industrial applications
Full software support supplied:
- General purpose acquisition package with user
interface and interactive scan control and data file
generation.
- Comprehensive product description to allow the
hardware to be driven from your own software, either
using the routines supplied or from your own low level
routines to operate the analogue to digital process
directly.
- Data file generation for export to existing spreadsheet
or other post -processing software.

Custom hardware, software and systems solutions on a
consultancy basis.

Peter Nelson

Design ('onsultancy

SPECIAL

OFFER

 Circle No. 194

BEAT THE DUST PROBLEM

The Mini -Vac is a vacuum cleaner in miniature. It fits in the hand and
comprises a chrome plated metal body, which contains a surprisingly
powerful motor driven by a PP3 size battery (not included). There is a choice
of two tubular nozzles on which can be fitted a large or a small soft bristle
brush and a dust collectioln bag with Velcro flap for emptying. When used as
a vacuum cleaner it was found to be ideal for dust removal from the inside of
computers and peripherals, or around keyboards and screens. Dust is the
enemy and the opinion was that there the Mini Vac would be a boon. By
removing the dust bad and putting one of the nozzles in its place it can also be
used for blowing.
Has many other uses: for blowing or removing dust from stereo and video
equipment, cameras, lenses arrd enlargers.

OFFER PRICE £8.99 incl. 15% Vat and UK p & p.
Order from Practical Computing Mini Vac Of fcer, 48 Beauchamp Place, London
SW3 1 NX using coupon or copy or plain paper. Allow up to 28 days for delivery. UK
addresses only. Closing date 31.12.85. Cheques should be made payable to:
Practical Computing Offers. If Vat receipt is required, it is essential to say so when
ordering.

Coupon to: PC, Mini Vac Offer, 48 Beauchamp Place, London SW3 1NX.

Please send me Mini Vacs @ 8.99 Cheque enclosed f

Name

Address

Postcode 851182J

BUSINESS PRESS INTERNATIONAL LTD.
Registered in England. No. 151637, Regd Office; Quadrant Houser

The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.
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Micro General the Specialists for Printer Selection
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY! Bring your micro to us and match with our range of printers - full workshop facilities
available to iron out all technical hitches! CALL US FOR PRINT SAMPLES. TRADE or PRIVATE CUSTOMERS take
advantage of our INTERFACING CONSULTANCY. INTERFACES & CABLES AVAILABLE FOR:  SINCLAIR QL
 COMMODORE 64  OSBORNE  MSX  SPECTRUM  SIRIUS  EINSTEIN  SAGE  AMSTRAD and more!

MICROLINE

New Slimline design chats quieter, faster and superbly reliable.
IBM PC Version available

M182 par/serial/IBM 120 cps front £299 + VAT
M192 par/serial/IBM NLQ from £399 + VAT
M193 spec as 192 132 col from £549 + VAT

 NEW 84XS Host of options: Bar coding, 30K buffer, Multi Lingual,
Scientific fonts, Qume/Diablo, Arabic.

`print modes: Draft, Memo 8 Correspondence front £1295 + VAT

New from Dot Matrix and Daisy Wheel,

BROTHER together in one

£1295
+ VAT

The unique Brother Twinriter 5.
 Now with a flick of the switch you can have quick internal draft

reports or letter quality documents
Fully IBM compatible

 Longer than average working life thanks to nylon and multi -strike
ribbons.

FULL RANGE OF BROTHER PRINTERS AVAILABLE.
*Micro General are a recognised Brother Master Dealer

Qume. Printers and Terminals

QVT 101 a low priced terminal offering full emulation
of the leading VDU's.

QVT 202 - low cost expansion for DEC or UNIX

QVT 511GX - colour graphics and Alpha numerics

APRICOT Fl
a full blown business micro
For the first time business user a genuine
business machine with some amazing 'high
tech' features. - See the Apricot's mouse
execute previously complex tasks at a

single key stroke, and the new infra -red
device means there's no cable connection
to the keyboard, giving desk top planning a
new meaning.
 256K RAM 720 single disk.
 MS-DOS
 Rapid Display manipulation and special

effects.
 Expansion and Outport facilities.
 Colour/Mono Monitor or VHF for your

TV.

 Extremely light (under 13Ibs) - totally
portable.

 Price includes SuperWriter, SuperCalc,
SuperPlanner software.

 Well over 1000 software packages now
available.

Sprint 11/90
Plugs straight into your PC!

 Superb letter quality (90 cps)
 Very high reliability

 Backed by one of the largest suppliers of daisy wheel
printers.

IBM Twin ax 8 Co ax interfaces available.

LEASE Fl
from £7 per week
CALL FOR DETAILS

DEMO NOW

( PCII)
Unit 25, Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Reading, RG8 7JW Tel: 07357 4466

^44118

 MAA:

KEW DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
The printer that eliminates fuzz!

Epson compatible -a superb quality printer for the price with some
interesting features.

5010 80 col 120 cps £259.00 SD15 136 col 160 cps £489.00
SD1S 136 col 120 cps £389.00 SR10 80 col 200 cps £489.00
5010 80 col 160 cps £389.00 SR15 136 col 200 cps £589.00

rCANON Laser Beam Printer
Lighten up to
LASER PRINTING!

Crisp,
clear images
on plain paper -
to 8 pages per minute
RS232 or CENTRONICS.
Features include:
 Multiple character pitches in a line

10, 12, 13.3,15 CPi, P.S., etc.
 Multiple font maximum 15 fonts/page

iinternal font, font cartridge)
 Character enlargement - doubling in two directions

6... Down loading of fonts

r MICRO GENERAL'S Pick ofthe Printers
Epson LX -80 Friction NLQ £255.00
Epson LX -80 Tractor option £20.00
Epson LX -80 Sheet feeder £55.00
Epson FX80160cps £360.00
Epson RX100100cps
Epson FX100160cps
Epson LQ1500 200cps
Canon PW1080A 160cps
Canon PW11S6A160cps
Canon PJ1080A 7 -COLOUR
Shinwa CPA -80P Par 100cps
Shinwa CPA -80S Ser 100cps
Panasonic KC -P1091 120cps

PLOTTERS
EPSON HI -80
HITACHI 672

£400.00
£495.00

 All prices exclusive of VAT.

£390.00
£499.00
£999.00
£299.00
£419.00
£479.00
£199.00
£219.00
£299.00

MP-165160cps NLQ
JUKI 6100 Parallel
JUKI 6300 Serial or Par
SILVER REED 16 Parallel 16cps
SILVER REED 16 Serial 16cps
SILVER REED 20 Parallel
SILVER REED 20 Serial
SILVER REED 36 Parallel
SILVER REED 36 Serial

£269.00
£325.00
£799.00
£256.00
£279.00
£453.00
£479.00
£799.00
£825.00

OKI HIGH SPEED MATRIX
OKI 2350 Par. 350cps £1755.00
OKI 2410 Par. Graphics £1875.00

CUMA NA BBC DISK DRIVES
CSX100 40T S/Side 100K £ 109.00
CSX200D SOT D/Side 200K £119.00
CSX400 8C T D/Side 400K £166.00
CD200 2x407 5/Side 200K £259.00
CD400D 2x4OT D/Side 400K £285.00
CD800S 2,801 D/Side BOOK £360.00

MICROVITEC 14 COLOUR
MONITORS
1431 -MS 452 PIXEL BBC
1451 -MS 653 PIXEL BBC
1456-LI 653 IBM. Apricot
1456-DQ 653 Sinclair

£216.00
£260.00
£395.00
£239.00

DEALER/OEM ENQUIRIES WELCOME [4-11E1
 Always call for the best possible price. Access/Visa
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POWER SOFTWARE

COMPUTING IN
THE FAST LANE

Asa contribution to the
English language "power
user" has little to recom-
mend it. But this American
term does have one merit
- it brings a very import-

ant change in the business software market
into sharp focus. While commentators have
tended to concentrate on the needs of the
first-time user, a glance at the software in
the best-seller lists suggests strongly that
most of the packages actually sold have been
going to a quite different sort of person -
the so-called power user.

The typical power user uses his or her
computer regularly, for many hours each
week, and is in no sense a beginner. These
people are not computer programmers, but
they are highly computer -literate; at the
same time their main professional skill is not
in computing but in some other area.
Neither are they computer hobbyists - they
are not necessarily interested in computers or
software as such, just in using them to get
things done. They are, in short, a new kind
of computer user, created by the micro's
triumphant arrival in the office.

WHAT DO THEY DO?
On the next page you can find details of

some 40 software products we think are
likely to appeal to power users. We also look
more closely at three major new power
packages: Excel, Microsoft's fleet -footed
1 -2 -3 -like spreadsheet; Rbase 5000, one of
the strongest challengers yet for the dBase II
crown; and Reflex, an innovative data -
analysis package.

For this survey we have accepted the line,
put forward by Microsoft among others, that
power users naturally divide into three
main categories: number -orientated, data -
orientated and word -orientated. In our
selection we have also included several
utilities which will interest power users, and
a small number of the most capable all -in -
one packages.

The needs of the power user differ
radically from those of the beginner or the
occasional business user. Speed, extra
features and programmability matter for
more than superficial user -friendliness. Pro-
grammability is a particularly widespread
requirement Of this sort of user; if you find
yourself doing the same task week in, week
out it makes sense to set it up as a macro of
some kind.

The number -crunching power user wants
speed above all, and often plenty of spread -

By Ian Stobie

#*,, '9 Alai 
U 4IP N*kA

sheet space as well. Macros are well-nigh
essential. Integrated graphics to help make
sense of the data and enhance the present-
ation of results to colleagues are also a
common requirement.

For the data -orientated power user, pro-
grammability is even more important. The
same data is often used for instant queries
and quite routine tasks like selective
mailing, and it makes sense to automate the
latter category into simple, quick jobs.

Compared to simple record -keeping
systems aimed at less demanding users,
power databases offer much greater
flexibility in the jobs you can do with the
same collection of data. Power users often
need to set up complicated file structures to
mirror existing real -world systems, and so
look for relational -type products which can
link two or more files on common key fields.

One sort of power database, as exempli-
fied by Framework, Reflex and Twenty/
Twenty, is designed mainly for helping you
actively make sense of your data. It then
helps you write a suitable report or develop
graphical displays for presentation of your
results. Such packages will usually integrate
graphics, word-processing and statistical
functions with a fundamentally data -
orientated approach.

Many power users seem prepared to go to
the trouble of learning a full-blown database
language. This type of package, typified by
dBase II, while initially hard for the user,
does eventually let you develop business -
type applications far more quickly than a
traditional programming language like
Basic. You also retain much of the flexibility

of a programming language to customise
things to your exact requirements.

Word processing is an area where the
needs of the average user and the power user
superficially seem to be not too far removed.
But built-in spelling checkers, mail merging
and the ability to handle large documents or
view several documents at the same time all
add to the cost of developing a powerful
word processor, and the complexity of con-
trolling it.

Power WP packages themselves seem to
have settled down into two contrasting
approaches. Multimate is perhaps the fore-
most example of the traditional secretarial
WP: it has powerful boilerplating and mail -
merging functions but a rather old-
fashioned user interface. At the other
extreme is Word, with pop-up menus,
multiple type founts and an optional mouse
to control it. It in fact has most of the same
solid business functions, and it gives you
much more control over the appearance of
the final document. Apart from brightening
up office memos this has the attraction of
letting you do more of your printing in-
house. Especially when it is connected to
a laser printer, you can produce highly
acceptable forms, letterheads, invoices and
overhead -projector transparencies. Both
types of power WP can usually import data
from a whole range of other software
packages.

ALL -IN -ONE
Few all -in -one packages offer enough

functionality in depth in any particular
application for the power user, and those
that try tend to be cripplingly slow. Given
that machine resources on a micro are
limited, it is very difficult to achieve all-
round success with five or six applications in
one package. But most power packages are
integrated to a more limited extent: for
example, almost all power spreadsheets also
draw graphs, and many include a simple
database facility. But almost always one task
stands out as the pre-eminent purpose of the
package.

Power users are naturally attracted to
utilities in a big way - generally not the
same sort of utilities that programmers like,
but more end -user orientated ones. These
utilities do things like letting you print big
spreadsheets out sideways on your printer,
add keyboard macros to packages which lack
them, and put phone numbers and your
own notes up on the screen while you are in
the middle of some other job.
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POWER SOFTWARE

WHAT THEY DO
Deciding between specialised or all -in -one software is not enough - many power packages

are optimised for a  articular kind of user.

NUMBERS
ORIENTATED

Excel
Runs on: Mac
Price: £399
Supplier: Microsoft
Fast, very powerful spreadsheet with easy -
to -use macros, good graphics and
straightforward database. Newest
challenger to Lotus 1-2-3. Will soon run on
IBM. Reviewed this issue, page 128.

Logistix
Runs on: IBM, MS-DOS
Price: £395
Supplier: Grafox
Spreadsheet, graphics, database
combination like Lotus 1-2-3, but with time
management added as an extra function. All
functions well integrated.

Lotus 1-2-3
Runs on: IBM, MS-DOS
Price: £430
Supplier: Lotus
Powerful spreadsheet with excellent graphics
and macro facilities, simple database and
good on-line help. Probably the best-selling
business package for the last two years.

Multiplan
Runs on: IBM, MS-DOS, Mac, Apple II,
CP/M-80
Price: £190
Supplier: Microsoft
Versatile spreadsheet with good business
features; lacks graphics and macros. Wide
availability on different machines. Easy to
learn. Reviewed September 1983.

Options
Runs on: IBM, MS-DOS
Price: £145
Supplier: Sagesoft
Innovative spreadsheet which lets you enter
a range of values, and then works out the
probability of different results. Reviewed
June 1985.

Supercalc 3
Runs on: IBM, MS-DOS
Price: £295
Supplier: Sorcim
Fast spreadsheet with well -integrated
graphics and simple database. Spreadsheet
size limited, but powerful business functions.

DATA ORIENTATED
Dataflex
Runs on: IBM, MS-DOS, CP/M-80
Price: £995
Supplier: Dataflex
Database aimed at application developers.
Provides the fast indexed sequential access
method (ISAM), multiple file handling and
menu -driven environment for the end -user.

dBase III
Runs on: IBM
Price: £550
Supplier: Ashton-Tate
dBase III is the updated IBM version of
dBase II, easily the top -selling database for
writing applications. Really a programming
language. Reviewed November 1984.

DMS Delta 4
Runs on: IBM, MS-DOS
Price: £495
Supplier: Compsoft
Database and report generator intended for
general office administration, mailing, etc.
Good for handling data with large number
of transactions. Built-in letter writer.

Framework
Runs on: IBM
Price: £550
Supplier: Ashton-Tate
Innovative database with spreadsheet,
graphics and WP built in. Fast. Designed for
interactive analysis and report writing.
Thoroughly programmable. Reviewed
February 1985.

Helix
Runs on: Mac
Price: £246
Suppliers: P & P, Softsel, First
Database for report generation and
interactive queries. Makes heavy use of
Mac's visual interface: icons replace
conventional database command language.
Reviewed June 1985.

Maclion
Runs on: Mac
Price: £379
Suppliers: P & P, First
Database designed for creating complete
business applications. Can handle multiple
files, generate reports and transfer data to
other Mac applications. Rather complex to
use.

Omnis III
Runs on: Mac
Price: £445
Supplier: Blyth
Applications generator, like dBase II, but for
Mac windows/mouse environment. Comes
with several example applications to start
you off.

Rbase 5000
Runs on: IBM
Price: £595
Suppliers: P & P, Softsel, First
Database language of the dBase II type,
primarily intended for generating
applications. Newer, and some think better,
than dBase, but less well known. Reviewed
this issue, page 124.

Reflex
Runs on: IBM
Price: £423
Supplier: Softsel
Database with tightly integrated graphics,
primarily aimed at people actively analysing
data. Excellent for producing reports, graphs
and summaries. Reviewed this issue, page
124.

Sycero
Runs on: IBM
Price: £595
Supplier: System C
Program generator. Alternative approach to
using a database package for developing
data -intensive business applications;
produces a Basic program. Reviewed
January 1985.

Twenty/Twenty
Runs on: IBM
Price: £345
Supplier: ISPL
Query system and report generator
designed to extract data from incompatible
programs like Lotus, Multiplan and dBase II.
Will not let you alter data.

WORD ORIENTATED
Multimate
Runs on: IBM
Price: £450
Suppliers: P & P, Softsel, First
Word processor with powerful mail -merge
and boilerplating facilities. Adopts style of
dedicated Wang WP machines. Accepts files
from 1-2-3 and dBase.

Perfect Writer II
Runs on: IBM, MS-DOS
Price: £149
Supplier: Thorn EMI
Word processor with built-in thesaurus and
separate spelling checker. Lets you view two
parts of same file and keep several files
active. Good boilerplating. Reviewed June
1985.

Samna Word III
Runs on: IBM
Price: £470
Supplier: Softsel
Full -featured office -style word processor with
good mail merging. Can cope with
mathematical and foreign -language special
characters. Reviewed October 1985.

Silicon Office
Runs on: IBM, MS-DOS
Price: £790
Supplier: Bristol Software Factory
Word processor with integrated database.
Good for office administration and selective
mailing. Programmable to do routine jobs.
Old, but still works. Too expensive.
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Volkswriter deluxe
Runs on: IBM
Price: £289
Suppliers: P & P, Softsel, First
Relatively simple -to -use word processor with
good mail merging. Supports mathematical
and foreign -language characters.

Word
Runs on: IBM, Mac
Price: £400
Supplier: Microsoft
Trailblazing word processor with built-in
spelling checker, good mail merging and the
ability to display multiple founts. Even the
IBM version has a Mac -like interface, and
will work with optional mouse. Reviewed
September 1985.

Word Perfect 4.0
Runs on: IBM, MS-DOS
Price: £425
Supplier: Sentinel Software
Word processor with built-in mail merge,
indexing and spelling checker. Better for
those who actually do their own writing than
the office -style WP aimed mainly at
secretaries. Reviewed August 1985.

WordStar 2000
Runs on: IBM
Price: £440
Supplier: Micropro
Office -style word processor with built-in mail
merge and spelling checker. Has different
command set and file structure to original
WordStar, which many still prefer. Reviewed
April 1985.

ALL -IN -ONE
Jazz
Runs on: Mac
Price: £495
Supplier: Lotus
Five functions in one: excellent spreadsheet,
plus word processor, graphics, database and
comms. Good for picturesque reports -
word processor can incorporate graphs and
data. Reviewed September 1985.

Open Access
Runs on: IBM, MS-DOS
Price: £450
Supplier: SPI
Six in one. Excellent database, nice graphics,
plus spreadsheet, word processor, comms
and time management. All six up to scratch.
Good for handling lots of data, but not for
beginners. Reviewed September 1984.

Symphony
Runs on: IBM
Price: £595
Supplier: Lotus
Spreadsheet, database, graphics, word
processor and comms. An ace spreadsheet,
but the package is memory -hungry. Many
users prefer Lotus's less ambitious 1-2-3.
Reviewed February 1985.

UTILITIES
Chip -Chat
Runs on: IBM, MS-DOS
Price: £130
Supplier: Sagesoft
Comms program. Comes set up for the most
popular U.K. electronic mail and bulletin -
board services. Also available with autodial
modem for an extra £269. To be reviewed
shortly.

Copy II
Runs on: IBM, Apple II, Mac
Price: £39.95
Supplier: P & P
Bit copier. Lets you make backup copies of
most copy -protected business software. Mac
version includes many of the standard
housekeeping functions found in a
conventional DOS.

Crosstalk
Runs on: IBM, MS-DOS, Apple II, CP/M-80
Price: £169
Suppliers: P & P, Softsel, First
Comms program. Lets you get programs and
data to and from other computer systems,
either down a cable or through the
telephone system via a modem. Very
flexible.

SUPPLIERS
Apple Computer (U.K.)
Eastman Way, Hemel
Hempstead, Hertfordshire HP2
7HQ. Telephone: (0442) 60244.
Ashton-Tate (U.K.)
Oaklands, 1 Bath Road,
Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6
4UH. Telephone: (0628) 33123.
Blyth Software Mitford
House, Benhall, Saxmundham,
Suffolk 1P17 1JS. Telephone:
(0728) 3011.
Bristol Software Factory
Thornton House, Richmond Hill,
Clifton, Bristol BS8 I AT.
Telephone: (0272) 735022.
Compsoft Compsoft Manor,
Farncombe Hill, Godalming,
Surrey GU7 2AR. Telephone:
(04868) 25925.
Dataflex (Information
Management) Services 16
Anning Street, New Inn Yard,
London EC2A 3HB. Telephone:
01-729 4460.
First Software Intec 1,
Wade Road, Basingstoke,
Hampsire RG24 ONE.
Telephone: (0256) 463344.

Grafox 65 Banbury Road,
Oxford OX2 6PE. Telephone:
(0865) 516281.
Interactive Software
Products 1-4 Lloyds Bank
Chambers, The Maltings, St.
Albans, Hertfordshire.
Telephone: (0727) 36341.
Lotus Development (U.K.)
Consort House, Victoria Street,
Windsor, Berkshire SL4 1 EX.
Telephone: (0753) 840281.
Micropro International
Haygarth House, 28-31 High
Street, London SW19 5BY.
Telephone: 01-879 1122.
Microsoft Excel House,
49 De Montfort Road, Reading,
Berkshire RG1 8LP. Telephone:
(0734) 500741.
P & P Micro Distributors
Todd Hall Road, Carrs Industrial
Estate, Haslingden, Rossendale,
Lancashire BB4 5HU.
Telephone: (0706) 217744.
Sagesoft HEI House, Regent
Centre, Gosforth, Newcastle
upon Tyne NE3 3DS.
Telephone: 091-284 7077.

Sentinel Software
Wellington House, New
Zealand Avenue, Walton -on -
Thames, Surrey KT12 1PY.
Telephone: (0932) 231164.
Softsel Computer
Products Softsel House, Syon
Gateway, Great West Road,
Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9DD.
Telephone: 01-568 8866.
Software Products
International (SPI) 13
Horseshoe Park Estate,
Pangbourne, Berkshire RG8
7JN. Telephone: (07357) 4081.
Sorcim-IUS Micro
Software 16-20 High Street,
Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6
I QH. Telephone: (0628) 70911.
System C 7 Mill Street,
Maidstone, Kent ME15 6XW.
Telephone: (0622) 55142.
Thorn EMI Computer
Software Thomson House,
296 Farnborough Road,
Farnborough, Hampshire GU14
7NF. Telephone: (0252)
543333.

dBcompiler
Runs on: IBM, MS-DOS
Price: £650
Supplier: P & P
Compiler which lets you convert dBase II
applications into directly executable form
which then runs independently. Main
advantage is speed. Reviewed April 1985.

Norton Utilities
Runs on: IBM
Price: £89
Suppliers: P & P, Softsel, First
Set of mainly disc utilities. Recovers data
from damaged discs, restores accidentally
erased files, browses through the raw data,
and so on.

Prokey
Runs on: IBM
Price: £114
Suppliers: P & P, Softsel, First
Keyboard enhancer. Lets you set up
hundreds of keystrokes as single -key macros.
Works with most application programs, and
on both data and commands.

Sidekick
Runs on: IBM
Price: £47
Suppliers: P & P, Softsel, First
Desk accessory which runs at the same time
as your main application, popping up on
demand to provide on -screen notepad,
calculator, calendar and other useful
functions. Surprise best-seller.

Sideways
Runs on: IBM, Apple II
Price: £53
Suppliers: P & P, Softsel, First
Printing utility which lets you print
spreadsheets, etc. sideways down the length
of the paper rather than across it.

Superkey
Runs on: IBM
Price: £60
Suppliers: P & P, Softsel, First
Keyboard enhancer like Prokey, but with
extras and therefore more memory -hungry.
Lets you encrypt any file on your disc, and
will work alongside Sidekick.

Spotlight
Runs on: IBM
Price: £103
Suppliers: P & P, Softsel, First
Desk -top organiser. Contains six accessories:
notepad, calculator, phone book, card box
appointments, DOS aid. More powerful than
Sidekick, but not as quick.

Switcher
Runs on: Mac
Price: £20
Supplier: Apple
System utility for 512K Mac which lets you
hold two or three programs in memory, and
switch instantly between them. Greatly
speeds up data transfer between
applications.

VCN Execuvision
Runs on: IBM
Price: £343
Supplier: P & P
Picture processor which lets you create charts
or import them from other packages, then
enhance them with images from a built-in
library.
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Mike Lewis tests a ready-made analysis tool and a powerful, specialised  ro. rammin
language --- two programs which exemplify different approaches to database software.

Both Analytica's Reflex and Micro -
rim's Rbase 5000 are impressive
products. While they have their

limitations and weaknesses, they provide a
very powerful set of tools for the user who
does not mind going to some trouble to
master them. At heart both are databases,
although they differ enormously in the faci-
lities they offer.

Of the two, Reflex is by far the easier to
use. The first thing you notice when you
start it up is a certain similarity to the much -
praised Macintosh user interface. You will
find pull -down menus, mouse support, and
a limited form of overlapping windows -
although these are less manoeuvrable than
the Mac variety. But don't worry if you have
no mouse, as the package works just as well
without.

Another good feature is that typing can
be kept to an absolute minimum. Whenever
you need to specify a field name or an
option, you press a function key to see a list
of the possibilities, then use the mouse or
cursor keys to point to the one you want. The
only tasks where large-scale typing is un-
avoidable are data entry and the initial
design of a form.

In Reflex, designing a form is equivalent
to specifying the database structure. You do
this by painting the form on the screen,
which has a notional size of 500 by 500
characters. Unusually, field names can
consist of several words or even entire sen-
tences. The fields themselves do not have to
be a fixed length, and you can even get away
with not giving them a type.

DATA ENTRY
Entering data is straightforward. All the

usual cursor -control and editing options are
available, and you can step forwards or back-
wards through the forms and make changes
at will. What makes Reflex unusual is the
concept of Views. This is in contrast to
integrated packages like Framework and
Open Access, which have different modules
for database, spreadsheet, word processing,
etc., and derive their strength from their
ability to transport data between the
modules quickly and easily.

In Reflex, there is a single database
module, but you have the opportunity to
look at the data in any of five different ways.
When you are working with your forms, you
are in Form View. A quick selection from a
pull -down menu will put you in List View.
Here the data appears in a grid, with one
row for each record and a. column per field.
This looks like a spreadsheet, complete with
adjustable column widths and various pre-
cision and format options.

The point is that both List View and Form

View work with the same daia. It is merely
the way in which you look at it which is
different. If you alter the contents of a List
View cell, the corresponding form is also
altered. You can see this in action by
splitting the screen to show both Views at
once. If you page through your pile of
forms, you see the list scroll in harmony.

An interesting feature of List View is the
way in which you can rearrange, insert and
delete columns. Doing this only affects the
View, not the actual data. So if you just want
to see the names and phone numbers of your
customers, you can hide all the other details.
For example, if you move the cursor to a
column heading and enter a different field
name, the entire column is immediately
replaced with the contents of the new field.

FILTERING
What works for columns also works,

though slightly differently, for rows. Reflex
allows you to apply a filter condition to the
database, the effect being to hide all records
which do not meet the condition. For
example, you could filter out all customers
who are not in England. Scottish and Welsh
clients remain in the file, but they are dis-
regarded by Reflex for as long as the filter is
in force.

By combining filters, column manip-
ulation and the ability to sort the database,
you can use the List View as a simple report
generator. For any reasonably sophisticated
reports you have to turn to the separate
Report View, which is a lot harder to use.

As in a real spreadsheet, you can enter
formulae into List View cells, or 'for that
matter into fields in a form. Reflex provides
42 built-in functions, including mathe-
matical, financial - like future value of an
annuity - and logical, such as If -Then -Else.
As in most spreadsheets, you can specify
that the formulae are to be evaluated

REFLEX
Description: database with features
for graphics, report production,
numerical analysis and spreadsheet -style
work
Hardware required: IBM PC family
Or compatible with 384K RAM, IBM
colour/graphics adaptor or Hercules
graphics card, optional colour display,
and hard disc or two floppy discs;
optional mouse
Publisher: Analytica Corporation
Price: £422.65 plus VAT
U.K. distributor: Softsel Computer
Products ltd, Softsel House, Syon
Gateway, Great West Road, Brentford,
Middlesex TW8 9DD. Telephone 01-568
8866
Available: now

immediately or you can defer this to later.
What you cannot do is include values

from other records in a formula. This is a
major limitation because it means that you
cannot, for example, add up all the values in
one column and put the result in another. A
formula can only work horizontally. There
are plenty of ways round this in some of the
other Views, but none of these has quite the
simplicity and ease of use of the List View.

The third of Reflex's Views is for
drawing graphs. This offers the usual
unadventurous histograms and pie charts,
and the pictures themselves are nothing of
note. What makes the Graph View interest-
ing is the way in which you can build a graph
dynamically, watching it appear on the
screen as you specify the variables to be
plotted and the type of chart you want.

Furthermore, since the graph is just
another View of the underlying data,
selecting a point on it is the same action as
finding a record. So if you want to know why
your November sales figures are so low, you
can move the cursor to the appropriate
point, then open a Forms View window and
expect to see the relevant sales record.

Graph View works best if your database is
made up of transactions rather than master
records. For example, if your business has
salespeople, customers and products, your
Reflex forms would ideally be details of
individual sales, showing date, amount,
salesperson's initials, customer number and
product code. That way you could plot, say,
total sales per product per customer, or
average sales per salesperson per month. It is
this kind of analysis that Reflex is best at.

This is especially true of the fourth View,
the Crosstab View, which produces a two-
dimensional analysis of any numeric value.
Like the Graph View, you can build it up
and alter its parameters while the View is on-
screen. It is the work of a moment to switch
the View of the figures of sales per
salesperson per month from, say, total value
to average value to number of transactions.

REPORT VIEW
The final View, Report View, is the most

powerful but also the most complicated.
You can use it to produce virtually any kind
of report, and you have considerable
flexibility in specifying headings, detail
lines, control breaks, sub -totals, action on
page breaks, and much more. But a complex
report inevitably takes a long time to set up
and careful planning is vital.

In spite of its power, Reflex has its draw-
backs. Chief of these is that it is a flat -file
system. For all its impressive ways of viewing
data, you cannot look at more than one file
at a time. A report showing sales per
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The Cross -tab View, showing sales per assistant per product.
Changing the Summary operator from @Sum to @Count will
alter the View to show the number of transactions rather than
their total value.
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Value for money III

A powerful package that is also easy
to use. The concept of multiple Views
works well.

customer could not also show the customers'
addresses, unless this information was
expensively duplicated in all the sales trans-
action records.

Another weakness is that Reflex does not
readily lend itself to turnkey applications. If
your role as a power user is to set up systems
which other staff members can use unaided,
Reflex is not ideal. It is true that the trickier
tasks, like report and cross -tab speci-
fications, can be saved to disc and used later
by somebody not familiar with the tech-
nicalities involved. But they would still have
to learn how to operate Reflex itself, rather
than just concentrate on a menu -driven
application.

Neither of these drawbacks applies to
Rbase 5000. Rbase is a high-level program -
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ming language designed specifically for
building turnkey systems. As with most
interpreters, it can be used in two ways. You
can type a command at a prompt, which in
this case is R> , and see it executed at once,
or you can store a sequence of commands in
a file for later use.

Inevitably, Rbase invites comparison with
Ashton-Tate's dBase family, with which it
has much in common. Of the two, Rbase is
certainly the more powerful, but people may
prefer to stay with what they know; it has
simply arrived too late to overtake the
market leader.

A good example of its greater power is the
Select command. This allows you to list
named fields for selected records, with
options for specifying the widths of indi-
vidual fields, the sequence of the output
and totals of specified columns. The same
result is easy to obtain in dBase III but you
would need at least three commands to do
it.

ABSTRACT RELATIONSHIPS
In Rbase "fields" are columns, "records"

are rows and "files" are tables. A database is
a collection of tables which are all related in
some way. This is not just a question of
semantics. Rbase is designed to help you
think in . terms of relationships without
being distracted by the way in which data is
physically stored in files.

In fact, Rbase is the nearest thing I have
seen to a true relational database on a micro.

RBASE 5000
Description: high-level programming
language for relational database
applications, with application generator,
text editor, compiler and file -conversion
software
Hardware required: IBM PC family
or compatible, with 256K RAM - 320K
recommended - and hard disc or two
floppy discs - hard disc recommended
Publisher: Microrim Inc.
Price: £595 plus VAT
U.K. supplier: P&P Micro Distributors
Ltd, Todd Hall Rood, Carrs Industrial
Estate, Haslingden, Rossendale,
Lancashire BB4 5HU. Telephone: (0706)
217744
Available: now

It supports the formal relational operators,
project, append, union, intersect, subtract
and join, which together provide a very
sophisticated set of tools for manipulating
data. It is a pity that they are so badly
explained in the manual.

Another example of the language's power
is the use of rules. These are validation tests
which you can tie into the database, along
with the field widths and data types. They
can be made up of compound conditions,
not just the character masks found in
dBase's Picture clause, and you can specify
an error message for when the test fails.
Assigning the rules to the data rather than

(continued on next page)
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NEWPAGE
DRAW ORDER WITH ALL AT 1

SET VARIABLE ok TO "NO"
WHILE ok EQ "NO° THEN

EDIT VARIABLE adjust amount

WRITE °
" AT 24 1

IF adjust FAILS OR amount FAILS OR amount EQ 0

WRITE °Must be entered" AT 24 1

ELSE
IF amount LT 0 THEN
SET VARIABLE amount TO .amount X -1

IF amount 61 .stock THEN
WRITE "Insufficient stock° AT 24 1

ELSE
SET VARIABLE ok TO "YES"

ENDIF
SET VARIABLE amount TO .amount X -1

ELSE
SET VARIABLE ok TO °YES"

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDWHILE
WRITE *Returning to menu. Please wait..."

RETURN

THEN

The Rbase language contains around 80 commands, with several hundred combinations
of sub -commands and dauses. In this program fragment, the Draw statement displays
the outline of a form, while Edit puts the system into data -entry mode. Rbase is fully
structured. It supports nested If-Else-Endif and While-Endwhile, as shown here, as well
as a Case statement and subroutine calling with parameters.
(continued from previous page)

writing them in command files is good
because they can be changed independently
of the procedures that use them.

As an antidote to the complexities of the
package, Rbase provides extensive on -screen
assistance. For example, there is Help mode,
in which the R> prompt is replaced by H> .
Here, typing a command brings up a screen-
ful of explanatory information. Prompt
mode is signalled by P> , and occurs when
you have to enter the first word of a
command. At this point Rbase starts asking
you questions about what you want to do
and builds the command for you. This is
very similar to the dBase command assistant.

Another of these modes, Define, is used
to specify the structure of a database. It is
surprisingly clumsy. First you execute the
Define command, which brings up a D>
prompt. Then you list all the columns for all
the tables in the database, giving them a
width and type. Finally, you type the
column names again, this time grouped by
table. You must type them in the right
order, and if you make a mistake you have to
use a different set of commands to alter
them.

Setting tip data -entry forms is also a long-
winded process. However, you do have con-
siderable freedom in how the form will look.
In Reflex, the field's name must always
appear on the form, and the user has no

control in the placing of the field in relation
to the name. No such restrictions apply in
Rbase, but setting up the Rbase form is a
three -stage process, compared to the simple
screen -painting of Reflex.

The same is true of reports. The Rbase
report generator requires even more effort
than that of Reflex, but is more soph-
isticated. The difficulty of combining
customer addresses with sales data would
certainly not exist with Rbase. The ability to
store up to 1,500 characters of text in a field,
coupled with a paragraph reforming
capability, opens the door to all sorts of
mailmerge and WP applications.

APPLICATION GENERATOR
In case any of its customers are over-

whelmed by all this power, Microrim has
provided another way of using Rbase in the
form of an alternative front end called
Express. It is intended for people who do not
want to get involved with the Rbase
language and aims to build an application
for you by taking you through a series of
questions and answers. The end product is
an ordinary command file, which you run
from the R> prompt in the usual way.

Applications generated by Express are
themselves menu -driven, with the user -
that is, the application builder - designing
the menus and optionally a set of help
screens to go with them. Inevitably, the

applications are limited to relatively simple
tasks like entering, editing and listing data.
Even these take a long time to set up and
you are required to provide answers to a
seemingly endless list of questions. In fact,
Express has very little to recommend it to the
power user.

Other Rbase features include an editor for
command files and a compiler. The editor is
rudimentary, lacking such functions as
cursor movement by word, string searching,
cut and paste, etc. Fortunately you can use
any ASCII editor or WP program to set up
command files. The compiler is not really a
compiler but a utility for converting a
command file to a tokenised form, which is
executed from the R> prompt in the
normal way. This is supposed to run faster
than an ordinary file.

For any product with the sophistication of
Rbase, good documentation is essential.
Unfortunately, the Rbase manual leaves a
lot to be desired. It lacks an overview of the
whole package, and in the introductory
chapters it fails to distinguish the Rbase
language from Express, which is after all
aimed at a different type of user. On the
other hand, the Reflex manual is clearly
written and well organised.

RBASE 5000

PC VERDICT
44,

'o «
"--

'P°11 ' e ''''.Performance .
Ease of use M

Documentation . Ill
Value for money 

A superior database language that
will appeal to the ambitious system
builder.

CONCLUSIONS
 Reflex is a superb tool for producing an
endless variety of ad hoc reports, summaries
and graphs from a single set of data. It is less
suitable for tasks such as updating master files
from transaction details or setting up complex
spreadsheet models.
In Being essentially a programming lan-
guage, Rbase 5000 has far more capability
than Reflex but, inevitably, more effort is

needed to use it.
 Once you have mastered Rbase, you will be
able to use it for setting up menu -driven
applications to be used by less experienced
staff.
 With Reflex there is no way of hiding the
package from people who are only concerned
with the application.
 Reflex should prove an easy program to
learn. It has an admirably logical and con-
sistent user interface, and the manual is very
readable.
 With Rbase, interaction is via a command
line, which is of necessity more difficult. The
alternative user-friendly front end, Express,
does not really succeed.
 Rbase is certainly better than its rivals,
dBase II and dBase III, but probably not so
much better that it is worth switching.
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The Olivetti PC. For business decisions
that can't afford to wait.

Imagine the scene a few months in
the future.You've bought your personal
computer and set it up to work for you.
Now you've got a job on.The deadline's
rushing up. And you wait ...and wait...
and wait.

You should have bought an Olivetti
M24. Not only is it IBM* compatible,
giving you access to a vast range of
applications software - its central

processor is almost twice as fast as its
rival's. So it handles the same tasks
in half the time. Saving you a lot of
boredom and frazzled nerves.

The fast M24 was a natural choice
to handle the timing data in Formula 1
racing. Cars cross the timing beam at
around 200 mph. Yet three standard
M 24's, checking each other, can sort out
speeds and positions and display the
figures on trackside monitors and the
broadcast TV screen - before the
racers reach the next bend.

The Formula 1 machines are flown
round the world,and set u p and started
in all climates and conditions. The
results they show have to be trusted by
fifteen racing teams, a thousand
journalists and millions of TV viewers.

reliability is almost a religion. So their
computer can easily cope.

So the Olivetti is fast. Tough.
Reliable. It has the widest range of
software, plus Olivetti's sensible
keyboard. It comes equipped with the
clearest high -definition screen of
any machine in its category.With built-
in graphics. With serial and
parallel interfaces. With room for up
to 10 MB of internal memory, or
60MB externallyand space and sockets
for no less than seven expansion
boards. In every design decision,
Olivetti have taken the high-
performance option.

Find out more about the Olivetti
M24.Send in the coupon.And discover
how an M24 can take your business

But for Olivetti, Olivetti Personal Computers. into the fast lane.

Formula 1 performance in your office.

To: Valerie Belfer, British Olivetti, Olivetti House, 86 - 88 Upper Richmond Road, Putney London, SW15.
Telephone: 01-785 6666. Please rush me details of the Olivetti range of personal computers.

Name Position

Company

Address

Postcode Tel No.

*IBM is the registered trade mark of International Business Machines.

PC/PCS/NOV

Olivetti
 Circle No. 198
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Excel lets you create a macro simply by recording the commands
you give as you perform a particular task. You can do the task
again just by selecting the appropriate macro.
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Excel allows you to use data contained in one worksheet in
another. Here address information is automatically copied across
merely by referencing it.

SUPE -SPREADSHEET
As the top -selling business program for over two years, Lotus 1-2-3 makes a tempting target

for competitors. Ian Stobie looks at Microsoft's Excel, perhaps its stron  est challen  er yet in

the powerspreadsheet stakes.

Microsoft Excel is designed as a
direct challenge to Lotus 1-2-3,
currently the top business spread-

sheet. Like 1-2-3, Excel is an integrated
spreadsheet, with built-in business graphics
and a powerful macro facility. Unlike 1-2-3
it runs on the Macintosh.

Excel will cost f395 in the Mac version,
and requires the larger 512K machine to
run. Microsoft is also developing an IBM
version of Excel, scheduled for completion
next year. This review is based on the beta -
test version of the Mac product, which we
have been using for the last few weeks. The
finalised Mac version should be going on
sale in the U.K. about now.

Power users tend to be interested in a
feature -packed specification, good per-
formance, and programmability. Microsoft
already does one highly rated spreadsheet,
Multiplan, but this lacks graphics and
macros and so is not a straight competitor to
Lotus 1-2-3, which has both. The forth-
coming 1.4 release of Multiplan will
reportedly have macros, but it will still be
positioned below Excel, the real power
offering in Microsoft's range. For certain
users Multiplan still retains some ad-
vantages: for example, it runs on smaller
machines, such as the 128K Mac.

Excel looks pretty much like Mac
Multiplan when you first get it running.
This is no accident, as the user interface has
been made deliberately similar to encourage
Multiplan users to upgrade. In Excel you
have the choice of numbering your work-
sheets Multiplan fashion, with the top -left
cell designated R1C1, or Lotus fashion as
Al . The only other obvious difference is that
Excel worksheets are bigger than both 1-2-3

and Multiplan - 256 columns by 16,)8 1
rows, or over four million cells, which is a bit
ridiculous given the amount of memory
available on present-day machines.

Excel generally makes the most of the
Macintosh interface.You can have windows
open into several different worksheets at a
time, or have several windows into different
places in the same worksheet. Column
widths are easily changed and you can select
a row or column and highlight it in italic or
bold script. Fount size and style is also
adjustable; only one typeface and size - say
lOpt Geneva or 12pt Athens - is allowed
within a single worksheet, but normal italic
and bold styles can be varied at the level of
column or row.

PRESENTATION TOOL
This highlights an important difference

from Multiplan. While Multiplan is just a
spreadsheet Excel is, like 1-2-3, also a pres-
entation tool. The Excel user is the sort of
person who may often need to put figures on
to paper, and Excel is designed to make
them look convincing.

Charting facilities are comprehensive.
Excel has seven different chart types, with a
total of 42 different variations. Among the
more unusual possibilities are charts with
logarithmic scales. Excel's charting is well
integrated with the spreadsheet. We found
creating a chart quicker than with Lotus's
Jazz package, which we ran on the Mac for
comparison. Once you have drawn a chart in
one form, trying out different variations
until the data looks right is also very easy.

Excel's database function is also best seen
as an adjunct to the presentation role of the
package. It is not meant to be particularly

powerful, and you are limited to the
number of records that will fit in a
worksheet. You can designate any part of
your worksheet as a database, and the rows
can then be treated as records for sorting or
searching. You can put extracted records
into a separate part of your worksheet or into
a new document. This part of Excel is simple
but well implemented.

Power users will very probably want to
transfer data to and from other applications,
and this is where Switcher comes in.
Switcher is an Apple operating -system
extension which lets you run more than one
application program at a time; Microsoft is
supplying it included in the price of Excel.
With both Switcher and Excel in memory
there is room for one other 128K application
on the 512K Mac - for example, Macwrite
or Microsoft Word.

With Switcher in memory you carry on
using your computer normally. A small
double arrowhead is displayed on the screen

EXCEL

PC VERDICT A..

64'

oc 1 r 8 5 ) c?
(1 si. 0 0,*

Performance 0
Ease of use  U M
Documentation   
Value for money  U 

A better super -spreadsheet than
anything else running on the Mac;
should be a strong competitor for 1-2-3
when the IBM version comes out.
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With Switcher you can get Macwrite into memory at the same
time as Excel. This helps you copy data between them.

Description: integrated spreadsheet,
business graphics and simple database
for number -orientated business.
Runs on: 512K Mac; IBM version
expected next year
Spreadsheet: 16,384 row by 256
column, supports multiple worksheets,
references across worksheets, macros
Graphics: seven major types with 42
variations
Database: sorts on up to three sort
fields and extracts; record numbers
limited by size of worksheet
Data transfer: supports Sylk, Lotus
and standard Mac formats; supplied
with Switcher to link to other Mac
software
Publisher: Microsoft Corp. of
Bellevue, Washington, U.S.A.
Price: £395 plus VAT, includes Apple
Switcher; price to registered Multiplan
and Chart users is £100
Supplier: Microsoft Ltd, Excel House,
49 De Montfort Road, Reading,
Berkshire RG1 8LP; telephone (0734)
500741; available September in U.S.,
"soon after" in U.K.

at the top right-hand corner, and when you
point at it with the mouse, you switch to
your other application instantly. Switcher
preserves the current status of your original
application, so when you later switch back
you can take up at exactly the same point
you left off.

This is obviously a big advantage if you
want to do two things at the same time.
While writing this review, for instance, I

have frequently been switching between
Excel and Macwrite. Where Switcher really
comes into its own is when you want to
transfer data between two applications: you
can load up the clipboard with text or
graphic data in one application, and then
use it in another. We successfully used this
technique in both directions between Excel
and Macwrite.

Excel is also able to read existing files in
several common formats without using
Switcher. Here you just open the complete
file as a new worksheet and Excel loads the

Excel offers a total of 42 different chart types in seven categories
- the full set offered by Microsoft Chart.

data in. We tried this with both Jazz and
Macwrite files. Some formatting inform-
ation was lost, but the basic data came
across.

Things did sometimes slow down no-
ticeably when we had Switcher, Excel and
another application resident in memory. We
had beta -test versions of both Switcher and
Excel, and no documentation for Switcher,
so this may well turn out to be less of a
problem in the final product. But even
under these conditions we found the
Excel / Macwrite combination performed
better than the finished release 1 of Jazz,
particularly when word processing large
documents.

SPEED FOR POWER USERS
Because Excel is aimed at power users, the

question of speed is important. Microsoft
claims Excel will be very fast and says that all
sorts of unusual coding methods have been
used to achieve this. Unfortunately it is hard
to judge from an non -optimised beta -test
copy with test code still in it. Just using
Excel, without Switcher, our version sorted a
large model quite quickly, but in general we
did not get an impression of either startling
speed or annoying slowness.

Power users are also often interested in the
ability to link worksheets. For example, you
might want to take totals from several
separate monthly or regional worksheets,
and consolidate them into an annual or
national sheet. Excel seems ideal for this sort
of thing. It lets you address cells in another
worksheet or even on another disc; Excel will
prompt you with the disc name when it
encounters a reference.

You can set up these external references in
either of two ways. If you can remember the
cell numbers you merely type them into
your formula with the worksheet name in
front of them. Alternatively you can open
the second worksheet in a new window and
just click on cells as you want them.

Macros are extremely useful to the power
user, who repeatedly uses a package for the
same task. Excel adopts an excellent
approach. Instead of having to learn a whole
command language to create macros, you

simply select Start Record from a pull -down
menu; you then carry out your task as
normal. Excel fills up a section of worksheet
with the command equivalent of the menu
selections and cell pointing you carry out
with the mouse. You then stop the recorder,
give the macro a name and you can invoke it
any time you like from a macro menu. Excel
also lets you associate a control key with a
macro if you prefer.

Since the macro text is kept on a work-
sheet you can fine tune it by hand, man-
ipulating it like ordinary worksheet data.
When you get more advanced you can set up
macros which interact with the user,
demanding data at appropriate moments.

Experience with 1-2-3 suggests that
macros do more than simply speed up the
way you do repetitive tasks. As they greatly
extend the range of things you can do they
help create a market for pre-programmed
spreadsheet solutions. Microsoft says it is
already talking to third -party suppliers who
are working on such products for Excel.

CONCLUSIONS
 Excel can reasonably accurately be
described as a complete implementation of
Microsoft's existing Chart package, sitting on
top of a king-size Multiplan, with database
and macro facilities thrown in.
 Compared to Lotus 1-2-3 Excel offers easier
macros, more different chart types, and a
spreadsheet which is, theoretically at least,
bigger.
 Excel's strongest competitor is Jazz; Excel
offers macros and on-line help, which Jazz
lacks, and more tightly integrated charting.
Excel's database is more limited than Jazz's,
and it lacks a built-in word processor; but Excel
has Switcher instead.
 Switcher greatly enhances existing Mac
data -transfer functions and opens up the poss-
ibility of do-it-yourself integration. We found
Excel worked well with Macwrite, for instance,
courtesy of Switcher.
 As far as speed is concerned, with our pre-
release version of Excel we could not make
any fair comparison with Excel's main rivals -
1-2-3, Jazz and Multiplan.
 Excel stands out as a landmark package for
the Mac. It should prove a serious rival to
1-2-3 when the IBM PC version comes out.®
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We can understand your confusion - after all, it

does seem like just another exaggerated piece of
jargon. But just consider what it can mean.

To you - and your micro - and your business.
That screen and keyboard can easily be your way

into a new world of information. Prestel's hundreds of
thousands of pages,and Micronet's; plus Viewfax and
Citiservice, Homelink, Farmlink, Lawtel and much more.
You can save Prestel frames to tape or disk, and view
them later, off-line - or get hard copies through your
computer printer. Download telesoftware programmes,
many of them free, from Micronet 800 and Viewfax
258 (many micros do not have telesoftware provided.)

And - dare we say it again? - Communicate.
Via Telecom Gold, Easilink, One to One. Send and

receive electronic mail, word processed documents,
reports and data - world wide. Telexes too; to and from
any telex installation the world over.

Your micro is already perhaps your most
significant business tool - exploit it to the full with a
Modem House communications pack - we supply more
for home and business users and for far more micro's
than any other company.

--t-iTrwant to know more?

Simply write or phone. Tell us what micro you
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communications pack can provide - and for how
little!
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Iev'eoffer programm.mgt.psand free
softwaretokeyin-from demonstration to
ready -to -use business programs. As well as major

feature programs, every month we publish a selection of
software written by our readers.

We welcome serious software for any of the micro
systems listed opposite, especially short routines and
utilities. Programs can be in machine code, Basic or any
other language.

Submissions should include a brief description which
explains what your program does, and how it does it. If
possible it should be typed, with lines double-spaced. We
need a printed program, which should be listed from a fully
debugged, working program. Hand-written listings
cannot be accepted. A tape or disc of the program helps if
it is in a standard format.

When printing listings, please remember to use a new
ribbon or double -intensity printing - faint listings
reproduce badly. Use plain paper only, and try to list the
program across either a 35 -character or a 70 -character
width. Also, make sure all special graphics, inverse video
characters or any other non-standard symbols are either

listed correctly or else include Rem statements to explain
them fully.

Each program listing, tape or disc must have your name
and address on it, or we cannot promise its safe return. A
stamped addressed envelope is appreciated.

If you write in with a comment, correction or enquiry
please state the machine and the program title.

We pay at least £10 for any programs used, or £35 per
page and pro rata for part pages.
OPEN FILE MONITORS
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BBC
132

KEY LISTER: A utility to display the assignments of the function keys
COPYK: Move code around within Basic programs

FEATURES
137

STOCK OPTIONS
Mike Lewis presents some formulae for calculating reorder levels on a spreadsheet

141
CONTROL CHARACTER CHECKER

A utility from John and Timothy Lee for eight -bit CPIM WordStar implementations

APPLE
145

PASCAL CHARACTER GENERATOR: A useful calendar program in Pascal

RESEARCH MACHINES
149

REGRESSION: Plot the the best straight line on a 380Z
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BBC
BY NICHOLAS McCUTCHEON

.

session. From time to
you forget what is behind

keys. One method of
the definitions is to issue
command and then press

key you wish to
Obviously this solu-

far from ideal, and Shingo

Sugiura has submitted a utility for
displaying the contents of the
function keys in a readable format.

The bulk of the program comes
in the Rem statements in the
assembler listing, which need not
be entered. Once you have typed
the code in, save it before you run
it. Now raise Page by &100 by
typing

PAGE= PAGE + &100
and chain in the source code. This

is necessary because the routine
will assemble its code at the old
value of Page.

If all goes well, save the
assembled code for later use with
* Run . Now press Break to
initialise the utility. From now on,
Page will be raised by &100 so that
the machine code is not corrupted
by your Basic programs. The
assembled code is invoked simply
by typing *Code or *Line.

KEY LISTER
ONE OF THE MOST useful features of
the BBC Micro is the function keys:
the ability to program mini-
definitions easily in Basic is a real
time-saver.

The trouble is that with only 10
function keys available many of
them are redefined during a pro-

gramming
time,
the red
finding
an Auto
the particular
investigate.
tion is

KEY LISTER

10 REM Function key lister
20 REM By Shingo Sugiura

400 LDA#FNhi (break)
AK is intercepted.

\BRE 890 LDA#ASC"Y"
nt "Y"

\Pri

30 REM April 1985 410 STA &289 900 JSR oswrch
40 420 RTS 910 LDA#ASC" "
50 MODE7 430 .keys 920 JSR oswrch \To
60 page=&1900 440 LDA#0:STA Loop \Ini make up "*KEY"!
70 REM Change above line to "pag tialise function key counter

e=&E00" for tape system 450 .outer
930 LDA loop
940 CMP#10

80 IF PAGE<page+&100 PRINT"Move 460 LDY loop 950 BCC one digit \Pri
source code": END 470 LDA &BOO,Y nt the Function key No.

90 PROCassemb le 480 STA ptr 960 LDA #8
100 PRINT' "To save assembled code 490 LDA #255 \Ini 970 JSR oswrch \If

, type:"' tialise length >=10, backspace cursor
110 PRINT"*SAVE""OBJECT"""rpage; 500 STA length 980 LDA#ASC"1" \ the

" "; -PX;" "rconnect" 510 LDY #0 \Cou n print "1"
120 PRINT"To initialise utility, nter 990 JSR oswrch

press BREAK"' 520 .inner 1000 SEC \Pri
130 PRINT"*LINE or *CODE to invo 530 LDA &BOO, Y \Fin nt the unit value

ke utility" d the offset of current key 1010 LDA loop
140 CALLconnect 540 STA start 1020 SBA loo

END 550 CPY loop 1030 .one digit.one
560 BEQ next 1040 ORA#&30 \ by c

160 DEFPROCassemble 570 SEC a lculating the ASCII value
170 ptr=82A:start=82B: length=&2C: 580 CMP ptr 1050 JSR oswrch \ and

l oop=&2D 590 BCC next calling OSWRCH
"180 oswrchr&FFEE:osnewl=&FFE7:osb 600 SEC 1060 LDA#ASC"

yte=&F FF4 610 LDA start 1070 JSR oswrch

190 FOR pass=0 TO 2 STEP2:PX=page 620 CMP length 1080 .print \Now
630 BCS length_big print the key definition

200 COPT pass
640 STA length

value of length
\New 1090 INC ptr

1100 LDY ptr
210 .break 650 . length big 1110 LDA &BOO, Y \Load
220 \Thi 660 LDA start part of definition into A

s routin is called everytime 670 CMP ptr:BEQ out 1120 PHA

230 \BRE 680 .next 1130 BPL positive \Is i

AK or CTRL-BREAK is pressed. 690 INY t >128?
240 BCC first \Car 700 CPY#15 1140 LDA#ASC" I" \If s

ry set? 710 BNE inner o print "I!"
250 LDA#FNlo (keys) \Red 720 LDA #255 \Rei 1150 JSR oswrch

i rect USER vector nitialise length of definition 1160 LDA#ASC"!"

260 STA &200 \To 730 CMP length 1170 JSR oswrch

point to key lister utility 740 BEQ out 1180 .positive
270 LDA#FNhi (keys) 750 JSR list \Go 1190 PLA:AND #127 \Sub
280 STA &201 and print the definition tract 127
290 LDX#FNhi (page+&100) \Set 760 .out 1200 CMP#ASC" "

PAGE so that machine code 770 INC loop \Inc 1210 BCS asc \ I s

300 LDY#0 \ rou rement function key counter it an ASCII value
tine does not get corrupted 780 LDA loop \Don 1220 PHA

310 LDA#180 \ by e 16 functio keys? 1230 LDA#ASC" I" \No.

Basic 790 CMP#15 So print "I"
320 JMP osbyte 800 BNE outer 1240 JSR oswrch

330 .first
340 RTS

810 RTS

k to Basic
\Bac 1250 PLA:ORA #64

64
\Add

350 .connect 820 .list 1260 .asc
360 LDA#&4C \Thi 830 LDA#ASC"*" \Pri 1270 JSR oswrch \Pri

s routine is called when the object nt "*" nt definition
code 840 JSR oswrch 1280 CPY length \End

370 STA &287
*RUN.

\ is 850 LDA#ASC"K"
nt "K"

\Pri of the definition
1290 BNE print

380 LDA#FNlo(break) \The 860 JSR oswrch 1300 JMP osnew l \New

USER vector is set to point to the 870 LDA#ASC"E" \Pri Line, end of subroutine
390 STA &288 \ sea nt "E" 1310 ]NEXT

rch routine. 880 JSR oswrch 1320 ENDPROC

132
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KEY LISTER
1330 DEFFNlo(number)=number MOD 25

6

1340 DEFFNhi (number)=number DIV 25

6

1350 DEFFNequs(string$)
1360 $P%=string$

1370 PX=P%+LEN(string$)
1380 =0

COPYK
ACORNSOFT has released a Basic
editing ROM which allows you to
treat a Basic program just like a
piece of View text. This includes
moving blocks of program code
around.

Des Fisher has written a utility
to move program code around
within Basic programs. The CopyK
program resides in memory along
with the program to be edited,
except that it is transparent to the
user. It is invoked by pressing

function key 9. This sets Page to
the start of the CopyK program
and runs it. When it has finished,
it resets Page to the start of the
edited program. Page is the
variable that marks the start of a
Basic program.

Type in CopyK as it is and save
it. To use it press function key 8
once at the beginning of the
session, after which you press
function key 9 to call it.

Function key 8 deletes the
explanatory lines of code that come
with CopyK and relocates it to just

below Himem. It also clears the
function -key buffer so that the
commands which CopyK requires
to place into the buffer, will fit. As
*FX18 is only implemented from
081.0, the piece of code that does
this might look ungainly.

When invoked, the utility asks
for the start line number of the
code block to be copied, checks
that it exists, asks for the end line
number of the copy block and asks
for the line number the copy block
is to be inserted before.

You may just press 0 Return in

answer to the end line number
question, if only one line of code is
to be copied. The copy block is
renumbered with an increment of
one to squeeze in as many lines as
possible before meeting the next
program line.

If the program to be edited is
large, it might overwrite the code
of CopyK when copying lines so
always use Mode 7 to ensure maxi-
mum room when using CopyK. As
a final safety precaution, make a
backup copy of the program to be
edited before invoking CopyK.

COPYK

10 REM COPYK des

fisher Wix (025587) 341
20 REM COPYK is a header program

, lines 10-450, that gives instruct
ions

30 REM and sets key f8 to reloca
to the main program, lines 460-1000

40 REM for access from key f9.
50 REM The main program may be '

packed' to save space but NOTE the
60 REM delete command in key f8,

line 380, is Line number dependant

70 REM The main program is about
1.5K.

80

90 MODE 7
100 PRINT "CHR$ (141) "COPYK"

110 PRINT CHR$(141)"COPYK"
120 PRINT'' des fisher 1983"

130 PRINT""This program enables
you to copy lines"
140 PRINT"in a BASIC program."
150 PRINT'"To use press user def

fined key f8 to"

160 PRINT"initalise this program

170 PRINT "'Only do this ONCE."

180 PRINT"Wait for the > prompt.

190 PRINT"Load the program to be
operated on and"
200 PRINT"press f9 to copy."
210 PRINT'"The only limitation o

n use is that the"
220 PRINT"resident integer varia

bLe Z% is not"
230 PRINT"affected by running an

other program."
240

250

s **
260

270
280

290
300

310 *KEY 5
320 *KEY 6
330 *KEY 7
340 *KEY 8
350 *KEY 9
360

370 REM ** Set keys f8 and f9 **
380 *KEY 8DEL.10,450IMP%=PA.:T%=

TOP:PA.=H.-TX+P%:Z%=PA.:C%=-1:F. I=
P% TO TX:CX=C%+1:?(PA.+C%)=?I:N.IMP
A.=PZIM

390 *KEY 9PX=PAGE:XX=TOP:PAGE=Z%
IMRUNIM
400
410 END
420
430

440 REM ** Relocated BASIC Progra
m **

450
460

S%

470 T%=P%
480 REPEAT
490 J%=?(T%+1)*16*16+?(T%+2)
500 IF JU>S% THEN TX=T%+?(T%+

3)

510 UNTIL J%=S% OR ?(T%+1)=&FF
520 IF J%<>S% THEN PRINT"Line ";

S%;" not found": PAGE=PZ: END
530
540 INPUT"Source end line no

0=start line)",U%
550 IF U%=0 THEN U%=S%
560 IX=P%
570 REPEAT
580 J%=?(I%+1)*16*16+?(IX+2)
590 IF J%<>U% THEN IX=I%+?(I

X+3)

600
610

REM ** Clear user defined key
620

*KEY 0 630
*KEY 1 640
*KEY 2 650
*KEY 3 660
*KEY 4 670

INPUT"Source start line no",

UNTIL JX=U% OR ?(I%+1)=&FF
IF J%<>U% THEN PRINT"Line

not found":PAGE=P%:END
V%=I%
M%=0: I%=T%

REPEAT
M%=M%+1
I%=I%+?(I%+3)

UNTIL IX>V%

680
690
700

above",D%
710
720
730

2)

740

(I%+3)

50

rF

K%=V%-T%+?(V%+3)

INPUT"Line no to insert

I%=P%
REPEAT

J%=?(I%+1)*16*16+?(IX+

IF J%<>D% THEN I%=I%+?

UNTIL J%=D% OR ?(I%+1)=&

760 IF J%<>D% THEN PRINT"Lin
e ";DX;" not found":PAGE=P%:END

770 F%=I%+?(I%+3)
780 E%=?(FX+1)*16"2+?(FX+

2)

790 IF E%-D%<=M% PRINT"No
t enough room at destination":PAGE=
P%: END

800 REM Move lines abov
e destination line

810 IF DUS% THEN T%=TX
+K%: V%=VX+K%

820 FOR J%=XX TO F% ST
EP -1

830 ?(J%+KX)=?JX
840 NEXT

850 REM Copy source lin
es

860
870

estination line
880
890

oke line no
900

16"2
910
920
930
940
950
960
970
980

990
1000
1010 END

REPEAT
D%=D%+1:REM inc d

no

F%=F%+1

?F%=D%/16"2:REM P

?(F%+1)=D%-?(F%)*

I%=TX+?(T%+3)
T%=T%+2
F%=F%+1
REPEAT

F%=FX+1

T%=T%+1

?F%=?T%
UNTIL TX=I%

UNTIL T%>VX
PAGE=P%

0
m
T1
rm-
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Tallgrass
sells more

hard disk storage
with cartridge
tape back up
than anyone

in the
world!

List of Dealers
Amplicon Electronics Ltd Richmond Road Brighton East Sussex BN2 3RL (0273) 608331; Byte
Shop (Glasgow) Ltd 266 St Vincent St Glasgow GL 5RL (041) 2218202; Byte Shop
(Nottingham) Ltd 92a Upper Parliament StreetNottingham NG 1 6LF (0602)470576; Centre -
File Ltd 75 Leman Street London E 1 8EX 01-840 3000; Channel Data Processing (Jersey) Ltd
108 Halkett Place St Helier Jersey CI (0534) 72897; Complete Word Processing Services Ltd
Willow House WillowiPlace London SW1P 11H 01-828 9000; Computa Centre Ltd 8 Wood
Shots Meadow Croxley Centre Watford Herts WD1 8YU (0923) 28388; Computa Centre Ltd
TheatreSquareSwindonWiltsSW110N (0793) 694997; Computa Centre Ltd 290Kensington
High Street London W14 8PA 01-602 8405; Computa Centre Ltd 14-160xtordRoad Reading
Berks.8GAJLA_(0734).509911; Computa Centre Ltd Salisbury House Finsbury Circus London
EC2M SQQ; Computa Centre Ltd 7 St George's Walk Croydon Sufrey CRO 1Y8 01-636 3646;
Computa Centre Ltd 150 The Strand London WC2P 01-379 0062; Computa Centre Ltd 34-36
LimeStreet London EC3M 7AY 01-2836424; ComputerLand 59-60HolbornViaduct London

EC1A 2FD; ComputerLand 72 RenfieldStreetGlasgow Strathclyde Scotland G2 1 NO 041-332
5525; Computer Land High Ridge Chadwell Rise Ware Herts; Computer Land St George's
House 40 St George's Street Leeds West Yorks LS1 3DN 0532 455699; Computer Land 126-
128 George Street Edinburgh Lothian Scotland EH2 4TA 031-225 3693; Computer Land
9 South Avenue Aberdeen Grampian Scotland (022) 481650; Computer Land 1-3 Newhall
Street Birmingham West Midlands B3 3PA 021-233 1020; Computer Land 4 Hanover Street
London W1; Computer Land 37-41 Grainger Street Newcastle Upon Tyne Tyne& Wear NE1
51E (0632) 612626; Computer Land 114 Charing Cross Road London 01-3790855;Computer
Land 25 Duke StreetChelmsford Essex CM1 1 HS (0245) 267246; Computer Land 12/13 Bow
Lane London EC4 (new branch); Computer Land 38 Edgware Road London W2 2EH 01-723
3071; Computer Land Spencer House 12-14 Carlton Place Southampton Hants SO1 2EA
(0703) 39571; Computer Land 2-10 Albert Square Manchester'M2 6LW 061-833 9327;
Computer Trade & Leasing 43 Suttons Park Reading Berks RG6 AZ 0734 669614; CPS Data
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anyone!

Tallgrass Technologies, the world's
leading designer and manufacturer of
integrated mass -storage systems,can
solve your data storage problems
simply and cost effectively.

Renowned for innovation, Tall -

grass has developed the unique
Personal Computer Tape (PC/T)'
format for recording data on cartridge
tape. PC/T confirms the company's
reputation for being first in the field
with products which make genuine
contributions to the advancement of
computing. Tallgrass shipped its first
mass storage system for the IBM
PC in November 1981 and has
PC/T' and Tallgrass' are trademarks of Tallgrass Technologies
Corporation.© 1985 Tallgrass Technologies.

subsequently become recognised as
the industry leader.

Tallgrass products combine high
capacity fixed hard disks with 60
megabyte removable tape cartridges.
The PC/T format offers unparalleled
flexibility and data integrity, together
with ease of use and reliability, permit-
ting modification without having to
seerase the entire cartridge. The format,
which has become an industry stan-
dard - QIC 100 - allows the magnetic
tape to behave in the same way as
hard or floppy disks. Friendly software
makes operation transparent to the
end user.

TALLGRASS
TECHNOLOGIES
(UK) LIMITED
COMMITTED TO MEMORY

For more information,
call your nearest dealer
or contact Jane Benham
at Tallgrass Technologies
(UK) Limited, I ntec Two.
Hassocks Wood, Wade
Road, Basingstoke,
Hants., RG24 OPL,
Tel 0256 460666;
Telex 858792 TGUK

Systems Ltd Arden House 1102 Warwick Road Acocks Green Birmingham B27 6BH 021-
i 7073866; Crestmatt Ltd 67a York Street LondonW1H 1PQ 01-4021254;DataSuppliesLtd 18

Buckingham Avenue Slough Berks SL 1 4QB (0753) 820004; Data Systems Electronics 41 The
Broadway Surbiton Surrey 01-390 4021; Datalect Computer Services Ltd 12 Aintree Road
Perivale Greenford Middlesex UB6 7LG 01-997 4404; Deverill Computer Services Ltd 34-40
West Street Poole Dorset BH 15 1 LA (0202) 684441; Digitus 10-14 Bedford Street Covent
Garden London WC2E 9HE 01-379 6968; Essex Computer Centre 216 Moulsham Street
Chelmsford Essex CM2 OLR (0245) 358702; Ferrari Software Ltd Ferrari House Station Road
Egham Surrey TW20 9LB (0784) 38811; Fletcher Dennys Systems Ltd York House Great West
Road Brentford Middlesex TW8 9AB 01-560 7331; Grist Business Services Ltd 6 Northlands
Road Southampton Hants 501 2UF; IBL Network Systems Ltd Wentworth House 1 Station
Parade Virginia Water Surrey GUM 4BD (0990) 23344; Interface Network PLC Unit 17 Bilton
Road Kingsland Industrial Estate Basingstoke Hants RG24 OLJ (0256) 461191; Mass Micros

Mass House 58 Tewin Road Welwyn Garden City Herts AL7 1 BD 0707-331436; Merchant
Systems Ltd 5 New BridgeStreetLondonEC4V 6AB 01-583 6774; MicroCentreLtd 30Dundas
Street Edinburgh Scotland EH3 6.11k1;. 207 Bath Street Glasgow G2 4HZ 041-248 2726;
MicrowareLondon Ltd Stanhope House Fairbridge Road London N19 01-281 2431; Planning
Consultancy Ltd Enterprise House 8-28 Woodfield Place London W9 213.1; Practica Computers
200 London Road Burgess Hill Sussex RH I 5 9RD (04446) 47761; Programs Unlimited 26
Fossgate York (0904) 32089; PSM Micro Computers Ltd Walker House Telford Town Center
Telford Shropshire TF3 4HN (0952) 507670; Silicon Valley Computer Centre 164 Gray's Inn
Road LondonWC1X 8AX 01-833 3391; T& VJohnson(Microcomputers)Ltd 75/79ParkStreet
Camberley Surrey GU 15 3XE (0276) 20446; West Surrey Computers CMA House Lansbury
Estate Lower Guildford Road Knaphill Nr Woking Surrey GU21 2EW; Wilder & Co Computer
Systems 123 Goldsworth Road Woking Surrey GU21 1LR (0486) 221552.
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Think of it. A machine capable of
supporting up to 16 users, running
nearly all the microcomputer
software you can imagine, under
a choice of operating systems; a
machine with a 256k disc cache
that makes it one of the fastest
micros there is, that has Ethernet
supplied as standard and is IBM
PC -AT* compatible.

IIIIMM I
! I I I 1 M =ik.I II I= IM

.1 4M, = MN rliMil
a - IM- !//,a i= II I

VIIMM - I Ml 1ML
MORE THAN A MICRO

"AFTER COMPEC,
ANY OTHER MICRO

WILL LOOK ORDINARY"
LAST YEAR, Jarogate caused something
of a stir at Compec. -We launched
a 286 based multi-user microcomputer
with something other machines lacked ....

....TECHNOLOGY.

We called it the SPRITE, and it has received the acclaim it deserved.
But we didn't sit back on our laurels: come up to our stand on the
gallery of the National Hall at Compec '85 and see how we've left the
rest even further behind - and why last year's Sprite is now one of the
fastest micros there was.
Unlike many other manufacturers, Jarogate believe in providing the best
in technology and design at a sensible price.
And that's how it should be.

=Ma Z Z V =V
NI Mr IIMP,,.. . IMr
- -... - ... .. ....

M

,Cmputiyak2actonititino
Jarogate Ltd., Unit 2, HQ3, Hook Rise South, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 7LD.

Tel: 01-3914433. Telex Bureau No. 89505110NEONE-G Ref: 13114001

IBM PC -AT is a registered trademark of International Business Machines
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BUSINESS FORECASTING

STOCK OPTIONS
Mike Lewis presents some more formulae for calculating
sensible reorder levels on a spreadsheet.

DONALD is a friend of mine who
owns a commercial stationery shop
in west London. He phoned me a
while ago to ask for advice about
"putting stock control on the
computer", the computer in
question being Donald's 18 -

month -old Apricot. He had, it
seemed, three big problems which
he hoped the computer could
solve.

SATISFYING DEMAND
Donald's first problem was that

he found it very hard to keep up
with demand for certain products.
One moment he would have a
healthy supply of typing paper.
The next moment, half the

neighbourhood would decide to
buy typing paper and by the end of
the day the shelf would be bare. Of
course, he could stock more in the
first place, but his second problem
was that storage space was in pretty
short supply. Thirdly, he simply
did not have the time to go round
checking his inventory at regular
intervals.

So I started to make enquiries
about stock -control packages for
MS-DOS and CP / M, and before
long the brochures were landing
on my desk. Alas, I drew a blank.
It seems that there are many excel-
lent packages on the market that
will tell you what your stock is and,
in particular, whether it has

reached a pre -defined reorder
level. But what Donald needed to
know was what the stock should be
- or how much he should order to
minimise stockouts without having
to rent another storeroom.

NO SOLUTION
Furthermore, most stock -control

packages expect the user either to
record details of all stock move-
ments, or to do a full stock check at
regular intervals. This is fine for a
firm dealing in low -volume, high -
value goods, or for a wholesaler
with relatively few deliveries. But a
retailer with a large inventory of
fast-moving products would have
to find some other solution.

In Donald's case, the answer
turned out to be quite simple, and
it didn't even involve him in any
additional software. To explain it
to him, I first had to point out that
there are two fundamentally dif-
ferent approaches to stock control.
You can either establish a fixed set
of reorder levels and quantities,
with new orders being triggered
when the predetermined level is
reached; or you can review stocks
on a periodic basis, recalculating
the order quantity each time.

It was the first of these
approaches that we adopted for
the stationery shop. This was partly
to avoid the need for a stock check

(continued on next page

SPREADSHEET 2

Av. Weekly
Demand
(units)

D
PRODUCT

Leadtime

(weeks)
L

Service
Level

k

Standard
Deviation

S

Re -order
Level
(units)

DL+kS*SQRT(L)

Order
Costs
(f)
C

Holding
Cost/Unit
(f p.a.)

Annual
Demand
(units)

A

Order
Quantity
(units)

SORT(2CA/H)

A4 bond (ream) 60 1.0 3 8.0 84 2.5 1.20 3030 112
F'cap bond (ream) 32 1.0 1 4.5 37 2.5 1.30 1616 79
A4 bank (ream) 55 1.0 3 2.5 63 2.5 1.20 2777 108
A4 carbon (10s) 20 1.2 2 3.8 32 1.5 1.40 1010 47
Ball-point Pens (50s) 550 0.4 3 7.7 235 1.5 0.10 27775 913
Perm_ Marker (25s) 190 0.4 2 9.8 88 1.5 0.50 9595 240
Wash_ Marker (25s) 205 0.4 2 8.8 93 1.5 0.50 10352 249
Jumbo Sign Pen (Ss) 88 0.4 1 12.4 43 1.5 0.60 4444 149
White DL env (50) 440 0_8 3 2.5 359 1.5 0.75 22220 298
Manilla DL env (50s) 520 0.8 3 3.1 424 1.5 0.70 26260 335
Manilla C4 env (50s) 104 0.8 2 5.7 93 1.5 0.68 5252 152
Extra Weight C4 (doz) 30 0.8 1 3.6 27 1.5 0.80 1515 75
Parcel Bands (100 gm) 60 1.0 2 2.0 64 3.0 0.60 3030 174

The calculation of reorder level and economic order quantity. It only needs to be repeated when circumstances change.

SPREADSHEET 1

Order
Qty

(units)
0

Annual
Demand
(units)

A

Cost per
Order
(f)
C

Order
Cost p.a.

(f)
x=CA/Q

Re -order
Level
(units)

(M)

Weekly
Demand
(units)

Leadtime Holding
Cost/Unit

(weeks) (£ p.a.)

Tot Hldg Tot Cost
Cost p.a. P . a _

( £ ) (£)
H(M-DL+Q/2) x+y

PRODUCT y

A4 bond (ream) 112 3030 2.50 68 84 60 1.0 1.20 96 164
F'cap bond (ream) 79 1616 2.50 51 37 32 1.0 1.30 58 109
A4 bank (ream) 108 2777 2.50 64 63 55 1_0 1.20 74 138
A4 carbon (10s) 47 1010 1.50 32 32 20 1.2 1.40 44 76
Ball-point Pens 913 27775 1.50 46 235 550 0.4 0.10 47 93
Perm. Marker 240 9595 1.50 60 88 190 0_4 0.50 66 126
Wash. Marker 249 10352 1.50 62 93 205 0.4 0.50 68 130
Jumbo Sign Pen 149 4444 1.50 45 43 88 0.4 0.60 49 94
White DL env (50) 298 22220 1.50 112 359 440 0.8 0.75 117 229
Manilla DL env(50) 335 26260 1.50 118 424 520 0.8 0.70 123 241
Manilla C4 env(25) 152 5252 1.50 52 93 104 0.8 0.68 58 110
Extra Weight C4 75 1515 1.50 30 27 30 0_8 0.80 32 62
Parcel Bands 174 3030 3.00 52 64 60 1.0 0.60 55 107

You can modify the spreadsheet to determine the overall stock -holding costs. Changing the input parameters shows the effect on costs.
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BUSINESS FORECASTING

(continued from previous page) the basic stock is simply D x L. charges - but not delivery costs the total annual costs for various
every week or fortnight, and partly To arrive at the safety stock, you that are invoiced as a percentage of combinations of order size, service
because demand was too volatile need to decide what risk of a stock- the goods ordered, these rightly level and lead time, as shown in
for such a long review period. In out you are willing to accept. For being reckoned as part of the spreadsheet 2. A What -If? exercise
practice, Donald ordered new example, Donald felt that his shop purchase price. If you were using on these figures will quickly tell
supplies almost every day. would suffer an unacceptable loss this system for a manufacturing you whether it is worth pressing

We ended up with a system of
markers or dividers, physically

of credibility if he ran out of ball-
point pens, pencils or paper clips.

process, the relevant costs would
be those of setting up a production

your suppliers for faster deliveries,
or altering service levels of any

inserted in the stock at the reorder Such products are said to need a run. borderline products.
point. When a ream of typing high service level. On the other Secondly, there are the costs of
paper was removed from the shelf hand, a ribbon for an obscure holding the goods. This covers SOME PROBLEMS
to reveal the marker, the staff typewriter might need a lower storage, heating, insurance, in- Although these formulae are
knew- that it was time to place an service level because the customers terest charges, shrinkage, etc. It is widely used, they are not without
order. The problem thus resolved cannot find it elsewhere and will very difficult to give general advice snags. One common criticism is
itself to deciding two parameters: be willing to wait for supplies. about this. You might decide, for that the overall aim should not be
the reorder point and the reorder
quantity. These are both one-off
calculations, in the sense that you

You should assign to each
product a service level of 1, 2 or 3,
to correspond to low, medium and

example, that your storage costs
are nil because you are paying for
your premises anyway and storing

to minimise stock -holding costs,
but rather to maximise profits. For
example, the technique does not

do not need to repeat them from high respectively. If k is the service any extra goods will make no dif- take account of the cost of a stock -
week to week, although this does level and s is the standard devi- ference. By contrast, Donald out, or of the relative profit
not mean that they should not be anion of demand - which we also assigned a high cost to storage, to margins of the items held. Also it
reviewed as circumstances change. saw last month how to calculate - reflect the fact that space was at a makes no attempt to deal with

the safety stock is: premium. price breaks. In practice, it is often
REORDER LEVEL kxsx%/l. If the cost of placing an order is worth ordering slightly more than

The reorder level is, by defy- So the reorder level, M, is: C, the annual holding cost of a the calculated quantity if to do so
nition, the amount of stock you D x L + k x s x JL single item is H, and the annual would qualify you for a better
need to see you through the lead The second stage of the process sales, in units, is A, the following discount.
time for delivery. You can think of is to calculate the order quantity. formula can be used to calculate For these reasons, the cal -

this as being made up of two This is a fixed amount, which does the economic order quantity - culations outlined here should not
components: the basic stock
needed to satisfy average demand,
and the safety stock which you

not depend on the forecast
demand for the coming period,
but which is chosen to minimise

that is, the size of the order, Q,
which gives the lowest total cost:

Q=-./((2 x C x A)H)

be used blindly. Treat the output
from your spreadsheets as sug-
gestions only, and do not be afraid

need in case demand exceeds the inventory costs. These calculations are very easy to play What -If? with the results.
average. In last month's article - Inventory costs fall into two to set up with Multiplan, Super- If you find, as Donald did, that
"Looking Ahead", PC October,
page 121 - I explained how to

groups. First, there are the
expenses involved in placing an

talc, or a similar program. Spread-
sheet 1 shows an example. Alter-

you can empty sonic of the shelves
in your storeroom and still keep

forecast demand per unit time. If
you call this D and the lead time L,

order, including staff time,
postage, and any fixed delivery

natively, you can take a slightly
different approach by working out

the customers happy, it will be
well worth the effort. Pt

COMMUNICATIONS
COMPLETE & EASY!

NOW WITH EVEN MORE FEATURES
Buy a Tandata comms package of modem

and software, connect it, and start communicating
- immediately, automatically, and with virtually
any database such as PRESTEL, TELECOM GOLD,
EASY LINK and ONE TO ONE.

Great Prestel graphics or conventional 80
column display. With many advanced additional
features designed to save time and cut costs, such
as auto -dial, auto log -on, run -commands for
unattended operation, built-in editor, file transmit
and printing, to name just a few. So easy for the
inexpert to use, but powerful enough for the
expert, too.

What's more its a complete package!
A range of Micropacks ready -configured for most
business micros, supplied with all
leads, plus your choice of auto -
dial, auto -answer, multi -baud
rate modem.

*There's a free
Easylink subscription
available with
selected packages.

To find out more
simply complete the
coupon.

FREE EASYLINK SUBSCRIPTION*
Tandata offers a wide range of

communications products and services.
Please tick those in which you are interested.

V21N23 Modems ] V22 Modems ]

Comms software for micro

Voice/data workstation ]

Viewdata terminals & adaptors ]

JjarnExT i1.1

30 OCTOBE 1984
MAIN Maki T SYSTEM 1984

(.0 TANDATA PE1.4

IBm pc SERIAL:1107AM 237   
1 DIALLING DIRECTORY 10 RETURN TO DISPLAY
a DISK DIRECTORY 11 RECALL PAGE. FROM DISK
3 FORM; GIFU:TORY 12 Se4.,E. PAGE ON DISK:
4 SPEED PAGE DIRECTORY 13 COMPARE DISPLAYED PAGES
S RUN COMMAND FILE 14 PRINT DISPLAYED PAGE(S)
6 COMMUNICATIONS MENu 15 TRANSMIT FILE
7 CONFIGURATION MENu 16 CAROUSEL
8 EDITOR 17 DISCONNECT
9 USER GUIDE 18 EXIT

   TO RETURN TO THIS Maki HIT ESCAPE TWICE: ...

SELECT FUNCTION NUMBER! AND PREss RETUFT1

APPROVED
for use with

telecommunication systems
run by British

Telecommunications
in accordance with the

conditions in the
instructions for use

Tagdata
Tandata Marketing Limited

Albert Road North, Malvern, Worcs. WR14 2TL. Telephone: 06845 68421. Telex: 337617 Tandat G. Prestel *799# Telecom Gold TAN001

Name

Position

Company

Address

Tel

Send to:
Tandata Marketing Ltd., Albert Road North,

Malvern, Worcs. WR14 2TL

Prestel and Telecom Gold are registered
trade marks of British Telecommunications plc.

PC/01
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EXPANDABLE INTERFACE
for the AMSTRAD CPC464166416128

 DUAL RS232 -(For Modems, Printer, Touchpad)
2 Ports -25 Pin Socket with Modem Handshake Signals, 5 Pin Domino, uses
BBC Serial Cable. £59.00

 FULL EXPANDABLE INTERFACE
Dual RS232, 8 Bit Printer Port, 8 Bit Parallel 110
User Port, Software on ROM, 2"Sideways ROM Sockets. f89.00

 CPM SOFTWARE
To enable file transfer from Apricot, IBM, Mainframe, Many other CPM
Machines. Also enables use of Telecom Gold, Micronet and other
information systems.

 TIMDISC 51" 2nd DISCK DRIVE
Software Portability, can read and write SIS CPM Disks for IBM and
Compatibles. (Please specify for 464 or 664) £149.00

Also available 3" Second Drive £99.00 (464-66461251 100%
compatible

 MP165 - NW Printer f259.00

OVER 256 AMSTRAD CASSETTE TITLES OVER 140 NOW
ON DISK ALL NOW IN STOCK

CPM SOFTWARE 464-664-6128
MACRO 80-E225.00, MBASIC-E360.00, MBASIC COMPILIER f399.00 inc.
VAT. WORDSTART MAILMERGE f 119.00

FULL BUSINESS SOFTWARE RANGE includes:
Quest ABC, Sales Invoicing, Stock Control. Purchase and Sales Ledger,
Nominal Ledger £149.00. Available Separate Camsoft Payroll £39.00,
Amsoft Office Productivity including Database £49.00. Word Processor from
£19.95, Spreadsheet from £29.00.
Complete Range of Bourne Educational Software.

SIDEWAYS ROM
Arnor Maxam Assembler ROM £59.00
Arnor Maxam ROM (Fits Timatic Interface) £39.00
Protext Word Processor ROM
MicroPro ROM Card
MicroPro Programmers Toolkit ROM
Prestel ROM (Fits Timatic Interface)
All the latest games as soon as released Speech Synthesizers -From £29.95

 TAPE TO DISC TRANSFERS 
MODEMS, CPC 464, CPC 664, 6128 PRINTERS

Mail order welcome, P&P free of charge Please send SAE for full list to:
TIMATIC SYSTEMS LTD,

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
=cal

THE MARKET, FAREHAM, HANTS P016 OLB. Tel:
FAREHAM (0329) 2 36 7 2 7

 Circle No. 207

WINCHESTER ADDONS
FROM MIDWICH

5 Megabytes £349.00
10 Megabytes £549.00
20 Megabytes £689.00

All prices exclude carriage and VAT

Phone (0379) 4131 today and beat the rush!

miowicH
flIIPCOMPUTER COMPANY LTD

GILRAY ROAD, DISS, NORFOLK 1P22 3EU

 Circle No. 204

Computer Enterprises
International

AMAZING 10120MB HARD DISK
OFFER

* Olivetti M24 or M21
* Internal 10MB or

20MB HD (Non -
Olivetti product)

* 640K RAM
* Mono monitor
* Keyboard
* MSDOS & BASIC

£1950 (10MB) £2499 (20MB)
*25MB external tape streamer for Olivetti or IBM

compatible £895
CEEMOINIMEM
OLIVETTI M21 portable 1286 C1350
OLIVETTI M24 128K. DD. Mono/Colour F1475/0749
OLIVETTI M10 8K RAM/24K RAM X35010399

COMPAQ
COMPAQ portable, DO/10MB... £175050E1695/1900/2899I37611/175(0

APRICOT
APRICOT PC 2566,2%720,9" Mono/12 Mono C1499/01550
APRICOT XI 10MB, 1X720. 9 Mono/12- Mono ......£2170/02220
APRICOT XI 20MB.1)(720 9. Mono/12. Mono.... _S3395/03475
APRICOT X110S 512K, 10MB HD/12. Mono ......./.2590/02630
APRICOT F2 8. F10 ....NEW!!!.... NEW!!,...NEWIll .. C1199/01799
APRICOT F I/F1E E750/E535
APRICOT FP112 portable 256/5126.7206 drive E99511395

KAYPRO

KAYPRO 2X DS Drives 8 dBASE II, Wordstar, etc... ...../895
KAYPRO 101005 Drive, LOMB HD+ Software £1750 NORTHSTAR DIMENSION 15MB HD. 2 User/each userKAYPRO 286 IBM AT corneal. 2x 1.2MB drives /2995

0300101450
-

KAYPRO2000IBMCOMPIPORTABLE. ......(1500 ALTOS 486I5861988I68000
...KAYPRO 16 PC compat. 2561( 2x3606 + Software. £1395

OLIVETTI 362 Unix 8. UNIX SOFTWARE

VICTOR VPC 15MB HD. SD. Mono.. [1950
PC Card (Makes Sinus IBM Compatible) 0950

NEC 8201A Portable/8K RAM . .. f275/C50
NEC APC III Mono/Colour E1750/E1975
SANYO 885 20360,6406 RAM _11250
SANYO 775 Colour DD/SDwIth 20MB HD, C1795/2590

SANYO 555 1286201606 8 C1000 Sof !ware. 1745
SANYO 555,2 128K 2436068 E1000Sollware....................E1095

COMMODORE PC10 256K RAM, 12^ Mono,
COMMODORE PC10 2566 RAM. 12. Mono, SD, 20MB HD /2190
ERICSSON PC 203606 40005. 1286 RAM. E1499
TOSHIBA T1100 Portable E1590
WYSE PC 2566 RAM. 2 RS232 ....from 01900

EPSON

EPSON 0916 Taxi OS. DD. Monitor EPOA
EPSON PX.8 646. CPM. Bastc.Wordstar/1201( RAM PACK. EPOA

MULTIUSER COMPUTERS

SIRIUSIVICTOR

VICTOR 1.2MB + 256th2 4MB 256K
VICTOR VI (SirouslIBM Compatible)
VICTOR VPC 15MB HD, SD. Mono
PC Card (Makes Sirius IBM Compatible)

E1695/E2/358
£3990

.C1950
C950

E275/050
....C1750/E1975

SIRIUSIVICTOR

VICTOR 1 2MB + 2566/2 4MB + 2566
VICTOR VI (SI nuslIBM

DOT m ATRIY PRINTERS

Smith Conine D20091393 2275399

Ciloyatli131415060C4D4A410. 2350/499

DM.0
2995

21.
2250

Canon PV21080A2115.114201 2269350
Canon 1,1260A /co., 2375
Oki micronne 1621192 22399315

179C16.5P2N'L'01165CPS
2399.96

[2713
ElFolheF HR1,25.15 232596509275
Fawner 2024 NLO 2590
.0.01 1.411109 2350
Epson La BONLO/R.OFT 1.195/2215
Epson 22 60,22100 22159415

2799139
Erilo'ne'Lr°500.2000 1.591.
am. CP...C.150 21792i.

Jh; 5510/5520 22092399
an 2.2 2299.r2:

113,192/197' 25.A2199406
Honeywell 232H134 542.799
Honeywell 3.0
Siemens P2816.cik ier 0609050

2.90
(29.Me7rielt Hack

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS

014velli
SmOniraliith Corona 21900 2250

02250 2650
02450 2895

Pp15Y5,35
20LOP 2625

" n -r=
Juin 2200/5200 224,2.0
Ourne Letler.Pro20
Our. 11/40 55 2,2999/4096,

01695/02050

THIS MONTH'SSPECIALS
SIDEKICK IBM .05
APRICOT 256K RAM CARD £199
APRICOT 6406 RAM CARD C395
MACINTOSH 512K, Mwrite/paint C1799
TELEVIDEO 1605,6406 20MB HD, Mono................
HYPERION PORTABLE C1299
SINCLAIR OL/Spectrum ................. C299/099
COMMODORE 64/Plus 4...... E150/075
ACORN Electron Starter Pack C150
BBC B with DES. C350
SMITH CORONA FT 80/D100..._._........_.....__ £115/C165

RITEMAN II NLO printer t275
online ESIX 249591550 Microvolt W . 2395

2660
259512699 Samna  2.,. 24959350

JaixiDefig 2396.90PLOTTERS & DIGITISERS

Roland Or1100 PenA31222222222450
Rola. 0109380.5 63 282011200
Roland SPX2.0 A221 23500
HP /200425. 29.21450
HP 2550 6 Pen...

Pen

232.
HP 25932/ 5.7566 2P0A
EDS. HISEVExpansion RAM 2395169
MT PH, . 2395
ilikadenkl A2 403mmiaec 23550
Graphitic Platters 6 Diactisers 2P0A
Houston DAIP.A3i... 2500
Housicn 0a1421421.., (2995
N.M.
Houston D1 55 Alf. 24000
Houston 9103251P41/4214 Pen 25500
.uetOn 0MP29.51Pen 21950
Houston ESTI, .... 2600
Houston HiPea/PC-Pad 94751695
Hitachi 622/4 Pen..A3 2450
SUmml.praphICS BON, (595
Surnmamou. 2200

EINZIEBI111111
(Phone for any produci at 6.1 priceel
Gem .sklop 21 0 .9
R Base 5000 2395

2595
Smart int Package. 2550

Saps Accounlant/Plus 23501525
Sage Einanc...1roner

Ikte:Ua'AToVIns'. aach7git
Mullis. Accounts lbw module,. 2299

EF*1E6P0".'
Wordslar 2000 020.1/Apricatl 2275

RoMnd .122IIBMi

npe

2120
Philips IV green/amber. .9

CT200> afonITV 2959180
Sanyo 8112/315.......295/2180
Kpe Taaam %IMO. 2.2119

lOceeniAmber.lili Siki 299

COLOUR
CSanyo R 250/70 23001.25

Roland 00.141 1451640.2001 2350
Kag IBM haultra BOO 2350.50
Kepe 61281X ROB PAL 2239
Sinclair vision Ill 2235
MiCrOuil. monitors (PING
Pnnvolcin ..12ISR12 24.2.5

Zen 20 2595

TERIN10AL
Oume 1/103/199 2399/2650/2450
Clum0VT 211r511G% 229992499

Open Acta. 2,11314.110.11 2350
Salon MI Package 2.
Everyman/Excel 23501300

g'25'/a
8nopuinew4Cornpolar, 25.
Sensible Solution 2595
Psion Rcnange la Int Package, 2365
Card BokiPhis 2195.75

21Z

Saxe. 20 [Vatting
Smarlwork ICirouit.board deligni 2095
0E0 Main Slr./ Vier 22909150
Easy luniOrNVOracrall 23952350
MicrOaCiti PiOlecliSuO7roie.1

I'at'ii=6:r 1;00; 252Z96n52
Omnle 111/DalernaSter 23999400
NetteHEneemblo W.I. 23159250
WOrdelarAffelar PrOleSSiOnalf1.51f350

CrosstalkE C129
aseiManagemet,

Su alc 2/3 21t2.250
Turbo Pascsi/Sideways
C.ppylIPC/Sp011.pM E3g,g,

r.ereVOZIne "" '7:10
Dr C GoMpUiler C225

COMMUNICATION

Answercall Wormed. V21 225

alnor Miracles V2/V22
Minor rackas W530309299. 2460

Steebek V22AA An iHavesk
Oacom SRL V2123A6 AD. 2329

ieleCom 001dSlaayl./081.114 2P0A
Sage Conn./km.l.0n aCit 1295
Dotal. Int M06041)61..1) 2455

7:=11713,711t`e"1
Pace Mode." 21210A.10 5011. 21301235
Micorn Sprer V22 BIS .99
Missing Link  Soft .50
LionSysiem.1911000ps 21250

Line Drivers a Multiplexers POA

ADO 014 and
ACCESSORIES
ASTER us, 2.54K 1.

BBC 1001 dneesOPS an ..
Apple II driyesiconlroller car ...98545

11,== Cnnp
1210,,.

Tecmar Graphics Master 2490
64K/256K Ram Chips Each 2223
8082.169111 c..katri 2150/110
801 2.501.7 3,(102.1 Turbo

2429919.50

1.3"):1:121.1V:1g 4',0111:
512KMan, 92W

Teemar 0.15M0 221. 2101.1500

Polar. Patens 212/9
DR Presentailon Maater 21595
Till Swr vel Monitor sitha 230
Tallgrass .25H0650MB TB 22250

510.260MB TB 26000
Talk.. 25 Internal HD 2995
Irma Card Emulates IBM.20219 21150

01.543 6866/542 4850 TLX: 946240 CWEASYG (Quote: 19005565)
(OPEN Mon -Fri 9.30 to 6)

85.85a QUICKS ROAD, WIMBLEDON, LONDON SW19 1EX
Export, Educational, Dealer, Governmental, Lease, Rent,

Consultant ENQUIRIES WELCOME. All items new and carry
manufacturers guarantee. prices are exclusive of VAT, Installation,

Training Delivery and subject to change without notice. Delivery
£10 for each item in UK, £85.00 for Europe.

PAYMENT BY EUROCHEQUES, CREDIT CARDS,
LC, IMO, DIRECT TRANSFER

I PRACTICAL COMPUTING November1985
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BETTER SERVICE : BETTER PRICES : WIDER CHOICE

FERRANTI PC860
PCB 6 OXT as above

Best value IBM compatible. Fast 8086 processor, GW basic, Colour graphics standard, Perfect 2

software suite. Hi Res monochrome monitor, 12 months FREE ON SITEWARRANTY £1199
with 1 OMB hard disk £1 9 9 9 PC8 60XT-2 0 as above with 20MB hard disk £2549

Plus SANYO APRICOT & OLIVETTI Network system for any combination of these computers £200 per station.

ATARI 520ST NOW AVAILABLE

SOFTWARE full range available

PERFECT 2 SOFTWARE SUITE. Comprises Perfect Writer 2 (inc. Speller & Thesaurus),
Perfect Calc 2 & Perfect Filer 2. "Perfect Writer 2 is the best word processor available for its
price". "Best handbooks I have come across" P.C. Business World. £135 per module

WORDCRAFT inc database £375

PROPHET ACCOUNTS inc Sales/Purchase Ledgers, Invoices. & Statements £160

CAD SOFTWARE & SYSTEMS - Please call for details

PRINTERS. All leading models supplied e.g.

* EPSON LX 80

* MP165 NW at 75cps

* KAGA TAXAN KP810 I- Canon PW1080A)

* MANNESMAN TALLY MTB5 NEW! 180cps. NI11

* NEC PINWRITER P2 inc ilf

* * UCHIDAIDAISYSTEPIOUENDATA £199**18 cps lime compatible daisywheel. Superb value

* BROTHER HR15 DAISYWHEEL

* NEC SPINWRITER ELF

£199 *
£219 *
£239 *
£209 *
£399 *

£309 *
£299 *

PRINTER BUFFERS Seriallparallel inlout. 8k -512K, from 8K - £75, 16K - £85, 64K - f 119

External hard disks from £895(10MB)

MEMORY UPGRADES

SANYO Extra 128K plus RAM disk plus 25% increase in disk capacity

APRICOT 128K - E 139
IBM & compatibles extra 384K Multifunction Board

OLIVETTI Upgrade to 640K

E65

256K - f 199
E249

f99
MACINTOSH - SPECIAL OFFER!!! Upgrade to 512K las per Apple specs.), p

24hr soak tested, 12 months warranty. Includes collection & return delivery L 19511

PLOTTERS

Roland
OXY880 Superb 8 pen A3 Flat Bed plotter.

HP compatible. Serial & Parallel, OXY 980 Electrostic paper holding. Digital

readout. DPX 2000 A2 high speed & accuracy. These plotters are superbly engineered

and offer the highest standards of performance. Free pens and plotter paper

with all Roland plotters!

HITACHI 672 A3 HP compatible 4 pen If 395

We supply a full range of plotters from A4 to AO together with suitable digitisers for
use in CAD systems. e.g. Penman, Silver Reed, Houston, Calcomp. TDS. Prices from f 169

DISKS - SAME DAY DESPATCH - POST FREE
DYSAN First box

SSDD £15.40
Extra boxes SONY

£14.40 3.5" SS
First box

£26.80FANFOLD PAPER 11" x 9.5" £9.75 A4 Clean Edge E11.69 2000 sheets per box. All sizes available.
Delivery £2.45 (fixed) £1 per box. LABELS from £1.70 per 1,000. RIBBONS All types available at low
prices e.g. Juki 6100 - 99p. Shinwa CPICPA80 £3.79 Epson FX/MX1RX 80 £2.49. FXIMXIR X 100 DSDD £22.35 £20.90 DS £36.80
£3.75. Flume MS £2.65 KagalCanon £5.25. PRINTWHEELS from £3.79 Delivery 95p (any quantity SSQD £22.35 £20.90 CF2
ribbonsiprintwheels).

Official Governmenaducationakiocal Authority orders welcomed.
Please add 15% VAT to all prices (inc. carriage) Limited space precludes listing of our full range of products.

DSQD £28.50 £26.85 3" £37.50
TOP QUALITY UNLABELLED DISKS AT EVEN LOWER PRICES

Please telephone if you do not see the item you require. Please add £2 to the above prices if required in SEE 10 library cases.

Extra boxes

£23.50
£33.50

£36.00

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS (A.M.A.)
8 GLEBE ST. BEESTON NOTTINGHAM NG9 1BZ
Tel: 0602 25541 5

 Circle No. 202

ALL-TIME CP/M MICROCOMPUTER
SYSTEM BARGAIN!
Fantastic bulk purchase of a major European
manufacturer's entire stock of this top-quality
machine enables us to retail it at far below its
manufacturing cost. ALL FEATURES LISTED
are INCLUDED as STANDARD:

 COMPLETE with EITHER single or double
(as illustrated) TEAC half -height 51/4"
double -sided, double -density floppy disc
drives. Formatted capacity: 320Kb per
drive.

 4 MHz Z80A CPU
 64Kb RAM (in 4164 chips)
 28Kb EPROM containing monitor & MICROSOFT

BASIC

 CP/M Version 2.2

 80 x 24 display with colour block -mode graphics

 Exceptionally high quality styled keyboard with
numeric keypad & 6 function keys

PRICES (monitor not included): With DUAL floppy £295.00 (£339.25 incl. VAT) With SINGLE floppy £199.00 (£228.85 incl. VAT)

 Centronics parallel interface
 RS232N24 serial interface selectable 300-9600

Baud

 UHF Modulator for TV & composite video output
 ROM port. (A Word -Processor ROM is available at

f69+VAT)
 6 month full guarantee

CARRIAGE: £9.50 (incl. VAT) Visa & Access accepted
BARCLAYCARD

Available ONLY from:
COMPUTER APPRECIATION, 111 Northgate, Canterbury, Kent. (0227) 470512
MATMOS Ltd., 1 Church Street, Cuckfield, W. Sussex RH17 5JZ. (0444) 414484'454377 or (0444) 73830

 Circle No. 208
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WORDSTAR

CONTROL CHARACTER
CHECKER
John and Timothy Lee present a utility to add to eight -bit CP / M WordStar
implementations that checks whether printer -control characters are paired

MANY microcomputers are used
heavily for word processing, and
WordStar probably remains the
most widely used WP program. It
has many desirable features, but
the way it handles print en-
hancements is not one of them.
For example, to get bold characters
it is necesarry to type the control
sequence

Ctrl -P Ctrl -B

both before and after the charac-
ters to be printed in bold.

Problems will arise if you acci-
dentally delete one of the pair of
control characters, so that a print
enhancement is turned on but is
not turned off again. This mistake
is particularly likely to occur if you
have turned off the control -
character display. WordStar does
not check that control characters
are paired, and you only discover
the problem at print time, when
half your carefully laid -out text
emerges in enhanced type, instead
of only the word or two that you
intended.

Our Check routine is a simple
machine -code program for eight -
bit CP/ M machines which scans a
WordStar text file to ensure that
the print -control characters have
all been paired off. To run the
program simply type

CHECK Mena me.extension
The program looks for the
specified file name on the logged -
in disc and reads it in character by
character. It keeps a flag for each
of the WordStar print -control
characters ^B, AD, AS, ^X, AV, ^T
and ^Y. Every time one of these
characters is read, the appropriate
flag is toggled. When it reaches
the end -of -file character the
program stops reading. It checks
the state of each of the control -
character toggles and displays
messages indicating whether the
control characters for bold, double
strike, underline, etc. are paired or
unpaired.

In the program listing, the
source code is given in Intel
mnemonics, along with comments
and the hexadecimal code pro-
duced by the standard CP/ M
assembler ASM. Anyone with
CP/ M-80 should be able to use the
program. To produce an execu-
table .Com file, first type the
mnemonics into a file called
Check.ASM. This file should be an
exact copy of the listing, except

off.

CHECK ROUTINE
0100
0000 =
FFFF =

FFFF

0000 =
0005 =

0007
0009
000A
000D
001A

ORG

FALSE

TRUE

100H

EQU

EQU

0

NOT FALSE

A visible indication that the program is executing
is provided by setting the following flag TRUE
Set FALSE if the indication is not required.
FVISIB EQU TRUE

REBOOT EQU

CPM EQU

BELL EQU

TAB EQU

LF EQU

CR EQU

EOF EQU

005C = FCB EQU

0080 = FILBUF EQU

0100 C37103 JMP

0103 0D0A0A0943 DB

010F 50726F6772 DB

0141 6172652070 DB

015E 5665727369 DB

016B 5772697474 DB

01% OD0A0A576FSIGNON: DB
01BE 070D0A596FMSNANE: DB
01E0 20696E766F DB

01F1 6567202041 DB

020C 070D0A5468MSEXST: DB
022D 2065786973 DB

024B 000ADA4669RESULT: DB
025E 5E42202842 DB

0279 2020706169CTRLB: DB

0285 5E44202844 DB

02ND 2020706169CTRLD: DB

02AC 5E53202855 DB

02C7 2020706169CTRLS: DB

02D3 5E54202853 DB

02EE 2020706169CTRLT: DB

02FA 5E56202853 DB

0315 2020706169CTRLV: DB

0321 5E57202853 DB

033C 2020706169CTRLX: DB

0348 5E59202843 DB

0363 2020706169CTRLY: DB

;
0371 317E04 START: LXI
0374 119601 LXI
0377 0E09 N/I
0379 CD0500 CALL

037C 3A5D00 LDA

037F FE20 CPI
0381 11BE01 LXI
0384 CA3404 JZ

0387 115C00
038A OEOF MVI

LXI

0

5

7 ;ASCII BELL character
9 ;ASCII TAB character
OAH ;ASCII Line Feed
ODH ;ASCII Carriage Return
26 ;CP/M End -Of -File character

5CH ;Address of default CP/M FCB
80H ;Address of default CP/M buffer

START
CR,LF,LF,TAB, 'CHECK',CR,LF,LF
'Program to check that WordStar Control characters
'are paired in an input file',CR,LF
'Version 2.2',CR,LF
'Written by Timothy D. Lee 25 May 1985',CR,LF,LF,EOF

CR,LF,LF,'WordStar Enhancement Check Program',CR,LF,'$'
BELL,CR,LF,'You must supply a filename when'
' invoking CHECK', CR,LF
'eg A> CHECK report.txt',CR,LF,BELL,'$'
BELL,CR,LF,'The filename supplied does not'
' exist on the current disk',CR,LF,BELL,'$'

CR,LF,LF, 'File analysed',CR,LF,LF
'AB (Bold)
' paired. ',CR,LF
'AD (Double -Strike )

paired. ',CR,LF
'AS (Underline)
' pai red. ',CR,LF
'AT (Super -script)
' paired. ',CR,LF
'AV (Sub -script)
' paired. ',CR,LF
'AW (Strike -out)
' paired. ',CR,LF
'AY (Change ribbon colour)

paired. ',CR,LF,LF,'S'

SP, STACK
D,SIGNON
C,9
CPM

FCB+1

D,MSNAME

ERROR

D, FCB

C,15

;Print Signon Message

;Check if a file name supplied

;else error

(continued on page 144)

hat the first 15 characters of each
printed line, which actually con-
stitute the code translated into
hexadecimal, should be omitted.
They type the command

ASM CHECK
to make the CP/ M assembler
produce a .Hex hexadecimal file.

Finally type the command
LOAD CHECK

to produce an executable file called
Check.Com.

While the Check program is
executing it indicates that it is
actually running by continually
underlining the sign -on message.

Large text files take an appreciable
amount of time to check, and with
them an indication that the
program is working is particularly
useful. This visible indication can
be switched off by setting the flag
on line 8 to read

FVISIB EQU FALSE

0
z

11

m
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If you want it tomorrow . .

call us today
01-455 9823

COMPUTERS/CALCULATORS/PLOTTERS
APRICOT
Fl 256K;720K disk £775.00
OLIVETTI M24
128K2 x 360KB drives £1470.00
COMMODORE
PC10 IBM compatible £1395.00
PC20 IBM compatible £2700.00
SANYO
MBC 775 portable (IBM
compatible) 256K £1640.00
HEWLETT PACKARD
HP 41CV (SCI Computer) £200.00
HP 41CX (Computer) £300.00
HP 41 C (Card Reader) £180.00
HP 71 C (portable computer) £500
PLOTTERS
HP 7470A (A4 2 Pen Plotter) £918.00
HP 7475A )A3 6 Pen Plotter) £1525.00

Pixy Plotter (A4 3 Pen B Colour) E399.00
Epson H180 Plotter £375.00
SHARP PC 1 500A (P/Computer with 8K
ex to 24K £147.50
PL 5000 Portable Computer £1190.00
CE 158 RS232 and Cent IF £120.00
CE 150 printer cassette IF £125.00

CE 159 8K Add on mem with BAT £79.00
CE 152 Cassette E36.00
PC 1251 (Computer) £66.50
Casio PB 750 New Computer £89.50
Epson QX-10 (desk top comp) £1599.00
EPSON HX20 Briefcase computer. 16K
expandable. Serial and RS232 interface.

£345.00
EPSON PX-8 (portable 64K
Computer/Word Processor) £650.00

WORD PROCESSING PRINTERS/MONITORS
NEC 2000 (20CPS) £535.00
X -DATA DYNEER
DW16 (16CPS/BI-Dect Printing) £289.00
DW20 120CPS/17CPS Shannon Text)

£499.00
DW36 (36CPS/31CPS Shannon Text)

£850
DISK DRIVES
Cumana (Apple/BBC) from £95.00
Dyneer Winchester (Olivetti 24iCOM
PAQ/Apple/IBM) from £1100.00
CSI SUB SYSTEMS
(IBM/PC/Apricot/Sanyo) from £1150.00
QUME 9/45 RO-FFP £1900.00
12/20 (20CPS) £499.00
11/40 110 (Also IBM-PC7) £1345.00
TEC £1385
TEC F10/40 £830.00
F10 55 CPS (serial/parallel) £1175.00
Tractor (Bi-Dil
Sheet Feeder
Mechanical Sheet F
OLYMPIA
ESW 103
TOSHIB

£800.00
£1270.00

. - Word

JUKI 6100118CPS) £319.00
JUKI 6300 (40CPS) £749.00
DYNEER range 1X-Datal from £289.00
COLOUR/MONOCHROME MONITORS
PHILIPS/ZENITH/SANYO/TAXAN ETC.

OKI
Okimate 20 (80CPS/NLQ 40CPS I

£229.00
MICROLINE 182 (120CPS/8000LS)

£240.00
MICROLINE 192 (160CPS/8000LS)

£350.00
MICROLINE 84 T/F (200CPS/NLQ)

£629.00

HR1 5 13K Buffer 18CPS) £311.00
HR15 XL (20CPS) £394.00
HR25 (3K Buffer 25CPSI £549.00
HR35 (35CPS) £690.00

CANON Jet Printer (7 colour)
HP Jet Printer (150CPS)
HP Laser Printer

DIABLO
620 (RO)
630 (ECS/IBM)
630 (API) (IBM COMI
630 )KSRI

C150 Ink Jet

FU
HEEL

£450.00
£399.00

£2725.00

£650.00
£1650.00
£1295.00
£1840.00
£195.00

£999.00

EPSON DX 100 (13CPS)
£399.00

eet Feeder
RUTISHAUSER
Sheet Feeders and Tractors for: Oki,
Oume, Diablo, NEC, Ricoh, TEC, Olivetti,
etc. From £99.00
RICOH.
Model RP 1300 IS) 14K 8uffer)...£875.00
Flowriter (8K) PR 1600 £1244.00
IBM-PC Version £1500.00
1600 Flowriter 46K £1 349.00
RP1 200 (20CPS) £555.00

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

ANADEX
DP -9000 B/1180 CPS) £850.00
DP -950013/1(180 CPS) £893.00
DP -96258/1240 CPS) £1155.00
BROTHER
EP44 (16CPS) £199.00
Brother 2024L (190CPS KO).- £890.00
CANON PW1080A 1160CPS) £274.00
CANON PW1156A (160CPS) £355.00
NEC Pinwriter (132 cols) P3 £568.00
NEC Pinwriter P2 (80 col) £485.00

TERMINALS MONITORS
QUME from £399.00
HAZELTINE from £499.00
ACT Compatible from £155.00

APPLE II/e
Mailmerge V.3.3 £95.00
Wordstar V.3.31 £190.00
Wordstar/Mailmerge/Spellstar £206.00
ACT -APRICOT
Wordstar £250.00
Mail Merge £75.00
Sage Accounts £250.00

PANASONIC
Epson Compatible/IBM switchable
KXP 1091 1120CPS/NLQ 221...1250.00
Kxp 1092 11 800CPS/NLQ 33).1379.00
MODEMS (Dacom/Master/Epson/
Interlekt/Steebek/Answercall etc.) from

£73.50
MANNESMAN TALLY
MT80 (80CPS) £177.00
MT160 IF/TI 1160CPS) £495.00
MT180 (160CPS 32 Col) £527.00
EPSON
Epson LX80 (80CPS + NLQ) £206.00
Epson RX8OFT Plus £309.00
Epson FX100FT Plus (160CPS) £410.00
Epson RX100FT Plus (100CPS) £324.00
Epson LQ1 500 Plus (200CPS) E855.00
Epson DX100 (Daisywheel) £349.00
TEC 1550 11 BOCPSI £575.00

TECHNICAL ADVICE
01-4559824

This is only part of our
range, a telephone call will
save you time and money.

SOFTWARE
IBM/COMPAQ
Wordstar £189.00
Mailmerge V.3.24 £95.00
Lotus 1-2-3 £295.00
Symphony £425.00
dBase II (CP/M86) £230.00
Wordstar 2000 £290.00

LOW COST TELEX (ELECTRONIC MAIL)

EASY LINKIONE TO ONE TELECOM GOLD

WE CAN SUPPLY ALL EQUIPMENT YOU NEED (EXCLUDING TELEPHONE LINE)
TEL: 01-455 9823 FOR QUOTATION

GOODS FULLY GUARANTEED. PRICES EXCLUDING VAT AND P + P.
Company and Government orders accepted by phone

Barclaycard Access Visa accepted by phone
Tel.: 01-455 9823

MOUNTAINDENE
22 Cowper Street London EC2

NEW
Microcomputer Software

STATSTREAM
Versatile statistics package for the Apple II with a library of 76
procedures including programs for statistical analysis;
graphing; text windowing; function fitting etc. These can be
used very simply by:
1) calling the helpful, menu -driven STATPACK, enabling many
parametric and non -parametric tests ho be done, jfter a single
entry of data
2) using the 32 demonstration programs designed to teach the
user about statistics and function fitting
3) writing simple BASIC programs to incorporate the desired
procedures.

TADPOLE
An easy -to -use numeric database program with built-in
statistics package for the IBM PC.
Data files of up to 9999 records can be created and edited.
Statistical tests include all the usual parametric and non -
parametric tests. Ideal for research, clinical trials etc.

EXPERT 4
Create and manipulate your own knowledge base using our
sophisticated (but easy -to -use) expert system development
tool for the IBM PC. The user creates files for "domains" made
up of "elements" having "attributes" and "attribute values".
Inferencing facilities reveal hidden relationships within the
data. The theory behind EXPERT 4 is fully discussed in the
manual and examples are incorporated on disk.
An ideal introduction to expert systems.

Each program only £66
Orders with cheque to: (or more information from): Elsevier-BIOSOFT, 68
Hills Road, Cambridge, CB2 1 LA, UK. Tel: Cambridge (0223)315961
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Our fully reconditioned Test and
Measurement, and Computer Products
are current or recent models. We provide
you with reliable and high quality
equipment with performance like new,
usually on much quicker delivery, and a
big saving on price: And it's all
guaranteed!
So, whatever your needs from the
sophisticated to the very simple, put us to
the test.

el=
eeM=Sw. ..111

ELECTRONICS LIMITED
99 Waldegrave Road, Teddington,

Middlesex TW11 8LL Tel: 01 943 4477
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The new Compro 88 has everything all the established PCs have,
except one thing.

It has 640K of memory, built-in twin 360K disk drives, a separate
keyboard and a monochrome monitor.

It runs under several operating systems-MS-DOS, PC -DOS,
CP/M 86, etc. It happily handles all major applications software

and it's perfect for networking and remote processing.
The only thing it doesn't have is . . a four -figure price tag.
Because the Computopro PC will set you back only £995!

(With the money you save, you can afford all sorts of fitted
options- integral hard disks, internal tape back-up, 1.2Mb

floppy disk, colour monitor, etc.)
A great PC for less than a grand? It's true. Phone or write to

Computopro and let us convince you.

COMPUTOPRO

11 11 1111

COMPUTOPRO

C Pift:

irtt PC adVe mtb Eat lid

owlet .11

oxiitar

belt itifit disc anus

Visall u ow/Ws system NM

195/197 Wardour Street, London Wilf 3FA. 4.3
Tel: 01-7342846/2961, 01-6313253/3256
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WORDSTAR

LLI

LL

CL

0

CHECK ROUTINE
(continued from page 141) 03F8 C9 RET

038C CD0500 CALL CPM ;Try to open the file
038F 3C INR A

Read Next Sector from disk file

0390 1100O2 LXI D,MSEXST

0393 CA3404 JZ ERROR ;junp if error 0319 115C00
03FC 0E14

GETSEC: LXI D,FCB
MVI C,20

0396 CDE703 LOOP: CALL GETCHR
03FE CD0500 CALL CPM ;Read next sector 'Nicoll disk

0399 FE1A CPI EOF

0398 CADC03 JZ ATEOF ;Junp if End of File IF FVISIB ;Visible display of progress
039E F29603 JP LOOP ;Ignore unless a control char. 0401 1E3D MVI E,...

0403 363004 LDA COUNT

03A1 217502 LXI H,CTRLB 0406 3D DCR A

0384 FE02 CPI B' -40H ;is it Control B (BOLD) 0407 C20E04 JNZ VISI82
0386 CC1504 CZ TOGGLE 040A 3E23 WI 4,35
03A9 214002 LXI H,CTRLD 040C 1008 MVI E,CR

03AC FE04 CPI 'D' -40H ;is it Control D (DOUBLE -STRIKE) 040E 323D04 VISIB2: STA COUNT

038E 001904 CZ TOGGLE 0411 0E02 ?NI C,2
0381 210702 LXI H,CTRLS 0413 CD0500 CALL CPM

0384 FE13 CPI 'S' -40H ;is it Control S (UNDERLINE) ENDIF
0395 CC1504 CZ TOGGLE 0416 3E93 MVI 4,FILBUF
0389 21EE02 LXI H,CTRLT 0418 C9 RET

03BC FE14 CPI 'T' -40H ;is it Control T (SUPERSCRIPT)
038E CC1504 CZ TOGGLE Sibroutine to Toggle the 'pal red/Lnpai red' state of
03C1 211503 LXI H,CTRLV the Control Character pointed to by FL
03C4 FE16 CPI 'V' -40H ;is it Control V (9)BSCRIPT)
03C6 001904 CZ TOGGLE 0419 7E TOGGLE: F130 A,FI ;get first character
03C9 213CO3 LXI H,CTRLX 0418 110800 LXI D,8

0300 FE18 CPI 'X'-4011 ;is it Control X (STRIKE -OUT) 041D FE75 CPI iu'
03CE CC1904 CZ TOGGLE 041F CA2B04 JZ TOGGL2 ;Junp if unpaired
0381 216303 LXI H,CTRLY used to be paired so this character makes it unpaired
0304 FE19 CPI 'Y' -40H ;is it Control Y (COLOUR -CHANGE) 0422 3675 MVI M,'u' ;set unpaired
0306 CC1904 CZ TOGGLE 0424 23 INX H

0309 C39603 JMP LOOP 0425 366E MVI

0427 19 DAD D

Jump here when End Of File reached 0428 3607 MVI M,BELL
042A C9 RET

03DC 0E09 ATEOF: MVI C,9 used to be Lripai red so this character makes it paired
03DE 114932 LXI D,REO.LT 042B 3620 TOGGL2: !NI M," ;set paired
03E1 CD0500 CALL CPM ;Print Results 042D 23 INX H

03E4 C30000 JMP REBOOT 042E 3620 MVI

0430 19 DAD

Subroutine to get next character from file. 0431 3620 MVI .

Character is returned in E and A registers. 0433 C9 RET

Returns AZ at end of file
Jump here if an error occurs

03E7 3A3C04 GETCHR: LDA POINTR

03EA 3C INR A ;Increment POINTR 0434 0E09 ERROR: MVI C,9

03E9 CCF903 CZ GETSEC ;Get next sector 0436 CD0500 CALL CPM ;Print appropriate Error message
03EE 6F MDV L,A 0439 C30000 JMP REBOOT

03EF 2600 MVI H,0 ;Set FL = POINTR
043C FF POINTR: DB OFFH

03F1 323034 STA POINTR ;store new POINTR 043D 23 COUNT: DB 35

03F4 7E F130 A,M ;get next byte 043E DS 64

03F5 E67F 07FH ;strip parity STACK:

03F7 5F MOV E,A 047E END

THE INSTITUTION OF
ANALYSTS & PROGRAMMERS

An association which is widely recognised and respected,
which endorses the status of its members, protects and
promotes their interests, assists their careers and
encourages their ethical standards is the foundation of
every profession.

The Institution of Analysts & Programmers is the
principal association for professional systems analysts
and computer programmers in the Free World. With
members in fifty different states and countries, it is also
the most highly regarded supplementary association for
practising accountants, administrators, doctors, engin-
eers, lawyers, lecturers, managers, mathematicians,
scientists and members of other professions who use,
develop and organise systems analysis and computer
programming for Commerce, Industry and Public
Service as a significant part of their professional
undertakings.

A guide to the requirements and gradings of member-
ship is available, free of charge, upon request to the
Applications Department either by letter or by telephone.

01-898 2385

The Institution of Analysts & Programmers
GIBSON HOUSE, FOURTH CROSS ROAD, TWICKENHAM

MIDDLESEX, TW2 5EL, ENGLAND

"BRITISH SOFTWARE AT
ITS BEST"

FOR IBM PC'S AND COMPATIBLES

That's what PC USER said about The Pound. We think you'll be
impressed with our other software, too.
THE POUND. Put a £ onto your Lotus 1231" screen, and on your
IBM printer. Or ANY of the PC character set.
SIDELINE. Prints your worksheet SIDEWAYS! Works with any
spreadsheet. Can also print the £.
FIX123 (£15). Now you can run LOTUS 123 off your hard disk
without having to put the LOTUS floppy in. (FIXSYMP for
Symphony also available at £15).
SOLID 123 (£25). Consolidates multiple LOTUS 123 and
Symphony worksheets by adding them to a TARGET sheet.
QPRINT. A print buffer; lets any printer do its printing while you
go on using the PC.
FXPOUND. Loads the IBM character set (including a £) into
your EPSON FX printer (or compatible).
TRANSPOSE. Changes rows into columns and vice versa in
your LOTUS 123 worksheet.
CAPSLIGHTINUMLIGHT. Puts CAPS LOCK and NUM LOCK
indicators on the top right corner of your screen.

EACH PROGRAM COSTS £10.00 + VAT
(except where otherwise indicated). Or get all eight above for
£65 + VAT (ask for PC1).
NEW!! BAC K2123 (£45). Converts Symphony spreadsheets back to
123; converts data, labels, even formulae!
Send your order to:
S & S Enterprises,
Computing Division, PC1
31, Holloway Lane,
Amersham, Bucks HP6 6DJ

Or phone
Amersham (02403) 4201

and ask about our
other utilities
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APPLE
BY BILL HILL

PASCAL CALENDAR GENERATOR
MANY commercial Apple program-
mers use Pascal, and the language
also has a small but faithful follow-
ing among home users. However,
the bulk of home users continue to
program in Applesoft, and it was
therefore nice to receive a useful
calendar program in Pascal from
Piers Chapple. The program will
produce a calendar for any year
required between 1752 and 4902,
the two extremes of the Gregorian
calendar.

It works by using Zeller's
Congruence to calculate the day of
the week on which 1 January falls
in a given year, and then calculates

the dates of two months at a time,
which are then printed, and then a
further two months are calculated
and printed, and so on for the
whole year.

Zeller's Congruence calculates
the day of the week of any date
within the Gregorian calendar.
Zeller's formula is
((2.6M D + Y + (Y DIV

4) + (C DIV 4) - 2C) MOD 7
where D is the day of the month,
M is the month number where
March is equal to 1 and February is
equal to 12, Y is the year in the
century, and C is the two most sig-
nificant digits from the year. Value from formula

A modified version of the
formula is used in the program.
Before performing the Mod 7
operation in the program, a large
number is added in order to
prevent a negative result being
returned, but still producing an
accurate calendar. The day on
which January 1 falls is found by
using the relationship shown in the
table.

The program should prove easy
to implement on other computers

since it does not make use of
Applestuff. The only assumption
is that the printer or screen can
display 80 characters per line. The
author of the program used an
Apple Silentype printer, and line
12 of the program instructs Apple
Pascal that a printer is to be used
by defining S as Interactive. This
means that when a Write or
WriteLn statement is reached
which contains an S, then the
output is sent to the printer.

FIRST DAY OF THE YEAR
SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5
PASCAL CALENDAR

]PROGRAM CALENDAR;

(*PROGRAM TO CALCULATE A CALENDAR FOR ANY
(*USING ZELLERS CONGRUENCE
(lc

(*

YEAR REQUIRED FROM

PROGRAM WRITTEN BY PIERS CHAPPLE

(*VARIABLE DECLARATIONS*)
VAR

S t INTERACTIVE; (*SENDS OUTPUT TO THE SILENTTYPE PRINTERS)

1752 TO

TABLE s ARRAY L1..2,1..42] OF INTEGER; (*HOLDS THE DAYS OF TWO MONTHS*)
DAYSINMONTH s ARRAY (1..23 OF INTEGER; (*HOLDS THE LENGTH OF TWO MONTHS*)

YEARREQ,
YRSTARTA,
YRSTARTB,
DAYCALC,
LEAPYEAR,
EOMONTH,
DAYBREM,
COUNT A,
COUNTS,
LOOPA,
LOOPS,
LOOPC,
LOOPD,
LOOPE s
INTEGER;

(*HOLDS THE YEAR REQUIRED*)
(*TEMPORARY VARIABLE FOR CALCULATING THE FIRST DAY OF
(*TEMPORARY VARIABLE FOR CALCULATING THE FIRST DAY OF
(*HOLDS THE FIRST DAY OF THE YEARS)
(*CALCULATES WHETHER THE YEAR IS A LEAP YEAR*)
(*THIS IS SET WHEN THE END OF A MONTH IS REACHED*)
(*HOLDS THE NUMBER OF DAYS REMAINING IN THE WEEKS)
(*USED FOR PRINTING OUT THE DATES*)
(*USED FOR PRINTING OUT THE DATES*)
(*MAIN ROUTINE LOOP*)
(*LOOP USED WHEN LOADING ARFRAY WITH DAYS OF THE MONTHS)
(*LOOP USED FOR GENERAL PURPOSES)
(*LOOP USED FOR PRINTING OUT THE DATES*)
(*LOOP USED FOR PRINTING OUT THE DATES*)

(*WORKS OUT MONTH AND LENGTH OF MONTHS)
PROCEDURE WHICHMONTH (LOOPA s INIEGER);
BEGIN

WRITE(S,' :9);
CASE LOOPA OF

1 : BEGIN
DAYSINMONTH[131-31;
DAYSINMONTH(23sg.28 + LEAPYEAR;
WRITE(S,' JANUARY ',YEARREQs4);
WRITELN(S,"s30,' FEBRUARY ',YEARREQ);
END;

2 I BEGIN
DAYSINMONTH[1]11m31;
DAYSINMONTH(23sIm30;
WRITE(S,' MARCH ',YEARREDs4);
WRITELN(S,"130,' APRIL ',YEARREQ);
END;

THE YEAR*)
THE YEARS)

(continued on next page)

0
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APPLE

PASCAL CALENDAR
(continued from previous page)

3 : BEGIN
DAYSINMONTH(1711=31;
DAYSINMONTH[2]:=30;
WRITE(S,' MAY ',YEARREQ:4);
WRITELN(S,":30,' JUNE ',YEARREQ);
END;

4 : BEGIN
DAYSINMONTHC1]:m31;
DAYSINMONTHE23:=310
WRITE(S,' JULY ',YEARREQ:4);
WRITELN(S,":30,' AUGUST ',YEARREQ);
END;

5 BEGIN
DAYSINMONTHE17:m130;
DAYSINMONTHE231=31;
WRITE(S,'SEPTEMBER ',YEARREQ:4);
WRITELN(S,":30,' OCTOBER ',YEARREQ);
END;

6 : BEGIN
DAYSINMONTHC1]:=30;
DAYSINMONTH[2]:=131;
WRITE(S,' NOVEMBER ',YEARREQ14);
WRITELN(S,":30,' DECEMBER ',YEARREQ);
END;

END;
END;

BEGIN (*PROGRAMS)

(*INITIALISE VARIABLES*)

REWRITE(S,'PRINTER:");

YEARREQ:m10;
YRSTARTA:=0;
YRSTARTB:=00;
DAYCALC:=0;
LEAPYEAR:=0;
EOMONTH:=0;
DAYSREMism0;
COUNTA:=0;
COUNTS:=0;

(*FINDS OUT REQUIRED YEARS)
WRITELN('FOR WHICH YEAR DO YOU REQUIRE A');
WRITE('CALENDAR (1752-4902)?: ');
READLN(YEARREQ);

(*CHECKS WHETHER REQUIRED YEAR IS VALID*)
IF (YEARREQ K 1752) OR (YEARREQ > 4902) THEN
WRITELN('THE REQUIRED YEAR IS INVALID') ELSE

BEGIN (*CALENDARS)

(*WORKS OUT THE FIRST DAY OF THE YEARS)
YRSTARTA:=((YEARRE0 - 1) DIV 100);
YRSTARTBIglYEARRE0 - 1 - 100 * YRSTARTA;
DAYCALC:=799+YRSTARTB+(YRSTARTB DIV 4)+(YRSTARTA DIV 4)-2SYRSTARTA;
DAYCALC:sm(-(DAYCALC - ((DAYCALC DIV 7) * 7)) + 1);
WRITELN;WRITELN;
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APPLE

CHECK ROUTINE

(*WORKS OUT WHETHER REQUIRED YEAR IS A LEAP YEAR*)
IF (YEARREQ=((YEARREO DIV 4) * 4)) THEN LEAPYEAR:=1;
IF (YEARREONE((YEARREO DIV 100) * 100)) THEN LEAPYEAR:=0;
IF (YEARREQ=((YEARREO DIV 400) * 400)) THEN LEAPYEAR:c21;

(*START OF MAIN CONTROL ROUTINE*)
FOR LOOPA1,= 1 TO 6 DO BEGIN

WHICHMONTH (LOOPA); (*GOTO PROCEDURE TO FIND MONTH DETAILS*)

(*LOADS ARRAY (TABLE) WITH THE DAYS OF THE MON1H*)
FOR LOOPCs=1 TO 2 DO BEGIN

FOR LOOPB:=1 TO 42 DO BEGIN
IF (DAYCALC > DAYSINMONTHCLOOPC]) THEN EOMON1H11;
TABLE ELOOPC,LOOPB]:=DAYCALC;

IF (EOMONTH = 0) THEN DAYCALC:= DAYCALC + 1;
IF (EOMONTH = 0) THEN DAYSREM:= DAYSREM + 1;

END;

(*WORKS OUT THE START OF THE NEXT MONTHS)
DAYSREMsmoDAYSREM MOD 7;
DAYCALC:=1 - DAYSREM;
DAYSREM:= 0;
EOMONTH: 0;

END;

(*PRINTS OUT THE DAYS OF THE WEEK*)
WRITELN(S);
FOR LOOPC:1 TO 2 DO BEGIN;
WRITE(S,'SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT',' :11);
END;

WR1TELN(S);

(*PRINTS OUT THE DATES OF TWO MONTHS*)
FOR LOOPD:=1 TO 6 DO BEGIN;

FOR LOOPElmil TO 7 DO BEGIN;
COUNTAImICOUNTA + 1;
IF (TABLE (1,COUNTA] > 0) AND (TABLE 11,COUNTA) <= DAYBINMONTHC1]) THEN

WRITE(S,TABLE [1,COUNTA112,") ELSE WRITE(S,"15);
END;
WRITE(S,":9);
FOR LOOPE:=1 TO 7 DO BEGIN;
COUNTBi=COUNTB + 1;

IF (TABLE E2,COUNTB] > 0) AND (TABLE [2,COUN1B] <- DAYSINMONTHC2]) THEN
WRITE(S,TABLE L2,COUNTB1,2,") ELSE WRITE(S,"15);

END;
WRITELN(S);

END;

COUNTA1=0;
COUNTB:=0;

WRITELN(S);WRITELN(S);WRITELN(S);
END; (*MAIN CONTROL ROUTINE*)
END; (*CALENDAR*)
END. (*PROGRAM*) bit
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Crown Dust Coffers

AVAILABLE

FOR

ALL COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

ANTI STATIC AND FLAME RETARDANT

MODELS INCLUDE
IBM PC, APRICOT 9" & 12", MACINTOSH,
OLIVETTI M24, ICL DRS20 range

ANADEX, BROTHER, EPSON, JUKI, OKI &
QUME PRINTERS

AVAILABLE FROM:
U.K. ACTION COMPUTER SUPPLIES

01-903 3921

IRELAND, COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
DUBLIN 951020

SWEDEN, DABUS DATAPRODUKTER
08.804920

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME ON
0984 33377

LEIGH COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Sanyo full range. Sperry PC, IT. Full range of other equipment. Olivetti M24, M21, M24 SP.
Apricot Fl, F11 range. Tallgrass disks and tapestreamer. North Star Multi User - phone for
demonstration and price. Competitive cash and carry prices. Regular deliveries to London and

Home counties on own safe transport.

COMPUTERS Epson FX100
Epson JX80
Epson DX100 Daisywheel
Epson LQ1500
Epson H180
Canon 1080A
Canon 1156A
Juki 6000

£415
£425
£355
£825
£355
£251
£339
£209

Advanced 868
Ferranti 860
Ferranti 860 10Mb
Sanyo 555 + monitor
Commodore PC

£750
£1,249
£2,150

£755
£1 498

HARD DISCS
Hard Desks 10MG
Hard Desks 20MG
Tallgrass 25MG

£589.00
£689.00
6999.00

Brother HR5
Brother HR15
Brother HR25
Brother HR35

£128
£325
£630
£685

MONITORS Brother 1009 £154
Brother EP44 f184

Philips 7502 (green) f 74 Brother 2024 £779
Philips 7522 (amber) f 78 Dunn Data Daisy 6209
Philips 7513 (18M) 689 Juki 6300 6825
Microvitec 1431 £189 Sheet feeder for above f 185
Microvitec 1451 £235 Silver Reed 550 £499
Microvitec 1441 £389 Silver Reed 770 £125

Sheet feeder for 5501770 £199Microvitec IBM monitors

PRINTERS
... prices on atilication.

DISK DRIVES
Mannesmann Tally MT 80 £.175 CUMANAIOPUS
Mannaman Tall 85 £295 CFX 10015401 689
Epson LX80 with tractor £218 CSX 40015802 £129
Epson RX100 £339 CD800S1580200 £279
Epson FX80 £324 Other drives available ... phone for details.

All price exclusive of VAT and £8 carriage.
Seminars available on range of standard software - phone for
details. Many other products supplied, including many standard
business software packages at competitive prices. Competitive

prices matched on cash and carry.

75 CROSS STREET
SALE

GREATER MANCHESTER

Tel: 061-905 2144

7 COVENTRY ROAD
HINCKLEY

LEICESTERSHIRE

Tel: 0455 612139

 Circle No. 211

Having difficulty getting hold of the
Macintosh software you want

A p p Lied
if hno liogy

(Cleveland) Ltd.

are now supplying the best in American
software for Macintosh

This Month's Specials

MacTracks - Macro -like facility as a desk accessory The Right
Word - Spell Checker/Thesaurus for Word Maclnker - Re -ink
your old Imagewriter ribbons MacDesk - a whole host of
valuable desk top tools

or imagine yourself using
MacPrivate Eye TeleChess Paintmate MacDraft ProCopy
MailManager MacLabeler MagicFile Electric Checkbook
Headline Graphics MegaDesk Tech MacChallenger
Concertware TurboCharger Hippo Lock Forttastic Font Editor
MasterForth SoftForms Turbo Turtle XL Serve MacHebrew

& many other packages in our new catalogue
- All at insanely great prices -

5 Regent News, Prince Regent Street
Stockton, Cleveland. Tel 0642 672268
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RESEARCH MACHINES
BY IAN STOBIE

REGRESSION
THIS
submitted
calculates

menu -driven program,
by Joseph Ferris,

and displays the best

straight line
points. It runs
5 . OL.

from a number of
on a 380Z with Basic

On startup the user is prompted
for the number of expected data
points. The subroutine at line 106
inputs the desired range of both
the X and Y axes, and displays the
graph on the screen for the user to

plot points. The program calc-
ulates the gradient, intercept and
scale parameters before drawing
the best -fit line on the screen, calc-
ulated on the principle of least
squares. NI

REGRESSION

1 REM BESTFIT 92 A$="":605UB103
2 CLEAR1000 93 44="A .... Add data points.:GOSUB103
3 DIM X(20).Y(20) 94 AS="D .... Delete data point":GOSUB103
4 ON BREAK GOTO 174:0N ERROR GOTO 1 95 AS="G .... Gradient displayed":GOSUB103

5 GOSUB85 96 AS="I .... Intercept displayed.:505118103
97 A$="M .... Menu of commands.:GOSUB103

6 REM Input data. no validation 98 AS="P .... Print graph and data.:GOSUB103

7 INPUT" How manv data points (1-20).:N 99 AS=.R .... Re -scale graph.:GOSUB103
B IFW20RN>20THENPUT12:?" Try. again ....::GOTO7 100 AS="X .... eXit program":GOSUB103
9 GOSUB 106 101 RETURN
10 /A=1
11 FORI=IATON 102 REM Display the list of commands avai/ 1

12 PUT12:INPUT.Data Point (X.Y).iX(I),Y(I) 103 CALL.STPLOT.,55,Y,VARADR(A4),3:Y=Y-1E
13 K=3:GOSUBI65 104 RETURN
14 NEXT

15 REM Sort list of data points
105 REM Scale the X-axis
106 PUT12

16 FORI=ITON-1 107 INPUT.X-axis range (X -min, X-max).:XN,XM
17 FORJ=I+ITON 108 D=(XM-XN)/5:GOSUB136
16 IFX.1,,X(J)THEN21
19 T=Xii,gx(I)=XiJi1X(j)=T

109. IF FL=1THEN PUT12:7.Range not suitable": GOTO /07

III Terili.rili=x(a).'v(J/=T
,A NEXT:NEXT

110 REM SX and SY are step intervals

22 K=3:GOSU8147
111 SX=8
112 PUT12

3. REM Validate response to menu
113 INPUT.Y-axis range (Y -min, Y-max).;YN,YM

24 PUT12:?.Which command (A,D.G.M.I.P.R or X)?": '

114 D=(YM-YN)/6:GOSUB136

5 AS=GET$0
115 IF FL=1THEN PUT12:?"Range not. suit.able":60TO )1:3

26 1FA$=.A. OR A$="a"THEN 69 116 SY=S

21 IFA$="D" OR A$="d"THEN 73
28 IFA4="13. OR AS="o.THEN 64 117 REM Draw the X -Grid

29 IFAS="1" OR AS=.i.THEN 67 118 GOSUB171

30 IFA$=.11. OR AS="m"THEN82 119 XB=SX.INT(XN/SX+0.5.SGN(XN))

31 IFAS="P" OR A$="p"THEN 43 120 XT=XE1.5sSX

32 1FA4="R. OR AS=.r"THEN 36 121 FORI=0705

33 IFA$="X" OR AS="x"THEN 174. 122 CALL.PLOT.,64*I,0,2:CALL"LINE",64.1,192,2

34 GOTO 25 123 IFXB+I*SX=OTHENCALL.LINE",64*I.0,7:
A4="Y":CALL"STPLOT",64.1+4,100,VARADR(A$).3

35 REM Rescale the complete graph on screen 124 A4=STRS(XE,laSX):CALL.STPLOT.,6430-I,10,VARADR(AS),2:NL7

36 K,3:GOSUBIOO 125 REM Draw the Y -Grid
57 FOR I=ITON 126 YB=SYsINT(YN/SY+0.5*SGN(YN))
38 GOSUBI65 127 YT=Y134.6*SY

39 NEXT 128 FORI=0706
40 805U8147
41 807024 130 IF YB+IsSY=0 THEN CALL"LINE.,0,32*I,3:
42 REM Output to an Epson FX-80 printer type 4.3 A4="X":CALL.STPLOT",300,324If3,VARADR(AS),3
43 PUT12:INPUT"Title":7$ 131 A$=STRS(YB+I4SY):CALL"STPLOT",16,32.14-3,VARADR(A$),2:NEXT
44 PUT12:INPUT"Today's Date.:D$ 132 CALL"PLOT.,0,191:CALL"LJNE.,318,191:CALL"LINE",318,0
45 PUT12:?"Attend to orinter.then wait one moment. 133 XN=X8:XM=XT:YN=YBIYM=YT
46 LPRINTD4;TAB(12):.BEST FITTING STRAIGHT LINE PROGRAM" 134 RETURN

47 A$=.1.
48 CALL"PRINTER",I,0:CALL"FATSIZE".1.1 135 REM Determine suitable interval for aver
49 CALL.SHADING.,3.VARADR(AS):CALL"SHADING..2.VARADR(A$) 136 FL=0:IF D<1*10'-3 THEN 144
50 CALL.DUMP...0.0.320.192.1 137 FOR I = -3 TO 3
51 LPRINT:LPRINTTAB((32-LEN(TS))/2):TS 138 IF D<=1.10'J THEN S=1.10'1:RETURN
52 LPRINT:LPRINT 139 IF D<=1.5.10'ITHENS=1.5*10''1:RETURN
53 LPRINT "X(Observed).:TAB(15):"Y(Obseryed).;TAB(30);"Y(Calculated)" 140 IF 80.2*10"1 THEN S=2*10'J:RETURN
54 LPRINT. .:TAB(15):. "ITAB(30):. " 141 IF D<=2.5410-"1 THEN S=2.51.10'-I:RETURN

55 LPRINT:LFRINT 142 IF D<=54.10"1 THEN S=5.10''I:RETURN

56 FOR I=/TON 143 NEXT
57 LPRINT TAB(5-LEN(STR4(INT(X(I))))):X(I): 144 FL=1:REM Only SET when D out of range
58 LPRINT TAB(20-LEN(STR$(1NT(Y(1))))):Y(1): 145 RETURN
59 LPRINT TAB(35-LEN(STRS(INT(AP4X(I)+8P)))):AP4X(I)+BP
60 NEXT 146 REM Redraw the best fitting line
61 LPRINT:LPRINT.Gradient =":AP:" Intercept ="18P 147 GOSUB 152
62 GOTO 24 148 GOSUB 158

149 GOSUB 161
63 REM Display Gradient of line 150 RETURN
64 PUT122?"Gradient of Line is.;AP
o5 7.?. Press any key to continue..;:AS=GET$():GOTO 24 151 REM Evaluate the parameters 01-04

152 01,0.02=0:03=0:04=0
66 REM Display intercept on Y-axis 153 FOR I=1 TO N
67 FUT12:7"Intercept on Y-AXIS is ";BP:GOTO 65 154 01=01,X(I)*Y(I):02=824.X(I):03-03. ( :04=0.4+X(I).X(fl

155 NEXT
68 REM Add other data points 156 RETURN
69 FUT12:INPUT " Add how many points.;NA
70 1::=-3:GOSUB 161 157 REM Calculate value of Gradient (AP) and Intercept f2F) ,.,+ I

71 IA=N+1.:N=N+NA:GOTO 11 158.AP=(N*01-024,03)/(N*04-024,02):BP=(03-AP*02)/N
159 RETURN

72 REM Delete appropriate data point
73 PUT12:?. Delete which point (1-"0;").; 160 REM Draw the best fit line here
74 INPUT W 161 CALL.PLOT.,0,192*(AP*X8+BP-YE)/(YT-Y8),K
75 IF 14<1 OR W>N-THEN 73 162 CALL"LINE",320,192.(AP.XT,BP-Y12)/(YT-Y8)
76 IFN=2THEN24 163 RETURN
77 1=W:*.=-3:GOSUB 165
78 GOSUB 161 164 REM Plot the next point
79 FOR I=W TO N-1:X(1)=X(I4-1):Y(I)=Y(I.1):NEXT 165 XS=3204(X(I)-XN)/(XM-XN)+1:Y5=192*(Y(I)-Ws)/(YM-YN),1
80 N=N-1:K=3:GOSUB 147:8070 24 166 CALL.PLOT.,XS,YS,K:CALL"PLOT",XS-2,YS-2

167 CALL.LINE",XS-2,YS+2:CALL.LINE.,XS+2,YS,2
31 REM Master menu 168 CALL.LINE.,XS+2,YS-2:CALL.LINE.,XS-1,YS-2
32 PUTI2:GOSUB85:?" Press any key to continue?"; 169 RETURN

.

03 A4=GET$(),GOSUB117:GOT037 170 REM Initialise the screen displa.,
84 REM Display commands 171 PUT27,"=0.1":PUT121CALL.RESOLUTION.,0,2
85 GOSUB171 172 CALL.COLOUR",0,6:CALL"COLOUR.,2,100:
86 Y=160:CALL.FILL.,45,150,275080,1 CALL.COLOUR",3.255:CALL.COLOUR",1,0
87 CALL"PLOT.,45,150,21CALL.LINE.,45,180:CALL.LINE",275.180 173 RETURN
88 CALL.LINE..275,150:CALL.LINE",45.150
89 CALL.PLOT..0,0:CALL"LINE",0,191:CALL.LINE".318,191 174 REM Exit program, leave screen tidy
70 CALL"LINE",318,0:CALL.L/NE".0,0 175 CALL"RESOLUTION",0,0:PUT27,..13.:PU i

91 A$="BEST FITTING STRAIGHT LINE.:GOSUB103 176 END
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COLOUR PRINTERS
SEIKOSHA GP -700A
EPSON 39-80 lances Text
DIABLO 150C
ANADEX 00-97258
CPP-40 4 -Colour Printer Plotter
JUKI 5510 80coi 18cps F T Para1101
JUNI 5520 80col 1801.ps

PLOTTERS

EPSON 9180 Moller
ASTAR MCP -40 4Coioto 80 cherish
n, AR 300 Hf, I,

MONITORS
SANYO
DM -8112C0 Wool 18MHz. P31 083
CD -3125 14" Normal Res. RGB £155
CD -3117 14" Medium Res RGB £275
CD -31I5 14" 0199 Res. RGB E379
DMC 7650 1BWAPRICOT Colour Monitor £319

GN-121112" Green or Amber 20MHz with tilt &swivel base 03
ZENITH
122E 12" 15MHz AMBER £84
123E 12" 15MHz GREEN £79
Tilt base for above £8
2VM 133 12' Colour High Res. (IBM-PC) L329
Cable for ZVM-133/IBM PC £15
PHILIPS
7513 12" Green. IBM Compatible 20MHz £94
7502 12" Green, Composite 20MHz E83
CT 2007 Monitor/TV RF, COBS, RGB £199
TAXAN
KX 1211G 12' 20MH, Green P31 iohe £89
KX 12020 12 20MHz Green P39 tnhe . . 099
KX 1212PC 17 013,0120MH, Green P39 £119
MONOCHROME CABLES
Phono Phone £3 75
BNC Phono 03 /5
5nleol,r. for Commodore 64 03 75
UHF Phono 0900
MICROVITEC
1431 14 RGB std £160
1451 14 000 MED £225
1441 14 HI-RES . £342
INDESIT
APRICOT Display 12- ,be,ge or bl:n £159

384K MULTIFUNCTION CARD-SIX WAY!!!
'Pa allel Printer Port
'64K to 384K RAM Memory
'RS232C Serial Port
'Real Time Clock/Calendar with Battery Backup
RAMDISK & PSPOOL Software
'Optional games port
Built & Tested £175

4 -LAYER PC/XT MAINBOARD
64K to 1MB ON BOARD
'8 Fully Compatible Slots
Built & Tested £295.00

PC/XT CASE
'8 -Slot
'Hinged lid
"Includes hardware
£95.00

C125
£125
£189
£155
£140

2024L NLQ 193cps draft £889
TC 600-Typewriter-er f339
DISK DRIVE for TC 600 £149
CANON-NEW LOW PRICES
PW-1060 160cps (NLO) £239
PW-1156 160cps (NLO) £329
F-60 80cps Thermal DRAFT/NLO/LO/GR 110c01 £349
PJ-10806 Seven COLOUR 37cps £375
DATAPRODUCTS-PAPER TIGER
8010 80001 180cps draft NLO both S 8 P £389
8011 as above but IBM COMPATIBLE E389
8020 132001180cps draft both S & P £455
8021 as above but IBM COMPATIBLE £469
8050 132co1 200cps  SSF both S 8 P £1070
8050 COLOUR as above but colour printing £1449
8070 132co1 400cpe draft LO both P 8 S £1479
8070 COLOUR as above but colour printing £11329
EPSON
LX -80 80co1 100cps 16cps NLO £195
Tractor for LX80 £19
Sheetleeder £49
RX-100 136801 F/T 1130cps £324
FX-80 800011600Pa £309
FX 100 F/T 136°011800os L419
LO -1560 200cps (MX31)4 to 16 paper width £855
EPSON 8143 Serial 1/Face OK £29
EPSON 8145 Serial I/Face 2K buffered £59
EPSON 8148 Serial I/Face 3K buffered 05
XON/XOFF Sena! I/Face 2K buffer £65
EPSON/COMMODORE 1/Face 2K buffer £53
EPSON 8165 PET IEEE 21(1/Face 26 buffer £65
EPSON PET IEEE Cable 8260 £20
EPSON APPLE Card 8132 £59
EPSON APPLE Cable 8231 £20
EIK Buffered parallel or serial I/F £79
16K Buffered parallel or serial I/F £95
32K Buffered parallel or serial l/F £125
6410 Buffered parallel or serial I/F £159
MANNESMANN TALLY
MT-80100cps £169
MT -85 80801. 180cps, IBM. (corrqual 45cps) E289
MT -136 136cols. 180cps, IBM, (corrqual /Sops) £369
MT -160 1cps £395
MT -290 13260col 200cps (corr.qual 50<ps NLO) £549
MT -290 as above with Serial Interface £609
MT -280 200cps. 132601, IBM, (corrqual loops) £825
MICRO PERIPHERALS
CPA -80P Parallel 1130cps. 80801 £179
CPA -80S Serial version of above £195
CPA -800 OL version 01 above £219
CPA.80C Commodore version of above £195
CPB-40P Parallel IBM COMPAT 130cps. Wool .. . £199
CPB-80S As above but Serial £209
CPB-136 Parallel IBM COMP.130cps. 136001 £289
MP -165 165cps 136801 NLO £235
MP -1650 OL version of above £311
MP -1651 IBM version of above £249
SERIAL Interface for 185 series £55
DMP2000P 80001105cps 20cps
NLO AMSTRAD AND CENTRONICS COMP £135
NEC
PINWRITER P2 80col £339
PINWRITER P3 132001 £479
Parallel Interface for P3/P2 £99
RS232 Interface for P3/P2 £129
IBM PC Interface for P3/99 Egg
Sheetfeeder for P3 L289
Tractor Um! for P3 £119
NEWBURY DATA-HEAVY DUTY
ALL MODELS CALL
OKI-MICROLINE
OKI-84A 80001200cps Parallel £625
001-840 as above Serial £685
OKI-182 80coi Parallel 120cps IBM £259
OKI-182 as above Serial £279
061-192 80801 160cps Parallel IBM 335
010.192 as above Serial 13385
OKI 193 132001 160cps Parallel IBM E459
OKI-193 as above Serial E489
010-2350 Parallel line printer £1429

E1485
OKI Plug . Play Card 92/93 IBM Graphics 079

£99

ANADEX 100% DUTY CYCLE
ALL MODELS CALL
BROTHER
HR-5Portable thermal transfer (P or 5)
HR -5 tor COMBO/VIC 20
EP -44 Thermal transfer (KSR)
M-1009 Dual Interlace
M-1009 (IBM) 50cps

OK1-2410P 350cps line Pr..,

061 Plug a Play Card 84 IBM Graphics
PANASONIC
KX-P1091 120cps NLO, IBM COMPATIBLE £249
KX-P1092 1808ps NLO. 7K buffer. IBM COMP £369
RITEMANN
PLUS (1.1X-80 FT compatible) 120cps 80col L199
BLUE PLUS 100-80 FT comp ) 140cps 80col £229
11-(FX-80 compatible) 160cps Wool NLO £255
15-(FX-100 compatible) 160cps 136801 £395
NEW Fr 80001 105cps FRONT LOADING, NLO. 2K £224

SEIKOSHA
ALL MODELS CALL
STAR
SG -10 (F/T) 120cps 80801. 1500ps NLO) £199
50-10 (F/T)) 160cps. 80001. (65cps NLQ) £299
SR -10 (F/T)) 200cps. 88001, (80cps NLO) E399
SG -15 (F/T)) 120cps. 136801, (50cps NLO) £295
50-15 (F/T)) 1600ps, 136001, (65cps NLO) £399
SR -15 (F/T)) 200cps. 136801, (80cps NLO) £489
TAXAN
ALL MODELS CALL
TEC
1550 Parallel £459
1550 Serial £539
TOSHIBA -24 Wire Hind
P.1340 1.11 or Sena Wool  Graplacs £549
P-1351 Pll or Serial, 136COL + Graphics £999
Sheeffeeder £419
Tractor £99

DIGITASK Business Systems Ltd,
Unit M, Charlwoods Business Centre,
Chariwoods Rd, East Grinstead, W. Sussex RH192HHMIF

"Probab,ly the best value for rII
PRINTERS-DOT MATRIX- PRINTERS-DAISY WHEEL

BROTHER
HR -10 80cps Serial 10cps
916-15 Parallel 208115
HR -t5 Serial 20cps
HR -25 Parallel 25Cpa
HR -25 Serial 25cps
HR -35 Parallel 35cps
HR 35 Serial
HR -15 Keyboard
HR -15 Sheet Feeder
HR -15 Tractor Feed Unit
HR -25/35 Sheet Feeder
1-16-25/35 Tractor Unit
TOWA
()my Junior 14cps 80801, Pll
Daisystep 2000 18cps 132801. Pll
DIABLO
530 -API 40 cps
330 -API Sheet Feeders from
EPSON
DX -100 Parallel 20cps
JUNI
6100 18cpS
6200 132co1 30cps
Serial Interface for above
6300
2200
2100

£239
£309
£349
£599
13609
£690
£710
£115
£179
£72

£185
£85

£199
£219

£1305
£229

0315

£297
£479
£59

£669
£245
£169

NEC SPINWRITER
3510/30/15 Ser/P1VDiablo 35cps £999
7710/30/15 Ser/P11/Diablo 55cps £1429
2000 Printer 20cps £509
Ser/PIVDiablo I/lace for 2000 £89
8800 Printer E1299
Ser/PII/Diablo 1/lace for 8800 099
ACC...ries for NEC printers CALL
OUME
11/40 RO (without interface) £1165
9(45 00 full front panel E1525
12/20 Letter Pro (S or P) 20cps £445
9/55 RO full front panel 55cps £1895
11/55 PO (without onterface) £1359
OUEN DATE/UCHIDA
Delay Wheel Parallel 18cps £215
UCHIDA DAISY WHEEL 20cps parallel £199
UCHIDA as above Serial version £239
RICOH
RP -1203 Parallel/Serial 20cps £489
RP -13035 Parallel/Senal 30cps £789
RP -16000 Pli or Ser 8K 60cps £1300
FLOWRITER 160046K Multi 1/lace £1299
FLOWRITER 130046K multi I/face £1179
Elec/Mech Sheet Feeder RP -1600 E445
Tractor Unit for 1600 Models £129
SILVER REED
EXP-400 Paralle1P-770 Serial 36cps £589
Tractor for 500 £84
Tractor for 550/770 £105
Cut Sheet Feeder for 500 £163
Cut Sheet Feeder for 550/770 £163
86 Butter for 770 055
16K Buffer tor 770 £95
486 Buffer for 770 E259
TEC STARWRITER
F10/40 Parallel 40cps 030
F10/55 Parallel 55cps £1190
Elec/Mech Single Sheet Feeder L445
Tractor for 610 units E129

PC to XT CONVERSION KITS for IBM & Compatibles
'NEW FAST CONTROLLER!!!

-PTWESTERN DIGITAL 1002 SWX-2
SEGATE ST 506 STANDARD £199.00
*10 MEGABYTE MR -521 51/4"
WINCHESTER HARD DRIVE, 2 -HEADS
AVERAGE ACCESS 85ms £375.00
*20 MEGABYTE MR522 51/4"
WINCHESTER HARD DRIVE, 4 -HEADS
AVERAGE ACCESS 85ms £550.00
'HARD DRIVE CABLE SET £25.00
'UPGRADE 13OWATT POWER SUPPLY £135.00 -
RAM CHIP SALE
'4164 64K DRAMS 150ns .. £1 49 each

7- (upgrade PC/XT and compatibles)
i '41256 256K RAMS 15Ons . .. £5.49 each
- (upgrade 0.LIVETTI M24. COMPAQ. DESKPRO etc)

'4128 Upgrade IBM PC/AT £5 99 ea
-- 'CO -PROCESSOR INTEL 8087 £139

I I I

DISKETTE SALE!!
NASHUA DS/DD £14 box of ten
UNBRANDED DS/DD 96TPI £14 box of ten
DX45 lockable 100pc DISKETTE BOX £17
DX50 locakable 50pc DISKETTE BOX £15

I 1
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APPLE COMPATIBLE
PERIPHERALS

.1(rlOrIAT,H,MdrA,c,apdsicAt6 1,3.0r I.BL ER
£19900

099

128K RAM Card with manual & disk £139 95
SNAPSHOT (II 8110 - Dark Star f52 00
SNAPSHOT Ile - Dark Star ' 09.00
COPYKIT Software- Dark Star £1995
SHUTTLE MULTITASKING Software Dark Star £1995
Auto Dial/Auto Answer MODEM Card .. £12500
COMMS software for above £2500
PRESTEL Graphics ROM for Modern Card £1995
Disk Drive Controller Card £34 95
16K RAM llanguage) Card £39.95
80 Column Card (Videx Compatible) 11/e. £44.95
80 Col Card as above with Soft Control 09 95
INVERSE Video ROM for above £5.00
80/40 Column Hard Switch 0 95
80 Column Card for Ile £44 95
80 Column Card for Ile with 64K RAM EU 95
Z80 CP/M Card for II. 09 95
280 Card for Ile £44.95
Moro Soft Softcard 11/e 6MHz + 64K £28900
Digital Research CP/M Gold Card Ile 64K £24900
Digrtal Research CP/M Gold Card Ile 1920 039.95
CP/M Module for 110 06.00
Parallel Printer Card (Epson) 04.95
Printer Buffer Card 1640 Moors/ £12995
Grappler. Card £8495
Grappler. 16K Buffer £14995
CHAMPION Parallel Interface (with Cable) 05.03
CHAMPION 0 16K Buffer (ynth cable) 08.00
CHAMPION 064K Buffer (with cable) £125..00
CACHEBOX 640 Parallel inline Buffer £125.00
Communications Card 02 95
RS -232 Serial Interface Card £3495
SUPER Serial Card with manual £9995
CCS 7710A Asynchronous Snnterface £6995
NTSC to PAL converter, with sound and UHF Mod £5500
RGB Card (TTL Output) £4995
OMS RGB Card (TTL Output) £75.00
DMS RG8 Card (Omar Output) £75.03
v4BlonCa rd 12716. 2723. £4995roo,(T,6,27128)

09.95
NEW EPROM controller/Parallel I/Face 02.00
EPROM Blower for 2716. 32. 32a. 64,128. 256 03.00
PROM Writer card blows 74$472, 744S288 £159.95
CLOCK CARD (TIME III Card £4495
MOUNTAIN Clock Card £179 95
Wild Card Plus £9995
Four Port Twin 6522 Card £3495
Integer Basic Card £3295
Joystick (self centering) Eta 95
Joystick (deluxe version) (19.95
Joystick extension cord £399
Apple Compatible Power Supply 5A £49 95
ASC II Encoded Keyboard with I/c mod E54.95
IBM STYLE Keyboard for Apple 09.95
A/C Cooling Fan (clip on) with suppress £2495
IMAGE Processor (col/mono/SSTV use) E199.00
SATURN/TITAN ACCELERATOR Card II. £269.00
SATURN/TITAN ACCELERATOR Card Ile £299.00
IC TEST Card TTL Version (send Or info I L119 95
IC Test Card D'SRAM ROM/PROM/EPROM sWare £169 95

APPLE STORAGE DEVICES

CUMANA lull height drive for Apple £109.00
CUMANA half height drive for Apple 04500
AFD-2 half ht. SS/DO 3206 floppy drive £249.00
AFD-4 half ht. DS/DD 640K floPPY delve 089.03
AF0-4 drive controller card 09.00
INTEC 5MB Hard Drive for Apple 09900
INTEC 10MB Hard Drive for Apple mow
5/10 MB Herd Drive Controller Card £250.00
(Note. All INTEC doves are UK built and backed -Prices include
controller care. cables, power supply. utility and diagnostic
software for DOS, PASCAL 6 CP/M. together with 24 month
service warranty )
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U.K.'.the
COMPUTERS

APRICOT:
FIE . 017
Fl £715
PC 256K  2 x 315K  ACT Monitor £1259
PC 256K 0 7206 a ACT Monitor 0475
)(10 256K  10MB  ACT Monitor 0139
X110S 5126  10M0  ACT Monitor £2499
0120$ 5121(  20MB  ACT Monitor £2925
FILE SERVER 32/10 256K r LOMB £2190
FILE SERVER 32/20 512K  20MB £3175
FILE SERVER 32/80 512K  80MB £5025
EPSON for competitive pacing CALL
SANYO 550/555 for competitwe pricing CALL

CANON:
A 200M 256K + 2 x 360K Mono £1275
A 200C as above but COLOUR £1399
CANON 12" Hi res GREEN monitor £139
CANON 12- Hi res RGB monitor £439

COMMODORE:
PC -10 256K  2 x 3606. monitor 0239
PC -20 256K . 1 x 3600  10MB  monitor £2075
COPAPAO:
PORTABLE PC -2 2560  2 x 360K  monitor £1689

PLUS PORTABLE £2845
DESKPRO 1 1280. 1 a 3600  mon/kb 21689
DESKPRO 2 2560  2 x 360K  mon /kb 0890
DESKPRO 3 2560 1 x360  10MB  etc £2885
DESKPRO 4 640K 1 x 360  10MB  STR 0470
DESKPRO 5 6400 1 x 360  30MB  STR £4475
IBM,
MONO PC 256K  2 a 3606 Monitor K/B LISTS
COLOUR PC 2566 2 a 3600 - Monitor K/B E1845
MONO KT 256K * 1 e 3606 10MB. Monitor, K/B . . £3100
SYSTEM -10
IBM MONO XI (5 -SLOT) 640K - 1 x3606  IBM monitor  IBM
UK Keyboard, DIGITASK INTERNAL 10MB WINCHESTER
DRIVE 23100
SYSTEM 20
IBM MONO KT -AS ABOVE BUT WITH DIGITASK 20MB
INTERNAL WINCHESTER DRIVE £3300

OLIVETTI:
M21 6400 TWIN DRIVES MONO £1590
M21 6400 LOMB MONO £2410
M24 256K TWIN DRIVES MONO £1710
M24 256K TWIN 640 DRIVES MONO . 0755
M24 640K 320/10MB MONO £(,(''
M24 64014 640,0MB COLOUR ..

SOFTWARE

WORDSTAw
D BASE!!
FRIDAY
FRAMEWORK £2137

LOTUS 123 £289
SYMPHONY 060
DMS-DELTA £369
MULTIMATE £255
OPEN ACCESS 010
0 BASE III £287
SUPERCALC II 030
SUPERCALC III £189
MULTIPLAN 025
PEACHTREE ACCOUNTS POA
PFS FILE £75
PFS REPORT £75
SIDEKICK £42
CARGBOX PLUS £275
CROSSTALK XVI 020
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL £245
SIDEWAYS £49
WORDSTAR 2000 E289
FLIGHT SIMULATOR £39
NORTON UTILITIES £65
SPREADSHEET AUDITOR £75
TURBO PASCAL £49
NICEPRINT £59
PC PAL £29
SAGE BOOK-KEEPER . £209
SAGE ACCOUNTANT 035
SAGE ACCOUNTANT 8 PAYROLL £389
SAGE ACCOUNTANT PLUS £455
SAGE ACCOUNTANT PLUS  PAYROLL £525
PEGASUS ACCOUNTS £185
PERTMASTER 1000 £515
PERTMASTER 2500 £625
OR GSX PROGRAMMES TOOL KIT 1225
DR GRAPH 095
OR DRAW 095
EASEL £139
waWE OFFER XCELLENT DISCOUNTS ON JUST ABOUT
EVERY MAJOR BRAND OF SOFTWARE -CALL FOR
'3, iOTATION4

Af:r-44.

mimmor7------la
NomminI mum. 1
nioN1111111
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PC -XT EXPANSION CARDS

AST:
SIX PACK PLUS with 64K & s ware Rom
MEGA PLUS II with 64K A s ware Won,

PLUS II 6 software from .

0 MM. 8 software .

MP MINI Ito 38401 with 64K
kDVANTAGE11286 to 3M61 with 1261,
riEWEW IPC XT ATI mono 8 s ware

'.IONOGRAPH PLUS IPC XT ATI 8 s war,
(RAPH PAK with 64K 8. were

/,-(T-3180
,T-SNA PC
zST.BSC PC

PC OX

C189
0279
C139
C139
2215
C439
C269
C365
2585
£669
0669
£519
1639
£545

0-232 £239
HERCULES
.ERCLAnn peon (299
.1ERCUL ES (..1 ,1111 2179
INTELLIGENCE UK,

EXPRESS 1785 . £599
EXPRESS 256K £699

LAB -MASTER.
12 BIT DATA ACQUISITION [445
r-oo with 40KHz and prod dam £1374
- SITye DATA ACQUISITION £499

CHANNEL data acquisition M799
,ATA Anon, non with 80KHz 11889
(RCI-Or ,NOLOGY £P0A

QUADRAm
/UADf . ...es Apple £479
JJADB. war, 604 - 0274
%PANEL. ..(ADBOARD 00 £209
JUADCOLUUR 1 099
SATURN A TITAN TECH:
,CCELERATOR PC board £689
/CCELERATOR PC Aux board £135
TECMAR:
- ECMAR RAM BOARDS- 100 numerous please CALL
(1029 FIRST MATE with 64K 019
1044 CAPTAIN with BAK £329
0005 SPEECH MASSER voice synthesizer £339
'005 AUXILIARY VOCABULARY for above £99
0015 PROTOZOA prolotyping board £65

. 0017 Extender board for PC and compel £89
20933 AMOEBA prOtPlyPing for baseboard E159

MEGA Mainboard PC XT £249
(UPER Mainboard PC XT £249

M(FUNCT tpar tser. cal. OK 069
1214 RAM EXPAND (2 DIP SWITCH, OK £95

Parallel printer card £39
Parallel card with 646 buffer (OK) 009
Monochrome (text) display card E119

CCOLOUR/GRAPHICS Card (2 layer)
')MPOSITE COLOUR RGB monitors £149

SUPER COLOUR/GRAPHICS Cam (4 layer)
PCXT PCAT COMPATIBLE ... . £399

MONOCHROME GRAPHIC CARD VERSION II
r

'31
n rd £229

MULTI I 0 CARO - 5 WAY HI
nierlace Asynchronous RS232 serial

port games adaptor Clock Gal with

049
MODEM CARD V21 V23 CCITT AA AD £159
r LOPE, DRIVE CONTROLLER N DRIVES) £75
-FAG FD -55B hall hl 3206 Iloppy dr.. £135
15232 SERIAL Place 1 pOr1 50-9600 E49
,ERIAL Async RS-232C.2pon 50-9600 E69
',AMES ADAPTOR £39
AD/DA t2 Eli Mcn-A/1). Ich-D/A £139
e36 Cherry Style KEYBOARD 029
'BANS -NET NETWORKING BOARD E450
NeIMAIL Software £550
NetSPOOL Software £250
etDISK Disk Server Software £150

NetOMS Data Management Software 075
NET BOOT ROM tor floppyless ops
NET STARTER KIT £975
(NOTE We can supply meal of the above as UNPOPULATED
boards for OEMs)

if yr.

s try, f/k: are only aten arlenno n an, of
ducts Additional prices on appircation Consumables paper

(mons etc suppled at exceptional orices 24 -HOUR DELIVERY
,1 items ex-stock
-ARRIAGE WITHIN UK items which may be dispalcWed by

,ST le g peripneral cards etc, add £200 per order under
n000 ORDERS EXCEEDING 00 00 CARRIAGE FREE SOFT-
AIFREPACKAGES CHARGEDSEPARAT ELY MINIMUM CHARGE

00 limns which must move by CARRIER (such as pronters
.uonitors etc will he delivered within 24 -hours fora char, of
PO 00 OR ALTERNATIVELY within 48 -HOURS al a charge of

' 50 Add 15% tor VAT to all prices von Remember. VAT Is
ko applicable on carnage al 15% Terms STRICTLY CWO
AL ER ENQUIRIES WELCOME FOREIGN enquiries rl possible
n r please Favourable rates to most aesImabons CALLERS

',IN -WENT ONLY

EMERGENCY EXPORTS -STOP PRESS
PLEASE NOTE: We can forward ONE IBM
peripheral card or TWO APPLE peripheral cards to
ANY DHL DESTINATION WORLDWIDE for a
charge of ONLY £20.00. -In most cases this gives
NEXT DAY service on orders placed before 12
noon UK TIME.  Circle No. 111
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Mkoo Cormirpuku k LTD

FOR 411 COMPUTER SUPPLIES

Lowest prices for highest quality products!
Floppy disks:

maxell. £2.25
Dysan® £2.09each

3M £1.72
Ribbons: Diablo Multistrike £1.72

Daisywheels: Diablo/Qume only £3.95

(0990) 23002/3
NO MIDDLE MEN! NO FRILLS! STRAIGHT FROM THE WAREHOUSE!
MICRO COMPUTER DISKS LIMITED Wilburn House, London Road, Sunningdale, Berks. SL5 OER

Highest Quality Lowest Prices

Free Delivery

Unbranded 51/4" Disks from 72p
A range of unbranded floppy disks supplied in boxes of
10 with envelopes. labels and write -protect tabs. Made
by well-known manufacturers and supplied with full
replacement guarantee.

Pnces per box of 10 lexci VAT)

SS/DD 480
DS/DD 48 lei

DS/OD 96 tpi

1.4 59 10/u
7.90 7.40 7.20

9.90 9.20 8.90

13.90 13.10 12.80

C.D.C. 'StorageMaster' 51/2" disks
Pnces per box of 10 lexcl VAT) 1-4 5-9

SS/DD 48 tpi 11.90 11.20
DS/DD 48 tpi 14.90 13.90
DS/OD 96 tpi 19.90 1890

C.D.C. 'StorageMaster' 31/2" disks
SS 135 tpi 25.50 23.90
DS 13518 34.90 33.50

10-24

10.80

13.40

17.90

22.60
32.70

Bulk StorageMaster Disks
Full specification disks from Control Data but supplied to
bulk form No brand.labels. no boxes. no envelopes.
Factory shank -wrapped in 250 & 50s
Supplied only in multiples of 50

Prices each lexcl VATI 50-200 250-450500850
SS/DD 48 tpi 0.97 0.92 0.88

DS/DD 48 tpi 1.35 12E 1.15

DS/OD 96 tpi 1.60 138 1.40

50 25+ 50+
Pk of 10 Tyvek envs 0.90 0.80 0.70

Pk of 20 labels + wrp tabs 750 5511 45p

Wabash 'DataTech' 51/4" Disks
The new range from Wabash, one of the best known
names in floppy disks

Wabash 'DataTech' 5,11" disks
Prices per box of 10 texcl VATI

Bulk Fuji .31h"Disks
Full specification Fun Elm 31/2" disks supplied to bulk

SS/SD 48 tin 14.9013.90 13.40
form. No brand labels. packed in boxes of 100

SS/DD 48 ter
DS/DD 48 tin

16.9015.90
18.90 17.90

1E40
1780

Prices each teed VATI 100+ 300+ 500+
SS/OD 96 tpi

DS/OD 96 tpi

22.90

2E90
21.90

24.90

21.20

24.20
MF10D SS 135 tpi 2.05 1.98 1.92

MF2DD DS 135 tpi 2.80 270 2.60
Wabash 'DataTech' 31/2" disks

3" floppies from 3.45SS 1351pi 2E50 24.90 2110
OS 135 tpi 35.90 34.50 33.70 Double sided 3" disk, reversible for single sided doves

Fuji 31k" disks
Pnces each lexcl VAT) 1+ 5+ 10+ 25+ 50 -

CF2 DrS 3.99 389 3.75 3.65 145
Pnces per box of 10 (excl VAT)
MF 100 Single Sided 135 tpi

1-4

27.90

E9
25.90

1024
23.90 PaperListing - Ribbons

MF2D0 Double Sided 135 tor 36.90 34.90 33.90

1+ 5+ 10+  Volume Discounts available.
Seel° 3W Library case each
Seen) 51/4" Library case each

2.30
2.30

2.05
2.06

1.95

1.95  Dealers please write on your usual letter
5'A' Economy 50 Stg Case 7.95 895 5.95 heading for our DEALER DATA PACK.

1 All prices include 2nd Class delivery 10.K.mainland) b t exclude VAT For urgent deliveries or outside U.K

mainland. please telephone for delivery charges
2 Telephone orders can be accepted from Govemment bodies. schools. etc. or with a VISAcard
3 Send cheque made payable to -IDS Computer Supplies" with order to the address below Don't forget the

VAT

IDS Computer Supplies (0908) 310896

PO Box 436 Milton Keynes MK13 OQX
VISA

No. 215

SUPERFILE
The advanced Database Manager for 8 and 16 bit micros
Superfile turns your micro into a hyper -intelligent filing
cabinet. Select data by anything in it. Find one record in
100,000 in 3 seconds. Unique sounds -like searching.
Doubles or trebles disk capacity. Easy -to -create screen

forms and reports.
Multi-user on the right
hardware - share data
instantly among your
colleagues.

Full sales and
technical support

Southdata Ltd
166 Portobello Road, London W11 2EB Tel 01-229 2724 & 01-727 7564
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TOMES OF REFERENCE
Carol Hammond dips into a selection of microcomputing
dictionaries and encyclopaedias.

THE PROBLEM for any sort of
publication that claims to be a dic-
tionary, glossary or encyclopaedia
of computing terminology is that it
cannot be all things to all its
readers. At some time or other,
everybody needs to refer to such
guides. Whether they will find the
information they are looking for
depends on how much they know,
who the guide is aimed at and how
well it manages to explain a term
in a limited space.

Among the guides reviewed
here, the Dictionary of Computing
and New Information Technology
emerges as the most likely to
succeed as a handy reference guide
at a reasonable price. The authors
claim that the dictionary is aimed
at a non -specialist audience, but it
is not in any way condescending.

The book is clearly laid out, with
two columns of text per page.
Where it would be useful to refer
to other entries, this is indicated by
picking out words in italics. This
simple and uncluttered method of
cross-referencing saves a lot of time
and confusion. In many of the
other guides you could spend as
much time understanding when
and why words are in bold, small
capitals, square brackets, etc., as in
taking in the explanation. The
authors are not afraid to take a
page to explain a particularly com-
plicated term where they feel it to
be appropriate. There are also
diagrams, drawings and maps to
explain everything from what
various keyboard layouts look like,
to the principles of holography and
the entry points for Euronet.

IMARTamp
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Adrian Stokes' Concise Encyclo-
paedia of Information Technology
also does well, with clear and
concise explanations and a useful
table of the most commonly used
acronyms and their meanings.
Where it falls down is in its cost. It
comes hardbound, but at .08.50 it
is grossly overpriced.

Both The Encyclopaedia of
Microcomputer Terminology and
A Dictionary of Computer Terms
win out in the various appendices
they provide. The latter offers con-
version tables from decimal to
binary, hexadecimal and octal,
plus tables of the EBCDIC and
ASCII character sets.

The Encyclopaedia of Micro-
computer Terminology caps this
with its 53 pages of appendices.
These include a Basic keyword
glossary, and useful cribs in the
form of mathematical formulae for
electronics, flowchart symbols,
colour codes for electronic com-
ponents, logic functions and
symbols, logic gates plus number
systems and schematic systems for
use in circuit diagrams. Of par-
ticular note are the glossaries on
word processing, music synthesis,
video discs and bar coding, so that
you can have a brief resume of
the terms used in a certain area of
technology.

McGraw-Hill's Dictionary of
Computers is certainly of equal
merit to the last two publications,
but it is aimed at the readers with
more technical knowledge and
needs. Unlike most of the other
books reviewed here it has no
eulogising introduction in the style
of "computers are the final
frontier and we must get familiar
with the jargon so we can swap
buzzwords with the kids over
breakfast". This is a bumper -size
book of facts which delves deep
into parts of the subject the others
cannot reach. It is not for someone
who wants to know what Ada or
CP / M are - more for those who
are involved with the nuts, bolts
and chips of computers.

The Prentice -Hall Standard
Glossary of Computer Termi-
nology is one of the guides that,
unfortunately, does contain a
gushing introduction. In it, the
author quotes from Shakespeare
and Rudyard Kipling in his

reveries about the wondrous new
technology, which he describes as
embracing "solid, old-fashioned,
all-American words like 'program'
and 'friendly', and even the word,
'word' itself" . If you have any
energy left after wading through
nine pages in this vein, you may be
disappointed. Though this book is
in a larger format than any of the
others, measuring 1 lin. by 8.5in.,
whole pages are given over to
entries which do no more than
make cross-references to entries
elsewhere. Further space is wasted
on dull black -and -white photo-
graphs of machines, with un-
inspired captions such as "Micro-
computer" and "Plasma
display". Even worse, the quality
of reproduction of the latter is so

bad that no image is apparent on
the screen.

The Top Pocket Computer
Dictionary, from the Longman
stable, is the smallest book among
the batch, as befits its title. It is in
the same genre as many pocket-
size foreign -language dictionaries:
they will help you to ask your way
to the Post Office, but will not
teach you how to construct a sen-
tence. So the size of the book is
both a blessing and a limitation -
it is probably best for school-
children.

I D Poole's Computer Termi-
nology Explained tries to be a
compact basic guide for the home -
computer enthusiast. Perhaps a
few years ago, when such en-
thusiasts wore tweeds and were
exiled to the garden shed, it might
have been sufficient. But as
computing has become more
sophisticated so have the ac-
companying reference books. This
one, with its tacky appearance and
scant amount of information over
82 pages, does not compare with
the competition, even at a price of
k1.95.

A sign of the sophistication of
the reference guide market is Jon
Wedge's spoof, The Computer
Dictionary. The author claims to

BOOK
REVIEWS

be "a computer person" who
wants to explain the words he uses
all day in a way "a reasonable
person" can understand. The
result is a book that sometimes
manages to be funny and to
explain computer jargon at the
same time. His advice on the pro-
nunciation of ASCII as "Askey in
tribute to that great English
comedian, Arthur" would cer-
tainly have been useful to me the
first time I came across the
acronym.

However, like all such "Sloane
Rangers' Eating Habits" type
books that arrive in your Christmas
stocking, the guffaws are over by
Christmas dinner and the book
soon becomes exiled to a dusty
bookshelf or set aside for the next
jumble sale. But if you think you
know someone who may enjoy in-
jokes about programmers and the
odd sexist cartoon, this will no
doubt keep them more than
happy.

A FIRST;
DICTIONARY

The authors of A First Computer
Dictionary claim that it is aimed at
beginners of all ages. However,
judging by the size of the type and
illustrations, and the book's
general style, it appears most
suitable for children. For example,
the letters used to indicate the
beginning of each section take up
about a quarter of a page. While
these look very jolly, since they are
designed to look like graphics
characters, they would be some-
what out of place on an executive
desk.

The book also seems to be dan-
(continued on next page)
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BOOK

Dictionary of Computing Dictionary of Computers by A First Computer Dictionary
and New Information Sybil P Parker. Published by by Brian Samways and Tony Byrne -
Technology by A J Meadows, M McGraw-Hill, £15.95. ISBN 0 07 Jones. Published by Macmillan,
Gordon and A Singleton. Published 045415 9 £3.50. ISBN 0 333 38379 6
by Century, £2.95. ISBN 0 7126 Standard Glossary of A Glossary of Computing
0399 9 Computer Terminology by Terms by the BCS Schools
Concise Encyclopaedia of Robert A Edmunds. Published by Committee Working Party.
Information Technology by Prentice -Hall, £18.15. ISBN 0 13 Published by Cambridge University
Adrian V Stokes. Published by 698234 4 Press, £1.75. ISBN 0 521 31777 0
Gower, £18.50. ISBN 0 566 Top Pocket Computer Microelectronics A to Z by
02531 0 Dictionary by Charles J Sippl. Malcolm Plant. Published by

REVIEWS The Encyclopaedia of Published by Longman, £1.25. Longman, £3.95. ISBN 0 582
Microcomputer Terminology ISBN 0 582 55568 89285 6

(continued from previous page)

gerously basic, reducing some
explanations to such simple terms
that the result is incompre-
hensible. For instance, in a book
where the authors feel it necessary

by Linda Gail Christie and John Computer Terminology Dictionary of Computer
Christie. Published by Unwin, Explained by I D Poole. Graphics by John Vince.
£4.95. ISBN 0 04 032001 4 Published by Bernard Babani, Published by Francis Pinter, £15.
A Dictionary of Computer £1.95. ISBN 0 85934 123 2 ISBN 0 86187 473 0
Terms by Laura Darcy and Louise The Computer Dictionary by
Boston. Published by Fontana, Jon Wedge. Published by Adam
£2.95. ISBN 0 00 636801 8 and Charles Black, £3.95. ISBN 0

7136 2681 X

to provide a large drawing of a
DIN plug and its socket, the
explanation of AI as " 'Learning'
from what happened last time; a
machine that uses a program that
improves itself each time it is run"
seems inadequate.

The British Comptuer Society's
Glossary Of Computing Terms
covers 750 terms currently in use,
divided into 15 sections. It is most
useful as a guide to what terms to
use in particular areas. In the
Computer Personnel section it
even goes so far as to mention the
use of "liveware", with the

warning "not to be recom-,
mended". A useful addition to a
reference library, if not your book-
shelves.

Finally, two publications aimed
at more specialist areas: Malcolm
Plant's Microelectronics A to Z
and John Vince's Dictionary of
Computer Graphics. The former is
a little gem: the author explains
what various terms mean in such a
clear and simple manner that even
people with little or no knowledge
of the subjects can understand.
This guide differs from the rest in

its emphasis on the chip and its
applications rather than on
computers alone. In it you can look
up subjects varying from Prestel
and viewdata, to air-traffic control
and television.

The Dictionary of Computer
Graphics is even more specialised.
In it the author tries to explain
in lay terms computer -graphics
jargon used in technical literature.
I found the explanations quite
complex, but anyone with the
enthusiasm to buy the book would
probably already be more familiar

with the subject matter. However,
the guide is also let down by
the personal tone taken by the
author, who enthuses over various
machines and techniques in a way
you do not expect in a dictionary.
It seems to be more an encourage -
ment to get those half -interested
in computer graphics more
interested, with references to
various journals and papers for
further information. Despite the
high price tag of £15 there is very
little colour - which is a shame in
a book devoted to graphics. IT

I Prices valid for all orders received by 30th Oct. 1985

Introductory Offer
9 x 64K Memory Chips Elf 9x 256K Memory Chips E39

XPC TURBO MOTHERBOARD

Dual . .,..t, The
processor -4r.- , .x.., ' most

4....speed advanced
4.77 MHz -.-.0 Mother
and ..___.- - Board_. L.

6.67 MHz 1,,.--' ";::: available

FEATURES: TURBO mode allows high-speed / high efficiency
through -put of all programs. Hi -speed 8088-2 microprocessor.
Eight expansion slots for up-gradeability. 1.75 times faster than
the PC -XT. 8K of XBIOS on EPROM. On -board memory - up to
640K! Four layer printed circuit board. Hardware reset line. 4
20 -bit DMA channels. 3 16 -bit timer -counter channels.
BOA -6078-00 £303.00

5126 Memory

- .

£91

Hi -Res Mono Graphics

W........
£126

8 Slot Cabinets

XPC Cabinet C86

12 PAC Multifunction

iiiii4,1,14L-
E109

Hard Disk Controllermg
E152

IBM Selectric Style Keyboards
These qmel enema,. Select,

Matures you have been wan.,,
_.

.-.type keyboards van brtng the

to a once vou can') resist

Standard Keyboard E78 Selectric Style Kbd E112

Parallel Serial

lb
£33 £51

7 PAK Multifunction

£164

Add -On Power Supply
IBM Hard Dtsk replacement
type New high velocity whisper

"? tn:ty,d"rn.geRggy.l.

150W PC/XT PSU E100 IBM Replacement PSU E86

1 All prices include 2nd Class delivery (11 K. mainland) but exclude VAT. For urgent deliveries or outside U.K.

mainland, please telephone for delivery charges.
2 Telephone orders can be accepted from Government bodies, schools, etc. or with a VISA card.
3 Send cheque made payable to "IDS Computer Supplies", with order to the address below. Don't forget the

VAT

IDS Computer Supplies BARCLAYCARD(0908) 310896

PO Box 436 Milton Keynes MK130QX
VISA

BEST PRICES ON

FERRANTI COMPUTERS
PC860 256k £1150
XT860 10 Mbyte £2050
XT860 20Mbyte £2595

VDU's
Microvitec Med REs RGG inc 1 year. Fully warranty f320
Philips orangelgreen Mono. Inc 1 year. Full warranty £90
Dyneer Green Mono £115

MICROLINE
182 Dot Matrix £275
192 Dot Matrix CG £365
193 Dot Matrix CD £515

CENTRONICS
GLP Dot Matrix CQ £205
H80 Ca £345
H156 CCI £505

BROTHER
M1009 £179
2024L CO f846
HR -15.L Daisy Wheel 389
HR -25 f 640
HR -35 £795
Twinwriter DIW & Dot Matrix £1178

DYNEER
DW12 Daisy Wheel £170
DYV16 £299
OW20 £479
DW36 £785

HEWLETT-PACKARD
Laser Jet £2560
7470A A4 Plotter £1013
7475A A3 Plotter £1796

ALL PRICES PLUS VAT
'Special surplus offer - Black case Med Res RGB Monitors £280.
We supply a wide range of software.
'Free delivery in UK.

FOR VALUE

ILEC AND SERVICE

Telephone Trevor Cross on Watford (0923) 46218
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SERIN_
MNSTER

Probably the GIBLE
only RS232 cable you'll ever need

When you want to connect your computer to a
peripheral, you want a cable that will do the job
there and then - more often than not the
connecting cable available is not of the correct
configuration.

The Serial Master Cable is switchable at each
end allowing pin options to be re-routed or linked at
both ends of the cable, thus enabling 90% of
equipment whether computers, printers, plotters,
VDU's, modems or terminals using RS232 data
transmission to be interfaced with each other.

The Serial Master Cable gives you a fast, easy
but cost effective way to solve your RS232 cabling
problems.

Another product in the Connexions range of
Computer Cables, Data Switches, Patch Boxes,
Connectors, Testers and Protectors.

Available from most leading computer dealers.

Another Connexions product from
SMC SUPPLIES
11 WESTERN PARADE, GREAT NORTH ROAD, BARNET,
HERTS., EN5 1AD.
Telephone: 01-441 1282 (5 lines) Telex: 295181 SMC G.

Also available through STC (0279-26777), Northamber (01-391 2066) and other leading distributors.

PRINTER SWITCHES
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
LINK TWO OR MORE MICROS TO ONE PRINTER. PLOTTER. MODEM ETC. OR VICE VERSA

--- * ROBUST CONSTRUCTION
* SCREENED, METAL HOUSING
* ELECTRONICALLY TESTED
* MANUFACTURED IN U.K.
* 28 DAYS APPROVAL
* 12 MONTHS GUARANTEE
* OFFICIAL ORDERS ACCEPTED
* 24 HOUR DESPATCH

t 85
,

1

SERIAL DATA SWITCHES PARALLEL DATA SWITCHES
_ RS 232/V24.25 way  D' sockets

ALL 25 LINES
Model V2 2 way switch C65
Model V3 3 way switch C77
Model V4 4 way switch £89
Model V5 5 way switch C101
Model VX 2 way cross -over C89

LINES 1to 8 8 20
Model R2 2 way switch C49
Model R3 3 way switch £57
Model R4 4 way switch £65
Model 05 5 way switch £73
Model R8 8 way switch C110
Model RX 2 way cross -over C65

9 way .1). sockets. ALL 9 LINES
Model N2 2 way switch £49
Model N3 3 way switch £0]
Model N X 2 way cross -over £05

--. CENTRONICS. 36 way Amphenol sockets
Model C2 2 way switch C79
Model C3 3 way switch C99
Model C4 4 way switch 0119
Model CS Sway swdch £139
Model CX 2 way crossover £119

IBM PC. 25 way IP sockets
Model P2 2 way switch C65
Model P3 3 way switch E77
Model P4 4 way switch £89
Model P5 5 way switch £101
Model PX 2 way cross -over C89

IEEE -488.24 way Amphenol sockets
Model E2 2 way switch £89
Model E3 3 way switch C109
Model EX 2 way cross -over E129

I

PLEASE ADD VAT AT 15%.I ALL ITEMS CARRIAGE PAID
TRADE, EDUCATIONAL & EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME
CABLES ALSO AVAILABLE. EX STOCK & CUSTOM BUILT

1985

HOMESTEAD ELECTRONICS
Trelawney Industrial Court, Trelawney Avenue
Langley, Slough, Berks. SL3 7UJ.

ILAINIARARD

V 0753-44269 VISA

 Circle No. 227

Call yourflexible
supplier for
o full range of hardware & software
o professional advice
o keen prices
O full after sales support

1-1.
O4'\

8,30\(

vaVaw

APRICOT
RANGE

MACINTOSH & XL
Apple Ile & Ilc

Call now for our latest catalogue

IBM &
COMPATIBLES

s
MacCharlie

lets ur/MacIBro frtuwna ryeol

CALL NOW

:Ineozwiie computers
236 Imperial Drive, Rayners Lane,

Harrow, Middlesex HA2 7HJ
Telephone: 01-429 1060
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EPSON AT TRANSAM  EPSON AT TRA

A manufacturer who rec
computers ought to Ix

If you think we're out of our minds, allow us
to clarify the facts: it's precisely because Transam
are manufacturers as well as specialist computer
retailers, that we have the skill to spot a winner -
from the inside out.

With our technical background, we're well
placed to run a critical eye over competitors'
developments, so you can be sure that whatever
we stock has carved its way through our natural
prejudice by sheer excellence.

Where customers are concerned, we do a lot
of listening ourselves - before and after a sale.
That's another factor that sets us apart as
computer retailers, and makes our customer
service an impressive talking -point.

Recently, we've put new developments in
portable computers through our normal, deeply
unfair tests, but even we have to admit that the
capabilities of little machines like Epson's PX-8 give
us plenty to
talk about.

EPSON PX-8. THE FIRST TRULY PORTABLE
BUSINESS COMPUTER

Weighing just 2.3kg, the PX-8 has a full
keyboard and clear display, plus so many
features it virtually puts your office at your
fingertips - wherever you are.

There's a whole range of portable peripherals
(including printers, disk -drive, and telephone
coupler), so PX-8 quickly expands into an entire
system that's as powerful and capable as many
desk -top micros.

What's more, it's complete with four popular
software programs and the world's most common
operating system, so you can choose from
hundreds of application programs to work for yon
- wherever you want to work.

T TRANSAM EPSON AT TRANSAM



mmends someone else's
tened to very closely.

Let Transam's spec-
ialists demonstrate it to

you: we just can't fault
it. Even if you switch

off in mid -program,
PX-8 can resume

where it left off
- hours or

days later.

EVEN PROF. HEINZ WOLFF WOULD BE
IMPRESSED WITH

OUR KNOWLEDGE
OF THE QX-16
AND TAXI.

But then
we're pretty

impressed
with the
system

ourselves,
and from us, that's

true praise. Epson
QX-16 is a powerful, 16 -bit business micro with
new 'Taxi' software - so easy to use almost anyone
can start right away. Taxi guides you through your
choice of business applications - spreadsheets,

sir

word processing, graphics, whatever - with little
'icon' pictures on the screen. Just point and click
the 'mouse' controller to select, retrieve, alter or
print stored information.

Add to this the QX-16's high -capacity, twin
disk drives, its large, expandable memory, massive
10Mb hard -disk option, big choice of printers, and
surprisingly low price, and you'll understand why
the Professor gets so carried away. Visit Transam
and see QX-16 in action.

Transam (( MI M.)

THE LINK THAT ONLY TRANSAM CAN PROVIDE

Finally, we'd like to talk about a bright idea
from our own research and development people:
the intelligent Transam M1 modem that safeguards
data transmission from portable computers on the
move - whether via cellular radio or conventional
telephone lines.

M1 acts like any normal communications
odem - coding data for transmission, and
coding incoming data - but there's a vital

difference: the unique M1 design that smooths the
path for your data, holding it in a 'buffer' until it
can be transmitted accurately, and checking
incoming data for losses and errors.

M1 is the perfect complement to an office -
on -the -move (with an Epson PX-8, for example),
but it's equally valuable in your office with the
QX-16 as a high -quality modem for normal data
communications.

Sounds interesting? Certainly. But then that's
what you'd expect from Transam - the computer

store worth
listening to.Transam

MICROSYSTEMS LIMPILD
59/61 Theobalds Road, London WC1X 8SF
Telephone: 01-404 4554.

oN AT TRANSAM EPSON AT TRANSAM
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CIESCOMPILE
The first compiler b,r dBASE Ia
CIBIIICHIMPLE

The new ,,,rnpiler for dBASE III.'

- DEBUGGER dB I NDEX-
The rnholic debugging tool The high speed index and sort utility

tol programs written in dBASE. for dBASE. II and III data files.
,11,,1 11 11,, ill.1

PARKINS ASSOC IAT ES (Pcw7)

PARKINS 20 RIDGEWAY, RAYLEIGH
ESSEX SS6 7131

ASSOCIATES Tel: 0268  743928 "I rd'II- or AL,ess
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The'Classic'
Menu Generator.

liminate all user contact
with operating system

commands. Use MENUGEN
from Microft Technology to
create menus to access all
your regularly used programs.

MENUGEN is a utility
which will create menus for
any activity. A menu selection
will run a program, call another menu, return to a
previous menu, run a basic program, execute operating
system commands, or exit to the operating system.

User Ltd. Selection Menu

1 ASPECT
2 Wordstar
3 Lotus 123
4 Disk formatting menu
5 Exit to operating system

Please type in selection number

FACILITIES INCLUDE
UP TO 20 MENU OPTIONS PER MENU SCREEN

UP TO 15 LEVELS OF NESTED MENU
ANY NUMBER OF LINES OF HEADINGS AND FOOTNOTES

USE OF COLOUR  FULLY USER DEFINABLE
'ARE YOU SURE?' MESSAGE OPTION AFTER ANY SELECTION

PROMPTING FOR UP TO 16 PARAMETERS AFTER ANY SELECTION
OPTIONAL PASSWORD PROTECTION ON MENU SELECTIONS

OPTIONAL LOGGING OF ALL SELECTIONS TAKEN

MENUGEN is available formost CP/M, MS DOS
or PC DOS micros including IBM PC/XT/A Tand
compatibles, Sirius, Apricot, HP150, DEC Rainbow,
and manyZ80 machines. MENUGEN costs £48 + VAT
(£55.20) fora single userlicence,or£120 + VAT (£138)
fora network licence, and is available from Microft
Technology Limited, The Old Powerhouse, Kew Gardens
Station, Kew,Surrey7W93PS. To order, or for further
information, telephone 01-9488255.

MENUGEN
MENUGEN is a Trade Mark of Microft Technology Ltd and is a British product.
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Brother have an amazing range of printers.
BROTHER 1509. OUTPERFORMS ITS RIVALS

ON FEATURES AND PRICE.

£495
PLUS VAT

An exceptional 130 column printer capable of 180
characters per second (draft) or 45 c.p.s. (letter
quality). New low profile design. Surely destined
to be, one the inost popular wide column printer

111,

BROTHER TWIN RITER 5. DOT MATRIX AND
DAISY WHEE1 T OGI ETHER IN ONE MACHINE.

Deliver!, intense speed dot matrix 11.00 c.p.s.) or
pristine daisy wheel print (40 c.p.s.) by sok-
\ are control or at a button press. Buying one
primer tor draft reports, another lor letter quality
documents. is nosy obsolete.

BROTHER HR -35. THE DAISY WHEEL
PRINTER WITH ALL THE EXTRAS.

Des eloped for the office that demands a high out-
put of quality printing. 35 c.p.s. print speed, 7K
bulk' 111C11101, 2 colour printing, proportional
sp,t, i lig, super and sub script. Superbly reliable.

Northamber have an amazing range of Brothers.
If you're looking for a printer, you'll need

professional help.
That's where Northamber come in.
We're the largest distributor of Brother

printers and computer peripherals in the U.K.
In short, we put the stock in your local

stockist.
(So if Northamber can't help you to

pinpoint precisely the right printer for your
needs, and where to get it, nobody can.)

Here are just three examples of the
remarkable Brother range.

Each one fulfils a specific need, and is
outstanding in its class. n Please send me full details of the Brother1

ri ter rane anBut for more details of the complete nearest ck'g .

d put me in touch with my

Brother range, and your nearest stockist,
just fill in the coupon, and we'll put you in Name
touch.

Address

hamber plc Tel No

The Printer People
Post to: Northamber, Freepost, Chessington,

Surrey KT9 1BR

Trade enquiries ring: 01-3912066  Guaranteed next day delivery  Full technical support  Best price guarantee  One year 'No Quibble' warranty

158
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Prospero Software
LANGUAGES FOR MICROCOMPUTER PROFESSIONALS

al programmer need a language that's
so you can w on any hardware), a compiler

orms to standar and behaves the way you expect,
lent dorumenta , and responsive support. That's what

you get from Pros 0 Software.
Prospero's Pr rtran and Pro Pascal compilers are used by over
3,000.computer professionals working on Z80 and 8086
hard r in continents. They're fast, clean, efficient and easy

Pascal was the first microcomputer Pascal compiler to be
validated to ISO 7185 by the British Standards Institution. Pro
Fortran is 66 -with -extensions which compiles Fortran IV source.
The new 8086 releases of both include a symbolic debugger and
support for programs and/or data over 64K. A full Fortran 77
compiler is under development.
Prospero software is distributed by Xitan,Tradesoft Software Ltd
in the UK, (*boat Inc. in Japan and Lifeboat Associates in the USA.

Prospero Software Limited,
190 CASTELNAL I, LONDON SW13 9DH, E4'1\1GLAND.
TEL: 01-741 8531. TELEX: 8814396 PRI)SOF G.

P C 4 .

PROSPERO SOFTWARE LIMITED,
190 CAST'ELNAU, LONDON §,,1h13 9DU;ENGLAND. (Pi

Please send information on Prn 1011r.an Pro Pascal.

NAME,
44:44

POSITION
. `< a 44.4

COMPANY

ADDRESS

POSTCODE TEL
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'PRACTICAL
COMPUTING

Telephone Susan Platts 01-661 8163
ADVERTISEMENT RATES COPY DATE

Rates quoted below are subject to the addition of 15% VAT.

Display Rates: £18.00 per single Column Centimetre
Minimum 5cm x 1 col

One Insertion: £18.00 per scc, Three Insertions: £17.25 per scc,
Six Insertions: £17.00 per scc, Nine Insertions: £16.50 per scc,

Twelve Insertions: £16.00 per scc
Micro Ads. Linage 4Opp per word minimum of 20 words. Prepayable.

Shopwindow advertisements for the November
edition will be accepted up to 27th September
subject to space being available.

Post to
Practical Computing, Classified Department, Room H211,
Quadrant House, The Quadrrant, Sutton, Surey SM2 5AS.

SCIENTIFIC SUBROUTINE LIBRARY
VOLUME 1 - STATISTICS AND CURVE FITTING

Mean, SD, Normal Distribution, Partial Expectation, Chauvenets,
Criterion, Least Squares Fit to a Polynomial and Arbitrary Function,

Repetitive Least Squares Fits, Covariance Matrix, Chi -Squared
Statistic, Matrix Inversion, Solution of Linear Simultaneous Equations.

VOLUME 2 - LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Reduction of a Simplex Tableau, Integer Programming, Partial Integer
Programming, Conversational Linear Programming System, Least Cost

Mix Problem.

VOLUME 3 - FURTHER STATISTICS
Ranking, Quantiles, Frequency, Correlation Coefficient, T, Chi -Squared

and F Distributions and their Inverses, T Test, Chi -Squared Test,
Wilcoxson Test, Linear and Multiple Regression, ANOVA 1 -way and

2 -way.

VOLUME 4 - TRANSFORMATIONS AND SORTING
ALGORITHMS

Fourier and Fast Fourier Transforms, Numerical Integration and
Differentiation, Harmonic Analysis, Interpolation, Coordinate

Transformations, Exchange Sort, Guicksort, Shellsort, Tree Sort.

All routines are written in BASIC for easy implementation on any
machine.

Machine readable source code - f75 plus VAT per volume.
(Most disk formats plus DL microdrive now available)

Manuals including full source listings with implementation notes and
documentation - f25 per volume.

CPIM TO DEC FILE TRANSFER
Software to read and write RT-11 format RX01 diskettes under

CP/M80. Supplied on 8" SSSD diskette - f25 plus VAT.

SERVICES
Micro Logic Consultants specialise in scientific data processing and

the interfacing and control of laboratory instrumentation.
We can advise you on the best approach to your problem, or provide

a complete solution. Contact Derek Clifford on 0860 319482.

MICRO LOGIC CONSULTANTS LTD.
57 Station Rd., Southwater, Horsham,

W. Sussex RH13 7H0
Telephone 0403 731818

66
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DISK
COPYINGIFORMATTINGI

FILE TRANSFER
WE CAN TRANSFER YOUR DATA
BETWEEN OVER 500 DIFFERENT

MICROS, MINIS AND MAINFRAMES.
FORMATS INCLUDE:

CPM, CPM86, MSDOS, PCDOS, UNIX,
XENIX, IDRIS, TAR, RT11, MDOS, IBM
BEF, ISIS, FLEX, 0S9, VICTOR-SIRIUS,

APPLE, TORCH, ACORN, MISC.
TYPESETTING/WORD PROCESSING.

*OVERNIGHT SERVICE - most formats returned by

next day's Post
*E10.00 + VAT per copy
(Blank disks not included)

*DISCOUNT for BULK

109

A.L.DOWNLOADING
SERVICES
166 PORTOBELLO ROAD
LONDON W11 2EB
TELEPHONE 01 '7'

Typesetting
from your computer

Our customers typeset fully formatted books,
magazines, etc. on their micros. Send us your disks
or use TYPENET the 24 hr on-line telephone
typesetting system on 01-658 6942 [300 baud].
Send for your info pack to:

Budget Typesetting
22 Queens Road, Beckenham, Kent

Telephone: 01-658 8754
TELECOM GOLD 83 FLOW 127
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TRADE-IN YOUR
BBC MICRO!

£230.00 for your BBC* against an expanded Sanyo
550 at our special low price of £750.00 plus VAT 128K
2 x Disk (320K). Monitor, WordStar, CalcStar you pay

only £550.00 plus VAT for a powerful Business
Micro!

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER STORE
1 Emmanuel Street

Cambridge
CB1 1NE

Tel Cambridge 65334/5

 Depending on age and condition 132
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WE USE
ONLY 10%
OF OUR
MENTAL
POTENTIALS

Einstein

These are the words of Albert Einstein, the greatest physicist of
recent times.

L.Ron Hubbard's discoveries in the field of the mind prove today
that Einstein was right.

In his book "DIANETICS: The Modern Science of Mental health"
L.Ron Hubbard takes one more giant step in this direction.

He reveals how anyone can use his discoveries to isolate the
exact barriers that have so far prevented people from using their
mental potentials to the full.

More and more people from all walks of life including
technicians, artists, GPs, scientist, workers and managers alike
use Dianetics technology today.

The many written reports on their success are the best proof of
the quality of this book.

Find out for yourself. Order your copy of this remarkable book
today.

Price £3.95 paperback £17.50 hardback. Make cheques and
P.O.s payable to S.H.F. Send to; Church of Scientology Saint Hill
Foundation, FREEPOST (WW1) East Grinstead. Sussex RH194ZA
(no stamp required) 129

WHAT IF?
COURSES IN FINANCIAL PLANNING
ON YOUR COMPUTER
You will find our computer based courses
designed to run on your spreadsheet software, an
ideal way to learn the essentials of financial
planning. And you can use the carefully
designed programs to make your business more
profitable.
For details of our courses and introductory trial
pack just drop us a line giving details of your
spreadsheet software and computer
configuration.
Dept. PA 10
Interactive Learning Programs
P.O. Box 2, Redruth.
Cornwall TR15 2UD.
Tel: (0209 842628) 128
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SONY 3+ INCH DISKS
SPECIAL OFFER!
PRICES PER BOXES OF 10

BOXES
SONY 1.4 5.9 10 plus

OM.D3440 SS/DD 25.00 23.50 22.0

All disks genuine Sony and factory sealed.
Official orders accepted; otherwise send
cheques with order. Prices exclude VAT.
Carriage - add £1.50 plus VAT.

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER STORE
1 EMMANUEL STREET

CAMBRIDGE
CB1 1NE

Tel Cambridge 65334/5
131
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When replying to
Classified advertisements,
readers are recommended
to take steps to protect
their interests before
sending money.

FERRANTI PC860IXT

IBM COMPATIBLE

PRICE INCREDIBLE

PC860 from E1250 - VAT
PC860XT from E2150 VAT

9256K to 640K RAM

Free application software

Free 12 months on -site maintenance, with 8 hour response 125

ZEDEM COMPUTERS LTD
2 KIMBOLTON RD., BEDFORD. Tel. 0234 213645
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HAND HOLDING
FOR BUSINESS MICRO USERS

Our team of on -sight support staff can help you staff
to release the full potential of your computer for your

particular business.
A short intensive training course may not be the

answer for you or your staff. Our aroach is that our
people are there to help as the querieS actually arise.

(and we dont charge the earth)

DATAN COMPUTER SERVICES

863 High Rd
London N12 8PT
Tel 01-446 7955

134
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CgCSXJAXX-QthaT gtAt'aq,1:120
'The Specialist PC Upgraders'

We specialise in upgrading Advance B6b's and other IBM compatible PC's.
We use quality components - For your Satisfaction.

UPGRADES:
SHUGART FULL HEIGHT 10mb WINCHESTER (Special Pricel f 750
TANDON FULL HEIGHT 30mb WINCHESTER (High Performance) f 1300
TANDON or MITSUBISHI HIHEIGHT 10mb WINCHESTER E 950
TANDON or MITSUBISHI HIHEIGHT 20mb WINCHESTER 11075
IRWIN TAPE STREAMER BACK-UP + 2x1Omb TAPES f 850
As above but fitted at same time as a Winchester f 750
HEAVY DUTY POWER SUPPLY (If required) from f 110

The prices quoted for disk upgrades include FREE FITTING and thorough
testing to IBM standards.
ADD-ONS:
We supply 'easy to fit' add-on cards complete with the necessary manuals.
cables and software.
COLOUR (PARALLEL PRINTER f 155

384K MULTIFUNCTION CARD (Special Pricel f 275
384K on board, Battery backed real-time
calendariclock. Parallel printer port,
RS232 serial port. Games port.

384K RAM EXPANSION BOARO 6384k on board) E 120

MULTIFUNCTION COMMUNICATIONS BOARD E 120

RS232 serial port, Battery backed real-time
calendariclock, Games adapter port.
(OPTIONS ON BOARD - Parallel printer port,
2nd RS232 serial port.)

Buy the RAM EXPANSION BOARD and the MULTIFUNCTION COMMS
BOARD together at the SPECIAL PRICE of E 210
Other boards available (Hi -Res, Colour, Multifunction Disk Controller Boards.
etc.) Please enquire. All prices are exclusive of carriage and VAT.

MICRObe Computer Systems PO Box 1 Wray Lancaster LA2 8RF
Telephone Bentham 104681 62333
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LOOK! LOOK! LOOK!
NEW! NEW!

How many times have you wanted a word but just cant think of the right
one? Now its easy with

"WORDFINDER".
a 90.000 synonym finder Mats only a key stroke away. Type your own
choice, call "WORDFINDER". and in seconds a list of words with similar
meaning appears on your screen for you to make your choice of a
replacement. "WORDFINDER" replaces with capitalization and
punctuation. -

EASY TO INSTALL "WORDFINDER" OPERATES INSIDE YOUR WORD -
PROCESSOR AS AN EXTRA FUNCTION.

RUN ONE OF THESE ON ONE OF THESE
Wordstar 13.0 or 131 IBM PC
Wordstar 2000 PC Compatibles
Multimate Sanyo PC.
Microsoft Word
Word Perfect
Pfs-Write
IBM Writing Assistant
Easy Writer II.

ORDER NOWI AVAILABLE ONLY FROM:

T&H Marketing Ltd 59 Northcott. Bracknell Berks. RG12 4WS

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER - ONLY £75.00 A COPY!! 133
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HONEYWELL LEVEL 6 COMPUTER

192 KB Memory
1 Single 26MB Disk Unit & Controller
14 x 10MB Disks
2 VDU's - Honeywell VIP 7250
1 Printer 160 CPS including Pedestal
1 60" Cabinet & Cables
Offers to Weldite Eng. Ltd.
0525-402767 130
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DISK COPYING SERVICE
Moving data and program files from

one machine to another is often made
difficult because different

manufacturers have adopted different
disk format standards.

We can copy your files to and frren
over 250 disk formats including

cP/M, CP/M-86, ms-ros, PC -DOS, ISIS,
APPLE, SIRIUS, 10RCH, APRICOT, HP150,

DEC RP -11, and IBM BEF.

Disks are normally despatched on the,
day they are received.

Our charge is £10.00 + disk + VAT.
Special prices for quantities.

For more information call us.

GENEALOGY BOOKS: Computers for
family history (Hawgood) 72pp £2.30 post
free. Computer Genealogy (Andereck &
Pence) £11.50 post free. 294pp David
Hawgood, 26 Cloister Road, Acton, London
W3 ODE.

MICROCOMPUTER software business for
sale. Suit part-time start building to full-time
employment. Must sell, hence £1,000 ono.
Tel. Blackburn (0254) 22085.

APRICOT NO EXPANSION SLOT WASTE.
640K RAM makes 384K RamDisk £200 512K
£180 1 M £340 10M INTERNAL
WINCHESTER £950.0792815410. 225M

4 Prigg Meadow. Ashburton. Devon I-013 7DF
TEL. (0364) 53499 10
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IBM PC Colour Display and Colour/Graphics
Adapter- 640x200 +2 colours, 320x200 +4
colours. Excellent condition £450 ono Tel.
01-580 0553.

TANDY MODEL 2000 256K Twin Drives
1.4Meg colour 314x650 resolution 80186
Processor, Cobal, Fortran, Pascal, MS -
Basic, Wordstar, DBASE II, Supercalc,
Basic Compiler, numerous games, private
sale, virtually brand new, software &
hardware normally in excess of £5,200 +
VAT, would consider £4,000 ono Tel: 0732
355290.

COMART COMMUNICATOR CP100 64K
twin 380K floppy with CP/M also Volker
Craig Wordstar 404 terminal £600 might
split Reading 866381.

 PRACTICAL SHOP WIN DOW MICRO ADS.
COMPUTING Order Form

Classified Rates
Linage 40p per word
Minimum 20 words prepayable.
Box No. £7.00 extra

Display Adverts.
Rate per single column
Centimetre: £18.00
Minimum 5cm
SERIES Discounts
Available on request
Contact: Susan Plaits on
01-661 8163.

Method of Payment
Cheques etc should be made
payable to BUSINESS PRESS
INTERNATIONAL LTD. and crossed.
I enclose herewith cheque/PO for

Post to:
Cut out the order form and return
together with your remittance to:
Classified Department,
Practical Computing,
Room H211, Quadrant House,
The Quadrant, Sutton,
Surrey SM2 5AS.

Conditions of Acceptance
Micro Ads are accepted from
Private readers only and must be
submitted on (or a photocopy of)
this order form. All Advertisements
must be prepaid.

MI NM MIN =I

Please insert the following advertisement in Practical Computing LINAGE

Cost per insertions

1 Ins. 1\,5Z TOTAL

£6.00 £0.90 £6.90

£8.00 £1.20 £9.20

£10.00 £1.50 £11.50

£12.00 £1.80 £13.80

£14.00 £2.10 £16.10

£16.00 £2.40 £18.40

£18.00 £2.70 £20.70

Box No. Required YES/NO No. of Insertions
(50p discount for 2 ins.)

NAME (Please include initials)

ADDRESS

THIS FORM SHOULD BE RETURNED BY 27TH OCTOBER FOR THE DECEMBER ISSUE

Company Registered Number: 151537 (ENGLAND). Registered Office: Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.
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PEGASUS ACCOUNTING
Regarded by many accountants as the very best
accounting software available. Pegasus comprises

eight modules, most of which will operate alone or
will work together in a totally integrated system.
We have professional staff, in London and the
Midlands, fully trained to install and support
Pegasus. Prices and details on request. We are
authorised Pegasus dealers.

COMPUTER -AIDED DESIGN
As specialist consultants in this field we can supply

either software only or a total system configuration
with full support. We are suppliers of AUTOCAD,
DOODLE and a number of other CAD packages. The

productivity benefits of CAD are enormous - the
cost of a system is almost certainly much less than

you would expect. In most cases our dents have
found a system pays for itself within 3 to 12
months!

MULTISOFT ACCOUNTS
A system offering top-level functionality at a very

reasonable price. Recent press reviews have high-
lighted Multisoft as one of the most powerful
micro -based accounting systems currently avail-
able. We concur. Very impressive indeed! Please
telephone for further information. We are officially
appointed Multisoft dealers.

CHIT-CHAT
The new telecommunications package from

Sagesoft which we feel represents outstanding
value for money.

Micro -to -micro file transfer.
Top of the range EMI Datatek modem.
Free subscription to Telecom Gold (worth 1001.

Access to Viewdata and Prestel.
Electronic mail, telecommunications and telex.
List price E399 our price E325.

BEST UK SOFTWARE PRICES?
0629-3021

* Over 400 leading software packages
* Independent advice in making your choice
* Professional staff + network of consultants
* Most formats. All programs latest versions

DBASE II £275
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL £265

Let
Price

Our
Price

List
Price

Our
Price

MULTIMATE ver.3.3 399 265 ASCOM 170 149
SPELLSTAR 145 99 MS CHART 245 199
VOLKSWRITER DEL. 295 215 DELTA GRAPH 195 169
MS WORD 400 299 ENERGRAPHICS 350 265
SUPERCALC HI 360 199 EXECUVIS1ON 320 279
MULTIPLAN 190 145 DR C COMPILER 295 225
SUPERCALC II 195 145 PASCAL MT + 325 245
DATAMASTER 495 395 LEVEL II COBOL 965 720
DMS DELTA 4 495 375 MS BASIC 385 310
KNOWLEDGEMAN 450 359 MS PASCAL 295 235
PERTMASTER 1000 650 545 QHICKCODE 200 149
MS PROJECT 245 199 SYCERO 595 495
SUPERPROJECT 395 299 D UNTIL 69 58
CARDBOX 195 169 SMARTKEY II 75 69
CARDBOX PLUS 300 269 SUPERSORT 145 108
OPEN ACCESS 550 325 SAGE PAYROLL 195 145
SMART 635 549 SAGE A/CS/PAYROLL 495 359
WORDCRAFT 425 359 SAGE PLUS/PAYROLL 795 575

SAGE ACCOUNTS £245
SAGE PLUS £485

All prices exclude V.A.T. Carriage is charged at £2+ V.A.T. parcel post or
£5+ V.A.T. 1st Class. Please phone or write for our comprehensive price list.

Local Authority, Government and European enquiries welcome
Further discounts may be negotiated for large orders

&law, wawa
INDEPENDENT MAIL ORDER DISTRIBUTORS OF QUALITY SOFTWARE

Trisoft Ltd, Crown Square, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 3AT. Telephone: 0629/3021

HARDWARE SERVICE
Please telephone for prices and details of our

optional installation service. We supply:-

APRICOT
U.K.'s highest selling serious business micros; we
supply the full range from the Fl to xi20s.

OLIVETTI
M21 and M24. In our opinion the Olivetti range
offers the finest IBM-compatible, single -user

hardware available.

NORTH STAR DIMENSION
The only 100% PC -compatible multi-user, multi
processing system currently available. Will accept
up to 12 work stations and runs all IBM "off -the -
shelf" software. Tremendously cost-effective as
compared to IBM PC networks; up to 60MB central
storage. Entry-level, 2 screen configuration with
15MB central storage - only E5875, R.R.P.

SPECIAL OFFERS

IBMIAPRICOT ONLY

DBASE II £259
 DBASE III £349
 FRAMEWORK £349

LOTUS 1-2-3 £289
SYMPHONY £399
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL £240

 WORDSTAR 2000 £275

Not available for the Apricot

DISKS PER BOX OF 10
SONY 3.5" DSDD £39.95
DYSAN 5.25" DSDD £23.45
3M 5.25" DSDD £19.95

Please add f1.00 carriage per order.
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A& G Computerware 118
AMA Computer Supplies 140
Amstrad Consumer Electronics
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Applied Technology 148
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Computer Service

Service Ltd 9
DDL 52,60
Dean Software 34
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Sanyo Back cover
Sanyo Maruberni 38/39

Dennison Manufacturing Co. L Sentinel Software 130
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HM Systems 48/49 Mountaindene 142 Trisoft Ltd. 162
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Affordable and reliable
rs fronlpic

u more
ur money

CPA 80 - 100 cps
+ EPSON COMPATIBLE

CPB 80 - 130 cps
+ IBM COMPATIBLE

FROM E199*

micro P

MP 165 - 165 cps
+ EPSON COMPATIBLE
NLQ PRINTER

micro P

CPP 40-4 COLOUR
PORTABLE
PRINTER/PLOTTER

ABOUT E79*j
Even in today's high tech world, for most of us, the written word is still
the least expensive means of sending and receiving information. If you
own a microcomputer the chances are that sooner or later you are
probably going to need a printer in order to get into print.

micro P - CPP40
A low cost 4 colour 40/80 column printer/plotter capable of print-
ing text or graphics on plain paper. The CCP40 is an ideal compan-
ion for small and portable micro's, as it is fitted with re -chargeable
batteries - perfect for beginners.

micro P - CPA80
With 100 cps quality printing, the CPA80 probably gives more cps/
£ than any other printer available today. The CPA80 is packed with
features you would normally find on a more expensive printer.
With an optional RS232 version available (even for the QL) this
Epson compatible printer will hook up to almost any micro.

Buy from your local dealer today!  Circle No. 102

micro P - MP165
Looking for a matrix printer as well as a daisywheel? Well, the
MP165 combines all the attributes of these two technologies to
give a matrix printer capable of printing at up to 165 cps, as well

as providing crisp Near Letter Quality, (NLQ) print at 75 cps.
Features include a 2k buffer as well as both friction and tractor
feed, as standard. Ideally suited to most popular micro's, the
MP165 is now available in a new RS232 QL compatible version.

RP Micro
Peripherals lid
"PRINTERS FOR ALL APPLICATIONS"

I NTEC UNIT 3, HASSOCKS WOOD, WADE ROAD,
BASINGSTOKE, HANTS. ENGLAND, RG24 ONE.

Telephone: BASINGSTOKE 10256) 473232 (32 lines).
Telex: 859669 MICROP G Facsimile: 0256 461570

* Full 12 months warranty - R RP ex. VAT. QL is a registered Trade Mark
of Sinclair Research.



"My portable micro is IBM compatible:' "My portable micro is IBM compatible.
And it has a colour screen'

There were once two businessmen in the market
for a portable micro computer.

The first, a proud and somewhat shortsighted man,
snapped up the first IBM compatible machine
he encountered. Thinking he'd done wonderfully well.

The second, a wise old bird, considered the options
carefully and settled on the Sanyo MBC 775.

His patience was admirably rewarded.
Not only did his chosen machine have full IBM

compatibility, with twin 360K disk drives, 256K RAM
expandable to 640K RAM, but also a colour screen.

The only portable micro with a colour screen.

The price of ..£1,990 included not only the monitor
but £500 of free software like Calcstai Wordsta4 and
GW Basic.

And he was given the opportunity to join the Sanyo
Micro -Users Association, giving direct access to product
and software information.

So remember the moral of the story is, see Sanyo,
then decide. SANYO

 Circle No. 103
FOR FULL DETAILS OF THE ENTIRE SANYO COMPUTER RANGE WRITE TO SANYO BUSINESS SYSTEMS,

SANYO HOUSE OTTERSPOOL WAY, WATFORD, HERTS. OR PHONE (0923) 57231/57245.


